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Newspaper Notes: 1875-1902: Articles regarding Rib Lake and vicinity from Taylor County newspapers.
This is a folder of the Rib Lake Historical Society, LLC, Robert P. Rusch, manager. Its purpose is to collect data regarding Rib Lake and environs from newspaper sources other than
the Rib Lake Herald. The initial emphasis will be on older newspapers, such as the Taylor County News, Taylor County Star & News, and Taylor County Star News.
This document will utilize a template having four columns. Column 1 will identify the date of publication. Column 2 will indicate the newspaper. Column 3 will provide the text, i.e.,
either a quote or summary of the article. Column 4 contains comments that RPR may wish to make, for example, cross references to other documents.
This document is begun on September 28, 2011, under the skilled scrutiny of Cindy A. Sommer, and will be on laptop computer 6.
ABBREVIATIONS: Taylor County News = TCN
Star & News= S/N
Taylor County Star & News= TC STAR & NEWS
Date

Paper

Text

Comments

1875
4/7/1875

TCN

4/14/1875

TCN

The masthead says this is volume 1 number 2---what
happened to number 1? “Ogden Brothers
publishers”
WESTBORO -- Westboro, April 10, 1875 - Editors of The News, GENTLEMEN: We have
received and read, with pleasure, the first and second numbers of your paper, and pronounce
them complete in most respects: complete, as a neat and handsomely got up newspaper, and we
feel highly complimented that we have such active young men at the head of a paper in our new
County, but we would surely have appreciated the paper much more, had we found our little
village of Westboro mentioned in its columns.
Were you aware that there was such a place as Westboro? If not, I would inform you that we
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The Wisconsin Central Railroad (later a part of the
“Soo Line,”) platted the Village of Westboro soon
after it constructed the railroad there. The
Wisconsin Central Railroad sold a beautifully located
sawmill site in Westboro to John Duncan, William S.
Taylor and James Ritchie. You may see both the plat
and sawmill contract, for example by consulting the
photo and document collection at

claim to have the smartest little town on the Wisconsin Central Railroad, not excepting the
County seat. We are 13 miles north of Medford, in Taylor County, on Silver Creek. The place
commenced its growth last fall, if I am not mistaken, in November. We have a lumber
company, Duncan, Richey [Ritchie] & Co.; that had up one of the best mills on the line all ready
for business. They have in about five million feet of logs. We have one hotel, the Palmer
House, kept by C. C. Palmer and his most agreeable wife. Travelers can not help but feel at
home while stopping with them. We claim it the largest and best hotel north of Milwaukee, at
least. We can feed and lodge more people than any other. Nothing uncommon for them to have
eighty-five and one hundred quests over night. We have the large wholesale and retail grocery
and provision house kept by E. P. Warren, a real stirring business man , just the an for the place,
always ready to accommodate his customers by keeping what they want and selling cheap.

www.riblakehistory.com

The P. O, Department has been kind to us and has established a post office at this place, Ed.
Williams, Postmaster.
We have one wholesale liquor house kept by Peter Campbell, not what you would call a saloon,
it being so well conducted.
Our restaurant, kept by N. Saloo (sic) a genuine, lively Frenchman, where you can get lobsters,
sardines, oysters, and I don’t know but with bull-frogs now that the pond is open.
Rhinholdt was to open a millinery shop; had his building set up, but failed to get the milliners,
and has sold out to a German, who will soon open up a beer garden.
We also have a first-class freight depot, managed by Mr. Cone and his worthy assistant, the
Grand Duke, both very obliging gentlemen.
There are many other items I could speak of that, perhaps, would be interesting to the outside
world, but for fear I am taxing you too much, will speak of them some future time. Yours, Skiff
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4/29/1875

TCN

GOVERNOR WILLIAM R. TAYLOR -- The Democratic party will undoubtedly renominate
William R. Taylor for Governor…

Taylor County was named for him.

4/29/1875

TCN

TAYLOR COUNTY NEWS -- (Advertisement) Taylor County News, the only newspaper in
Taylor County.

The currently published Star News is the result of a
merger of the News and Star about the turn of the
century

4/29/1875

TCN

WISCONSIN CENTRAL TIME TABLE

4/29/1875

TCN

POPULATION BOOM -- Taylor County is rapidly increasing in population; in the village of
Westboro, now containing over one hundred inhabitants, there were seven births last week.
Where is there a place of that size that can do a better?

4/29/1875

TCN

CHELSEA -- Mr. Colby of the Wisconsin Central Railroad has donated to the people of Chelsea
two lots: one for school buildings and the other for a church. Mr. Colby is doing the faith thing
with our County.

The railroad platted the village of Colby at the time it
was constructed there, i.e., 1873. Chelsea is named
for Chelsea, Massachusetts.

4/29/1875

TCN

COUNTY BOARD – C.C. Palmer, resident of Westboro and proprietor of the Palmer House
hotel there, is on the Taylor County Board of supervisors.

This was the first Taylor county board formed after
the creation of the county in 1875; Palmer was one of
three members; the others were Isaac Biscornet,
Medford businessman, and G.W. Adams, chairman, a
Medford attorney.

5/6/1875

TCN

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST SCHOOL MEETING OF DISTRICT NO. 2 -- Chelsea, May
3, 1875 “Meeting called to order by S. Barry. G. W. Adams, of Medford, was introduced to
the meeting. C. H. Gearhart was appointed secretary of the meeting. School law read by G. W.
Adams.

G. W. Adams was the chairman of the County Board
and a Medford attorney practicing in the firm of
“Ogden & Adams, attorneys & counselors at law.”
They ran a weekly ad in the News providing
“Collections promptly attended to. Office in the
NEWS building.”

Alfred Margatroy was chosen as district clerk and Daniel Shay as treasurer. It was decided to
have five months of school.
Two hundred dollars was the amount decided upon to be raised for teacher wages, and one
hundred dollars to be raised for incidental expenses; four hundred dollar to be raise to build
school house.
The supervision of school house building is left to the school board. The generous offer of the
railroad Company for school house lot accepted, The Board was instructed to purchase a lot
adjacent to the one donated by the Company.
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The time table reveals one train per day passed
through Medford going north at 6:15 p.m. This train
was scheduled to reach Dedham (Ogema) at 8:30 and
Worcester at 10:00 p.m. where the tracks ended.
The south bound train left Medford at 9:00 a.m. and
arrived in Milwaukee the next morning at 6:45 a.m.

Note that school was scheduled to run for five
months and free.

All who wish to attend school, residing inside or outside the district, are admitted free.
A vote of thanks was tendered Mr. Adams for his kind attendance at our first meeting. /s/
Charles H. Gearhart, Secretary
5/13/1875

TCN

LITTLE BLACK -- The frame for the new sawmill, owned by Watermelon & Co., situated on
the Little Black River, and is ready for erection.

5/13/1875

TCN

CHELSEA ITEMS -- The Indians are bringing in large quantities of fish from the lakes east of
Chelsea; they are selling them for five cents per pound.
Mr. Gearhart’s new hotel is erected and enclosed.

5/13/1875

TCN

CHELSEA -- [Letter to the Editor] Chelsea, May 10, 1875 …In December last, with the
exception of the railroad line depot and a couple of homestead residences, this place was a
wilderness. Since that date a site has been opened up for a town. A new mill of the capacity of
23,000 ft. of lumber and 40,000 shingles daily) erected by A. [Abrams] Taylor Esq., a large
boarding house and several other buildings put up; a dam built, and C. H. Gearhart’s new hotel
is fast approaching completion. Eight homesteaders are now residing in the vicinity busily
engaged clearing for cultivation; and most every acre of land for miles around has been entered.
A school district organized, lots acquired, and in a few weeks we shall have the juveniles
assembled under some efficient person in training for future usefulness. Our scholars arrived
ready for business, m any of them grown up…
The site of our town will compare favorably with any along the railroad line: a level plateau
with mills mill pond, dam and three million feet of first class logs to the south; on the east a tract
extending over six miles to Rib Lake of excellent pine and farming lands, interceded by creeks,
and dotted over with beautiful lakes abounding with fish of the choicest king, such as bass,
pickerel, perch, sun fish and muscalange (sic).
Homesteads have been entered on several of those lakes, and within two miles of the railroad
line, on Black Lake, Mr. John Worthington, the pioneer of civilization in that quarter, has a neat,
comfortable house overlooking the lake [Wellington Lake originally called Worthington] with a
clearing extending to its banks, which he is now busy putting in readiness for cropping. To the
north and east there are many homesteads of excellent land, which are fast being settled.
On the west, and within less than a quarter of a mile, lies the first of the beautiful Chelsea lakes,
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Gearhart’s impressive 3 story hotel on the west side
of the railroad tracks served Chelsea for many years;
you can see a photo of it in the photo & document
collection at www.riblakehistory.com
I believe the author’s reference to John Wellington’s
home and farm on Black Lake is in error; His place
was located on the north shore of Wellington Lake—
known originally as Worthington Lake.
Note the author’s accurate observation that most
Taylor County lake water is dark colored.
THIS ARTICLE CONTAINS THE FIRST
MENTION OF RIB LAKE WITHIN THE TCN.

surrounded by high sloping banks, with the clearest of crystal waters (an unusual thing in this
country as most of the waters are dark colored) well stocked with fish; between the lake and the
railroad line runs the West Branch of the Black River, whereas the waters of the nearest lake run
north towards Westboro and form what is generally termed Silver creek. Within an area of one
and a half miles we have seven lakes; in fact almost every homesteader is located on some one
of them.
During the last few weeks several families from the south end of the state have moved up here
and Mr. [Abram] Taylor is having houses up as fast as possible to accommodate several more
coming in within a few days. While speaking of buildings, we had almost the fact that four lots
were sold her yesterday, and the parties intend building at once. Our nearest farmer here is the
veteran Charles H. McNaughton, the oldest settler who has two men hard at work on his land
and plant several acres this spring.
Without much pretentions of notoriety, we still wish to keep up with our neighbors, and our mill
under the superintendence of Mr. Lockleiter is in full blast, sawing the clearest of pine, is
shipping daily several [railroad] cars of lumber and shingles. Hotels and houses being built;
families flocking in; homesteaders busy crossing; the country being cleared with the riches of
pine, and the advantages of good farming land, combined with the natural attractions of our
many and picturesque lakes, we hope through the every one of our people and their
determination to progress, to do our share towards the advancement of their young and wealthy
county of Taylor. /s/ Chelsea
5/13/1875
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TCN

STOLEN LOGS -- NOTICE OF SALE -- The pine saw logs herein described are to be sold
having been wrongfully cut and taken from land the legal title of which is in the United States [a
list of over 1,000,000 feet of logs follows listing sections in Township 32 Range 1 East as the
origin]
100,000 se nw & ne sw

section 4 T 31 1 E

250,000 s ½ se ¼

section 29 T 32 1 E

483,000 w ½ se ¼

section 4 T 32 1 E

100.000 w ½ se ¼

section 14 T 31 1 E

The article goes on to says that the stolen pine saw
logs will be sold at public auction on June 10, 1875
at the booms of said Roberts and Whelen in said
Black River were the log now are. Terms; Cash.
Signed “United States Land Office, Eau Claire, Wis.”

150,000 ne ¼ se ¼

ditto

100,000 nw ¼ se ¼

ditto

200,000 Lots 9,10,11, 12, 15, 16

section 18 T 31 1E

60,000 nw ¼ sw ¼

section 22 ditto

60,000 s ½ ne ¼

section 34 ditto

100/000 e ½ se ¼

section 14 ditto

150,000 e ½ sw ¼

section 14 ditto

150,000 w ½ se ¼ &se ¼ se ¼

section 22 T 32 1 E

70,000 Lots 13, 14, 23, 24

section 18 T 31 1E

70,000

section 20 ditto

…all of which said logs are marked with the letters “R. W.” [Roberts & Whelen Lumber Co
Medford] stamped in the end of said log and are now with other logs of a like mark wrongfully
intermixed and are in the Black River above and near Roberts and Whelen’s saw mill which is
situated at the village of Medford…
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5/13/1875

TCN

FIRST MEDFORD STORE -- Mr. J. A. King, formerly of Fond du Lac, Wis., was the first man
to start [a] business [in Medford], if such you could call it… coming on about the first of Nov.
1874. He was located at Colby when the railroad reached Medford, and having an eye to
business he bought a few thousand feet of lumber, loaded it on the [railroad] cars himself and
started out, determined as he was to have a shanty up and open a small grocery store as soon as
possible. The railroad company had freight and passenger depot and [water] tank up at this
time, which comprised the entire town. Mr. King stuck stakes just below the depot. The village
plot was then covered with standing timber and the first thing to be downed was to clear grounds
for the shanty….

Arthur J. Latton credits Mr. A.E. Harder for
establishing the first home in Medford in 1872.

7/1/1875

TCN

MEDFORD -- The mill firm of Roberts & Whelen underwent quite a change last week. Jr.
Roberts sold his interest to D [David] McCartney of Fort Howard. Business under the new

I suspect the US Government seizure and sale of the
stolen pine logs on June 10, 1875, played into this.

managers will run under the name of McCartney & Whelen. Mr. Roberts left for his home in
Oshkosh, soon after the consummation of the trade.

RPR

7/15/1875

TCN

Tuesday morning, Gardner Colby, President of the Wisconsin Central Railroad, and Charles
Colby, his son, Vice-President, Phillips, Bacon and Moses Taylor of New York, and other
capitalists, went up the [railroad] line as far as Westboro for the purpose of looking over the
road with the intention of extending the same if the capitalists would loan the necessary funds to
carry the work along. They returned the same morning.

For 19 months construction of the line was stopped
for lack of funds. In that time tracks ended at
Worcester, Price County and Glidden [then called
Chippewa Crossing] in Ashland County. Passengers
were taken by stage coach between those points.

8/19/1875

TCN

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF A COUNTY BRIDGE TO BE BUILT OVER
SILVER CREEK, ON SEC 7, T 33 R 2 E, 556 FT NORTH OF SOUTH LINE OF SEC. 7
-- Detailed specs given for a wooden bridge 82 feet long and 9 ½ feet above bed of Silver Creek
topped with 3 inch pine or hemlock planking, “The said bridge is to be built and completed on
or before Dec 1, 1875. The bridge is to be paid for when accepted by the County Board of
Supervisors. Bids will be received on the grounds October 5, 1875.”

At the same time the County advertises for a bridge
to be built across the Little Black River.

9/16/1875

TCN

COUNTY BOARD PROCEEDINGS 9/3/1875 -- The meeting was called order by G. W.
Adams, chairman, and the following towns were then set off from the town of Medford… [The
Towns of Little Black, Chelsea and Westboro were created.]

The Town of Rib Lake was, in 1885, set off from the
Town of Westboro. The Village of Rib Lake was
created in May, 1902.

The first election of said Town of Westboro shall be held at C.C. Palmer’s hotel on the first
Tuesday after the first Monday in April, 1876.
[The first election for the Town of Chelsea was schedule in an identical fashion to be held at
Charles Hl Gearhart’s hotel “in the village of Chelsea.”]
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10/21/1875

TCN

WESTBORO -- Duncan & Taylor of Westboro are building a store building besides making
other improvements around their [saw] mill.

The same edition of the News reported that the
company owning the Little Black saw mill was
building a company store.-

12/16/1875

TCN

WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD -- One reads in the newspapers that the Wisconsin
Central Company is pushing its [rail] road through the woods from Worchester (sic), 101 miles
north of Stevens Point to Penoka, a distance of fifty-five miles; but how few realize the
magnitude of this work…

For the last 18 months the northward construction of
the railroad had stalled at Worcester in southern Price
County; the end of the track there was referred to as
mile post 101.

12/16/1875

TCN

WESTBORO AREA PINE CUT -- It is reported that about 75,000,000 feet of logs will be cut at
Westboro this winter.

I surmise that the majority of such a large cut were
driven down Silver Creek to the Jump River, thence

to the Chippewa River. A host of large sawmills
lined the Chippewa in cities like Chippewa Falls and
Eau Claire. The “Duncan” sawmill in Westboro was
in operation but I estimate its annual capacity was
about 2,000,000 board feet. RPR
12/16/1875

TCN

NEW STORE -- A new store has been started at Westboro by Otto H Hogs & Co.

12/16/1875

TCN

MILL MATTERS -- The firm of Duncan, Ritchie & Co., which owned the splendid new saw
mill at Westboro, on the Wisconsin Central Railroad, has changed hands.
Mr. [James] Ritchie is retiring, and [the mill] will hereafter be known as Duncan and Taylor.
The mill, which has been shut down, will go into operation again about January 1st. It is one of
the very best on the line of that [rail] road. ---Green Bay Advocate.

12/16/1875

TCN

RAILROAD OFFICIALS -- The railroad officials of the Wisconsin Central in company with
Gov. Taylor went up to the end of the railroad last night in an extra and passed down the line
this morning.

The railroad was at this time actively building
northward through Price County. In January, 1876,
Governor Taylor would leave office; he had lost his
race for reelection to Ludington who would be
inaugurated the first week of January.

12/16/1875

TCN

WESTBORO -- Mr. [John] Duncan and lady, of Fort Howard, one of the proprietors of the
Westboro mill, passed down through town [Medford] last Monday enroute to Westboro.

Mr. and Mrs. John Duncan resided in Fort Howard, a
city on the northwest side of the city of Green Bay.

1876
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You can view many of the company records at the
photo & document collection at
www.riblakehistory.com; for example, that collection
contains the November 11, 1874 contract by James
Ritchie, John Duncan and William S. Taylor with the
Wisconsin Central Railroad; those three partners
bought extensive white pine in Town 33 Ranges 1 7
2 East and contracted to build a sawmill in Westboro.
The 12/23/1875 News also reported that the Duncan
and Taylor Foundry at Fort Howard, Wis., was
manufacturing a steam engine and other substantial
machinery for the Wisconsin Central Railroad shops
at Stevens Point, Wis.

1/6/1876

TCN

CHELSEA HOUSE – [advertisement] C. H. Gearhart, Proprietor. Chelsea, Taylor County,
Wis. Mr. Gearhart is an old experienced landlord, and knows the way to run a first-class house.
He invites the traveler to stop and partake of his hospitality. Good accommodations for teams
[of horses].

In another part of the newspaper appears: “Squire
Gearhart has more then one can handle at his hotel—
between railroad men, his road [building] crew and
transients, his house is crowded. Charley is doing
well, and we wish him success.” [Charles Gearhart
had a crew of 10 men constructing roads for Taylor
County.]

1/6/1876

TCN

COUNTY JUDGE -- C.C. Palmer received the appointment of county judge for Taylor County
last week. A good appointment so all say.

The post of Taylor County judge had been vacant.
Newly elected Governor Ludington appoints C. C.
Palmer who operated the Palmer House hotel in
Westboro. Palmer was not an attorney.

1/20/1876

TCN

FIRST ROAD TO MEDFORD -- The county road north of Medford is progressing finely and
the road from Chelsea to Medford will be completed in a few weeks.

The specifications for county roads called for a right
of way of 4 rods with the center two “grubbed.”

1/27/1876

TCN

PINE LOGGING -- The number of feet of pine contracted to be cut in Taylor county this winter
will reach the astonishing figure of 100,000,000. At this rate it will not be many years hence
before the pine for home consumption will be scarce.

1/27/1876

TCN

LUMBERING STATISTICS -- To ascertain the amount of lumbering that is being done in this
vicinity this season, we sent a circular and postal card to all of those we could learn the names
of, and to the response, we received the following minutes:
In Town 31 (sic; should it read 33?) Range 1 and 2 East, Biggers & Co is logging. They
commence the season’s operations about Nov. 12, 1875. The contracted to put in 12,000,000
feet; 6,000,000 fir Duncan & Taylor at Westboro and 6,000,000 feet fir Mississippi Lumbering
Company, which are landed on Silver Creek. They have 120 men employed, and 31 teams with
average wages at $26 per month for men and $65 for teams. The number of logs as to date is
about 3,000,000 feet. Prospects are favorable that their job will be finished this winter. There
are three foremen in charge of the work, A. Marshall, J McVay and J. Shoca.
In Town 32, Range 1 east and west. L. [Linus] M. Marshall is lumbering has a contract for
2,250,000 feet; he commenced operations in November, 1875. The logs are landed in the mill
pond at Chelsea. Mr. Marshall has 18 men, 4 horse teams and 2 ox teams under the control of
Antoine Iodoin as foreman and 18 men, 4 horse teams and 3 ox teams under the management of
Henry shearer. The average wages paid men is $22 per month, teams: $50 for oxen and $ 65 for
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I believe the correct location for Bigger & Co.
logging operations was town 33 not 31. Both Silver
Creek and the Duncan and Taylor miller were in
town 33 not 31.

horses. The prospects for a good winter’s work are good…
On the Jump river and tributaries Walsh & Co., Stanly Brothers, Mead another four Chippewa
firms are lumbering. In all there are seven camps. The number of men employed is 141, teams
57; amount of logs now landed 7,000,000; the n number contracted to get out: 16,000,000,
Average wages per man $26. The logs are cut in town 32 and 33, range 1 east and 1 west, and
landed on Grass Brook and Yellow river.
The Meridian Mill Co. is putting in logs for Jerome B. Garland to the amount of 2,500,000 feet.
Robert S. Keene is foreman; work commenced on December 1; logs are landed on Silver Creek,
Taylor Co. The number of employed is 28, teams 5, amount of logs landed 950,000 feet.
Prospects are good. The logs are cut in Town 33 1 East. Average wages paid to men $26 per
month; average wages.
W. N. Brown is putting in logs for McCartney & Whelen to the amount of 2,000,000 feet. The
logs are to be delivered in [to] the Black River; men employed 24; teams [of horses] 8. Amount
of logs to date 200,000 feet. Lumbering in town 32 range 1 east. Average wages paid to men
$23 per month; average wage for team $50.
1/27/1876

TCN

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION -- The firm of Duncan, Ritchie & Co, heretofore existing and
doing business at Westboro, Taylor County, Wis. was dissolved by mutual consent on the 25th
day of October 1874. John Duncan, James Ritchie, Wm. S. Taylor.
The undersigned succeed the old firm in said business and all claims due the old firm must be
paid to them, DUNCAN & TAYLOR, Westboro, Wis., October 25, 1875.

3/16/1876

TCN

A NEW NEWSPAPER -- The first number [issue] of the Taylor County Star will be issued
tomorrow.

This signs the commencement of a competing
Medford newspaper that would eventually merge
with the News to form The Star News.

3/23/1876

TCN

MARCH 22, 1875 -- COUNTY BIRTHDAY -- Dear Editor: With your permission, a few
words for the News in the interest of Taylor county… The territory comprising Taylor County
consisted of one township from Marathon County, ten from Clark County, ten from Chippewa
County and six from Lincoln County, making a total of 27 townships. Medford, being the
geographical center of the county, was appointed the county seat by the act of corporation.

Taylor County came into legal existence March 22,
1875.

TAYLOR COUNTY MAY JUSTLY CLAIM ITS EXISTENCE FROM THE 22ND DAY OF
10

MARCH, 1875, AT WHICH TIME THE NECESSARY COUNTY OFFICERS, WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF THE COUNTY BOARD, HAVING BEEN APPOINTED BY THE
GOVERNOR, WERE REQUIRED TO QUALIFY. (Emphasis added)
3/30/1876

TCN

WESTBORO -- The voters of Little black and Westboro [townships] have shown their
appreciation of Mr. Biscornet’s and Mr. Palmer’s ability to represent their towns, by renominating them without a dissenting voice. We welcome these gentlemen back as members of
our County Board. They have been watchful and diligent in their business transactions for the
county and have won the respect of the people of the county in general.

4/6/1876

TCN

DELINQUENT TAX LIST -- OF 1876 FOR UNPAID TAXES OF 1875 “NOTE IS HEREBY
GIVEN THAT ON THE SECOND Tuesday, being the 9 day of May, 1876,…at the office of the
County Treasurer of Taylor County in Dodge & Healy’s store in the Village of Medford, the
seat of justice of said county, State of Wisconsin, I shall sell at public auction...as will be
necessary for the payment of the taxes, interest and charges due therefore for the year A. D.
1875. /s/ F. A. Healy., County Treas.

A January, 1876, edition of the News reported that C.
C. Palmer had been appointed Taylor County judge
by Governor Ludington. Later editions reported that
Palmer was out as judge. At this point it is not clear
what happened, RPR The 3/30/1878 News reports E.
R. Prink is Taylor County judge.

[A long list of legal descriptions follow including section 12, town 33 north range 1 west in
which 8 of the 16 quarter quarters (forties) are delinquent—each owing $4.98 in taxes.]
6/1/1876

TCN

HEMLOCK BARK -- “Those who are desirous of getting out tanners’ bark, and delivering it to
the railroad, can learn particulars in regard to price, terms, etc. by inquiring of Ogden and
Adams or W. E. Lockerby. A. J. VAN EPPS

This is the first comment with the News that a market
existed for hemlock bark.
The June 8 edition of the News under Chelsea News
reports: “Hemlock bark is now the shipping product
here. William Seeger [a Medford merchant] is
loading [rail] road cars for points south every day.
Contracts for considerable quantities have been made
by Messrs. Kinney, Jones and other with the
“Milwaukee Leather Co.” of Milwaukee and several
gangs are now peeling or getting ready to do so. The
trade in this material promises to get good this
season. At no point on the line of the railroad are
there such facilities for an extensive trade in hemlock
bark.”
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TAYLOR COUNTY WAS HEMLOCK HEAVEN;
hemlock bark was peeled by the Rib Lake Lumber
Company and shipped by rail to Milwaukee tanneries
as late as the 1940’s. RPR

12

6/1/1876

TCN

BOUNTIES -- Since the first of January, no less than 7 lynxes, 1 wolf and 1 wolverine have met
their fate within the borders of Taylor County, and for which the State has paid the small sum of
$50.

I have never seen any of these animals in Taylor
County thought I have been outside a lot for 70 years.
I think our lives would be richer and our environment
healthier with them. RPR

6/1/1876

TCN

CHELSEA, WIS. -- The [Abrams] Taylor (and L. [Linus] Marshall & Co.) saw mill in Chelsea
has started up in tip-top order and is running day and night on the very best class of logs in this
county. It is a pleasure to look over the mill since Mr. Taylor had had it over hauled and
repaired. All the higher grades of shingles have already been contracted for at a fair living price,
and Mr. Taylor has, with his characteristic energy, affected A SALE OF ALL HIS FIRSTCLASS LUMBER CUT, IN DEALS TO A FIRM ENGAGED TO SUPPLY THE EUROPEAN
MARKET. It will be the first time that Wisconsin central lumber will be shipped across the
Atlantic to our “blasted ancestors”. SO MUCH FOR LITTLE CHELSEA. (EMPHASIS
ADDED)

This is the first news about exporting Taylor County
lumber.

6/1/1876

TCN

WHITTLESEY -- Last Sunday the tie train ran over and killed an ox belonging to P. Taggert
near the Charlestown switch.

Railroad officials chose the name Charlestown for
the town site they created 5 miles north of Medford.
The name Charlestown did not catch on. About 1881
Erza Whittlesey, the first mayor of Ashland, Wis. and
pioneer state assemblyman representing north
Wisconsin, platted lots at the site and called it
“Whittlesey.”

6/15/1876

TCN

BREWERY -- Medford thinks some of having a brewery. This will suit our German friends.
About 200 kegs of beer are used each week in Medford. It is principally shipped from
Milwaukee.

Deutsches Bier ist deutsches Brot.

7/20/1876

TCN

“Official Paper of the County---Republican in Politics.”

“John A. Ogden, Editor and Publisher.” So reads the
masthead. John’s brother and former partner has left
the News.

8/3/1876

TCN

MEDFORD MILL PRODUCTION-- At the McCartney & Whelen’s mill, the largest day’s
sawing was performed, on Tuesday, of any mill on the line of Wisconsin Central Railroad,
having sawed 60,000.

8/3/1876

TCN

SALE OF SWAMP LANDS -- Office of commissioners of school and university lands,
Madison, Wis. July 27,1876

The government was selling land and its virgin
timber for $1.25 per acre.

Notice is hereby given that all of the Swamp Lands in Town 34, Range 1 East, …which were
conveyed by the United States to the State of Wisconsin by Patent bearing date May 18,1876,
and which have not heretofore been offered for sale, will, if not previously pre-empted, be
offered for all sale at public auction at the Capitol in Madison on the Third day of October, A.
D., 1876 at 10 o’clock a.m. and all persons claiming the right of preemption to any of said lands
are notified that such claims must be proven, and such proof deposited with the Secretary of
State and the land paid for at the rate of [$ 1.25] per acre, at least 10 days prior to the time fixed
for the sale of said lands as above specified.
/s/ Commissioners of School & University Lands, Peter Doyle, Sec’y State, Ferd. Kuehn, State
Treas., A. Scott Sloan, Att’y Gen.
8/10/1876

TCN

WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILWAY -- WHAT WAS SEEN BY OUR CORRESPONDENT
[From the Escanaba, Michigan, Tribune]

Westboro has “chain lightning dispensaries…’’
WHAT ARE THOSE?

….Charlestown [today, Whittlesey] is a small hamlet hardly awake yet.

Worcester was 2 miles north of Prentice and where
railroad construction northward had stalled for 18
months due to a lack of money.

Westboro has a saw mill, a dozen houses, besides stores, hotels and chain-lightning dispensaries.
Ogema has a steam saw-mill at Worcester, at the end of the track, 101 miles above Stevens
Point. This place is almost entirely occupied by the employees of the [Wisconsin Central
Railroad] company, and as about half the dwellers therein live in tents, we were forcibly
reminded of early mining towns in California. The company has a large force at work here and
is rapidly shoving the work along. On the 19th day of July track laying was commenced
northward and they expect to have the ten miles laid to Elk River [Phillips] by the beginning of
August…
9/7/1876
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TCN

LOCALS -- The ticket agent for the Wisconsin Central Railroad at this place [Medford], W. E.
Lockerby, sold a ticket to Truckee, California, one day last week. Price $66.95.

9/14/1876

TCN

C.C. Palmer of Westboro -- The Democrats of this Assembly district, comprising the counties of
Clark, Wood, Lincoln and Taylor, are talking strongly of nominating C. C. Palmer of this county
[as their candidate for the Wisconsin Assembly]. Mr. Palmer is in every way qualified for the
position, and would fill it with honor if elected. If a Democrat is to be elected in this district, Mr.
Palmer is certainly a good choice, We know him to be a clearheaded, shrewd man of good
business tact.

9/28/1876

TCN

IMMANUEL EV. LUTHERAN CHURCH OF MEDFORD -- A meeting of the Germans of this
place was held at the residence of R. Saeger on Tuesday evening for the purpose of organizing a
German Evangelical Lutheran Immanuel Congregation of the Unaltered Augsburg Confession.
The following persons were elected as trustees: Christophe Frank, William Seeger, and Chas.
Faude.

10/12/1876

TCN

MORTGAGE SALE -- Henry Baetz v. Abram Taylor & Martha Y. Taylor. Whereas default has
been made in the payment of money secured to be paid by a mortgage dated …1/20/1875… to
secure the payment of the sum of $4,000…

These kind words come from a long-time, staunchly
Republican editor.

The News also reported the bankruptcy of the
Watermelon Company, operators of the saw mill at
Little Black.

The mortgage shall be foreclosed by sale of the premises …at public auction to be held
12/8/1878 at the Ogden & Adams law office in Medford. The sum due is $3231.15. [The
mortgaged premises are the sawmill and real estate approximately ½ mile south of Chelsea and
other lands].
Together with the saw mill thereon erected and all boilers, engines and machinery connected
therewith or belonging thereto. /s/ Henry Baetz, mortgagee
12/14/1876

TCN

Mr. William Taylor of the firm of Duncan and Taylor of Westboro gave us a pleasant call. He
informed us that the company would put in 8,000,000 feet of logs this winter.

12/14/1876

TCN

RAILROAD -- THROUGH TO LAKE SUPERIOR -- Beginning 12/21/1876 the Wisconsin
Central Railroad will be operated through to Ashland, Lake Superior, and a daily train leaving
Milwaukee at 1:30 a.m. Sleeping cars and coaches will be ready for occupancy at 8:30 pm.
Freight will be carried to and from Ashland, Bayfield, La Point and Odanah. The rates for the
winter between Milwaukee and Ashland will be: 1st class: $1.15; 2nd $1.09; 3rd .95 cents; 4th
class .85 cents….
The railroad is now completed excepting that portion between Butternut Creek and Chippewa
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The News also reported that Duncan & Taylor
intended to construct a planing mill in Westboro.

River, over which 12 miles—stages and teams will be run by the company in connection with
trains in each direction.
The distance are as follows: Milwaukee to Butternut 197 miles; Butternut to Chippewa River
(stage line) 12 miles; Chippewa River to Ashland 42 miles. TOTAL MILES 351 The
uncompleted portion will be finished in the spring of 1877…

1877
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1/11/1877

TCN

The east road leading out of Medford is cut through to the German settlement, a distance of 24
miles. A sleigh load of Germans was in from there last Saturday. They contracted a quantity of
hay and feed to some our lumbermen and will deliver it over this road. This will be the means
of a reduction on prices of feed, etc.

This “German settlement” was/is in Lincoln County
west of Merrill. A large group of Pommerian
Germans immigrated there.

2/1/1877

TCN

COUNTY BOARD -- Motion made by C. C. Palmer, seconded by G. W. Norton, to appoint A.
[Albert] J. Perkins on the committee to settle with Clark County instead of George S. Phelps
[who has] resigned. Carried

Perkins had recently moved to Medford and gone
into the abstracting business. He would go on to be
the first mayor of the city of Medford and a
distinguished businessman and politician; Perkins
was with J.J. Kennedy in the summer of 1881 when
they camped on the shores of Rib Lake and Kennedy
chose the site for his sawmill.

2/1/1877

TCN

INDIANS -- Yesterday several Indians were in town [Medford] and made complaint to our
District Attorney that white men had been at their wigwam in Town 32 Range 1 East and given
the Indians whiskey and outraged the squaws. The white parties are known and the District
Attorney will cause their arrest at an early moment. They should receive the fullest extent of the
law.

The February 2 edition of the News reported; “The
prisoners arrested for selling liquor to the Indians
were discharged from custody last Saturday for the
want of witnesses against them.”

2/22/1877

TCN

CHELSEA -- The Taylor and Marshall mill at Chelsea started up on the 15th. These gentlemen
have put about 3,000,000 feet of pine into their pond this winter and are still cutting and hauling
logs.

While the News in 1876 ran legal notice that Abram
Taylor mill would be sold to settle a mortgage debt,
there was no coverage that the sale had actually taken
place, In any case, Abram Taylor is now in business
with Linus Marshal and their Chelsea mill is going
strong. Abram Taylor is not to be confused with

William S. Taylor, co-owner of the Westboro mill,
nor William R. Taylor, former Governor of
Wisconsin, for whom Taylor County is named.
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3/15/1877

TCN

TIMBER TRESPASS -- The [Taylor] County treasurer issued a warrant and placed it into the
hands of the Sheriff directing him to seize the logs that have been cut off the lands the country
holds tax certificate on.

3/15/1877

TCN

See the notice of the Bankrupt Sale of the Watermelon & Co. mill property at Little Black which
comes off on April 4 at Green Bay.

3/15/1877

TCN

C. C. PALMER OF WESTBORO -- Mr. Palmer, our candidate for [Taylor] County judge, has a
fair way of dealing with his opponent. He says he will try to obtain his election but not by
slandering and abusing his opponent. We admire this policy in a candidate for office. Mr.
Palmer is a gentleman, liberal and consistent in his views, honest as the day is long, shrewd as a
man need to be a good judge of law—just the man for county judge. He is a friend to the
settlers—has been very thoughtful on their behalf while a member of the Town and County
Boards in getting them roads, etc. He has not attempted to build town and county roads by
paying the laborers in trade and shoving the cash in his trousers pocket. He has well earned in
this county a more important office than chairman of a town board. We bespeak for him a large
majority in the county.

3/22/1877

TCN

LIEN LAW -- The lien law for Taylor County had a little revision in the last session of the
Legislature. As the law is, the laborer who performs any kind of labor in the woods which in
any way assists in getting out logs can have a lien on logs. It is a good law and one that will be
appreciated by the laboring class.

3/22/1877

TCN

TANBARK -- Fifty to ten hundred cords of hemlock bark wanted by George H. Wheeler [of
Medford]. This is a grand chance for the homesteaders to make a summers work. The bark is to
be delivered on the railroad track.

4/19/1877

TCN

RAILROAD LANDS EXEMPT FROM TAXATION -- Marathon county has been investigating
the legality of the law exempting the Wisconsin Central Railroad land. The county authorities ha
e wisely employed the best legal talent of the State, and their opinion is that the law is
unconstitutional.

5/10/1877

TCN

BARN RAISING -- On yesterday afternoon occurred the first genuine, old fashioned barn
raising ever held in Taylor County, and if this county is ever blessed by such an organization as

George S. Phelps announced himself as a candidate
for county judge in the same issue of the News.
While Phelps won the judgeship. Palmer was
reelected chairman of the Town of Westboro. Neither
candidate for the county judgeship was an attorney.

The governor of Wisconsin had just signed into law
such legislation. The Wisconsin Central Railroad
had successfully lobbied for the law claiming it was
broke.

Pioneer Settlers, A. J. Perkins is the man who will get up and brag of owning and raising the fist
barn. The barn is located up Mr. Perkin’s farm just east of the village and is a commodious
structure—its dimensions being 26 x 36 and sixteen posts. Everyone left full of beer and
admiration for “Perk” and his barn.
5/24/1877

TCN

WESTBORO -- We lodged at Westboro one night last sharing the hospitality of Friend C. C.
Palmer. With several hours to while away, we “took the burgh in.”
We found the business establishments of Duncan & Taylor, A. Tucker, Wellington H. Haight, C.
Palmer, Nelson Salvo and P. Campbell doing very good business. The town was full to
overflowing with river men, out of employment. The saloons were reaping their semi-annual
harvest.
We were just too late to witness the conflagration—the burning of the woods encompassing the
town. The fire ran through the forests for miles destroying lumbering buildings and
homesteaders’ shanties, but, was fortunately impeded before any of the buildings in the village
were reached. It burnt within two rods of the school house, frightening the teacher and scholars
from the building.
The village school is being taught by Miss Hugaboon of Dorchester and we are informed she is
giving general satisfaction.
The absence of the revered station agent, S. D. Cone, knocked the sunshine from the depot…
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6/9/1877

TCN

CHARLESTOWN -- [The News noted the Wisconsin Central passenger train schedule; trains
leave Milwaukee at 12 pm. and pass through Medford at 2:45 the next p.m. and arrive at
Ashland at 7 that evening. The South train, i.e. from Ashland to Milwaukee passed the north at
Charlestown, later renamed Whittlesey].

The 6/16 issue of the News reported that the last rail
needed to connect the Wisconsin Central north of
Medford was installed.

6/23/1877

TCN

LOG DRIVES -- The lumbermen are still jubilant. The heavy rain a week ago brought the
streams up to a good height for log-driving, and a sufficient quantity of rain has since fallen
nightly to keep the water up. Mooer & Bussell’s drive is far down the main Black River on its
way to La Crosse, and a force of men is now engaged in picking up the rear on the Little Black.
We are safe in stating that all the logs in this portion of the State will reach market this month.

The Black River empties into the Mississippi just
north of the City of La Crosse, Wis. The 6/30/1877
News reported that the Moore & Bussel log drive on
the Little Black River produced 3,000,000 feet.

6/23/1877

TCN

SHINGLES CUT -- Daily cut of [cedar] shingles in McCartney’s [Medford] saw mill ending
Wednesday. June 20, 1877: Thursday 95,000; Friday 93,000; Saturday 90,000; Monday 94,000;

Many Taylor County saw mill made shingles as well
as lumber. In addition, dozens of shingles mills ran in

8/4/1877

TCN

Tuesday 92,000 and Wednesday 96,000. TOTAL FOR A SIX DAY WEEK: 560,000

Taylor County independently of any saw mill. The
Pelkofer shingle mill operated on the southwest side
of Rib Lake as late as the 1930’s. TCN Reported on
8/4/77 THAT A Michigan shingle maker cut 79,400
shingles in a single day—a record.

BIG WORK -- The following from The Northwestern Lumberman: Among our records of a big
day’s work, Mr. W. F. Nuler of the well known shingle manufacturing firm at Whitehall,
Michigan, deserved a place: one of the sawyers in the mill of the firm above mentioned, with a
hand machine of Perkins make, cut 79,400 shingles.

Nuler claimed the sawyer cut 79,400 shingles in one
day!

Mr. Nuler adds to his letter: “I have noticed several reports of large shingle cuts lately in The
Lumberman, but as none of them state what kind of machinery was used, I am unable to judge
whether they are remarkably large or not…”
8/4/1877

TCN

BIGGER WORK -- The following letter is just received at this office. Mr. Chas Martel must
“brace up” and look to his laurels:
Office of Duncan & Taylor, Westboro - To editors of the News: We notice an article in the Star
of Saturday, July 28 headed “Big Work.” Will you favor us by stating in your paper that we
have a shingle packer, Thomas Conely, who packed 55,000 shingles in 12 hours, in the presence
of Holmes’ crew, and he now feels a little conceited and would like to hear from Chas. Martel?
Conely can put up more shingles—if necessary. Yours respectfully, /s/ DUNCAN & TAYLOR
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9/29/1877

TCN

“The troupe show at Charlestown switch this evening.”

This tidbit appeared in the local news section. It
demonstrate that the original name of Charlestown
prevailed in usage at this time rather than
Whittlesey,

9/29/1877

TCN

Messrs. [Linus] Marshall and [Abrams] Taylor, proprietors of the Chelsea sawmill, will
commence operations next Wednesday. Their operations this winter will be limited to two
camps, and the banking of about 4,000,000 feet of logs. Their mill will remain idle until the first
of February.

Nota bene; The online “photo and document
collection” at www.riblakehistory.com contains over
6000 images; the lease and map for this sawmill can,
for example, be found there.

10/6/1877

TCN

[advertisement] WISCONSIN RAILROAD LANDS 40,000 ACRES FOR SALE -- Excellent
farming lands: good water, sure crops, healthy climate, plenty of work, no malicious diseases,
no grasshoppers, and no prairie winds. Before settling elsewhere, write for maps and

The same edition carried an ad from the B & M
[Burlington & Missouri?] railroad for its lands; “mild
& short winters.”

pamphlets to Charles L. Colby, land commissioner, Wisconsin Central R.R. Co, Milwaukee,
Wis.
10/27/1877

TCN

RAILROADS -- The [Wisconsin] Supreme Court has affirmed the decisions of the lower courts
in relation to the Potter law—that the State has the power to regulate and prescribe the
maximum rates for fare and freight on railroads within the State.

The north bound train originated in Milwaukee,
passed through Medford, met the south bound train at
Charlestown [Whittlesey] and ended up at Ashland.

A change in time has been made in the running of the trains, and we understand t is permanently
established for the winter. The passenger [train from Milwaukee] from the south arrives at 1:58
and from the north at 2:25 p.m., passing [one-another] at Charlestown. The freight from the
south arrives at 8:40 p.m., and from the north at 6:50 a.m.
11/3/1877

TCN

COUNTY POLITICS -- The office of sheriff has more aspiring candidates than any office to be
filled, unless it is the office of surveyor. The Republicans have Eli [Elias] Urquhart of
Westboro; the Democrats, George Morrisette, of Chelsea; the independent candidates are Dennis
Nedham of Medford and Mike Mullen of Westboro
Eli Urquhart is said to be just the man for sheriff. We don’t know anything about him. But we
are informed by his acquaintance that he is a straight forward citizen, and a man that would
serve the people well if elected. His physique and appearance would give one the impression
that he would make a capital officer.

11/3/1877

TCN

John A. Ogden and H. K. Pitcher, editors and proprietors

11/17/1877

TCN

LOGGING CAMP -- Elbridge Turner, foreman for W. T. Price, has erected a new camp on the
Flambeau River which surpasses any similar structure ever erected in that town. Its dimensions
are 26 x 68 feet and will give shelter this coming winter to about 50 men.

Eli Urquhart lost to Needham but went on to serve as
Taylor County Board of Supervisors chair and many
other elected positions.
South Harper Lake was originally named Urquhart
after him.

The main camp building consisted of two log
structures 26 feet wide; they were positioned end to
end but with about 20 feet between them leaving an
opening. A single roof covered the buildings
including the opening called a “dingle.” One building
was the bunk house and the other the cook house
where breakfast and supper were served.
Two sites in the Town of Rib Lake preserve
“foundations’ of such camps: Rib Lake Lumber
Company Camp 6 is along the Ice Age Trail on the
Rusch Preserve: SE NE 12 33 2 E. A better preserved
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site is open to the public along the Rib Lake ski and
snowshoe trail on the SE NW 13 33 2 E.
11/17/1877

TCN

MOONSHINE -- A goodly portion of Chelsea was brought to town [Medford] last Monday by
Constable James Sloat for crooked (sic) whiskey dealing. The case was settled by the principal
defendant paying a fine of $5 and costs. A cheap get-off.

At another portion of these newspaper notes I quote
from a correspondent’s description of Westboro
containing “…lightning dispensaries.” Were these
unlicensed saloons or places selling moonshine?

12/1/1877

TCN

[COLLEGE IN MEDFORD] Why not? Medford is an excellent point, it is a central place,
beautifully situated and it is just the place for a college of some kind. Supposing Mr.
McCartney [owner of the Medford sawmill and leading Medford landowner] would donate the
site—the square on the west side of the river—and some educational parties, with capital, take
hold of it, wouldn’t it give the appearance of business?

By coincidence, the Star News reported this week,
October 28, 2011, that the Medford School District is
donating land so North Central Technical College
can build there.

Such a thing is not unlikely. It has been talked of considerably of late and we expect to hear
more of it within the next year. We suggest that if the talk results into anything of a businesslike nature that the institution is dedicated McCartney Institute or University.
A college here in the wilderness! Yes, and it is just the place for it, among our lakes and streams
where health and vigor is insured. It is far superior to cities and many older towns for
educational purposes.

1878
1/5/1878

TCN

The Chippewa River has risen about e feet made the logs that have been lying on the sand bars
and along the banks of the river have been running quite freely during the week. Messrs.
Ingram, Kennedy & Co. started up their lower mill on Wednesday and will probably run it until
the weather gets too cold.

This is not a reference to J.J. Kennedy or his family.

1/5/1878

TCN

WESTBORO CORRESPONDENCE -- January 2, 1878 -- Editor, TCN

Taylor County saw mills at the time had little or no
fire fighting equipment, hence the telegraph to the
City of Stevens Point.
The need for a municipal fight department was one of
the primary reasons for the incorporation of Rib Lake

Saturday night, December 29th, fire broke out near Duncan & Taylor’s lumber yard in a large
pile of refuse, slabs, saw-dust, etc., which rapidly communicated to the slabs and ground work
of the lumber yard. Our citizens became somewhat alarmed and a telegram was sent to Stevens
20

Point for assistance which was answered by the prompt arrival of an extra [train] with a hand
engine which our boys got to work and done good service in quenching the smoldering fire. It
was a narrow escape for our friends Duncan & Taylor, for, had the fire communicated with the
lumber, it would have taken everything before it, and not a vestage (sic) would have been left of
the best mill along the line. Considering everything, the loss is light, and we are very thankful to
the City of Stevens Point for sending their engine and to the Wisconsin Central Railroad for
transporting the same, free of charge.

in 1902.
The Haight House hotel was owned by Wellington
Haight. Wellington Lake is named after him.

Mick Mullen looks every inch a landlord since his return from “God’s county” and the Haight
House [a Westboro hotel] is enjoying a lively business under his management.
There is a prospect of a weekly paper being started here soon, and then, Mr. News, look out for
that will get the county printing.
Our efficient Station Agent and Town Treasurer, S. D. Cone, is busy collecting taxes. Taxpayers
would pay more promptly if County orders were acceptable for county judgment tax. Where are
our county fathers? County orders will be poor property next summer.
C.C. Palmer is overflowing with customers at his hotel. By the way, it seems good to hear C. C.
tell the Medford news since his return Tuesday. {Palmer server on the county board which held
its meetings in Medford]
Nelson Salvo continues to look as cheerful as ever behind the “bar” dispensing the ardent, and
feels happy over that Christmas present.
Our village school closed with a very pleasant entertainment at the school house. Miss
Hugaboom [the teacher] makes a very successful teacher; the scholars have improved greatly
under her management.
Hoping to see your valuable journal as usual. We ill bid you adieu. By the way, who is editor
now?
/s/ VERITAS
3/9/1878
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TCN

Mr. McCartney [owner of the Medford saw mill] has only succeeded in bank about 3,000,000
feet of long this winter. This is not very encouraging for the laboring men of Medford, the
majority of which depend on the saw mill for a summers’ work

Note the term “shaved” shingles. This is in contrast
to sawed shingles. Shingles were made from white
cedar—a rot resistant easily worked wood. Mills
routinely sawed the wood to make shingles. Settlers

Quite a few of our homesteaders are bringing in shaved shingles, and stacking them up near the
railroad ready for shipment.

made shingles by hand and without power
equipment. Settlers split the shingles off of blocks of
cedar using hand tools.
Shingles must be thicker on one end than the other.
This taper can be created in a mill by sawing. The
settler created the taper with hand tools.
The same edition of the News reported that a local
merchant, J. A. King, “is buying all the shaved
shingles that are brought into town [Medford].”
“Pete McCourt is thinking of setting up a portable
shingled mill somewhere in this town; he says
“there’s millions in it.””

3/9/1878

TCN

The following bills passed the Assembly during the week: a bill to compel children to attend
school twelve weeks in each year. A bill prohibiting deer killing between Dec. 15th and August
1st.

3/30/1878

TCN

Albert J Perkins has a corner on stump pulling, 50 stumps a day is the average; his clearing is
beginning to look like a lawn.

4/6/1878

TCN

McCOURT, HIRSCH, SHERER AND URQUHART ELECTED IN THEIR RESPECTIVE
TOWNS -- The local elections in the different towns in Taylor County were conducted with
more than the usual amount of interest…. In Medford the heart of the contest was between T. B.
McCourt and A. J. Perkins, for Chairman of the town Board of Supervisors. When two
contestants are so well qualified to fill an office of trust and both so popular, there must certainly
be a close vote. McCourt came out with the small majority of sixteen…

“At Westboro, Eli Urquhart was elected Chairman
over C. C. Palmer, the former incumbent. Those who
know Mr. Urquhart best feel confident in entrusting
the welfare of their town to his hands.”

4/13/1878

TCN

TAYLOR COUNTY HISTORY 4/13/1878 -- Taylor County is rapidly filling up with actual
settlers; in five years, at the present rate of immigration, every foot of agricultural land in the
county will be taken up for homesteads. To those having knowledge of agriculture and wishing
to procure a farm cheap, Taylor County offers greater inducements than any other in the
northwest. The soil is fertile, particularly adapted to the raising of wheat and other small grains,
and it is natural grass land.

Cheap farmland was a huge draw, especially for
landless Europeans.

Before many years it will be one of the largest stock raising counties in the state. Land is cheap,
five dollars per acre being the maximum price asked for the best land, convenient to the
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railroad; homesteaders can enter farms at from fourteen to twenty dollars each, free from taxes
for five years, and—in one year’s time—a clearing can be made large enough top raise provisos
for the support of any ordinary family….
The climate is remarkably healthy; being sheltered on the north by a range of hills almost
mountainous in height and extent. [Taylor County]…is not subject to the sudden changes of
heat and cold as the southern parts of the state, and the dry bracing cold of the winters is
particularly favorable to those afflicted with pulmonary complaints
The railroad company has large tracts of land which it offers for sale cheap, and on long time,
and there are also resident land agents in Medford, who have lands for sale at reasonable terms,
at as long time as the purchaser ma require, and at low rates of interest. Messrs Perkins &
Jeffers, real estate agents, and G.W. Adams, Attorney at Law, will procure homesteads for
parties at nominal charges.
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4/20/1878

TCN

[ADVERTISEMENT] DUNCAN & TAYLOR -- Manufacturers of Dealers in Lumber,
Shingles, Lath; Also dealers in Dry goods, groceries, provisions, hats, caps, boots & shoe,
crockery, glassware and a complete assortment of General Merchandise constantly on hand.
Westboro, Wis.

This was a regular, weekly ad.

4/20/1878

TCN

McCARTNEY DAM -- The dam which Mr. McCartney has been building on the Black River,
section 24, Town 32 is a great improvement. Heretofore it took a flood to drive logs through the
meadows, and as there was no dam right at the head of the meadows, it was a hard matter to
raise a flood. Now, with a dam right at the head of the meadows, a flood can be raised in one
day that will drive 500,000 feet of logs to the next dam with very little trouble.

The Black River was extensively used to drive logs
not only to Medford but to cities far down stream;
logs from my great grandparents’ [August & Pauline
Steiner] farm at Whittlesey were floated to a sawmill
at Clinton, Iowa.

5/4/1878

TCN

WESTBORO TRAM RAILROAD -- Duncan and Taylor have a tram road at Westboro on
which they put 20,000 feet of logs on one day; they challenge the state to beat it.

This short “tram road” lead south from their mill; it
used logs for rails. The tram cars had concave
wheels that fit over the curve of the log rails. A
horse pulled the car. A similar tram served the
Whittlesey sawmill for a short time.

5/4/1878

TCN

Geo. W. Adams has sold his interest in the News to T.B. McCourt and J.H. Wheelock…

5/11/1878

TCN

Mr. McCartney’s [Medford] shingle mill averages 100,000 shingles per day.

5/18/1878

TCN

LOW WATER LOG DRIVES -- It is estimated that about 90,000,000 feet of logs were left in
the Elk and Flambeau Rivers from last years cut to be added to this years cut of 45,000,000. The
water that fell during the latter part of April gave about 12 days of driving, during which time
about 53,000,000 feet were run out of those rivers, This leaves 80,000,000 feet still hung up.
With anything like a respectable fall of rain the streams will all be cleared this season

These were problems the Rib Lake Lumber Co.
Never had since it never used river driving of logs.

The [log] drives on the Wisconsin River are a TOTAL FAILURE…A few logs drifted into the
booms at Wausau—probably 3 or 4,000,000—but no drive has been made. The water in the
Wisconsin River and its branches has not been high at any time and there being no snow or ice
in the woods there was nothing to keep it up and it went down unusually quick.
This is the second year that the log crop on this river has been a failure; and what makes it worse
is the fact that east on the Oconto, Wolf and Menominee Rivers, they have made or will make a
clean drive; while on the west, on the Black, Eau Claire, Chippewa and St. Croix Rivers a large
umber of logs have reached the mills. We believe this can accounted for partly for the reason
that on all the rivers east and west of us there are many good dams, while some there are series
of dams which are substantial auxiliaries to getting out the logs.
One thing lumbermen on this river may as understand first as last, and that is, that the Wisconsin
will never be successfully and cheaply driven until t is improved. /s/ LINCOLN COUNTY
ADVOCATE
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5/18/1878

TCN

The railroad company [Wisconsin Central], through their agent; Mr. K. A. Ostergren is
circulating pamphlets descriptive of the soil, climate and other natural advantages, of the section
of the country through which the road passes. The company is sparing no effort to settle up the
country, and is succeeding admirably.

See my later comments regarding Ostergren’s Kulla
and the newspaper report of the Spirit River Colony.

6/8/1878

TCN

Last Monday, a special train containing the railroad officials and the Boston directors, passed up
the tine…. The Bostonites expressed themselves well pleased with the condition of the road
and surprised at the rapid growth of the towns along the line.

The board of directors of the Wisconsin Central
Railroad corporation was dominated by residents of
Boston, Mass. As the railroad was built northward
in 1873 the names of cities near Boston were given
to the new stations; this explains Marshfield,
Dorchester,, Medford, etc.

6/22/1878

TCN

The broad and smiling face of Joseph Harper of Butternut Lake was seen on our streets….. Joe
is a mighty hunter and looks as if killing moose, elk bear and deer agreed with him better than
bossing a logging camp for Duncan and Taylor.

Did Joseph Harper give his name to the Harper
Lakes? He could have easily worked there since
Duncan and Taylor routinely drove their white

pine down Silver Creek from North Harper to the
Duncan and Taylor sawmill at Westboro.
6/22/1878

TCN

WESTBORO TOWN OFFICERS -- Eli [Elias] Urquhart chairman, Nelson Salvo [station
agent] and P.C. McCormick, supervisors; John Jacobs, treasurer; J. B. Ames, town clerk;
Assessors: A. S. Russell & Robert McDonald Justices of the Peace: Alvin Pierce 2 years,
Claude Feagels 1 year, A. Busha 2 years; constable M Mullen

6/29/1878

TCN

SETTLEMENT IN TOWNS OF HILL & SPIRIT -- Mr. Ostergan informs us that there are
about 30 settlers in the colony over which he presides, and they are all well pleased with their
new homes; They are principally Scandinavians who have resided in the State of Rhode Island
about 3 years. They formerly were farmers when at home in their native land. They are the right
material for this undeveloped country and are the very best kind of citizens.

Wisconsin’s highest natural point, Timm’s Hill, was
originally called Ostergan [a/k/a Ostergren] Kulla
after Pastor Ostergren. Kulla is Norwegian for hill.

The colony is located in Lincoln [later detached and made part of Price] County, Town 34
North, Range 3 and 4 East. Their greatest need at present is a highway running from Ogema on
the Wisconsin Central Railroad to the settlement.
Lincoln County should give them all possible encouragement, and that at once, as more are
locating every day. Robert Klinesmith (sic, should read Kleinschmidt] Supervisor of the Board
of the Town of Corning and Dan Kline [Klein?], chairman of the Board of Supervisors of
Lincoln County, are just the men to look after and encourage this very thrifty settlement in their
town and county. Dan promised to come over in this part of the state and look his county over.
Come over gentlemen and you will be surprised.
6/29/1878

TCN

WESTBORO ITEMS -- The frost last Saturday night played said havoc with the garden here;
corn, potatoes and other tender vegetables were cut almost to the ground.
Westboro has more dogs to the square inch than any town of its size in the state. One man has
ten on hand now, and says “Sacre Gee—Mackinaw, that’s not many dogs.”
Mr. Murphy, the gentleman in charge of the Eau Claire [Lumber] Co. camp on Mondeaux
Creek, came near loosing his life by a bear a short time since; it happened this way; Mr. Murphy
was walking along the tote road near Lunt & Biggers old camp, when he saw a your bear,
probably about 15 months old, which he shot down; while engaged in reloading his rifle and
before he had the ball down, a large she bear which he hade not before observed rushed up him.
He only succeeded in driving her off after a vigorous use of clubbed rifle.
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Note the mention of the “tram road.” It was a
railroad using wood poles rather than iron or steel as
rails. Horses pulled the cars. The cars had concave
shaped wheels to ride on the poles.
The Duncan & Taylor mill was originally dependent
on logs being driven to it via Silver Creek, which was
dammed to create a mill pond. The tram railroad was
build southward from the mill allowing a new area to
be harvested of its timber.
Note: the “rolling stock’ consisted of 3 cars.

Duncan and Taylors’s mill is still running to its full capacity. Their logging camp, under the
efficient management of Mr. George Allen, is doing a good business with three cars on the tram
road they are putting logs in the pond faster than the mill can saw them. This will keep the mill
running until snow cones.
7/27/1878

TCN

OGEMA MILL BURNS -- A fire at Ogema last Monday morning destroyed the shingle and
sawmill of B. M Holmes. LOSS $6,000, INSURANCE $3,000. Two homesteaders on their
way home went into the mill to rest for the night; they built a fire in an old stove which had not
been used since last spring. The result was that the pipe leading through the upper part of the
mill set the mill on fire instantly. We understand Mr. Holmes will rebuild immediately. The size
of the new mill is to be 40 x 100 with boiler and engine room of brick.

7/27/1878

TCN

The past week will long be remembered as the hottest on record in this section of the
State. The thermometer averaged from July 18 to 17th, 84 degrees in the shade…

8/3/1878

TCN

LITTLE BLACK SAWMILL IDLE -- The mill property at Little Black has lain idle about two
In 2011 the mill site is a farm field.
years. The mill has good machinery, is built on the Little Black River, where there is an
unfailing amount of timber to be had. The people of Little Black are desirous of seeing some one
buy or rent the mill and put in one run of stone [grind stones]. They now send their grain to
Stevens Point to be ground. A splendid opportunity is offered to mill men who wish to engage in
a saw, shingle and grist mill enterprise at that place.

8/3/1878

TCN

GOVERNMENT PAID RIVER ‘IMPROVEMENTS’ -- The Chippewa Herald wants us to give
the name of some of those useless creeks that congress has squandered millions of the people’s
money on. Well, there is the Chippewa River that as far as the scheme to build reservoirs to
improve the navigation of the Mississippi River is concerned is all bosh, as Pound, Ginty
[Wisconsin lumbermen, now in Congress] or any other man interest knows. It is only a scheme
to build dams at the expense of the people to float logs to market.
Then, again, there are the Fox and Wisconsin Rivers. Millions have been squandered on these
rivers and they are not now and never will be navigable. The only benefit has been to build a
few dams on the lower Fox River which in time will make that valley a manufacturing center, if
the soulless corporations which now own the water privileges do not scare capitalists away by
their extortionate prices. There are two instances in this state alone.
SHAWANO
JOURNAL
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At this time the Wisconsin Legislature routinely
enacted legislation grant exclusive river related rights
to lumbermen. See, for example, such legislation for
the Little Black River; www.riblakehistory.com.

8/10/1878

TCN

The Central railway is doing heavy freight business this summer. Last Tuesday morning the
freight bound south consisted of 26 cars, loaded with lumber, shingles and railroad ties. The
train Friday morning was almost as large.

Note that trains consisting of 26 cars were considered
big.

8/10/1878

TCN

COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS -- T. B. McCourt, Chairman, Medford, H [Henry] C.
Shearer, Chelsea, Vincent Hirsch, Little
Black and Eli Urquhart, Westboro.

At that time Taylor County had 4 townships. At the
same time T. B. McCourt ran a general store in
Medford and was the proprietor of the newspaper, the
TCN.

8/10/1878

TCN

SPIRIT LAKES -- A grand fishing excursion is organizing to proceed to Spirit Lakes, situated a
few miles east of Westboro. Parties from Rockford, Ill. Pronounce it the finest fishing in
northern Wisconsin. Black bass, Muskallonge (sic) Pickeral (sic), etc. are abundant.

Is this the first mention of Spirit Lake in Medford
newspapers?

8/11/1878

TCN

Shut Down. Owing to the low state of water in the Black River, Mr. McCartney was unable to
keep his mill supplied with logs, and it was consequently shut down Wednesday. It will remain
idle until a sufficient “rise” occurs to render the river at a good running rate. The mill
furnishes employment for a large number of our homesteaders, and they are thus thrown out of
work.

The same edition of the News reports: During the
month of July [1878], 1,644,945 lbs. of freight—
mostly lumber, shingles and tanbark—was shipped
from this station; the total freight charges upon the
same... [Amounted] to the snug little sum of
$2,376.90. Is there another town north of [Stevens]
Point that can equal this?

8/18/1878

TCN

Taylor County -- …..This county was an unbroken wilderness until the fall of 1874, at which
date the Wisconsin Central Railroad was built through the county; the following spring the
erection of a mill was commence at Medford on the Black River by James Semple and others
from Oshkosh, which was completed the next summer. It has manufactured every year since six
to ten million feet of lumber. A flourishing town has sprung up at Medford of between 600-700
inhabitants.

This may be the first written history of Taylor
County. It continues beyond the portion quoted here.
No author is identified other than “Correspondence
of the Real Estate Journal.” & “One who has tried it.”
THIS ARTICLE APPEARS VERBATIM IN THE
TCN ON 8/4/1877.

Saw mills have since been erected at Westboro, Chelsea, Little Black and Stetsonville. Towns
of 100-200 inhabitants have grown up at these locations.
The county contains a population at the present day of over 3,000. The inhabitants are a great
many homesteaders who have taken up farms on government land. Clearings from 10 to 40
acres in extant are plentifully distributed within 5 to 6 miles of the railroad….
This writer during a twenty year residence in wheat growing areas of Wisconsin has seen the
finest crops of winter wheat in Taylor County. All small kinds of small grains look equally well.
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Hay does extremely well in this county; clearings seeded in spring produce 1 to 2 tons per acre
the first year. As a grass country, it is fully equal to the best portions of the State of New York.
The water is soft and the climate healthy in the extreme.
It is estimated that there is 350,000,000 feet of pine in this county. It is scattered about equally,
being mixed through the hard wood throughout the county.
The choicest of government lands are still available for the homesteader. The Wisconsin Central
Railroad owns every alternate section of land within twenty miles of the Railroad, and is selling
the same to settlers at very low rates, on time, if desired. There is also a tract of 20,000 acres of
land in Town 31 Range 2 and 3 East, embracing some of the finest agricultural lands in the
county owned by New York parties [Cornell University Pine Lands]. The same can be
purchased in tracts suitable for farms, on time and at very low rates, by actual settlers.
There are also vast quantities of hemlock in the county. The bark of which always finds ready
markets at remunerative prices; hard wood suitable for cabinet’s purposes is also plentiful.
In this immediate vicinity are to be found the center of operations of many of the heaviest
lumbering institutions in the state: consuming vast quantities of hay, and all the productions of
this county?
When it is taken into consideration that the county north of this county is an unbroken
wilderness, and the supplies of this vast lumbering country, comprising Chippewa, Flambeau
and upper Wisconsin rivers have all to be shipped in, it will be readily be seen that a ready
market will always be found for everything that can be raised. Work for those desiring it can
always be obtained at good wages. Roads, school houses and other necessaries are fast being
constructed. School houses have already been erected in which schools [sic] are being taught, in
several districts of the county.
I would say to people that desire farms, and that expect to cultivate for a living, that there is no
county in the United States [that] offers better inducements than Taylor county. The hardships
incident to pioneer life are almost entirely obviated here, as we have a railroad running through
the county, and if settlers do not raise the necessaries of life, work is always to be obtained. We
do not claim that Taylor county is a paradise, but do claim that good honest labor is better paid
here than in almost any county into which emigration is now settling.
28

To those that are willing to work for good pay, we extend the right hand of fellowship; we have
a place for you. But to those that expect to get a living without work, I would say right here that
we have no place for you. /s/ “One who has tried it.”
8/18/1878

TCN

HOMESTEAD LAWS IN BRIEF -- Under the United States Homestead Law any person at
least twenty-one or older, male or female, native or foreign born, may obtain 160 acres of
Government land on payment of $18 in fees and after a residence of 5 years on the land; they
[sic] can have a clear deed for it from the Government.

Both the Homestead Law and Preemption Act were
extensively used in Taylor County. The Timber Law
was designed for the treeless prairie.

After 6 months residence, if it be preferred, they may get a deed on payment of $200.00, and no
further residence will be required. Soldiers may deduct time spent in the service of the Union
not to exceed four years from the five years.
By the Preemption Act a person over 21 years-except a married woman—may take 160 acres of
Government land upon payment of $200 fees and residing on it six months, for any time not
exceeding three years and one half, may get a deed on payment of $200.00 and giving evidence
of settlement and improvement.
The Timber Law gives 169 acres to anyone planting one-fourth of it in trees and cultivating it
for 8 years; 40 to 80 acres may be taken on like conditions. The fees are the same for
homesteading.
An Act of Congress approved March 8, 1877, over-ruled a method of making the final proof in
homestead entries, dispensing with the necessities that the party attend at the district land office,
as required in official regulations…May 16, 1876. The party desiring to avail himself thereof
must appear with his witnesses before the judge of a court of record…in which the land is
situated, and there make the final proof required by law…together with the fees allowed by law.
The judge being absent in any case, the proof may be made before the Clerk of the proper court.
A party desiring to change his claim under a preemption filing to that of a homestead entry,
should be required on making the change to appear at the proper land office, with his witnesses,
show full compliance with the preemption law to date of such change…”
8/31/1878
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TCN

David McCartney has cut and put into the Black River 2,300,000 feet of logs from Sec 16, T 31,
1 east. This work was done with six teams and 22 men since the 20th of May.

I have no firm explanation for this highly unusual
logging occurring in summer. I surmise the Medford
Sawmill was running low on logs, Section 16-31-1E

is just one mile north of Medford, making it a short
river drive.
9/7/1878

TCN

DEMOCRATIC COUNTY CONVENTION -- The Democrats met in convention last
Wednesday evening and organized by electing C. C. Palmer [of Westboro] chairman, Peter
Doyle Secretary. F. A. Healy, A. S. Russel, Isaac Biscornet was appointed as committee on
credentials.
The following named gentlemen were found entitled to seats in the convention: Little Black - I.
Biscornet 3 votes; Medford - S.A. Corning, D.W. Needham - Peter Doyle and M.W. Ryan;
Chelsea - Dan Shay and Louie Burbey; Westboro - C.C. Palmer, Peter Campbell, A.S. Russell
and Nels Salvo.
On motion the following named gentlemen were elected delegates to attend the Senatorial
district convention: T.B. McCourt, C.C. Palmer and F.A. Healy. The convention elected 5
delegates to represent Taylor county in the assembly district convention. The following
gentlemen were elected by acclamation: F.A. Healy, D.W. Needham, C.C. Palmer, Peter Doyle
and Isaac Biscornet.

9/21/1878

TCN

FIRST MENTION OF RIB LAKE -- “Lewis Brown, James Shannon, Hans Anderson and Rufus
Bishop went on an excursion to “Rib Lakes” Tuesday last. Friday they returned home loaded
down with fish. For a good right time these lakes offer the very best fishing, hunting etc. to be
found in Taylor County. We are under many obligations for a beautiful pickerel (sic). Go again
gentlemen.”

It appears that the TC News has switched political
persuasion. For years following its founding in 1875
the TC News announced on its masthead
“Republican in Politics.” That no longer appears.
The 9/7/1878 local section in the TC News states:
“The Taylor County Star [a new, competing
newspaper] claims to be the mouth piece of both the
Democratic and Republican parties in this county.
Quite an undertaking; advocate the principles of one
or the other. There is a great deal of anxiety among
leading Republicans to find out what a party organ
consists of. THERE IS A PAPER CALLED THE
TCN, T. B. McCourt, EDITOR, WHICH IS ISSUED
AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE ISSUED IN THE
INTERESTS OF THE DEMOCRATIC
PARTY…(EMPHASIS ADDED)

Note the reference to lakes is plural. It appears that
the excursion was to several of the lakes clustered
around Rib Lake; at 320 acres, Rib Lake is the largest
natural water body in Taylor County.
This is the first mention of Rib Lake in the TCN.

9/21/1878

TCN

“Lewis Brown, James Shannon, Hans Anderson and Rufus Bishop, went on an excursion to
“Rib Lakes” Tuesday last. Friday they returned home loaded down with fish, for a right
good time these lakes offer the very best fishing, hunting, etc. to be found in Taylor
county. We are under many obligations for a beautiful pickerel. Go again, gentlemen.”

Note the use of the plural. Was the writer referring
to the cluster of lakes near the head waters of the Rib
River?

10/12/1878

TCN

MONDEAUX RIVER – “The Dam on Mondeaux Creek, lately completed by the Meridian
Lumber Company cost nearly $3,000. It has more than paid for itself during the late rains.”

The current Mondeaux Dam in the Town of
Westboro is a Depression Era recreational dam on
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the site of an old logging dam. Larry Zimmermann
recently donated to the Rib Lake Historical Society a
map he compiled of Westboro area logging dams; he
based it on his own observations of fill, logs and
other extant features, still to be seen in 2012. The
map shows several dams sites on the Mondeaux
River. To view the map, consult the Photo and
Document Collection at www.riblakehistory.com.
11/16/1878

TCN

LOGS DOWN BLACK RIVER TO LA CROSSE -- Robert Moore of the well known firm of
Moore and Bussell of La Crosse was seen about town [Medford] this week. Bob is preparing to
do some heavy logging.

A lot of Taylor County pine was floated down the
Black River to La Crosse, Wis., for milling. The
Moore and Bussell firm has been frequently
mentioned in the TCN since its inception in 1875.
The pine logs from my great grandfather’s (August
Steiner) farm at Whittlesey (W ½, SE ¼ Section 26,
and Town 32 Range 1 East) went by water all the
way to Clinton, Iowa. The water route started with
Rocky Run Creek on the north side of the Steiner
farm; the pine logs were driven to the Black River
and down it to the Mississippi River where the logs
were corralled into a raft; a river steam boat directed
the raft to a large sawmill on the river bank in
Clinton, Iowa. Clinton is 30 miles south of the
Wisconsin-Illinois state line.
Perhaps the most famous log drive down the Black
River was conducted by the Mormons. About 1830,
they sent a crew of men to central Clark County,
Wisconsin, and logged pine that was driven to
Nauvoo, Illinois, where the pine was sawed and used
to construct the Mormon Temple. To this day
“Mormon Creek” in Clark County commemorates
that feat.

11/21/1878
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TCN

RAILROAD IMPROVEMENTS -- The Wisconsin Central Railroad is putting Westinghouse
Air Brakes on all [of its] passenger trains. This, with the Miller platform, will make the Central

The Westinghouse railroad air break was a
revolutionary safety feature. Without it, a train would

one of the safest as well as one of the pleasantest roads in the state.

be stopped by the engineer slowing the locomotive
and brakemen going from car to car manually turning
a device tightening brake shoes on the wheels of each
individual car.
The Westinghouse systems used air pressure pumped
by the locomotive thru a continuous line of air hoses
extending to the last car. When the train trip was to
start the engineer activated the air pump which
released the breaks. Once the train was in motion,
any accident, e. g., a car becoming uncoupled,
severed the air hoses, allowing the pressurized air to
escape and automatically causing the brakes of every
car of the train to go on. In other words, the brakes
of the train were off only when air pressure forced
them apart.

11/21/1878

TCN

CHELSEA NEAR DEATH -- Mrs. James Gallagher of Chelsea had a narrow escape from
instant death last Tuesday. Charles Carrow, a trapper and guide, who was stopping at
Gallagher’s temporarily, left a mixture containing strychnine, which he intended to poison lynx
and wolves with. Mrs. Gallagher, having a violent cold, partook of this mixture, thinking it was
cough medicine, and had it not been for timely arrival of Dr. Hubbell, and an overdose of the
poison, we could give our readers an account of a first class funeral at Chelsea.

11/21/1878

TCN

WISCONSIN CENTRAL TIME TABLE
Trains Going South:
Passenger depart 2:02 pm
Freight
depart 11:54 pm
Trains Going North:
Passenger depart 2:02 pm
Freight
depart 7:40 am
“Upon time card No. 1, taking effect Oct. 13th, the Lake Superior Express [train] No. 3 runs
between Butternut [Price County, Wisconsin] and Ashland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
only.
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The TCN ran an article during the summer of 1878
noting an unusually long freight train passing through
Medford; it consisted of 26 freight cars.

The Chicago Express [train runs] between Ashland and Butternut on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays only. PASSENGERS SHOULD BE PARTICULARLY CAREFUL NOT TO
PURCHASE TICKETS FOR THOSE DAYS UPON WHICH TRAINS DO NOT RUN NORTH
OF BUTTERNUT (emphasis added).
11/23/1878

TCN

SPIRIT, WISCONSIN -- K. A. Ostergren of Ogema was in town [Medford] Wednesday. Mr.
Ostergren purchased largely, at this place, the necessary supplies needed in and about the “Spirit
River Colony.” Thirty-three votes were polled at that precinct the last election. Taylor County
should make an effort and procure Towns 3 and 35, Range 1, 2, 3, and 4 West and 1, 2 and 3
East. It would be of vast benefit to the settlers and also to Taylor County.

12/7/1878

TCN

TAYLOR COUNTY LAND VALUES -- The total amount of land sold the past year in Taylor
County amounts to 19,802 acres; the average price received for the same was $3.45 per acre.
The average assessed valuation per acre upon the tract sold was $2.34, showing a difference of
$1.11 per acre between the price received for the lands and the amount at which they were
assessed. Upon reviewing the Secretary of State report we find that in every particular Taylor
County has made a correct and just assessment…

12/7/1878

TCN

RIB AND SPIRIT RIVER LOG DRIVES -- Lumbermen are making extensive preparations for
a very large log crop, especially throughout this county. The Chippewa Falls and Eau Claire
mills, also a few mills on the Mississippi, are securing a portion of their crop upon the Yellow
River, Silver Creek [its headwaters are the Harper Lakes], Mondeaux Creek and the Jump River.
Black River, running from the northern central portion of the County, will have a large number
of camps. David McCartney of Medford will bank nearly 8 million feet, while a few lots will be
banked by sundry individuals to sell below [south of Medford]. Moore and Bussell of La
Crosse, Sawyer and Austin of Black River Falls, and numerous other parties are intending to
lumber extensively upon these streams.
In the north-eastern and eastern portion of the County, Wausau loggers are putting in a good
stock, upon the Rib and Spirit Rivers.
The estimated amount that will be cut throughout this county will be from one hundred to one
hundred and twenty-five million [feet of pine logs].
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This marks the first mention of the “Spirit River
Colony.” Pastor Ostergren recruited many
Scandinavian settlers to what eventually became the
Town of Spirit, Price County. Timm’s Hill was
originally known as Ostergren Kulla, Norwegian for
Ostergren’s Hill.

Note the reference to the Rib River. According to the
late William Bundick of Westboro, the very first
logging at Rib Lake was done by Ole Olson near
Little Rib Lake. Bundick did not provide a time but it
did occur prior to J.J. Kennedy’s construction of a
saw mill at Rib Lake in 1881.
The Rib River saw the very last log drives anywhere
in the Wisconsin Valley; logs—no longer pine—
were driven down the Rib River from Taylor County
as late as the 1920’s. RPR 11/8/2011

12/14/1878

TCN

S. D. Cone of Westboro lost a child last Tuesday by the dread disease, diphtheria…

12/21/1878

TCN

Mr. William Miller, of the firm of Miller and Co. at Westboro, was in Medford lately.

12/21/1878

TCN

DIPTHERIA -- Diphtheria is raging to an alarming extent through out this county, and
especially at Westboro. No less than 8 are suffering at present from this dreadful disease at that
place. We clip the following recipe from an exchange, and think it would be well to try it in an
extreme case.
Should you or any of your family be attacked with diphtheria do not be alarmed as it is easily
and speedily cured without a doctor. When it was raging in England a few years ago, I
accompanied Dr. Field [and witnessed] the so-called ‘wonderful cures’ he performed while the
patients of others were dropping on all sides. All he took with him was powder of sulphur and
quill, and with these he cured every patient without exception.
He put the teaspoonful of flower of brimstone in a wine glass of water, and stirred with his
finger instead of a spoon as the sulphur does not readily amalgate with water. When it was well
mixed, he gave it as a gargle and in ten minutes the patient was out of danger. Brimstone kills
every species of fungus in man, beast or plant in a few minutes…
In extreme cases, in which he was called just in the nick of time, when the fungus was too near
closed to allow the gargling, he blew the sulphur thro’ a quill into the throat, and after the fungus
had shrunk, to allow, then gargling. He never lost a patient from diphtheria…

1879
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I surmise Miller was a pine logger driving white pine
down the Chippewa river and its tributaries such as
Silver Creek. He may have given his name to the
large dam and flowage on the Yellow
River near Hannibal; the original logging dam was
replaced by a new dam about 1965 and created a
popular flowage in the Chequamegon National
Forest.

1/4/1879

TCN

SAWYER DAM -- Messrs Sawyer and Austin will build a large flooding dam on the Black
River, in town 31; range 1 west, at an expense of $3,000 to $4,000. The capacity of the dam will
be about the same as the Hemlock Island dam [in Clark County north of Neillsville].
MERRILAN LEADER

Their sawmill was in Black River Falls. The earthen
wings of this dam can still be clearly seen north of
Taylor County Highway A, SE SW 13-30-1W, Town
of Holway.

1/11/1879

TCN

OGEMA -- B. M. Holmes mill [at Ogema] is doing a good business, sawing at about 50,000 feet
a day.

The mill had recently been rebuilt after a disastrous
fire.

1/18/1879

TCN

CHELSEA -- L. [Linus] M. Marshall of Chelsea is running his mill night and day. A. [Abram]
Taylor Esq. is one of the hardest working men along the line of the [rail] road, night and day he
is busily engaged in attending the numerous duties devolving upon him as Mr. Marshall’
superintendent.

Abram Taylor was initially the founder and owner of
the Chelsea saw mill.

1/18/1879

TCN

WESTBORO -- John Duncan, of the firm of Duncan & Taylor, with his corps of assistants,
Thomas and William, his sons, Mr. Jacobs, the gentlemanly book-keeper for the firm, are up to
their eyes and ears in business. With several camps in full blast, the largest and best mill on the
line running daily, a large and complete stock of groceries, provisions and merchandise to
dispose of, makes business very lively around the village Westboro. Mr. Eli [Elias] Urquhart is
conducting the logging operations for this firm.

The same edition reported that “Messr. Palmer and
Cone have commenced clearing ground and are
preparing to build a dam at what is known as “high
banks” on Silver Creek…a splendid stream and
immense body of water is tributary to Westboro. This
was the second saw mill for Westboro. In 1901 it
became the Westboro Lumber Co.
August Franck constructed Westboro’s third sawmill.
It was located “downtown” on the west side of the
railroad tracks and powered by a wind mill Franck
built. It was the only wind powered saw mill in the
State of Wisconsin.
Greater Westboro’s fourth saw mill was located
about 1 mile northeast of the village on the east side
of what is in 2011 Lucia Road. The mill was owned
and operated by Isaac Gay and formed the nucleus of
“Gay Town.”

2/1/1879
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TCN

Duncan & Taylor removed the belting and saw from their mill at Little Black to Westboro
during last week.

2/1/1879

TCN

Mooer & Bussell are still doing big work, hauling from 1500 to 2000 feet at a load. Bob lays it
to putting his sprinklers to work before the snow fell last fall, and now he is getting the benefit
of them.

The winter of 1878-79 had little snow and, therefore,
sleighing loads was difficult. Mooer and Bussell
spread water on the routes which turned to ice,
making sleighing productive.

2/1/1879

TCN

BIG TREE -- Eldred & Son send us the following as a sample of the kind of trees they make a
deal of for the Glasgow market. They cut a pine tree on the north branch of the Oconto River
which made seven logs scaling as follows:

Here “inches” refers to the diameter of the log on the
smaller end.

1 log 50 inches, 12 ft long, scaling 1,587 ft
1 log 49 inches, 12 ft long, scaling 1,452 ft
1 log 46 inches, 12 ft long, scaling 1,323 ft
1 log 44 inches, 12 ft long, scaling 1,200 ft
1 log 42 inches, 12 ft long, scaling 1,083 ft
1 log 49 inches, 12 ft long, scaling 972 ft
1 log 38 inches, 16 ft long, scaling 1,158 ft
TOTALS: 7 LOGS, 88 FEET LONG, TOTALING 8,773 board feet

I surmise these logs were exported to Glasgow,
Scotland.

The whole measurement of the tree was really 90 feet, the odd two feet being taken up by the
extra inches allowed for the log
John Driscoll is putting in 5,000,000 feet of logs for Eldred & Son on the north branch of the
Oconto River that will average one and a half logs to 1,000 board feet. These are intended for
the Glasgow market. GREEN BAY ADVOCATE
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2/1/1879

TCN

WESTBORO’S SECOND SAWMILL -- Cone and Palmer have a crew of men at work clearing
and breaking ground for their mill at Westboro.

The Duncan, Taylor and Ritchie were the first
sawmill at Westboro. Cone and Palmer’s was the
second; in 1902, it became the Westboro Lumber Co.
The same edition reported that C. C. Palmer’s hotel
at Westboro burned.

2/8/1879

TCN

PINE LOGGING PROJECTIONS FOR SEASON -- We have taken considerable pains to
procure the amount of logs banked at the several logging camps up to February 1st. Below will
b e found the amount as reported by H, Ripley, from estimates made upon the ground:

I DELETED FROM THE LIST THE NAMES AND
DATA OF 26 LOGGING OPERATIONS GOING
ON ALONG THE YELLOW RIVER IN TAYLOR
COUNTY.

Linus M. Marshall

Chelsea

1,800,000

John Owen

Silver Creek

Meridian Slough Co.,

Mondue [Mondeaux]

1,900,000

Ingram Kennedy & Co

ditto

1,100,000

Wm. Miller & Co

ditto

1,100,000

Duncan & Taylor

Westboro

3,000,000

David McCartney

[Medford sawmill]

3,000,000

800,000

The editor of TCN concluded that the season cut
would total about 40,000,000, excluding figures from
tributaries of the Wisconsin River.
NOTE THAT THE DUNCAN MILL AT
WESTBORO CUT 3,000,000 FT. BUT, ANOTHER
4,900,000 WAS CUT IN THE WESTBORO AREA,
ALTHOUGH MILLED ELSEWHERE.

“This statement does not include timber cut upon the Rib, Spirit or any of the tributaries of the
Wisconsin River.”
“IT WILL BE PERCEIVED THAT A FEW YEARS MORE WILL FIND THE TIMBER
VERY SCARE THROUGHOUT THIS COUNTY, FROM THE WAY IN WHICH IT IS
BEING CUT AT PRESENT.” (EMPHASIS ADDED]
2/15/1879

TCN

FIRST MENTION OF WHITTLESEY -- G.W. Norton, of Chelsea, has delivered about 1800
telegraph poles at Whittlesey station for D.O. Miltimore of Dorchester.

This is the first mention of Whittlesey in the TCN.
Previously, the locale was called Charlestown. At the
time of the railroad construction there in 1873, the
Wisconsin Central named it Charlestown after a
suburb of Boston; the board of directors of the
railroad at that time had several Bostonites.
The early Wisconsin Central maps show the location
named Charlestown. Ezra Whittlesey had acquired
from the Wisconsin legislature - in which he served approval to dam the Black River there; his activities
lead to naming the station and eventual community
after him.
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2/15/1879

TCN

CHELSEA HOUSE -- Chelsea, Wis. C. H. Gearhart, Proprietor. I respectfully solicit the
patronage of the traveling public.

This was a long running ad.

3/1/1879

TCN

John Worthington came down from Chelsea last Tues with two lynx and several other skins.
John is the boss lynx hunter

3/1/1879

TCN

The iron and castings to be used on the dam being built by Sawyer & Austin at T 31, 1 W
arrived this week.

This refers to the long standing log driving dam on
the Black River.

3/1/1879

TCN

A.J. Perkins, wholesale and retail dealer in FLOUR & FEED! Medford, Wis. Keeps constantly
on hand the celebrated Weyauwega Flour, manufactured by Weed Gunnar & Co. Special prices
given to wholesale dealers.

Albert J. Perkins would turn out to be one of JJK’s
longtime friends and supporters

3/8/1879

TCN

STEAM SHOVEL -- The Wisconsin Central Railroad is repairing a steam excavator, purchased
by it from the Hannibal and St Joe Railroad; it will load 150 railroad cars per day. The company
intends to commence ballasting the road as soon as the weather will permit.

3/8/1879

TCN

The Wis. Central pay-car has been up and distributed the needful among the boys. The last
pay was for November [1878], leaving the company still three months in arrears with its
employees.

The Wisconsin Central Railroad operated for long
periods of time while in bankruptcy.

3/8/1879

TCN

PROPOSED STATED HIGHWAY -- Messrs.’ C. C. Palmer of Taylor County, Everett of
Chippewa, and Kline of Lincoln, are the commissioners of the State Road running from the
Village of Jenny [Merrill] in Lincoln County, via Westboro, to a point in Chippewa County.
They have caused a survey of that portion of the road running through this county and Chippewa
to be made….The completion of this road will open up one of the finest agricultural sections in
this county. The road in passing through Taylor County strikes Town 33 in ranges 1, 2, and 3
east, also Town 32 in Range 3 east.

This may be what John H. Dums Sr. described and
mapped as the Wausau Road; see the 1981 Pictorial
History of Rib Lake at page 104.

3/15/1879

TCN

L. M. Marshall at Chelsea stopped logging last week for the season: all told he has hauled
to the mill about 3,000,000 ft. of splendid logs 1,300,000 ft. he has manufactured. The mill
will be kept running until July.

The mill man referred to is Linus M. Marshall; many
documents in the photo and document collection
refer to him.

3/15/1879

TCN

Duncan & Taylor of Westboro have cut the last winter a little over 3,000,000 ft. of good
logs and have manufactured about a third of that. Their mill will saw about all they have
on hand by the first of June if they run to its capacity.

Their former partner, James Ritchie, has gone
bankrupt and is no longer an owner of this mill.

3/29/1879

TCN

THE LOG CROP -- …The cut on the Wisconsin River and its tributaries foots up 125,000,000.

The same edition reports: “driving on Black River
will commence about the 10th of April.”

On the Black Rivers and tributaries the cut is larger than it has been in eight years; footing up
something over 250,000,000 while work is still going on in a large number of camps. The great
army of men in the Black River pinery was paid last week. Senator W. T. Price, the most
extensive lumberman on the Black River the past year, has paid for help over $37,000.
On the Chippewa and Eau Claire Rivers, the cut reaches 225,000,000.
3/29/1879

TCN

K. A. Ostergan, a/k/a OSTERGREN -- Mr. K. A. Ostergan of Ogema, Price County, well
known along the line of the Wisconsin Central Railroad, has been appointed one of the members
of the State Board of Emigration, as provided by Chap 176 Laws of 1879, The Board as fully
constituted is: Gov. Wm. E. Smith, ex-officio; Hon J. A. Becher of Milwaukee; Sec. of State
Hans B. Werner, Hon. J. M. Smith of Wausau and Rev. K. A. Ostergan of Ogema.

Pastor Ostergan was instrumental in bringing a host
of Scandinavian settlers to what would become the
Town of Spirit, Price County.

The appointment of Mr. Ostergan will give universal satisfaction throughout this part of the
State. He is eminently fit and will be instrumental in settling Taylor and Price counties with a
large number of emigrants the coming season,
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4/19/1879

TCN

FIRST MENTION OF LITTLE RIB LAKE -- Parties that have been out on the south fork of the
Yellow River at the head report that all the fish, which were of the very finest kind, pickerel,
large bass and muskellunge, are all dead. Immense quantities were found all through the ice and
about the edge of the lake. Old fishermen attribute their death to the want of air and the
severity of the winter freezing the lake nearly to the bottom. THIS IS THE CASE ON WHAT
IS KNOWN AS LITTLE RIB LAKE. (emphasis added)

4/26/1879

TCN

Peter McCourt has a curiosity, captured by Henry Grant near Rib Lake, in the shape of a
young porcupine…

5/3/1879

TCN

The last Congress passed an act allowing all homestead settlers on public land with the granted
limits [of] land grant railroads to enter 160 acres of land…. The law formerly was that only
soldiers were entitled to 160 acres with railroad limits and others to 80 acres…

7/5/1879

TCN

O’Leary won the great 75 hour walking match at Chicago having completed 250 miles to his
opponent’s 225. The prize was $10,000. The gate money was $ 8,000.

8/2/1979

TCN

The shipment of hemlock bark from Little Black, Medford, Chelsea and Westboro will

The Westboro and Rib Lake areas were within the
limits of the Wisconsin Central land grant.

aggregate 125 car loads, averaging 11 cords per car; this makes nearly 1,400 cords of bark
at an average price on the car of $ 2.50 per cord making the total receipts for bark nearly
$ 3,500…
8/2/1879

TCN

The Review of Fort Howard, Wisconsin, notices the appearance of John Duncan of Westboro
and David McCartney of Medford. Both gentlemen have residences at Fort Howard.

John Duncan was a major industrialist in Fort
Howard operating the Duncan and [William S?]
Taylor foundry there; the foundry had just suffered a
$30,999 loss through fire. In 1874 John Duncan,
William S. Taylor and James Ritchie constructed a
large sawmill in Westboro just north of Silver Creek
and abutting the Wisconsin Central railroad tracks.
The 8/23 edition reported “work on Taylor &
Duncan’s new foundry and machine shop is being
pushed along as rapidly as possible.” This work was
taking part at Fort Howard, Wisconsin, next to
Green Bay.

8/23/1879

TCN

We are informed that a colony of about 30 families WILL SETTLE NEAR THE SPIRIT
LAKES, about 6 miles from Westboro next spring. (emphasis added)

This is the first mention of the Spirit Lakes. I have
no firm evidence that a group of 30 families, in fact,
settled; but, the report may have referred to Siegfried
Meier’s “German Settlement or K. A. Ostergren’s
Swedish-Norwegian group.

8/30/1879

TCN

COURT CASES -- Wisconsin Central Railroad vs. Taylor County, John Duncan and William S.
Taylor vs. C.C. Palmer; H.C. Milnor vs. John Duncan and William S. Taylor.

John Duncan and William S. Taylor were the
remaining owners of their sawmill at Westboro after
their partner, James Ritchie, went bankrupt. The
actual court files were about 1980 transferred from
the Taylor County courthouse to the regional
historical library on the University of Wisconsin
campus at Eau Claire.

1880
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10/30/1880

TC STAR

The Hon. T. B. Scott, Hon. Myron McCord and Hon. Ambrose Hoffman, are on the line this
week viewing the political horizon.

Thomas B Scott was the leading lumberman in
Merrill, Wisconsin. Wonder whether the Village of
McCord—a few miles east of Prentice- is named for
Myron. A later edition reported he was elected to the
Wisconsin Legislature.

11/7/1880

TCS & TCN

James Garfield is elected president.

This newspaper labeled itself “Republican” and
finished its reporting on Republican candidate
Garfield’s election as president:
Thank God the country is safe for another 4 years.”

11/7/1880

TCS & TCN

Duncan and Taylor will operate the Little Black mill this coming winter, and stop the Westboro
mill; logs cannot be got to Westboro to run that mill the entire year. The mill at Little Black has
stood idle for about 4 years.

11/7/1880

TCS & TCN

S.D. Cone, one of the whitest (sic) men on earth, has purchased the interests of his partner, C.C.
Palmer, in the sawmill at Westboro, and will hereafter run the mill himself.

This mill stood on the west side of Silver Creek 200
feet north of current county trunk highway D; it
latter became the mill for the Westboro Lumber
Company. The John Duncan and William S.
Taylor mill was one half mile further downstream
and on the east side of the railroad tracks.

11/13/1880

TCS&NEW
S

J.J. KENNEDY AND BRO. WILL LUMBER ON THE YELLOW RIVER IN THIS COUNTY
THIS COMING WINTER. (emphasis added)

Kennedy was then living in Spencer where he ran a
sawmill. Several newspapers reported that he and a
brother [Angus Kennedy] logged pine and drove
them westward from Taylor County; they moved to
Rib Lake in 1881.
John J. Kennedy had 3 brothers. FOR DETAILS ON
ALL THE KENNEDY FAMILY, GO TO:
WWW.RIBLAKEHISTORY.NET AND SEE THE
Folder “Kennedy Family”

11/20/1880
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TCS&NEW
S

Ed. T. Wheelock is editor and proprietor of “Taylor County Star and TCN”.

Each was then a separate paper.

11/20/1880

TCS&NEW
S

The planing mill gone up in smoke.

11/27/1880

TCS&N

The cold weather is making an excellent bottom for logging roads by freezing the swamps and
wet places. A few more days of cold and 12 inches of snow will make the loggers happy.

11/27/1880

TCS&NEW
S

INDIANS -- Some of our Medford saloon keepers appear to ignore the fact that it is an offense
against the law to liquor to the Indians, being prohibited by both state and federal law. Indians
are often found drunk upon the streets…

12/4/1880

TCS&N

C.H. Gearhart has built a new barn at Chelsea for the accommodation of teams hauling supplies
to logging camps in that neighborhood. Gearhart is doing a rushing business in his hotel.

A beautiful picture of the 3 story hotel can be found
in the photo and document collection of the rib lake
historical society at its website:
www.riblakehistory.com.

12/4/1880

TCS&N

LOGGING MATTERS -- The following camps are now in operation in the Towns of Chelsea &
Westboro:

Silver Creek begins by flowing out of North Harper
Lake. One of John. S. Owen camp foreman was
named Harper; the lake was named after him.

RIB RIVER
H. Curran, of Stevens Point, T 32 R 2E, will put in 2 to 3 million [board feet of pine].
BLACK RIVER
Vaughn, logging on section 7, T. 32 R 3E. Contract for 2,000,000 to be sawed at the Chelsea
mill for Fay, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Henry C. Shearer, for [David] McCartney on section 9 T 32 R 1E.
A[bram] Taylor, 3 camps: one in section 4 T 32 R 1E, another 28 33 2E.
YELLOW RIVER
McKay, 8 32 1W.
Baker & Prealx, [T] 32 2W.
J. Day, 24 T 33 1W.
D. McLeod, T 33 1 West.
Joseph Gibson, two camps
MONDEAUX CREEK
Fred Leonard, one camp for Meridian Mill Co.
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The Medford sawmills and its planing mill was
owned by David McCartney. The paper gives a long
account.

Note the logging on the Rib River; it was
downstream from Rib Lake.
Consult the Photo & Document Collection at
www.riblakehistory.com; it contains a map prepared
in 2011 by Taylor County Zoning administrator
Larry Peterson of loggings dam sites he has seen on
Mondeaux Creek.

J. Meehan, 30 33 1W.
Joseph Gibson, one camp.
Ingram & Kennedy [Orrin H. Kennedy-NOT J.J. Kennedy] 4 camps on Mondeaux and Yellow
[rivers].
D. Alexander for A.D. Lunt, 13 32 1W.
SILVER CREEK
Duncan & Taylor, 4 camps in operation.
John [S.] Owen, 2 camps
The following loggers are operating in the Town of Westboro, but we do not know on what
stream they are banking [their pine logs]:
William Miller for Ingram & Kennedy;
Ed. Rutledge, two camps; McKinnon, one camp.
12/11/1880

TCS&NEW
S

G.S. Phelps has 12 men putting in logs off his homestead in the Town of Chelsea. He will run
them to [the] Yellow River and sell them in the spring to [city of] Eau Claire parties.

A great many Taylor County pine logs were sawed at
mills in the cities of Chippewa Falls and Eau
Claire—floated there by way of the Chippewa River.

12/11/1880

TCS&NEW
S

In the Logging Items of last week’s paper we state that Mr. A. Taylor of Chelsea had 4 camps
in operation. Mr. [Abram,] Taylor informs us that he is not interested in logging, but Mr. L. M.
Marshall is doing the business…

The reference is to Linus M Marshall; the photo
& document collection has a variety of original
documents including leases and maps regarding
the Chelsea sawmill.

1881
1/8/1881

TC
Star & News

NOTICE Land Office at Wausau, Wis. Jan 4, 1881.
Complaint having been entered at this office by W.B. Burgess against William Hooper for
abandonment of his homestead entry No. 1952 date
Ap. 1st, 1875, upon E1/4 of the SW ¼, Section 4, T 33 N Range 3 E, with a view toward
calculation of such entry. The parties are hereby notified to appear 2/9/1881 at 1 pm to respond
and furnish testimony concerning such alleged abandonment. /s/ S. H. Alban, Register
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Next to this Notice is another notice dated Jan 5,
1881, that William Hooper filed notice of his intent
to make final proof in support of his claim to the
same land and his intent to call the following
witnesses: McIntyre, M. H. Mullen and E. [Elias] L
Urquhart, all of Medford.
Urquhart was a well-known Westboro businessman

at the time who went on to become town chairman,
sheriff and Taylor County board chairman.
The same edition lists Elias Urquhart as Taylor
County sheriff.
1/8/1881

TCS&NEW
S

AS OTHERS SEE IT -- The author writes a thumbnail sketch of the village of Medford and
notes there are two newspapers; “I have made the acquaintance of Mr. Wheelock of the Star and
News and I smiled gently when he told me that he published and edited two newspapers in the
county, one Republican and one Democratic .”

The article was dated 12/8/1880 and signed Samuel
Murdock.
This helps to explain the conflicting names of the
newspapers Wheelock published.
Murdock wrote regarding the growing number of
farms in Taylor County, “…these, with the GREAT
AND ALMOST INEXHAUSTIBLE LUMBER
TRADE, will soon make the region through which
the [rail] road runs, one of the richest in Wisconsin.”
(emphasis added)

1/15/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO -- Wellington Haight has a crew of men in the woods cutting pine for S. D. Cone
of Westboro. The logs are hauled [by sleigh] to Cone’s mill.
[John] Duncan and [William S.] Taylor of Westboro have 3 crews of men in the woods. Robert
McDonald has one, John McCoy the other and Mr. Bonneville the third.

1/15/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

Experienced lumbermen say that the present winter has been so far one of the best logging
winters for many years. There has not been a time since the snow first came when good [sleigh]
loads could not be hauled. The only draw back experienced is the dryness of the snow, which
prevents its packing and making solid roads; but this fault is easily obviated by the use of
sprinklers, which not only improve the roads now, but which make solid roads of ice which will
remain solid until long after an ordinary snow road would have melted to the ground. Verily,
Sprinklers (sic) are a great invention.

Note that Westboro had two good sized sawmills
running at the same time; that was not being
duplicated any place else at the time in Taylor
County.
Sleigh hauling of logs was required in the vast
majority of Taylor County logging operations; it was
the way to get the logs to the river for spring
driving or to the railroad for shipment or to the
sawmill. See the Photo & Document Collection for
maps of the sleigh and ice road system that once
served Rib Lake.
The same Collection contains photos of the water
tankers described here as “sprinklers.”
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1/15/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

GOVERNMENT LANDS -- We are in receipt of the annual report of the Commissioners of
Public Lands….. The lands owned by the State in Taylor County are school lands 640 acres,
Agricultural College 80, Normal School 11,144, and Drainage 13,957…

Congress from time to time passed legislation setting
aside lands from the public domain to be sold to fund
certain projects. This article gave a fiscal accounting
for the several funds.
Congress, for example, gave the states containing
federal land every Section 16 to be sold or manage to
produce income for local schools. While most
Section 16 lands were promptly sold to settlers, as of
2012, the Wisconsin Board of land Commissioners
still owns some Section 16 lands, although none in
Taylor County.

1/22/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

August Bennot Injured -- …August Bennot, a young man of about 20, employed in one the
Holmes logging camps near Ogema met with a terrible accident.
He was assisting in the loading of a log to the top of the [sleigh] load. Finding that the log was
slipping off, he let go of his cant hook and attempted to escape from under it. He was not
quite quick enough. The log fell to the ground just in time to catch his foot, completely crushing
it from the ankle down. Dr. Hubbell was immediately telegraphed for and went up on the
afternoon train [from Medford]…it was decided that amputation was necessary. Dr Hubbel
assisted Dr. Wyatt of Phillips, who removed the foot above the ankle in order to get sufficient
covering for the bones….

It would be another half century before Wisconsin
enacted the Workers’ Compensation Law; it
guarantees payments to employees injured at work
regardless of “fault.”

Mr. B. M Holmes, proprietor of the camps and mill at Ogema, where the accident occurred, has,
in his usual goodhearted way, ordered at his own expense everything possible for the boy’s
welfare and comfort. THIS CONDUCT OF MR. HOLMES IS IN STRIKING CONTRAST TO
A LUMBERMAN WE KNOW OF – WHO TURNED A MAN WITH A BROKEN LEG OUT
OF CAMP – and then deducted half of the four dollars due him—as pay for taking the poor
fellow to the railroad station.
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1/29/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

…Clarence H. Palmer of Westboro has established himself in the mercantile business at that
place. Clarence is one of Taylor County’s most promising young men…

2/5/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

GERMAN SETTLERS -- We were favored with a call last Monday by Mr. Joseph Bruder (sic)
of the firm of Bruder & Ludloff of Milwaukee publishers of [a newspaper], “Der Anseidler in
Wisconsin,” devoted to the interests of the State of Wisconsin inducing immigrants to settle

I believe the correct spelling was not Bruder but
Brucker. The magnificent Brucker & Ludloff
Building still stands as of February, 2012, on the

2/12/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

within its borders…

northeast corner of Main and Division Streets in
downtown Medford. Unfortunately, there appears
inadequate appreciation to prevent its imminent
razing.

Dave Montour has opened a saloon at Chelsea. Isn’t that crowding things a little? Two saloons
and a Temple of Honor, and only about sixty voters in the town.

The Temple of Honor was a lodge dedicated to
sobriety and prohibition of alcohol. Such a Temple
functioned at this time in many Wisconsin
communities including Westboro and Medford.
The same edition reported; Rev. T. W. Cole held a
temperance meeting at Stetsonville one week ago last
evening which result in about thirty signers to the
pledge and a promise of an organization of Sons of
Temperance. Several Dorchester members of that
order were present and assisted in the exercises.
In 1885 newspaperman Wheelock visited Rib Lake
and wrote an account. He noted that John J.
Kennedy allowed neither sale nor use of “mind
befuddling liquors in the village.

2/12/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

SUPREME COURT CASE -- J. K. Parish returned from Madison Thursday where he had been
to argue the railroad case before the Supreme Court. He reports everything favorable to the
county. The case was argued for the county by Mr. Parish, E. L. Browne and S. W. Pinney and
for the railroad company by E. H. Abott and W. F. Vilas.

2/12/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

Mr. John Duncan of Westboro reports having already banked about 6,000,000 feet of logs and
expects to put in another 1,000,000 feet. Mr. Duncan gave us some very interesting statistics
relative to the disadvantages of manufacturing lumber when there is no competition of shipping
facilities…

The 1873 contract Duncan and his partners signed
with the Wisconsin Central Railroad for their
Westboro mill site REQUIRED DUNCAN TO SHIP
ALL HIS LUMBER TO MARKET BY WAY OF
THE WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD.
You can read the contract in the Photo and Document
Collection at www.riblakehistory.com.
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2/26/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

L. [Linus] M. Marshall of Green Bay, proprietor of the saw mill at Chelsea, and also heavily
interested in several other mills on the [Wisconsin Central railroad] line, was in town
Wednesday. Mr. Marshall is an indefatigable worker and richly deserves the fortunate which he
has accumulated after so many years of work and honorable investment.

Marshall took over the Chelsea sawmill found by
Abram Taylor. A map of the mill and lease with the
railroad with Taylor are in the Photo and Document
Collection.

3/5/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

Kennedy & Bro logging on the Yellow River lost a valuable yoke of oxen by a tree falling on
them, one day this week.

THIS IS A REFERENCE TO JOHN J. KENNEDY
and one of his three brothers.
They spent the winter logging pine in central Taylor
County and banking them along the Yellow River.
Later editions of the Star & News will report their
log drive [westward into the Chippewa River].

3/5/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

A.S. Russell, [Taylor] county surveyor, is looking up trespass on county lands in the Towns of
Chelsea and Westboro. He reports there are forty lumber [logging] camps in those towns.

Russell was checking for illegal cutting of timber on
county owned lands – the vast bulk of which Taylor
County acquired by “tax title.” If a private landowner
failed to pay real estate taxes, the county could and
often did become the owner through a process called
“tax title.” Stealing trees from county lands was
commonplace.
Land on which real estate taxes had not been paid
were “tax delinquent.” See 4-9-1881 entry; an
estimated 2,000 parcels were tax delinquent.

3/5/1881

TC STAR&
NEWS

Report of the Westboro school for the month ending March 4, 1881: number of days taught…19
½, number of names registered…24, average attendance 20.
Pupils over 90 % in scholarship: Willie James, Charles James, Ella Fitze, Clara Fitze, Freddie
Fitze, Bertha Mead, Hattie Cone, Oliver Bonneville, Phyllis Bonneville, Eddie Fitze, Howard
Fitze, Fannie Palmer /s/ Hattie M Hull, teacher

3/15/1881
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TC STAR &
NEWS

The railroad company paid taxes in the Town of Little Black amounting to $1,100. They have
paid in all of the towns a small percentage of their tax and in all probability will let the balance
run. T. L. Kennan, attorney for the company, has been in the county for several days looking
over tax matters.

The failure of the Wisconsin Central Railroad to
pay its real estate taxes to the Towns of Little
Black, Medford, Chelsea and Westboro was a long
standing issue.

The same edition reported; “Mr. Kennan paid $700.
Taxes in the town of Medford.”
Still further the edition reported; “It is estimated that
the loss to the Wisconsin Central company during the
recent snow and ice blockade will reach nearly
$200,000. The suspension of business, loss of freight
charges, and two engines wrecked. And the large
extra force of men employed to clear the track, all go
to make this enormous sum.”
3/15/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

LOG TOLL -- An amendment has been introduced in the [Wisconsin] Legislature authorizing
William Baker and others to increase the toll on logs in the Yellow River, where they have made
improvements.

Many lumbermen like Baker got legislation passed
authorizing them to build dams to store water to aid
in log driving; such Legislation would also routinely
authorize the removal of rocks or other impediments
to log driving. This legislation also authorized the
man or company making these “improvements” to
the river to charge a toll when others wanted to float
logs over their dams.
See the Photo and Document Collection for a copy of
the act authorizing the construction of the logging
dam at Little Black and the charging of tolls to drive
a log through it. The dam owner was the Davis &
Starr Lumber Company.
The April 9, 1881 edition of the Taylor County Star
& News printed Chapter 221 (Laws of 1881) “an Act
to authorize John Duncan, his assistants and assigns,
to build dams on Silver Creek in Taylor and Price
Counties and maintain the same for floating logs,
and to charge tolls for driving logs and the use
thereof, and to protect their rights and improvements
thereon.” NOTE TO DAVID JUDELL, PLEASE
COPY THE ENTIRE ACT.
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3/26/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO -- S. D. Cone, the Westboro mill man, reported that his mill had been running
about one week, doing good work. He has about 2,000,000 feet of logs to saw.

4/9/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

TOLL TO FLOAT LOGS THROUGH WESTBORO -- The TC STAR & NEWS published in
their entirety Chapter 258 authorizing William Baker to dam and improve parts of the Yellow
River and charge tolls and Chapter 221 authorizing John Duncan to do the same on Silver Creek
above the Wisconsin Central railroad crossing.

I say republishing since both acts were first published
in the official state paper in Madison.

4/9/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

LAND OFFICE AT WAUSAU, WIS. NOTICE -- Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed a notice of his intention to make final proof of his claim and secure final
entry thereon on the 17th day of May, 1881 before the clerk of the circuit court in Medford,
Wis., viz., HENRY JAMES…for Lots 1 & 2 and the West ½ of the Northwest ¼, Section 10, T
33 North Range 2 East…

Henry James gave his name to James Lake. His
homestead land, government lots 1 and 2, are on the
east side of James Lake and, in 2012, the site of
Neale Lodge and other buildings of Camp Forest
Springs.

4/9/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

Duncan and Taylor’s mill at Westboro started up this week for the season’s run with a large
stock of logs on the pond and river [Silver Creek]. In another column will be found the law
passed by the Legislature this winter authorizing that firm to improve Silver Creek.

This mill pond was formed by a dam on Silver Creel
located where business highway 13 crosses the creek
in 2012. There are no extant signs of a mill pond
except a grass covered wetland.

4/9/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

Two former Medford citizens, Nelson and Charles Auly, have been chosen chairman and
treasurer of the Town of Brannan [now called Town of Spirit] in Price County. The Auly
brothers are good men and the citizens of Brannan have shown good judgment in electing
them to office,

Price County and the Town of Brannan had just
recently been created.

4/9/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

L. [Linus] M. Marshall’s mill at Chelsea is running night and day, turning out lumber and
shingles at a rapid rate.

The paper also reported that 24 railroad flat cars were
being loaded with lumber in Medford to be sent to
Manitoba, Canada.
The treeless prairies served as a great market for
Wisconsin lumber.

4/9/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

LIST OF TAYLOR COUNTY LANDS THAT ARE/WERE TAX DELINQUENT

The list is huge-containing quarter quarter [“forties’]
throughout the county. I estimate the list to contain
2,000 such legal descriptions.
The office of the Rib Lake Historical Society is in
section 13 Town 33 North Range 2 East. The list
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reported 5 “forties’ there tax delinquent, i.e. NE SW,
NW NE, NE SE, SE SE AND NE NE.
The usual explanation for this is that
speculators/lumbermen acquired some interest in the
land, THEN CUT THE PINE OFF THE LAND, and
thereafter let the land go tax delinquents with the
county eventually acquiring it via a tax deed. But,
there was no sawmill in Rib Lake nor any mill
convenient to which to transport logs from section
13, 33 2E, at that time.
4/23/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

Duncan and Taylor paid out $20,000 in cash last week to men who had been at work for that
firm the past winter. Laboring men like to work for such a firm.

This Westboro firm was owned by John Duncan and
William S. Taylor.
The latter is not to be confused with William R.
Taylor, governor of the State of Wisconsin in 1875
when Taylor County was formed and for whom the
county is named.

4/23/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

The Kennedy Bros., who have been putting in logs on the North Fork of the Yellow river the
past winter, left with a crew of log drivers last Wednesday prepared to take advantage of the
flood,

The “flood’ is in reference to the spring flood of
water due to snow melt and rains...
THERE IS NO QUESTION THAT THIS REFERS
TO JOHN J. KENNEDY AND AT LEAST ONE OF
HIS 3 BROTHERS.
John J., known to all as “J. J.”, was born in Canada in
1845, making him 36. While this article makes it
clear that he went on the log drive, we do not know if
he rode the floating logs or walked the stream banks.
In any case, Kennedy would have a rugged time
since there were no roads in the vicinity at that time.
The North Fork of the Yellow River starts a couple
of miles west of the modern Mondeaux Flowage in
Town 33 R 1 west, Town of Westboro. The Yellow
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River runs westerly through Town 33 Range 2 West
then north of modern Perkinstown. In 2012 the
popular Chequamegon Waters Flowage has been
created by damming the Yellow River.
The Yellow River eventually enters the Chippewa
River just upstream from Chippewa Falls. I surmise
that the pine logs John J. Kennedy was driving were
seeing there or in the City of Eau Claire, although the
logs could have been floated to the Mississippi River
where many mills lined its banks.
4/23/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

POPPLE PULPWOOD -- Pat O’Shea returned from his camp 4 miles north of Phillips
yesterday. He and his partner, C. C. Webster, have cut and shipped to the paper mills at
Appleton the past winter about 700 cords of spruce and poplar wood to be used in the
manufacture of paper. The last [railroad] car load was shipped Thursday.

Here is proof that at least some of the virgin forest
contained aspen, “popple,” which eventually took
over much of the logged landscape.

4/23/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

LEGENDARY LUMBERMAN WEYERHAEUSER GETS HIS START IN WISCONSIN -Four weeks ago we reported the sale of property belonging to the Chippewa Lumber & Boom
Company to the Mississippi Logging Co. From the Winona Republican the following facts are
gleaned:

Frederick Weyerhaeuser was an organizational
genius; the Weyerhaeuser Lumber Co. flourishes to
this day.

The names of the purchasers are: Weyerhaeuser [Frederick] & Denham…
Of the 100,000 acres [purchased], 50,000 is uncut pine…
“THE SAME PARTIES THAT HAVE PURCHASED THE STOCK OWN AND CONTROL
SOMEWHERE ABOUT 200,000 ACRES OF PINE LAND ON THE CHIPPEWA RIVER
AND ITS TRIBUTARIES. This, in addition to the Chippewa Lumber & Boom LANDS MAKE
THIS THE STRONGEST AND LARGEST LUMBERING INSTITUTION IN THE
COUNTRY.” (emphasis added)
4/30/1881
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TC STAR
AND NEWS

RAILROAD LANDS TAX EXEMPT -- The Supreme Court of this state has decided that the
act exempting the lands of the Wisconsin Central [Railroad] from taxation is constitutional, and
Taylor County is therefore beaten, The opinion of the court was written by Justice Cassidy,
Justice Orton filed a dissenting opinion. [The lawsuit] has been pending for two years

4/30/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

DELAYS IN RAILROAD PASSENGER SERVICE -- The trains of the Wisconsin Central have
been delayed very much the past two weeks by the trains on the Wisconsin & Minnesota, the
road bed of the latter being new and unbalasted. The melting snow and the heavy rains have
softened up the roads delaying trains very much. Every day trains on the main line wait at
Abbotsford for the St. Paul train. The train due here at 2:48 pm usually arrives about 5 pm.

The Wisconsin and Minnesota railroad had just
completed a line from Abbottsford running westerly
and ending in St Paul. Although the part between
Abbottsford and Owen was removed in the 1930’s,
the remainder remains in operation in 2012.

5/14/1881

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

JUMP RIVER “IMPROVEMENTS” -- We are informed that lumbermen operating on the Jump
River will this summer improve that stream to facilitate log driving. Messrs J. [John] Owen,
[Frederick] Weyerhaeuser, Ingram, Rust and Garland, are the parties principally interested.

“Improving” the stream for log driving routinely
including removing rocks, blasting away bedrock,
and rerouting by digging straighter routes.

5/14/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

TAX CERTIFICATES -- Never in the history of Taylor County has there been such a rush for
tax certificates as there has [been] this spring. The treasurer’s office has been attended every day
by parties interested in land, and some sharp bidding has been indulged in, a sign of prosperity
we call it.

People would routinely read the list of tax delinquent
land and go to the treasurer’s office if interested in
acquiring it. The successful bidder got a tax
certificate; if the land owner did not pay the taxes
within the prescribed time, the holder of the tax
certificate obtained a tax deed from the county.

5/14/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

CEDAR SHINGLES -- Orville Pierce, son of A. Pierce, of Westboro, employed in Duncan &
Taylor’s mill, packed 55 THOUSAND shingles in one day this week. That can be called
‘lighting packing.’ Is there a man on the [railroad] line that can beat it?

6/11/1881

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

7/2/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

TANBARK -- Hemlock bark will be shipped from every station on the [railroad] line the
coming summer

There was already a market for hemlock bark. A
Medford store offered to buy it for $7.00 a cord in
trade. Much of this “tanbark” went by rail to
Milwaukee, which had several large tanneries.

The following letter was received from Westboro, and explains itself.

The letter announces a new, local record for one days
sawing at a sawmill, to wit, 78,353 board feet. That
was quite an accomplishment for the time and for the
state of the equipment used.

T. Wheelock, Dear Sir,
We are obliged to host the world renowned emblem the broom last night, having cut 78,353 feet
of logs. We feel confident that we can raise this amount if necessary. Please give credit to
Joseph Gotchy, head sawyer.
Yours Resp’y, John Duncan.

About 50 years later the Rib Lake Lumber Company
claimed a record of sorts for cutting 144,000 board
feet during one shift.
The head sawyer was the man who operated the very
first saw that a log entering a mill encountered. He
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needed to make quick and good decisions about what
type of boards and timbers to try to saw out of each
log. The speed of the mill operation, and, therefore,
its profitability rode on his shoulders.
Seventy plus year old Earl Thums operates a small
sawmill in Westboro at this time. He is truly a
delightful guy but some of his lumber is crooked and
uneven in sizes; his mill has been jokingly called the
“Thick & Thin Lumber Co.”
One day I asked Earl just how straight he could saw a
board; his quick and insightful answer: “It all
depends upon how much time I take.”
7/16/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

DUNCAN WESTBORO MILL RECORD -- June 22 John Duncan’s saw mill at Westboro cut
65,669 feet of logs with one circular [saw], Joseph Gotchy, head sawyer. The same day the
shingle mill cut 119,000 [shingles] with one double cutter and a hand machine.

The same edition reported; “C. M. Upham & Bro.
sawmill at Marshfield cut 80,845 feet of logs with
one circular [saw] out of 326 logs 20 per cent of
which were hardwood.
The mill at Marshfield has one advantage over any
other mill along the [railroad] line, it has a steam
feed. A mill with the old style feed cannot compete
with successfully with one having a steam feed.
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7/16/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

A. Lunt passed down the line. Mr. Lunt has two crews of men in the woods in Price county
looking over railroad land, but has received word to discontinue operations for the present. The
officials probably have other work for Lunt and his men, who are competent woodsmen.

The railroad had received a land grant of every
section of land from the government on either side of
its line. I surmise Lunt was inspecting this land to
determine its timber and value in preparation for its
sale.

7/30/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

RAILROAD TIES 14 CENTS -- 10,000 railroad cross ties wanted by J. B. Thompson of the
village [Medford], for which 14 cents will be paid. They are to be of hemlock or rock elm and to
be delivered on the right of way anywhere between Dorchester and Westboro.

Surprisingly, hemlock was a preferred species,

7/30/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

ROAD TO SPIRIT LAKE -- The new road from Westboro to Spirit Lake is nearly completed,
several of the contractors having worked out their jobs and received their orders. Westboro is

This is the first mention of any road to Spirit Lake.
While its route is not mentioned, the road may have

8/13/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

very much in need of roads and improvements and there is also room for settlers who would no
doubt locate there if inducements were offered.

used, at least in part, the route of the modern Rustic
Road #1 since Henry James had a homestead on the
northeast side of James Lake.

FIRST MENTION OF KENNEDY AT RIB LAKE -- A CREW OF MEN ARE NOW AT
WORK CUTTING A ROAD FROM THE VILLAGE [Chelsea] TO RIB LAKE, AT WHICH
POINT KENNEDY BROS. WILL ERECT A LARGE SAWMILL.

According to a History of Rib Lake written by Guy
Wallace, J.J. Kennedy earlier in the year had a
chance meeting with a successful lumberman, Curtis,
who had extensive pine holdings around Rib Lake;
Curtis hired John J. Kennedy to run the sawmill to
be built on the shores of Rib Lake.

A large supply of pine, which will take many years to cut, is tributary to that lake, making it
one of the best locations for a mill in Northern Wisconsin.
It is not definitely settled yet whether the railroad [Wisconsin Central] will build a spur
track from Chelsea to the lake, to be operated by Messrs. Kennedy Bros., or a plank road will
be built by the latter to facilitate hauling lumber to the railroad [at Chelsea].
The business boom has undoubtedly struck Chelsea, and her future holds many promises of
prosperity. (emphasis added)
8/20/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

JAMES LAKE NAMESAKE -- Henry James of Westboro was in town [Medford] Monday. He
was on his way to Merrill, but will soon return and be employed at the new mill at Rib Lake.

8/27/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

Kaiserliche Deutsche Post Hamburger Linie [Royal German Post office…]

Kennedy lost no time in taking Curtis up on the deal.
The Rib Lake sawmill, owned by Curtis and
Company, was built in 1881 and cut its first log that
December 21, 1881.
Thus began the modern history of Rib Lake.

Thus began the first ad published in the TC STAR &
NEWS in German. It advertised passage by steam
ship from Europe to America.
Other portions of the paper carried news that
Medford residents bought steamship tickets to bring
relatives here. Taylor County had a growing German
population which would soon turn into a flood which
brought all of my grandparents, Bertha Steiner,
Wilhelm Gebauer, Ida Lange and Hermann Emanuel
Rusch.

8/27/1881
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TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO’S SECOND SAWMILL -- C. [Clement] C. Palmer has purchased the [saw] mill
property formerly owned by S. D. Cone. The sawmill is small but contains good substantial
machinery and is capable of being made into a paying piece of property. Mr. Palmer was one of
the original company that erected the mill, and has a thorough knowledge of his purchase, and

This mill stood on the west bank of Silver Creek 500
feet north of the modern county highway bridge
across that creek. It evolved into the Meidrick &
Matson Lumber Co and, in 1902, into the Westboro

work it may be expected to perform.

Lumber Company.

9/3/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

TANBARK -- Charles E. Williams, the Medford bark buyer, has shipped 1,300 cords of
[hemlock] bark, and has additional contracted for.

10/1/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY BUSY AT RIB LAKE -- Work on Kennedy Bros. mill at Rib Lake, in the Town of
Chelsea, is being rapidly pushed forward. A road has been cut to the mill site. It will be graded
and turnpike and fitted for use both in winter and summer.

It was not until 1883 that the railroad reached Rib
Lake from Chelsea, although the line was only 5.5
miles long.

10/8/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

[The] Ferguson Bros. of Spencer have purchased D. [David] McCartney’s [saw] mill property
in this village [Medford] and will take possession of the saw mill Nov. 1st, the store on Dec. 1st,
and the planning mill on Jan. 1st. The purchase price was $20,000. The sale does not include the
stock of lumber.

While the paper has not printed the first names of
the Ferguson brothers of Spencer, Wis., they could
well be relatives of John J. Kennedy. At least one of
J.J. Kennedy’s brothers married a Ferguson. William
Kennedy married Christy Ann Ferguson. See
www.riblakehistory.com KENNEDY FAMILY:
MOVERS & SHAKERS
J.J. Kennedy and family lived in Spencer from at
least Oct. 30. 1876 until their move to Rib Lake.
The McCartney sawmill was the biggest in Medford.
Founded by Semple with the construction of the
Wisconsin Central in 1873, it eventually evolved into
the Medford Lumber Co., which cut its last lost in
1926.
The edition of 2/11/1882 announced that Mr. P. P.
Ferguson had charge of outside mill operations and
that 210 men were employed.

10/8/1881
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TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY AT RIB LAKE -- The new Kennedy Bros. mill at Rib Lake will be in operation in
about a month. The frame [of timbers] is already up and the machinery is expected at once. One
of the boilers has been hauled to the mill and the other three will immediately follow. Kennedy
Bros. are young, enterprising, industrious and experienced, and the venture will surely succeed.
It will be an acquisition to Chelsea and Taylor County.

Note the report that the mill will have four boilers—
signs of a good sized mill.

10/15/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY RAILROAD SIDINGS -- Civil Engineer Agnew of the [Wisconsin Central
Railroad] was at Chelsea last week running lines for two new sidings to be put in there. One of
the tracks will be 800 feet long and the other 400 feet in length. They will be used by the
Kennedy Bros. in loading lumber. The tracks are to be put in opposite the Thos. Healds
homestead, where [the] Kennedy Bros. have located their lumber yard.

Until the railroad spur to the Kennedy mill at Rib
Lake was completed in 1883, lumber from the mill
was transported by wagon or sleigh to Chelsea and
loaded on railroad cars spotted in this rail yard.
Over the years the rail yard at Chelsea grew to
contain 4 or 5 spur tracks-some over a quarter mile
(1,320 feet) long. Both empty and loaded railroad
cars were kept there for the extensive Rib Lake mills
and tannery.
The remaining yard and mainline railroad tracks were
removed in 1989 when the entire rail road between
Medford and Prentice was abandoned. Fortunately,
the right of way was preserved by its conversion into
The Pine Line, a recreation trail.

10/15/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

IMMIGRANT HOUSE -- A. [Albert] J. Perkins is putting up an immigrant house on lots 13
and 14, block 9, of the village [Medford]. The structure is to be 18 x 84 [feet] and 1 ½ stories in
height and will contain 7 rooms 12x18. The center room will be fitted up for a common kitchen
and will be used for cooking by all the occupants of the building during their stay.

My mother, Martha Hedwig Rusch nee Gebauer,
always referred to this structure in the
German, “Immigranten Haus.”

Word has been received by Mr. Perkins from Land Agent Abbott of the Wisconsin Central
Railroad that a ship load of immigrants are now on their way to the county…. Much credit is
due the railroad for their untiring efforts to settle up the country.
10/29/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

J.J. KENNEDY -- Mr. J.J. Kennedy was in [Medford] yesterday. He is up to his ears in business
connected with his new mill in Rib Lake.

11/12/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

The ground for J.J. Kennedy and Bros. new siding at Chelsea is all graded and ready for track
laying.

11/19/1881

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

W. H. Haight and Wellington Haight, both residents of Chelsea, were in [Medford] this week.
We hate to see them go away. They are good company.
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Wellington Lake is named after Wellington Haight.

12/3/1881

TC STAR
AND NEWS

Mr. John Ferguson, a member of the firm of Butterfield, Ferguson & Co., of [Medford] who
lost a foot by a railroad accident at Spencer several weeks ago, arrived in Medford.

12/24/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY SAWMILL OPENS DEC. 21, 1881 -- Kennedy Bros. mill at Rib Lake, five miles
from Chelsea, started up for the winters run last Wednesday [12/21/1881]. Mr. J. J. Kennedy
informed us that the mill was found on trial to be all in first class running order, something very
unusual for new mills.

THERE YOU HAVE IT, THE NEW KENNEDY
MILL STARTS OPERATIONS DECEMBER 21,
1881.
Logging must have begun earlier that year.
While Historian Bundick reports that small logging
operations took place near Rib Lake earlier, the
founding of Rib Lake took place in 1881.

1882
1/14/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

HARDWOOD -- One industry that is needed in Taylor County is a hardwood saw mill with
machinery for getting out [wagon] hubs, spokes, wagon timber, sleigh timber and cabinet
lumber. The best timber in the world for fine ornamental cabinet work abounds in these woods,
and is now being converted into stove wood. We have seen maple, with a grain to make a
furniture manufacturers’ mouth water—so to speak. There is millions in it. We are building
houses of pine when there is hardwood timber all around us that would work up for floors,
windows and door casing, wainscoting, etc. elegantly. Let us have a hard wood mill.

1/21/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

“Old Bill” Skinner, one of the best mill men in Wisconsin, now employed at J. J. Kennedy’s
mill in Rib Lake went down the line Thursday. He talked over the “beer and cracker” days with
some one we know of.

1/21/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

SAWMILL MOVED TO WHITTLESEY -- The old sawmill at little Black is rapidly
disappearing and will soon be among the “has beens.” It is to be moved to Whittlesey and put up
by Sanger & Rockwell, who by adding new machinery and another boiler will increase the
former’s capacity.

On 2/10/2012 Herbert Magnuson, a spry 84 year old
from Spirit, told me that the virgin yellow birch from
his father's farm was not cut until World War II. Prior
to that, there was no market.

The substantial sawmill at Little Black and on the
Little Black River was torn down and its machinery
moved to Whittlesey.
The Little Black River’s watershed had been stripped
of its pine making a mill there impracticable.
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1/28/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

J.J. Kennedy was at Spencer Tuesday last, purchasing teams [of horses]

1/28/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

A workman named Ludwig Olm, employed in the lumber woods at Rib Lake by J.J. Kennedy &
Bro. was killed last Tuesday by a limb falling from a tall pine tree and striking him on the head.
Deceased was a German, about 41 years of age and resided in Randule, Calumet County, where
he leaves four children. At the time of the accident he was sawing logs, when a limb fell and
killed him instantly. The body was taken home.

The earliest photograph in the Photo and Document
Collection. Rib Lake historical Society, LLC, is a
spectacular photo the Kennedy’s mill taken in 1884;
in the foreground about two dozen teams of
Kennedy’s horses are displayed.

At Kennedy’s mill last Friday, a man had his left arm and right leg broken, that of the arm being
a compound fracture, the bones protruding from the wound.
1/28/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

OBSERVATIONS OF A TRAMP [THE FIRST HISTORY OF RIB LAKE]
Three hungry orphans, Pete McCourt, Fred Barrett and ye Knight of the festive quill [T. C.
Wheelock], visited J.J. Kennedy and Bros. mill at Rib Lake, in the town of Westboro eight (sic)
miles northeast of the village of Chelsea last Tuesday. Each of the party had an object in view
and they went unarmed with the exception of a flask of cold tea, which could be seen protruding
from the pocket of the first mentioned gentleman.
The sleighing from Medford to the mill in question was found to be excellent with the exception
of about four miles in the vicinity of Whittlesey. At Chelsea we stopped for a short time to
exchange courtesies with C. H. Gearhart, Boniface of the Chelsea House [hotel], who is always
courteous and obliging. We notice a look of relief stealing over his countenance when we
mentioned that we were not intending to stop for dinner. Wonder why he was pleased?
Mr. William Kennedy [the youngest brother of John J.] was taken into the cutter, and the party
turned their horses toward the mill. The way runs for about a mile on the county road almost due
north, the taking a logging road running a little to the north of east (sic) it winds around on low
ground the entire distance to the mill, thus avoiding the hills, and making the hauling of lumber,
which all comes out over this road, an easy affair.
At their mill the party was met by Mr. Duncan McLennan [J.J. Kennedy’s brother in law], the
gentlemanly clerk of the mill firm, who made this first duty to fill up the aching void under each
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According to historian Mrs. Gustav Bielenberg
writing in 1936, the first construction of any sort by
Kennedy and his crew at Rib Lake took place in the
spring or summer of 1881. So T. L. Wheelock
recorded these observations after less than one year
of Kennedy’s work. Bearing in mind that Rib Lake
was cut off from the world but for a 5 mile sleigh or
wagon road, the amount of development in such a
short time was truly amazing!
The sleigh road followed the low, flat lands toward
Black Lake. In 2012, these wetlands are still clearly
visible from STH 13 at NE NE 36-33-1E.

individual vest with an excellent repast, which was appreciated. The mill was then visited. It is
not entirely completed, but is turning out lumber at the rate of 80,000 feet every 24 hours. It
contains a circular saw, gang edger and gang trimmer, all of the latest and most improved
patterns, an improved Chalendar shingle machine and the necessary small machinery found in
all mills. The shingle mill is not yet running, owing to the non-arrival of the bolter, which is
used to cut up the bolts for the large double cutting machine.
Five boilers supply the steam to the motor (sic), a large 18 by 28 inch engine. The frame of the
mill is very solidly built and the object of the builders seems to have been “strength and
simplicity” or to get the greatest amount of work with the least possible machinery. Mr. William
Skinner superintends the mill which is itself a guarantee that it will do good work and plenty of
it. The head sawyers are Ben Wallace and Frank Loehner, the former working days and the latter
nights. W. H Skinner, the son of the foreman, is night foreman1 and filer.
There are two boarding houses near the mill, one for the day crew and the men working in the
woods near the mill and the other is occupied by the night crew. The latter house has just been
completed and was occupied for the first time last Monday. In a little room in the new boarding
house is a stock of indispensible merchandise, consisting of mackinaw clothing, boot packs,
tobacco and such, all of witch is doled out to the boys by the clerk, M. McLennan2. The day
boarding house is in charge of Mr. J. R. Davis, who is said to be one of the best cooks in this
neck of the woods, and the other house, is run by the family of Mr. H. [Hugh] D. McMillen,
Mr. M. also acting in the capacity of village blacksmith. Of course, there are many things yet to
add to make the inhabitants of the little berg thoroughly comfortable, but the proprietors are
using every effort for improvement and in a very short time the results of their labors will be
manifest.
To the east and southeast of the village stretches one of those little lakes which are so numerous
in Northern Wisconsin This lake covers a sections of land [actually, Rib Lake consists of 320
acres or ½ section]and is bounded by high banks, very little of the shore being marshy. Its
waters abound with picker, moskalonge (sic) lake bass and other species of the fishy tribe. It is
to be requested that the fish which are not so abundant will soon vanish, for the lake is to be the

1

NB-There is both a day and night shift.

2

This is probably a reference to Duncan McLennan, brother of Mrs. J.J. Kennedy, and long-time clerk for J.J. Kennedy.
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receptacle for the summer’s supply of logs for the mill, and as fish cannot live in water in which
pine logs are floating, their death warrant is signed, sealed and delivered. Only two miles from
the mill is another lake which will supply the settlers with fish when needed.
Crews of carpenters are employed all the time around the mill and on the houses in course of
erection. The carpenter work is under the direction of Mr. William McCourt, a brother of the
Medford McCourt’s, who is claimed to be an excellent workman. All around this new village in
every direct stretches extensive pine lands, some of the best timber in their Wisconsin pineries
being tributary to this mill.
The mill firm Kennedy & Bro.3 and their backers, Messrs. Curtis Bros. & Co., own about
70,000,000 feet of stumpage, and it is estimated that there is more than double that amount that
is naturally tributary to their mill and will eventually come into their hands. This will insure
many years employment for the mill.
Our visit was necessarily short and we left regretting that we could not spend more time in the
little hamlet among the whispering pines, and determined to soon accept the hearty invitation to
“come again”, given on our departure.
2/4/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

OBSERVATIONS OF A TRAMP - [NEW VILLAGE OF WHITTLESEY]
The writer last Wednesday visited what soon will be the village of Whittlesey for the purpose of
gathering information regarding the building of the [saw] mill at that place. G. W. Norton, the
pioneer, acted as my host…
The mill firm, Sanger, Rockwell & Co., of Milwaukee has purchased of Mr. Norton a mill site,
containing 40 acres west of the [railroad] track, the Black River running diagonally through it.
They are already constructed the dam, and have commenced framing the mill. The dam is about
20 rods from where the mill will stand. It is 240 feet in length running from bank to bank, which
are at that point high. One 11 foot gat e will let off the surplus water, and also serve as a sluice
gate for the logs which are to be run down stream. A head of 12 feet of water can be raised by
this dam.

3

J.J. Kennedy’s brother most involved with J.J. commercially was Angus. See Kennedy’s: Movers & Shakers.
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In constructing its railroad it was customary for the
Wisconsin Central Railroad to put in switches about
every five miles and to name the brand new town it
hoped would be built there. The site described in this
article was named ‘Charlestown’ and appeared as
such on railroad maps.
The board of directors of the Wisconsin Central
Railroad was dominated by men from Boston,
Massachusetts, and chose names of village around
Boston for these new town sites; this explains
naming Marshfield, Dorchester Medford, and
Charlestown.

Near the main track of the railroad and at the end of the switch track the mill will b built. It will
be framed by heavy timbers making a structure of 90 by 140 feet, to contain 3 boilers, one
18x28 inch engine, circular [saw], gang edger, gang trimmer, slab saws, two shingle machines,
etc. etc. Mr. Anton Stollenwork, an experienced mill builder, has the contract for putting up the
mill, and it was from him we learned these facts.
The Village proper is now being surveyed and platted by County surveyor A. S. Russell. Mr.
Norton informs us that he will lay out 50 lots on this land on both side of the [railroad] track,
south of the present switch, and offer them for sale as soon as possible…..
At Sanger, Rockwell & Co.’s logging camp, 2 ½ miles from the village, there are about 60 men
and 18 teams [of horses] employed in cutting, skidding and making roads….. The intention of
the company is to putting all the logs they can with the force now employed, but as their timber,
or a good share of it, grows on the banks of the [Black] River, they can log both summer and
winter, thus ensuring a supply. They estimate the amount of their timber to insure about a 12
year run.
The company will build, in addition to their mill, a store and boarding house or hotel. The
gentlemen comprising the firm are experience mill men financially sound, and their new
enterprise is an acquisition to the business interests of Taylor County.
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2/4/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

Ed. [Edward] H. Winchester was up the line early in the week on insurance business. He has
been writing up a policy on Kennedy’s mill.

2/4/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

Frank Loehner and Leopold Hardky came down from Kennedy’s mill Saturday and spent
Sunday in the bosom of their families.

2/11/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

J.J. Kennedy was a passenger bound for Spencer on Tuesday train where he had been called to
see his brother Angus who was seriously ill from the effects of a cold contracted on the Yellow
River and which had settled in the lungs.

2/18/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

WESTBORO MILL SERVED BY RAILROAD -- George Allen has been doing a splendid job
for John Duncan as anyone can see by glancing at the fine lot of logs banked on the [railroad]
right of way between Chelsea and Westboro. George is a good businessman and knows how to
run a first class camp.

This article fails to shed any light why the name
Whittlesey was chosen for the 2/1882 plat of the
Village of Whittlesey created in place of
Charlestown. I provided an explanation for the
choice of the name in an article, “How Charlestown
became Whittlesey,” published several years ago in
the Star News, which you can find in the Photo and
Document Collection of the Rib Lake Historical
Society website; in short, the new village was name
Whittlesey after Asaph Whittlesey, fist mayor of
Ashland, Wisconsin, and first assemblyman to sit in
the Wisconsin Legislature representing north
Wisconsin.
Note the 1/21/1882 article explaining that much of
the machinery used in the Sanger and Rockwell mill
at Whittlesey came from the razed saw mill at Little
Black.

George Allen frequently bought “stumpage” from
landowners, i.e. the right to cut the trees. See the
Photo & Document Collection at the Rib Lake
Historical Society website www.riblakehistory.com
for copies of Allen’s and others’ stumpage contracts.
John Duncan was the manager and part owner of the

firm of Duncan and Taylor whose Westboro sawmill
was on the Wisconsin Central Railroad tracks just
north of Silver Creek.
While Duncan still got some logs by floating them to
his mill on Silver Creek. Railroad transport was
playing an ever more dominant role.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE MAST HEAD OF THE
NEWSPAPER READS ‘TAYLOR COUNTY STAR
AND NEWS,” not Taylor County Star News.
2/25/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

LETTER FROM J.J. KENNEDY - February 21, 1882 - Editor, Star & News.
If a few items from me will be of any service, you are welcome to such as I can give. Our little
burg is getting on splendidly; we now have eight tenant houses, with families in six of them and
more coming in as soon as we have buildings completed for them.
The recent thaw had no effect on J.J. Kennedy, but he rather used the time by banking 118,400
feet of logs on Rib Lake on Friday last, and it wasn’t much of a day for hauling [logs] either, the
roads have improved since by the cold weather, and the snow we have had.
We are delivering lumber at the railroad tracks [at Chelsea] at the rate of 70,000 feet per day,
and the way the mill is working no one can be idle. We want to tell that Centralia [a then village
south of Nekoosa, Wisconsin] that E. P. Lamb, [who] is working in our camp, A. McDonnell
foreman, has him beat [by] 1,100 feet [of pine], by putting it with his team at one load 4,380
feet of logs. [They also] have put in from their Camp to date 2,200,000 feet with an average of
six teams [of horses].
William Layman from mill camp has put in 1,260,000 feet, with Peter Bonneville from his
camp, has put in 1,450,000 feet, all of them putting in the logs at the mill. We have one and a
half million feet of lumber at the railroad tracks [at Chelsea]. If the roads hold out for 30 days
[we] will have as much [more] there.
LAKE VIEW HOUSE, RIB LAKE, WIS. J.J. Kennedy, Proprietor
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You can sense the pride of accomplishment in this
letter of John J. Kennedy... Kennedy built houses
which he leased to workers.
There is no substantial waterway that flows into Rib
Lake; therefore the logs at this time we hauled by
sleigh and dumped on the frozen lake.
I spent today, February 12, 2012 looking for possible
routes for Kennedy’s sleigh road running between
Rib Lake and Chelsea. I found a couple of possible
routes of most level land and even a draw near Black
Lake THRU WHICH THE SLEIGH ROAD MAY
HAVE BEEN LOCATED.
The reference to feet of logs is to board feet, a
standard unit of measurement; a board foot is 1 inch
thick by 1 foot long by 1 foot wide.
I surmise J.J. Kennedy had two logging camps. One
was a standard camp with a cluster of building in the
woods where the loggers spent nights during the
work week. Secondly, the “mill” camp consisted of
loggers who board at the company boarding house
next to the saw mill; T. Wheelock described the

“mill’ camp in his article appearing Feb. 18, 1882.
It sounds like there is a third logging camp run by
Peter Bonneville, perhaps a “jobber’ or someone
cutting pine owned by Curtis Bros.
3/4/1882
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TC STAR
AND NEWS

WESTBORO ITEMS -- G. W. Allen has put in a winters work of which any many may be
proud, he has with 3 horse teams bank on the Wisconsin Central Railroad right of way
2,500,000 [feet of pine logs] for John Duncan, the successful mill man. They are a splendid lot
of logs AVERAGING LESS THAN 4 TO THE THOUSANDS FEET.

The same edition reported that the passenger train
coming south through Westboro struck the logging
train that was stopped and was in the process of
loading logs.

W. Lawler, one of his teamsters, hauled in one day 25,000 feet with a team [of horses] weighing
less than twenty hundred [2, 000 pounds]. Several of his loads scaled from 4,000 to 4,500
[board feet per sleigh]. (emphasis added)

The accident occurred ½ mile south of Westboro
where a series of turns in the right-of-way prevented
the passenger train from seeing the other train until it
was too late to stop.

3/4/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

JOHN WORTHINGTON -- John Worthington of Chelsea died yesterday morning at 7 o’clock.
John had been a resident of Taylor County since the county was organized [1873]. He was a
hunter and trapper by profession, and owned a homestead near Rib Lake. Poor John was his
own worst enemy.

Worthington’s homestead was on the north shore of
Wellington Lake. The lake was initially named for
him.

3/4/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

John Severance has disposed of the pine on his homestead. The amount of the estimate fell far
short of his calculations, about 450,000 feet we believe. The pine was sold to J.J. Kennedy &
Bro. near whose mill it is situated.

Here is an example of a landowner selling “pine
stumpage”. If you use that as a search term on the
Photo and Document Collection of the Rib Lake
Historical Society website, you can see dozens of
such contracts.

3/4/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

WHO CUT THAT TREE? -- Two gentlemen who are looking over land in this locality have
discovered a curiosity on the SE NE Section 33 T 31 North Range 1 East. They found the stump
of an old, hollow pine tree, cut down by an axe, and out of that stump had grown a hemlock tree,
which they estimated to be 70 years old. The age of the hemlock was ascertained by counting
the rings in the grain. The ax scarf is plainly visible they claim and there can be no doubt it was
cut down many years ago. Who cut that tree?

If the hemlock was 70 years old, the pine was cut in
1812 or earlier.

3/18/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

PROGRESS AT WHITTLESEY -- The mill track at Whittlesey has been laid and is now in use.
The Sanger, Rockwell & Co. mill is up and will be included in a few days… Mr. Anton
Stollerwert is rushing [construction]…..

3/25/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

Butterfield, Ferguson and Co. now have on the [river] bank 6,000,000 feet of logs, and still have
two camps of their own and one contractor hauling.

This is the company that has taken over operation of
the sawmill on the Black River in Medford. Pete
Ferguson is one of the owners.

3/25/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- J.J. Kennedy, Esq., of Rib Lake Mill was in town. Mr. Kennedy is not one of the
lumbermen who have cause to grumble at the past winter’s logging. He has put in at his mill
about 7,700,000 feet of logs, and at his camp on the Yellow River, 3,000,000 more.

Note that the location is identified Rib Lake Mill.
Some early maps read Kennedy Mill.

Note that J.J. Kennedy continues to cut logs along the
He has cut and has now piled in his yard at Chelsea 3,000,000 feet of lumber, and is adding to
Yellow River about 15 or more forties from Rib
that amount every day. As the past season was considered an unfavorable one by most loggers, it Lake. J.J. and his crews have driven these logs to
can only be a matter of conjecture what Kennedy would do if he had a good winter.
mills reachable via the Chippewa River for the past
several years.
4/1/1882

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

The bill authorizing the building of a road from Westboro in this county to Glidden in Ashland
county has passed houses and is now the law.

4/1/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

ANOTHER SAW MILL ACCIDENT -- At Kennedy Bros. mill at Rib Lake last Monday
evening, William H. Skinner lost his right arm to an accident. Mr. Skinner was night watch of
the mill and was attending his duties when the accident occurred. Mr. Skinner’s tour at night
commences at 7 p.m. and it is his duty to look through the mill and se if the machinery is all in
running order. He found on examination one of the edger saws was hot, and, taking a can of oil
in his hand, leaned over the edger frame to oil the arbor, when the feed belt caught his coat and
jerked him forward upon the saws.
His right arm came in contact with the running saw and was severed about 5 inches above the
writ and the arm was terribly lacerated above the elbow. Mr. Angus Kennedy [a brother of J. J.],
who was standing behind Mr. Skinner at the time, grasped him by the coat and pulled him away
from the saw—an action which probably saved his life—as there were three saws in the edger,
and the victim would undoubtedly have been thrown into them all.
Skinner was taken to Chelsea and Dr. Hubbell telegraphed for. Upon the arrival of Dr Hubbell
the injured arm was amputated midway between the elbow and shoulder. When he saw the
patient—Tuesday evening—he was doing finely and the doctor reports in all probability he will
recover rapidly….
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4/8/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

SAW MILL CHANGES -- At every town along the line of the Wisconsin Central will be found
saw mills, and in the past, logs have been hauled and floated to the mills to be sawed. Back from
the [railroad] track there is an abundance of timber that has never been touched except that
tributary to some stream large enough for driving purposes. This timber, as a matter of course,
can be secured for a reasonable price, for unless some enterprising man puts up a mill on the
ground for working it into lumber, the prospects for getting it to the market are somewhat slim.
J.J. KENNEDY & BRO. WERE THE FIRST TO GRASP THE SITUATION, AND NOW
THEIR MILL AT RIB LAKE IS DOING WONDERS AND THE FIRM IS MAKING
MONEY. There are many other chances that will compare favorably with the above firm, but
they will not be improved until mill men get over the notion that a saw mill must be near the
[railroad] track…. (emphasis added)

5/20/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY’S MILL REOPENS -- Kennedy’s mill at Rib Lake started up for the summer last
Tuesday.

6/3/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

L. Woodard entered a quantity of valuable pine land on the Rib River last week.

He filed a claim for acquisition under the Homestead
Act.

6/3/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

SAWYER DAM ON THE BLACK RIVER -- A trip down the Black River in a small boat is
one of the pleasures that we left untried for many years. Last week we made the journey... The
river runs its winding way through good farm land to Sawyer & Austin’s dam. This dam was
building several years ago at a cost of $5,000 and has added much to the convenience of getting
out timber cut along its banks. In fact, without this dam it would be impossible to drive the river
with any degree of success. The dam is known as a flooding dam and contains 5 gates, one large
sluice gate, 3 smaller flood gates, and a large overflow gate. John Shimoneck of Medford has
charge of the dam…

Wheelock announced he had contracted to provide
50,00 railroad ties for the new railroad branch built
westward from Abbottsford.

Sawyer & Austin have a camp at the dam where they put in logs last winter. From the dam the
river runs through town 30 and 29 range 2 west and through pine, hemlock and hardwood
land…. In Town 30 Range 2 West the land is owned principally by the railroad company and
capitalists G. B. Barrows and Wayne Ramsey have the largest tracks….
Next week we [W. T. Wheelock] propose to start from [Medford] with a crew of tie cutter
makers to put in railroad ties on the river, to be floated to the [river] crossing of the Wis. &
Minnesota division of the Wisconsin Central Railroad two miles from the Village of Withee. We
ask the prayers of all our subscribers for success.
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The editor commends J.J. Kennedy for being the first
to build his mill off the Wisconsin Central mainline.
For the first two years of Kennedy’s Rib Lake mill
existence, 1881-1881, all of the lumber had to be
sleighed 5.5 miles to Chelsea, where the railroad ran.
Fortunately, a gently-sloping sleigh road from Rib
Lake allowed loaded sleighs to go down hill to
Chelsea.

I visited the dam site in January 2011 and found it in
good condition. It lies in a farmer’s view and is
clearly visible from the county highway. While the
wooden gates and gone, the 20 foot high earthen
bank extend for at least 100 feet from the center of
the Black River. An historic and impressive sight and
site.
Sawyer & Austin operated its saw mill for pine in
Black River Falls and extensively logged in Taylor
County floating its logs down the Black River.
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6/17/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

OGEMA -- A. M. Holmes of Ogema was arrested a day or two ago at the instance of Peter
Neddo charged with committing a rape upon Neddo’s wife. Defendant took a change of venue to
Phillips and the case was tried Wednesday. After hearing the testimony, the justice [of the peace,
i.e., the judge] dismissed the case. It was a clear case of blackmail—and the thinnest kind of
blackmail at that.

The edition of July 8 reported; “Editor, Star & News,
An article appeared in your paper on June 17 to the
effect that a suit brought by me again B. M. Holmes
had been dismissed by the justice and that the suit
was a clear case of blackmail. Now I wish to be
heard in my own behalf. I will prove that this case is
not blackmail. The suit was dismissed because my
woman was seriously ill at the time of the trail and
had to be carried out of the court room. We will
prove as soon as she recovers that this case rests on a
sure foundation. /s/ Peter Neddo

7/29/1882

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

PROPOSED RAILROAD TO RIB LAKE -- The Wisconsin Central Railroad is locating a
branch [railroad] out to Rib Lake, where J.J. Kennedy is manufacturing first class pine article of
lumber, and lots of it….

It would take another year to construct the ChelseaRib Lake spur.

7/29/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA -- Notice is given that the contract for a new town hall building for the town of
Chelsea is to be build according to the plan and specifications at the post office in the Village
of Chelsea; contract to be let to the lowest bidder at a public auction at the office of the town
clerk of said town on Monday, August 7, 1882 at 4 pm. /s/ Wellington Haight, Town Chairman

The new town hall lasted until about 1917 when
destroyed by fire; my maternal grandfather, Wilhelm
Gebauer, was town chairman at that time.

8/26/1882

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Strayed—From my place in the town of Chelsea, one iron gray horse, 5 years old;
one fore foot turned in; weighs about 1,200 lbs; had halter on when last seen. A suitable reward
will be paid for his recovery /s/ J.J. Kennedy Chelsea, Wis., August 10, 1882

I don’t have an explanation for “Chelsea” since the
Rib Lake mill was in the Township of Westboro until
1885.

9/2/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- There is talk of putting up a telegraph line from Medford to Rib Lake, with
instruments at Whittlesey and Chelsea. Such an enterprise, if successful, will prove of great
benefit….

9/9/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- J.J. Kennedy informs us that his Rib Lake mill has already cut 7,000,000 feet of
lumber this season, and that it will run right on the year through.

Kennedy’s Rib Lake mill quickly produced
production records: The Taylor County Star & News,
on 6/10/1893, reported that Kennedy’s Rib Lake mill
produced in 1892:
a) Pine, 22,000,000 board feet;
b) Hemlock, 15,000,000 board feet;
c) Cedar Shingles, 2,000,000.

9/9/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA -- The L. [Linus] M. Marshal & Taylor Lumber Company is the name of the new
firm that will operate the Chelsea saw mill in the future. Mr. Marshall of Green Bay, the senior
member of the company, is one of the most experienced and successful lumber dealers in the
northwest; and everyone who knows Mr. Abram Taylor know that he can run a saw-mill. They
have for years been connected in business and we predict that their past success will be
continued.

10/14/1882

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

HERMAN RUSCH -- The Democrats have nominated Hermann D. Rusch of Lincoln County
for assemblyman for this district. We understand that Mr. Rusch is a very clever gentleman,
although he owes his nomination to the fact that he is German, and there are a large number of
German voters in the district, whom the Democrats say, Rusch will CATCH. Well, there are a
good many German voters in the district, but a great many of them are REPUBLICAN
GERMANS, and a German DEMOCRAT is not the kind of bait to catch them with.

10/21/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE-CHELSEA SPUR -- The branch [railroad] track so long talked about from Chelsea
to Rib Lake to Kennedy’s mill at Rib Lake is at last an assured fact, as the grading has already
commenced. The Kennedys are making a large amount of lumber and this new method of
transporting it from the mill will cheapen the way of getting it to market.

11/4/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

RIB LAKE -- M. H. Mullen will put in the pine on his homestead this winter, amounting to
about 600,000 [board feet]. He has contracted with J.J. Kennedy of the Rib Lake mill to deliver
it at Kennedy’s camp, one and a half miles haul, for $7.25 per M. We wish you a good road and
a down grade, Mike.

One of Kennedy’s many pine camps was located in
SE NW 13 33 2 E. It is a well preserved site where
the outlines of the buildings and the camp well are
clearly visible. It is located on the community ski and
snowshoe trail maintained by the Rib Lake Ski and
Snowshoe Club, Inc. Perhaps this the camp
mentioned here. The camp along the recreational trail
is named the “McGillis” Pine Camp after its foreman.

11/11/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE-CHELSEA SPUR -- The grading on the branch [rail] road to Kennedy’s mill is
progressing rapidly and it is expected that the [railroad] cars will be running to the mill next
month. A large amount of lumber is now piled at the mill ready for shipment and the advent of
the first train is awaited with impatience. The mill will start up for the winter’s run as soon as it
freezes sufficient to haul logs.

This spur wandered to cross over the north end of
Wellington Lake to avoid a high hill. It would take
until 1881 to successfully build across Wellington
Lake.

J.J. Kennedy, our old townsman now at Rib Lake, is bound to have all the conveniences. A
branch [rail] road from Chelsea to the lake is being built by the Wisconsin Central folks. The
Bell Telephone Co. is on the ground putting up a [telephone] line from Chelsea to the mill.
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My father, Herman Arthur Rusch, was born in Rib
Lake in 1902-- and was no relation.

11/11/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO -- J.J. Kennedy has two four horse teams engaged in hauling supplies from this
[Westboro] [railroad] station to his Rib Lake mill. A. Lawler handles the reins of one of them.

11/18/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

Last week J.J. Kennedy, representing a Canadian tannery firm, visited Medford, looking for a
site to build a tannery…

11/25/1881

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- The Bell telephone line between Chelsea and Kennedy’s mill is in working order.

The next edition reported; “J. J. Kennedy, the Rib
Lake Lumber King, was in town Tuesday. John now
HAS A SAW MILL, A TELEPHONE AND SOON
WILL HAVE A RAILROAD. But he is like us in
one respect; prosperity does not make him proud—
not at all.”

12/23/1882

TC STAR
AND NEWS

William S. Taylor -- Mr. W. S. Taylor, formerly of the firm of Duncan and Taylor at Westboro,
died at his home in Fort Howard [Wisconsin] on the 14th, after an illness of 2 years.

He should not be confused with William S. Taylor,
former Governor of Wisconsin, and for whom Taylor
County is named.

12/23/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

MEDFORD -- The January 1st number of “Der Waldbote,” the new German language paper to
be hereafter published here, is on our table. Mechanically, it is a neat, good looking paper. We
are not prepared to comment upon the contents—yet. It starts out with a liberal advertising
patronage, and will without doubt take a leading position among the papers of North Wisconsin.
It is liberally and ably backed—the proprietors are practical newspaper men, and good fellows,
Here’s luck to you, boys

I have a treasured fragment of the paper which title
means “Messenger in the Woods.” Der Waldbote
published until American entry into World War I.

1883
1/13/1883

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

UP AND DOWN THE LINE - RIB LAKE -- Rib Lake is a lively town and lively people in it,
and will soon have a railroad to export its products to the entire world; Mr. J.J. Kennedy has
now ready for shipment over 700 [railroad] car loads of lumber and the logging is going on with
vim.
They have a good school and Sunday school. Their Ladies Society has paid over ten dollars to
the missionary since last May, besides what others have done. They are worthy of the good
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I surmise the wagon road between Westboro and Rib
Lake must have been shorter, smoother or less hilly
than the Chelsea-Rib Lake wagon road.

name they have, of being a generous, sociable, intelligent people. They work with a will, and
things have to move when Mr. J.J. says we’ll do it. They all seem interested for each other.
Not only do they have many amicable qualities, but they are good-looking, jolly and good
natured. /s/ N.L.S. Spencer Tribune
1/22/1883

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

OGEMA -- A.P. Morner has been appointed postmaster at Ogema since B. M. Holmes resigned.
Mr. Morner completed his bonds and forwarded them to Washington.

Morner Road-a town highway 3 miles north of
Ogema, is probably his namesake.

1/22/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE SPUR -- Mr. Kennedy informs us that the grading on the branch [rail] road to his
mill on Rib Lake is completed and that the iron [rails] will be laid at once.

.

2/3/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

WHITTLESEY -- The firm of Ives & Hale of Oshkosh has purchased the Whittlesey mill built
by Sanger, Rockwell Co of Milwaukee, together with the pine tributary to the mill owned by the
latter firm.

2/3/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

TOWN OF BRANNAN n/k/a SPIRIT -- The town authorities of Brannan will not grant a
license to sell liquors and they are constantly at loggerheads with A. Bonneville, who, they
claim, sells it without a license. A suit against him is now pending in the Price County Circuit
Court, having been appealed from justice court by the defendant,

3/17/1883

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

RIB LAKE HISTORY -- The following from the Spencer Tribune is the result of a visit by the
editor of that paper to the village among the Whispering pines.
We visited Rib Lake this week, and we must say, that we are very much surprised at the
devilment made and very much please with the place,
About 18 months ago, J.J. Kennedy first broke ground at the lake and commenced erection of
the present sawmill. At that time the seven miles between Chelsea and the lake was an unknown
wilderness. Now there are about 25 dwelling houses, J.J. Kennedy’s saw mill, store, boarding
houses, shops, barns, lumber and shingle piles, a lake full of logs and a railroad nearly
completed to the place.
Mr. Kennedy is the sole proprietor of the town, lake and all. His saw mill is one of the best mills
on the line, the main building being 36x122 feet, is provided with all the modern improved
machinery, and has AN AVERAGE DAILY CAPACITY OF 60,000 FEET. His store is 26x60,
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Eighteen months old, Rib Lake made quite an
impression on its Spencer Tribune visitors.

with a fine hall over head, all of which is finished in a neat and substantial manner. His average
stock of goods would invoice at about $5,000; his books show, so far, average monthly sales of
about $3,000.
His boarding house is 24x40, two stories high; the other is a trifle smaller. His shops and barns
are in proportion to the surrounding buildings and in keeping with demand. Mr. K. employees
during the winter season from 175 to 250 men, about 40 being required to operate the mill, 35
for horse teams and 15 for yokes of oxen.
In the mill yard can be seen 10,000,000 feet of pine lumber and about 11,000,000 shingles. He
has on the lake, for his seasons’ sawing, nearly 10,000,000 feet of logs, which he intends to
increase to 12 or 13 million.
He [J. J. Kennedy] now has in operation 5 [pine logging] camps. Logs are being dropped on the
ice [of Rib Lake] at the rate of 200 to 225 thousand feet per day.
Rib Lake itself is about 1 mile across and is said to be about 15 feet deep and has high dry banks
closely studded with heavy timber and would in its season, we are sure, present a very attractive
appearance to a tourist; its waters are well stocked with fine fish, many of our citizens can testify
from last summer’s experience.
We found at Rib Lake a large delegation of former Spencer residents, among them we note was
D. [Duncan] J. McLennan, who has charge of the store, and is assisted by Will E. Young. By
the way, Will’s wife presented him with a bouncing boy last week. Bernie Hoey is also there.
Angus Kennedy , who assists J. J. in the general supervision of the business, Jay Hildreth, who
has charge of the saw mill, Patsy Welch, the head sawyer, Sam Hagan, in charge of the shingle
mill, Joe Campbell, who manipulates the double block Challoner, Frank Johnson, general
property man, and Will Kennedy [brother of J. J. and Angus]. All of these have their families
with them and all appear happy and comfortable.
We found Angus McDonald and Will Lyman at their [logging] camps, pushing logs toward the
lake. The Wisconsin Central Railroad branch is completed to [Rib] Lake, with the exception of 1
mile of iron [rails], which are expected on the ground any day. This branch [of the railroad] will
undoubtedly be extended to the Wisconsin River in the very near future and will, when
completed, tap one of the finest timber districts in the North West.
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Kennedy’s store is connected with Chelsea by telephone which is found to be very convenient.
As yet no school district has been set off that will accommodate the residents, but a private
school is maintained by those having children of school age and we are informed that the
attendance is about twenty five. No regular church organization has been formed, as the place
being as yet a missionary field, the interests of which are looked after by Rev. N. L. Sweet of
Spencer, who conducts service at the lake once in two weeks,
J. J. and Duncan [McLennan] undertook to make us believe that their sales on tobacco alone for
8 months had footed up to eight tons. We called for proof and Duncan provided evidence to the
amount of 3,000 pounds in 5 months, and we took their word for the balance.
Mr. Kennedy evidently feels proud of the effect which his untiring energies have produced in
that section, and takes delight in showing visitors the premises, and when we look back over the
“hard streaks”4 he had at Spencer, three or four years ago, we become satisfied that he has a
right to feel that way, and we are glad that he’s struck it rich.
3/17/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

Ten [railroad] car loads of iron were laid on the Rib Lake branch of the Wisconsin Central
Railroad last Sunday, which nearly completes the line to Rib Lake.

3/24/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE SPUR RAILROAD -- The first shipment of lumber from Kennedy’s mill occurred
this week over the new [railroad] line. Trains are now making regular trips.

THE BABY IS BORN.
This paper has never reported on the big hold up to
the completion of the Chelsea-Rib Lake Railroad; it
was—in one word—Wellington Lake.
A 30 foot high ridge of land runs northward from
Wellington Lake creating a barrier to railroad
construction. Solution; fill in the north end of the
lake and build on the level. That fill – now grown
over with trees – is still there

3/31/1883

4

TC STAR &
NEWS

We’re down on John Kennedy. We asked him for a pass over his new railroad and he told us to
go to------we’ve forgot where. He’s another---he can go there himself—his road don’t amount

As of 10/23/2012, the only negative I know John J. Kennedy had at Spencer, Wisconsin, was the destruction by fire of his sawmill.
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The same edition reported: Freight train No. 12 now
makes regular trips to Kennedy’s Rib Lake mill, after

to much anyway. If we couldn’t own more than 7 miles of road, we wouldn’t own any.

lumber and shingles. Eleven car loads were hauled
out from there Tuesday last, and it wasn’t a good day
for lumber either.
When the memorial last log was erected in the
Village of Rib Lake in 1950, a sign on it claimed that
the company had produced 1,550,000,000 board feet
in lumber [between 1881 and 1848]. Except for a
few truckloads shipped in the final years of
operation, all of this was transported by railroad over
the Rib Lake-Chelsea spur. It was a big money maker
for the Wisconsin Central railroad and the Soo Line
(St. Paul, Minneapolis & Sault Ste Marie), after the
later took over in 1902.

3/31/1882

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY CONTINUES OPERATIONS ON YELLOW RIVER -- The following estimate of
the log cut on the Yellow River and its tributaries in Taylor County was kindly furnished by C.
S. Webster, who has been there:
…..J.J. Kennedy 1,300,000….
The above is the cut up to and including last week, and is not to be considered the cut of the
season, as the loggers are still at work and will increase the amount considerably before they
break camp

4/7/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

TOWN OF BRANNAN, n/k/a SPIRIT -- Officers; Nels Auley and N. F. Norlin, chairman, 93
[votes] each, Drew cut and Auley got it. The rest of the Auley ticket is given below and
elected…
Board: J. C. Roberson, Andrew Peterson; Clerk, Evald Hammar; Treasurer, C. Auley;
Assessors, O. A. Johnson, Alex Nelson, N. J. Hammond; Justices, N. F. Norlin, A. K. Ostergren,
Evald Hammer; Constables, A. P, Mourner [Moerner], Nels Auley.

4/7/1883
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TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA -- The Star Hotel at Chelsea, the property of L. A. Burbey was sold last Monday to
satisfy a mortgage held by S. B. Hubbell & Co. The property was bid in by Haight & Co. for
$525.

The list shows 21 other firms that I did not show
here.
It is unclear how involved J.J. Kennedy was in the
Yellow River operations at this time. I noted that the
Spencer Tribune article on Rib Lake printed above
made no mention of the fourth Kennedy brother,
Hugh; was Hugh on the Yellow?
Note the name A. K. Ostergren. The beloved Spirit
historian Roy Meier told me that Ostergren was
responsible for inducing many Scandinavian
immigrants to settle in the township and that the
original, local name for Timm’s hill was Ostergren’s
Kula; kula being Norwegian for hill.
Chelsea at this time has at least 2 hotels; the larger is
owned by
Long time entrepreneur C. H. Gearhart, “the Chelsea
Hotel prince” as dubbed by editor Wheelock.

4/14/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- H. S. Russell is putting in a new steam feed at Kennedys mill Rib Lake mill, after
which he will go to Phillips and build the Griffith mill at that place

J. J. Kennedy was known for continuous innovation
and improvement of his plant.

4/14/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

SPIRIT LAKE -- J.J. Kennedy is doing a thriving business at Rib Lake. He is cutting 50,000 feet
per day, and is having a large trade at his store. There is quite a settlement at Spirit Lake and Mr.
Kennedy proposes to connect the two places by a good road thus bringing the trade to his place.

Not only was Kennedy successful in this, but the
Spirit region became oriented and tied to Rib Lake;
note, for example, it is in the Rib Lake School
District; long time board chair, Jerry Blomberg, and
his father, Wilbert, before him, are residents of the
Town of Hill, Price County.

4/21/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE SPUR -- The Rib Lake branch of the Wisconsin Central Railroad is not a very safe
one to run on when a train will tip over standing still, as it did last Saturday.

As of yet, no details given. I surmise the road bed
was not firm; note that this is spring time and the
frost is coming out of the ground. Some of the
grading for this line was done during the winter.
In the same edition it is reported: “The pile driver is
up repairing the break on the Rib Lake branch and
picking up the wreck.”
The April 28 edition reports: “A gravel train is being
run between Ogema and Rib Lake under the
supervision of B. F. Bowen, yardmaster at that
point.”

5/19/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Rib Lake is the latest town asking for recognition in the “New Wisconsin.” It is
the terminus of the branch line of the Wisconsin Central railroad running east eight miles from
Chelsea. It already has a large saw mill owned by J.J. Kennedy & Co., two stores and several
good, substantial buildings.
A post office will soon be established there. The new [rail] road is being ballasted and put in
first-class order and is operated by the company. A daily train is run over the road. It is though
that the [rail] road will soon be extended east as far as the Wisconsin River.
Rib Lake, from which the town takes its name, is a beautiful sheet of water set down in the heart
of a heavily timbered country, which is being rapidly settled up by hardy emigrants. The
company employs upwards of 600 men, and 15,000,000 feet of lumber to market annually. The
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Note that the railroad to Rib Lake is in the process of
being “ballasted.” Ballast is the rock placed under
and around the railroad ties; it is essential to
providing a safe, stable road bed. The failure to
ballast during initial construction may well have been
the cause for the locomotive tipping over as recently
reported.
The “Kennedy” sawmill at Rib Lake was not owned
by J.J. Kennedy until 1893, when he bought it from
his silent partners, the Curtis Brothers of Wausau and
Clinton, Iowa.

company has a find body of pine estimated at 156,000,000 feet. Rib Alake is bound to cut no
mean figure in the future, but will soon become one of the thriftiest settlements along the line--Ashland Press.
6/23/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

TOWN OF CHELSEA—NOW TOWN OF GREENWOOD -- Messrs. Davis and Roth will put
in a portable saw mill in the town of Chelsea, about 7 miles east of that village, south of Rib
Lake. They have purchased a portable saw mill, engine and boiler of the largest size all
complete from T. B. McCourt and Co. of this village [Medford], said to be the best in the
market.

This is typical of the many small mills that ran a
couple of years and then moved on.

6/23/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA PLATS -- Three additions to the village of Chelsea have been recorded in the
Register of Deeds office in the past two weeks. The Wisconsin Central Railroad has surveyed
and platted 42 lots in that village, to which road they have given the name Second Street. The
lots are divided by Walnut, Taylor, Hemlock and Pine Streets.

While these platted lots and streets still exist today on
paper, most of the lots were never built upon.

On the east side the largest addition is that of A. Montour who has platted 21 lots, each 50x150
feet, bounded on the east side by Washington Street.

Note that Chelsea was slated to get a third hotel, the
Haight, which I surmise was owned by Wellington
Haight, then chairman of the Town of Chelsea and
the namesake of Wellington Lake.

Abram Taylor has also secured a plat for an addition made by him, in which there are 19 lots as
follows: eleven lots 50x150 on Marshal Street, 9 lots 50x132, 1 lot 80x150 and 132x350, the
LAST BEING THE SITE OF THE NEW HAIGHT HOTEL, and containing an acre of ground.
(emphasis added)
6/30/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO-AN OVERVIEW -- …At Westboro, C. Bailey met us on his [train station]
platform… We made across country to C. C. Palmer’s mill, which was shutdown that day for
some repairs. Mr. B. showed us around the mill and through the lumber piles. This m ill runs a
rotary and shingle machine and cuts about 25,000 daily and will saw out about 4,000,000 [feet]
this season. A.P. Vaughn and H. D. McCulloch of this city [Medford] and Fay Bros. of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, are all having sawing done at this [the Palmer] saw mill.
We next went to look over the Duncan saw mill, and were shown over the premises by book
keeper, Thomas Duncan [a son of the owner, John Duncan]. The mill is located on Silver Creek
on the east side of the [railroad] track and their pond will hold 7,000,000 feet of logs and is now
full. The mill is one of the best for its capacity on the line and has the reputation of turning out
first class lumber.
The machinery is first class including a handsome engine built by the Fort Howard [Wisconsin]
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This article was written by Ed. T. Wheelock, the
owner and editor of the Taylor County Star and
News.

Machine Works which is also owned by Mr. [John] Duncan. The mill is cutting from 35,000 to
50,000 feet daily and 115,000 shingles and Mr. D. expects to cut all the logs in the pond before
it freezes up.
Mr. [John] Duncan came to Westboro 8 years ago and has met with good success in this
business as well as nearly everything he has taken a hold of. He is now putting up a planing mill
this fall. He also has a dry kiln through which all his shingles pass before being stacked for the
market. He is putting up a large shingle shed to hold 6,000,000 shingles.
Convenient to the mill are a number of tenement houses, built for the accommodation of those
employed in the mill. The store is run under the supervision of W. E. [Duncan], who also does
the buying, and books are kept by Thomas Duncan. Mr. [John] Duncan’s two sons, both of
whom we found very pleasant gentlemen.
The saw mill is run under the personal supervision of Mr. [John] Duncan, and in his absence, his
son Thomas takes charge.
Westboro has two hotels, the Star Hotel by George Allen and the Campbell House by Peter
Campbell; a general merchandise store owned by C. H. Palmer, and two blacksmith shops, one
at Palmer’s mill and one at Duncan’s. They also have a good school taught by Mrs. A. Sawyer
of Medford.
6/30/1883

TC STAR
AND NEWS

THE WHITTLESEY HORROR -- At 1:55 o’clock Thursday afternoon the boilers in the
Whittlesey saw mill exploded, killing 3 men and injuring several more….The mill was
comparatively new, having been built a little more than a year ago, but two of the boilers were
from the old Watermelon mill at Little Black and for 6 years prior to their purchase by Sanger,
Rockwell & Co they had been laying idle. The present proprietors of the mill, Messrs Ives &
Hale, are experience mill men….
The mill is a total wreck, only a portion of the frame being left. The bodies of the victims were
packed in ice and taken down the line to their home yesterday.

7/28/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- J.J. Kennedy left for Dakota yesterday to look after his teams that are working on
the extension of the St Paul road into that territory.

This is what I surmise. Kennedy owned many teams
of work horses which he did not use during summer.
He rented them out for money.
The railroad was the Chicago, Milwaukee,
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Minneapolis and St Paul. After the turn of the
century it extended its railroad lines to Tacoma,
Washington and added “& Pacific” to its title. It had
a long and illustrious history eventually owning the
line running west of Merrill, Wis. Within 6 miles of
the Taylor County line. It was known as “The
Milwaukee Road.” It went bankrupt and was
purchased in 1987 by the Soo Line
8/4/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA -- [Advertisement] Dr. T. M. Miller, Chelsea, Wis., Graduate of Trinity Medical
College, Toronto, Canada, Member of College of Physicians and Surgeons, Ontario; Member of
the Royal College of Physicians and Licentiate of Midwifery, Edinburgh, Scotland, and
associate of the Obstetrical Society, Dublin, Ireland

This is the first such ad published here. It looks like
the medical doctor will devote his entire practice to
Chelsea.

8/4/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

WHITTLESEY -- The Ives and Hale saw mill at Whittlesey has been replaced and will start up
next week to complete the season’s run, interrupted by the explosion.

The edition dated 11/10/1883 reported:
DISSOLUTION NOTICE. Notice is hereby given
that the co partnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of Ives & Hale has this day dissolved by
mutually consent of the members thereof. The
business of said firm will be conducted by S. A.
Hale who is the only person authorized to collect the
debts due said firm and who assumes all liabilities
there. Dated Nov 2nd, 1883. /s/ A. W. Ives & S. A.
Hales
The paper reported that Hales was moving his
residence to Whittlesey.

10/20/1883

TC STAR
AND NEWS

MEDFORD -- The Nystrum tannery enterprise is at a stand still for a few days, the boilers and
machinery having not arrived.

This was the first tannery built in Taylor County.
The Rib Lake tannery was constructed in 1892 by
Fayette Delos Shaw. See document #15231, contract
6/25/1891, in which J.J. Kennedy sold the Rib Lake
tannery site to Shaw but by which Shaw was
obligated to construct and run a tannery in Rib Lake.

10/27/1883

TC STAR &

WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD -- The railroad company has accepted the proposition
made by Taylor County for the settlement of the taxes for the years 1878 through 1880 [which

There had been a long and bitter fight over taxes.
The railroad got the Wisconsin Legislature to pass a
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the railroad did not pay]. The proposition is that the company is to pay the county clerk $7,500
and to satisfy the two judgments had by them against the county and the judgment held by T. L.
Kennan [an attorney representing the railroad] against the county. The county, on the other part,
is to issue redemption receipts on all lands in which certificates were issued in those years, The
proposition will appear in full in the board proceeding…

law exempting railroad lands from real estate taxes.
The County sued claiming the law unconstitutional
but the Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld the law.
The railroad owned a great deal of land in the county
because it was awarded every other section of land
by Congress as a reward for constructing the line.
The county board approved the settlement
10/11/1883

11/10/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA -- [Advertisement] -- FEED MILL, Chelsea, Wis. -- The undersigned have just put
in a RUN OF STONE (sic) at their mill in Chelsea and are now prepared to grind feed or
graham flour, by ton or on toll. The best quality of corn and oats feed always on hand, and sold
in any quantity. L. M. MARSHAL & TAYLOR LUMBER CO.

Linus M Marshall and Abram Taylor were then
operating the lumber mill in Chelsea and, like many
lumber companies, ran a company owned store. They
had just opened the roller mill advertised here to
serve the every expanding number of farms as the
neighborhood was settled.
In 1911 the Rib Lake Roller Mill opened. In 2012 it
is still going under the ownership of William
Schreiner, even though the number of functioning
dairy farms in the Town of Rib Lake has fallen
dramatically.

12/8/1883

TC STAR &
NEWS

REAL ESTATE TAX VALUATIONS -- The Taylor County Board fixed the equalized real
estate valuations or the Towns of Deer Creek, Little Black, Medford, Chelsea and Westboro at
$2.08 per acre.

These were all the township Taylor County had at the
time; J.J. Kennedy’s Rib Lake mill was in the Town
of Westboro until 1885 when the Town of Rib Lake
was created. The Village of Rib Lake was
incorporated in 1902.

12/15/1883

TC STAR
AND NEWS

RIB LAKE -- A splendid donation was given us at Rib Lake, last Saturday evening amounting
to $46.53 in cash. And also at Chelsea Monday evening, a goodly number came out and enjoyed
a very pleasant evening, the proceeds amounting to $33.00 cash. This is now the first quarter of
our present year, and they have our most hearty appreciations and thanks. Mr. & Mrs. N. L.
Sweet

Mr. Sweet was a minister whose regular church was
in Spencer. He “road the circuit” to come to Rib
Lake every other week. He apparently also had
services in Chelsea.
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1884
RIB FALLS -- Gustavus Werlich, of Watertown, committed suicide by shooting himself in the
head, Dec. 29th. He was the owner of a saw mill at Rib Falls on the Rib River.

Rib Falls is today a ghost town 2/3 of the way
downstream on the Rib River before its confluence
with the Wisconsin River. Periodically there have
been log drives down the Rib River; the sawmill
mentioned here may have been their destination.

5/3/1884

COUNTY BOARD -- The New County Board and the Townships that elected each: Chelsea,
Wellington Haight; Deer Creek, Irving Newton; Little Black, John Herbst, Westboro, A
[Alphonse] Bonneville, Medford, Adam Allmann.

At the time, the town chairman was ex officio, a
member of the Taylor County board. In 1884, there
were only four townships: Little Black, Medford,
Chelsea and Westboro. Each was 6 miles from north
to south; each township ran from the eastern
boundary of Taylor County to its western.

5/10/1884

JOHN J. KENNEDY -- John J. Kennedy of Rib Lake came down on Wednesday and looked us
over. J. J. IS THE SALT OF THE EARTH, and we are always glad to see him (emphasis
added)

6/7/1884

KENNEDY -- Will [William, a brother of J. J.] Kennedy and wife, and Mrs., Johnson of Rib
Lake, were in town [Chelsea] Wednesday.

1/12/1884

TC STAR &
NEWS

William J. Kennedy is one of J.J. Kennedy’s three
brothers. William married Christy Ann Ferguson of
Glengary, Canada, who may have been a sister to
Mrs. Hugh J. Kennedy, another of J. J. Brothers.
In June, 1884, J. J., Angus and William Kennedy are
all residing in Rib Lake. But to date the Medford
newspapers cover here have made no mention of the
fourth Kennedy brother, Hugh J. Kennedy.
In addition to the four Kennedy brothers, Rib Lake
was home of other Kennedys. To try to keep them
straight, consult “KENNEDYS - MOVERS AND
SHAKERS; CAST OF CHARACTERS TO EARLY
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RIB LAKE HISTORY.” It is available online at
www.riblakehistory.com
6/28/1884

TC STAR
AND NEWS

MEDFORD SAW MILL -- Butterfield, Ferguson & Co. saw mill cut 47,650 feet of [pine]
lumber, 44 ½ m shingles, and 6 ½ m lath in 6 hours yesterday afternoon.
The mill consists of one circular saw and the usual smaller ones. Will A. Warren is sawyer,
James Ures is the filer for the circular saw, and P. [Peter] P. Ferguson is the scaler. If there is a
mill on the [railroad] line that can beat that cut, they had better trot out their scale book.

7/26/1884

DEMOCRATIC NEWSPAPER -- The newspaper is an established fact. The Democratic party
is to have an organ in Medford. We extend our hands with welcome in it. Knowing the trials of a
“first issue” we tender you the use of the STAR AND NEWS office, You can draw upon us at
sight. “Tip us your flipper.”

The next issue reports; “The Medford Democrat” is
the name of the new Medford paper.

7/6/1884

KENNEDY -- J. J. Kennedy, Esq,. of Rib Lake, returned Thursday from Canada, where he had
been called by the death of his aged father.

The editor, Edgar T. Wheelock, has always spoken
highly of J. J. and used the honorific term “Esq.”
[esquire].

8/16/1884

RIB LAKE -- Duncan McLennan is building a residence at Rib Lake; John Holderegger has
taken the contract to plaster it.

Duncan was a brother to Mrs. John J. Kennedy.

MICHAEL GALLAGHER -- NOTICE—LAND OFFICE AT WAUSAU, Wis.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settlers have filled notice of their intentions to
make final proofs in support of their claims, and that said proofs will be made to the Clerk of
Court in and for Taylor County at Medford, Wis., on Sept 27, 1884:…

His claim was approved and my grand uncle became
one of the pioneer land owners near Whittlesey.

9/6/1884

TC STAR
AND NEWS

MICHAEL GALLAGHER, homestead entry No. 2885, for the S ½ NE ¼, Section 28 T 32N
Range 2 East. He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and
cultivation of said land, viz.: Wellington Haight, Gaylord Kees, Fred A. Norton and C. J.
Wilmont, all of Chelsea, Wis.
/s/ M.M. McCord, Register, U.S. Land Office
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Mike married my great aunt Anna Steiner whose
parents were August and Pauline. August served as
the Whittlesey post master in 1897.
Oral history has it that Mike was a happy-go-lucky
Irishman who had trouble getting up in the morning.
One morning Mrs. Gallagher was unable to get Make
out of bed despite her best efforts; Anna then brought
firewood and lit a blaze under Mike’s bed, which had
the desired effect. For years those who doubted the
fire story were invited into the bedroom, where each
saw the burned, wooden floor. -- R. P Rusch

2/14/2012
9/13/1884

CHELSEA -- An important business change is reported in Chelsea, the two principal mercantile
firms having consolidated. The new firm will be known as Bardwell & Anderson. J. B.
Anderson will build an addition to his business block 20x24, and when completed, will lease it
for hotel purposes. Mr. Bardwell will move his store back on the lot 40 feet, and build in front a
brick veneered business block 34x40 feet. The new firm will transact their general mercantile
business in the latter building. The new team is a strong one, and is sure to succeed.

The last store in Chelsea closed c. 1980. It was a
brick building just east of the railroad tracks.

9/13/1884

FLOODING -- A rain storm Monday, followed by another Tuesday night, resulted in one of the
most destructive floods ever known in northern Wisconsin…

This may have been the flood recounted by Gus Hall
in his centennial history of Westboro. The logs of
both Palmer and Duncan had been comingled and
ended up so when the flooding passed. One mill
owner refused to let the other retrieve his logs,
hoping to acquire them. He was outwitted when the
other owner got the Wisconsin Central to build a
railroad spur to the site allowing log retrieval by rail.

At Chelsea, the Marshall & Taylor mill dam gave way, washing away a small portion of the
[railroad] track. The damage was immediately repaired.
Between Chelsea and Westboro the [railroad] track was under water for about 1 ½ miles and, at
the latter place [Westboro] BOTH MILL DAMS WENT OUT, carrying the [Wisconsin Central
Railroad] bridge away, and about 2,000,000 feet of logs belonging to John Duncan and C. C.
Palmer were TAKEN DOWN THE STREAM [Silver Creek] by the flood.
The water from Palmer’s dam overflowed the banks and carried away Mr. [John] Duncan’s
blacksmith shop and stables.
9/13/1884

10/14/1884

11/1/1884
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The Wisconsin Central Railroad bridge across Silver
Creek at Westboro was built; in 2012 it, or its
successor, is still stand and in use as part of the Pine
Line public recreational trail.

RIB LAKE -- Wednesday night a 36 inch [circle] saw making 900 revolutions per minute at the
J.J. Kennedy saw mill flew into pieces all over the mill and no one was hurt.

The same edition reported: Mrs., Angus Kennedy
was in town [Medford] delivering the books. “Our
Famous Women” for which she took subscriptions
several weeks ago,

WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD -- The Wisconsin Central Railroad filed its annual report
with the State of Wisconsin; the road has 450 miles all in Wisconsin. Total income was
$1,476,821; operating expenses were $1,011,428….. The number of passengers carried at least
1 mile, 15,246,629….

For long periods of its existence the Wisconsin was
in bankruptcy - being operating by receivers
appointed by the court.

RIB LAKE -- The Rib Lake settlement has a polling precinct of its own this year.

Up to this time, voters from Rib Lake had to go to
Westboro to vote.

RIB LAKE & KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy, the prosperous mill man of Rib Lake and whom
every man who has ever been in his employ as well as all others who know him, DELIGHT TO
SHAKE HIS HAND, WAS IN THE CITY [Stevens Point] on Thursday last.

11/1/1884

His mill closed for the season last Friday AFTER SAWING 15,000, 000 feet of lumber,
HAVING RUN DAY AND NIGHT, WITHOUT A SINGLE BREAK DOWN. (emphasis
added) Stevens Point Gazette

Kennedy’s Rib Lake mill has dramatically increased
production to 15,000,000 feet for a season total; in
1883 C.C. Palmer’s mill in Westboro cut 5,000,000
feet and John Duncan 9,000,000.
“S. A. Hale of Whittlesey will put in 8 to 9,000,000
feet of logs this coming season, about a season’s cut
for that mill.”

11/1/1884

NEW GERMAN NEWSPAPER -- Next week there will be issue from this office [TAYLOR
COUNTY STAR AND NEWS], the first number of the German newspaper—Deutsche Zeitung.

Ed Wheelock said he had two goals: to create a
German language paper entirely free from land
agencies and to make money. The existing German
newspaper in Medford was Der Waldbote. It was
closely associated with Brucker & Ludloff, real
estate sales people

11/1/1884

RIB LAKE ELECTION RESULTS -- National & State Ticket; Republican 79; Democrat 13:
For Congress: Stephenson 78, Meehan 15; for Wis. Assembly: Parish 65, Knight 13.

At the time, Rib Lake voted heavy Republican.
J.J. Kennedy’s good friend, A.J. Perkins, was elected
county clerk; his apparent relative, J. C. Ferguson,
was elected Taylor Co. sheriff; both on the
Republican ticket.

11/22/1884

TC STAR
AND NEWS

LUMBER CO. AT CHELSEA SELLS OUT -- Great auction sale by L. M. Marshall & Taylor
Lumber Co: 20 good horses, 4 yoke oxen, 15 pair of log sleds, 6 foot run [between runners], lot
chains, neck yokes, eveners, whiffletrees, 10 sets good harness; 20 ox yokes and bows, stove,
blankets and all camp outfits; 2 good road sprinklers etc
Then above property will be sold without reserve to the highest bidder. Cash and time with good
security on sales. Come and see before the sale and then Buy.
Sale to commence De. 24, 1884 and continue daily until all is sold.

11/29/1884
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MINI TAYLOR COUNTY HISTORY -- The following is a paper read by Mr. A. J. Perkins at
the County Fair:

Arthur J. Latton’s “Reminiscences and Anecdotes
of Taylor County” reports:

Mr. A. E. Harder was the first actual settler in Taylor County. He built the first log cabin upon a

A) In May, 1872, A. E. Harder, the first actual settler,

homestead.
John Turner built the first hotel. It was built of hemlock bark in the Town of Little Black and
was transient, as he went with the end of the railroad.

started to build a log cabin on his homestead near the
site of the present Library building…[in Medford];
B) The first train went through Medford in July, 1873

J. A. King built the first store in Medford. The only settlers at that time were W. B. Jeffers,
station agent and Silas Buswell, the depot being the only building….
The first newspaper was the TCN by J. A. Ogden, March 31`, 1875.
Taylor County was organized March 4, 1875. The first county board consists of G. W. Adams,
C. C. Palmer and Isaac Biscornet.
Mrs. C. C. Palmer of Westboro was the first white woman to settle in the county. She came
here in November 1875 following her husband who came July 18, 1875.
First court held 11/8/1875.
The first man arrested was Judge [E. R.] Prink for an assault on John Britzman.
11/29/1884

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

TRAM RAILROAD AT WHITTLESEY -- Morris and Wood have shipped from their mill near
Whittlesey about 600,000 feet of lumber, and have about 300,000 yet to ship. They have a tram
road one and a half miles long over which they haul the lumber, and they claim that the car is
the neatest of all lumber cars. Two men with a team [of horses] take from the pile [and] haul to
the [Wisconsin central Railroad] track. [They] load on the car 12,000 feet of lumber per day.
They have one crew of men at work now skidding logs for the coming season’s sawing.

This is the only information the RLHSoc. has on this.
A tram railroad used hardwood, round logs as rail
with the wheels of the cars made in a conclave shape
to fit over the top of the log. Here a team of horses
rather than a locomotive pulled the tram car.
This was an inexpensive system that cold is used year
around.
The only other place a tram railroad was used in
Taylor county was at Westboro; the Duncan sawmill
had a short tram railroad running south of its mill for
a while. At Westboro the tram line hauled logs to be
sawed; at Whittlesey the tram hauled lumber to the
Wisconsin Central Railroad main line.
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12/27/1884

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

KENNEDY -- OBITUARY OF JOHN A. KENNEDY -- Rib Lake, Wis. Dec. 18, 1884. It is
with feelings of sincere sorrow we pen the following tribute in memory of our departed friend,
Mr. John A. Kennedy, who died at this place Dec. 13, 1884, age 26 years and six months.
He died of a severe attack of lung fever, and his illness was of three weeks duration. Prior to his
death he was attended by Drs. Miller of Chelsea and Meyer of Stevens Point, who did all in their
power to save him…
He was always a true member of the Roman Catholic Church and was administered its last rites
shortly before his death. The deceased was a native of Canada where his parents now reside. He
also leaves two sisters who reside with their parents in Canada and four brothers, two of whom
reside with their parents. The other two [brothers] have, together with the deceased, reside here
[Rib Lake] for the past year and a half.

Try as I might. I can not fit this John A. Kennedy
into the family tree. See folder: “KENNEDYS;
MOVERS AND SHAKERS”
WWW.RIBLAKEHISTORY.COM
The edition of 2/28/1885 reports: “Wm. Kennedy
returned yesterday from Canada. He was
accompanied by his mother, who will live with her
sons, J.J., Will. [William] and Angus during the
balance of the summer.” Taking that into
consideration, it would appear that John A. Kennedy,
the deceased, was William’s brother; but, that would
make John A. a brother to John J.

For the past six years he has been engaged in the lumber business, by different employers, in the
pineries of Wisconsin and Michigan…. During the winter of 1883-84 he was in the employ of
J.J. Kennedy here, and this season was given charge of one of his logging camps. By his good
conduct he well merits the great confidence that his employer placed in him. His two brothers
started Monday to accompany the remains to Canada, where they will be buried.

1885
1/8/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

JURY LIST -- John McCoy, Thomas Duncan, William Dugen, A. Allen, John Stoner, Franck
LaComb, Charles Kees, Orville Pierce, O. Bonneville, Jery (sic) Pettell, William McClain, G.
[Gustaavus] T. Skinner, Angus Kennedy, George Lawrence, Frank Bidwell, A. Fournier, W.
Mitchell, William Alle, Geo. Hughes, W, F, Montgomery

This list was for the Town of Westboro of which Rib
Lake was then a part. Note that J.J. Kennedy’s
brother, Angus, is a resident. While J. J. had
business dealings with all of his brothers and all three
for at least some time resided in Rib Lake, J. J.
closest and longest fraternal commercial alley and
associate was Angus.
For detailed information on each of the brothers,
consult Kennedy Family, Movers and Shakers,
www.riblakehistory.com
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1/8/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Duncan McLennan, J.J. Kennedy’s brother in law and longtime book
keeper/accountant at the saw mill, is identified as the treasurer of the Town of Westboro of
which Rib Lake was then a part.

1/8/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

STRAYED -- From my premises at Rib Lake, one medium sized red ox, with left hip slight
injured. Lost since October; a reward of $10 will be paid for the return of the animal, or
information as to his whereabouts. /s/ J.J. Kennedy

1/17/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

CHELSEA -- The Baptist Chapel at Chelsea erected through the past summer and autumn was
dedicated Jan 11, 1885. The dimensions of the house are 28x45, 16 ft. posts…. The Wisconsin
Central Railway gave the lots.

At the time much of the skidding of logs from the
stump to the landing or storage pile was done by
oxen rather than horses. Oxen were slow, powerful
and steady workers that did a good job pulling for
short distances. They were much more difficult to
shoe; If you lifted up a foot the animal would fall
over. For this reason shoeing required a special wood
device with a sling that would support the ox when
on 3 legs.

This is the first Protestant house of worship erected in Chelsea. The successful termination of
the movement is largely due to the efforts of Mr. Abram Taylor, [his son] Carl Taylor and Mr.
C. H. Gearhhart, who made very liberal subscriptions.
Mr. J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake also aided very handsomely, by cash and liberal lumber
subscriptions...
2/21/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

3/21/1885

3/28/1885
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TC STAR

CHELSEA -- Linus M Marshall published a notice that his partnership with Abram Taylor (L.
M. Marshall and Taylor Lumber Co.) is dissolved. Another portion of the paper reports Abram
Taylor is paralyzed from the waist down and is going to Arkansas to use its hot springs.
RIB LAKE -- J.J. Kennedy is arranging to build a large and very complete planning mill at Rib
Lake this spring. He returned from a trip from Milwaukee and Fond du Lac Saturday, having
been there to purchase the power [equipment] for the [planing] mill. He made no formal
contract, but Messer’s DeGroat, Giddings & Lewis of Fond du Lac will undoubtedly furnish the
engine, boiler, connections and fixtures.

The firm, which name was later shortened to
Giddings and Lewis, was a highly regarded machine
works.

TOWN OF RIB LAKE PROPOSAL -- J.J. Kennedy returned from the state capital last evening
and reports that the bill to have a special town [township] erected (sic) by dividing the Town of

Later in the year 1885, the Town of Rib Lake was
created. The Village of Rib Lake was created in

AND NEWS

Westboro to be in a fair way to pass the legislature. The proposed town takes all of range 3 and
half of range 2 east, in township 33 [north] and a few sections from the Town of Chelsea. As
there is no opposition to the formation of the town, there is no reason why the petition should
not be granted.

19002.
The same edition reports that the Taylor County
board is considering creating a new township from
parts of the Town of Little Black. Note that J.J.
Kennedy is lobbying the State Legislature and not the
county board. Why?
The April 4th edition reported: “The Town of Rib
Lake in this county has been created by an act of the
Legislature…”

WESTBORO -- FOR COUNTY JUDGE---Mr. C.C. PALMER OF THE TOWN OF
WESTBORO is a candidate for the office of county judge. Like his principal opponent, Mr.
Jeffers, Mr. Palmer came to Taylor County at an early age—in fact—he came with the railroad.
He settled at Westboro and after the organization of the county [in 1875], he served two terms
on the county board. The first business in which he engaged was hotel keeping, but after
following that business a number of years he closed his hotel and, in connection with S. D.
Cone, he put up a saw mill at Westboro. Later he purchased his partner’s interest and became
the sole proprietor.

3/28/1885

Mr. Palmer is well known all through the country. Should he be elected by the people to preside
over the county court, he would perform the duties in a dignified and conscientious manner.
4/4/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy’s saw mill started up March 30th and is running full blast. He is
shipping about 8 [railroad] cars per day.

4/4/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

TOWN OF RIB LAKE ELECTIONS -- County Board members: Duncan McLennan
representing the new Town of Rib Lake.
Town of Rib Lake Officers; Supervisors: Duncan McLennan, chairman; E. Van Gieson and
John Closson (sic); clerk, A. B. Kennedy; treasurer, W. E. Young; assessor, Angus Kennedy;
Justices, J. S. Hildreth 2 years, D.W. Bodle 2 years, A. [Archie] Clendenning 1 year and Joe
Campbell 1 year; Constables, George Al Clark, William Layman and Nick Stetter.
Votes for county judge: Jeffers 72, C.C. Palmer w, Textor 3 and Schweppe 4.
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Duncan J. McLennan was a busy man. He was J.J.
Kennedy brother in law and long time
bookkeeper/office manager for J.J.

4/25/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy has recently put a band saw in his mill at Rib Lake. He claims that
it lies over a circular [saw] in the manufacture of lumber. Although the [band] saw will not
make as much lumber as a rotary, in quality it is far ahead of the lumber made by a circular. J.J.
is also building a model planing mill to costs about $10,000.

A circular saw is a circle saw. It is made from a
piece of metal cut in a circle with teeth around its
outer edge.
A band saw is made from a strip of metal welded
together to form a loop. Saw teeth are always put on
one edge but can be put on both edges. Two large
wheels turn the blade 180 each; one wheel is on the
top and the other on the bottom with anywhere from
5 to 20 feet between the wheels. The saw log is
pulled through the saw by a moveable carriage
operating in between the wheels.

4/25/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB RIVER LOG DRIVE -- While at work on the Rib River driving logs, Frank Wilmot, oldest
son of C. J. Wilmot, was almost instantly killed on Monday last. The logs had jammed in the
river, and he went to assist in breaking the jam, riding a log. As the log he was on struck the logs
jammed in the river, it rolled and threw him into the water between it and the jam. Another log
came down the river and struck the log he had been on crushing him between them, before he
could get out. As near as we could learn, the logs struck him in the abdomen, injuring him
internally. He after wards got out and walked to the bank of the river, he lived twenty minutes
after reaching it.

This log drive had nothing to do with J.J. Kennedy or
his saw mill. The Rib River leaves Rib Lake and has
enough water to make it ‘drivable, i.e., capably of
floating pine logs. For over 40 years the Rib River
saw log drives. Its drive in the 1920’s was, in fact,
the very last log drive to taken place in the Wisconsin
River basin. The Rib enters the Wisconsin at
Wausau.

5/2/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

RIB LAKE BOOM -- William A. Warren has gone to Rib Lake to operate the band saw in
Kennedy’s mill, and help saw out the 13,000,000 feet of logs in the boom at that place.

Rib Lake is Taylor County’s largest, natural lake
with 320 acres of surface water. At this time a boom
of logs chained together and anchored on shore
prevented the floating logs from drifting all over the
lake.

5/2/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

PREEMPTION CLAIM -- LAND OFFICE AT WAUSAU, Wisconsin, March 24, 1885 -Notice is hereby given the following named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, and that said proof will be made before the County Judge of
Taylor County at Medford, Wisconsin, on May 9, 1885, viz: ALPHONSE BONNEVILLE
PREEMPTION FILING No. 12544 for the S ½ SE ¼ section 2 Town 33 North Range 2 East.

A preemption claim was similar to the Homestead
claim. If successful, the settler obtained title to 160
acres of land from the U.S. government. The land in
question is just north of modern Rustic Road #1 and
on the west side of Long Lake, Town of Rib Lake.

He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence thereon and cultivation of
said land, viz., M. E. Coe, Charles Lawrence, A. Foraier ands John Fritz, all of Westboro, Wis.
3-28-1885 -- M. B. McCord, Register
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5/16/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

MEDFORD SAW MILL BURNS -- Last Thursday evening about 10 pm, an alarm of fire was
sounded and soon after the first alarm the Butterfield, Ferguson & Co. sawmills was entirely
enveloped in flames. As the mill is surrounded on all sides by lumber and shingles, it was
feared that the flames would spread and soon get beyond, control; but fortunately, there was not
a breath of air stirring and the Hook and Ladder company assisted by volunteers succeeded in
staying progress of the fire.

The Butterfield and Ferguson saw mill was located in
the very heart of Medford and occupied the site of
Medford’s first sawmill built c. 1875 by Semple.
The Medford municipal dam across the Black River
occupies part of the site in 2012.

The story of the watchman is that the fire caught in the shavings and sawdust in front of the
arch, and that his attempts to smother it were unavailing. After doing his best to smother it with
sawdust, he attempted to start the pump, but the flames gained such headway he was driven
from the pumping engine by the heat.
The mill was insured for $7,500 by the E. H. Winchester office, in the following companies:
Penna Fire, Phila. $1,500
Western Toronto of Canada, $1,500
North America, $ 1,500
Germania, New York $ 1,500.
Queen, Liverpool, $ 1,500.
The mill could not be replaced for $25,000, but the company valued it at $14,000 as their
business was about at an end. There are about 700,000 feet of logs in the pond, and very like,
AS THE COMPANY WILL NOT REBUILD, the logs will be sawed at the Shattuck mill.
Certainly they can be more profitability cut by him [Shattuck] than by anyone else.
5/23/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

TWICE DAILY RAILROAD PASSENGER TRAINS -- Mike Gallagher, road master for the
Wisconsin Central Railroad, spent several hours in town Tuesday. He was superintending some
[railroad] track improvements. Mike is a good man and understands his business.

The same edition reported: “See the new time table
for the Wisconsin Central Railroad. After tomorrow
there will be daily trains. We have never had a
Sunday train before and it will be a great
convenience to people above and below us
[Medford]. The freights run also more conveniently.
You can now go to Rib Lake in the morning and
return by noon.
You can take the morning freight south and connect
at Abbottsford with the train for St. Paul
[Minnesota]. You can take a sleeper here for
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Chicago, or at Stevens Point for Milwaukee. You can
do most anything you want now. The passenger
[train] goes north at 12:47, pm and south at 3:28,
after tomorrow.”
5/30/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

FIRE DESTROYS MEDFORD BUSINESS DISTRICT -- [27 buildings in downtown Medford
destroyed, along with the remainder of the Butterfield and Ferguson Lumber Co. buildings.]

This fire destroyed the heart of Medford’s business
district. It leveled buildings on both sides of Main
Street from Broadway, in 2012 STH 64, south to
Division Street.
The June 6th edition reports: “Brucker, Ludloff &
Co. has purchased the corner lot where the Doyle
building stood [before last week’s fire]. They will put
up a solid brick block (sic) for the bank, land office
and printing establishment.
In 2012 this magnificent building still stands,
however it is vacant and tax delinquent. It sounds
like the German language newspaper, Der Waldbote,
Herald in the Woods, was going to be printed there.
It occupies the northeast corner of Main and Division
Street; between 1980-2009 the Rusch and Rusch Law
Office ran out of the building, the old Hudson Bay
Co, 111 E. Division Street.
The July 4th edition reported: “The solid brick block
built by Mr. Morowetz to be occupied by Brucker,
Ludloff & Co. is nearing completion. It is an
ornament atop the town [of Medford], and a credit to
the owner.” Most of the building was built with
cream color brick or stone, but graceful red brick
arch were added. Its final touch was a zinc cornice.

7/4/1885
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KENNEDY [Reprinted from the Spencer, Wis., Tribune] -- Mrs. J.J. Kennedy and the mother of
J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake stopped of last Friday for a visit for a day.

J.J. Kennedy lived and worked in Spencer,
Wisconsin, for five years before moving to Rib Lake
in 1881.

7/18/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

SPIRIT LAKE HOTEL? -- Hurrah for Spirit Lakers and fish. If you do not catch enough while
there a whisper and small silver hook handed to Mike Mullen will procure them. Don’t
disappoint yourself expecting the accommodations of a Palmer House. Delicacies are not in
season there, but good, substantial and well cook food may be had in abundance.

Reading between the lines, I surmise that the
Medford hotel keeper has either moved to Spirit Lake
or established a place there. By the turn of the
century, the Spirit Lake Hotel stood where, in 2012,
the boat landing on STH 102 and Little Spirit is
located.

8/15/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake was in town [Medford] yesterday. He was talking about
going to Milwaukee to take part in the bidding for the contract of grading the new [railroad] to
Chicago for the Wisconsin Central.

Earlier it was reported that Kennedy went to the
Dakota Territory [neither North nor South Dakota
were states at that time] to see his horses that were
grading an extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railroad. J.J. owned numerous teams of
heavy, powerful draft horses that he could rent out
during the summer; Kennedy’s Rib Lake use of the
horses was confined to winter, when sleighing and
skidding took place.

8/29/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Dear Editor Star and News -- allow me space in your valuable paper to correct an
item written by the Rib Lake correspondence of the Spencer Tribune of Aug. 21. The boys have
organized a baseball club, and they are clearing a ground free from stumps, which requires
labor, and the young men deserve credit for the active part they have all taken. I must say there
were some men who did not take actual part in clearing the ground, but those men had business
to attend to of more importance than clearing a base ball ground, but they liberally aided in
paying expenses.

Wow! What great sarcasm.

The correspondent of the Spencer paper thought in his silly way of thinking that he was going to
run the club and the boys as he pleased but found out differently, and then he applied himself to
the pen and revengefully remarked that they were lazy drones, and like the irritating little gnat,
and not fit for society, etc.
There never was but one drone in this town and that was the correspondent of the Spencer paper.
He loafed around here two months last winter as a drone, the father of drones, and J. J.
[Kennedy] through pity and as an act of charity, gave him work in his store as an assistant clerk
under Charles Van Hecke, his leading salesman and time keeper. Now, as to the great
correspondent’s own society; Since he first came here he associated principally with dogs: first,
the little Penny, a white spitz cur; next comes Sport, a big shaggy dog; Oh! We must not forget
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Bear in mind that the Kennedy’s lived and worked in
Spencer, Wisconsin, before coming to Rib Lake in
1881. A great many former Spencer residents
accompanied them to Rib Lake. For that reason the
Spencer Tribune frequently covered Rib Lake news.

Gip, a lank yellow dog; that’s the kind of society he prefers.
To conclude, the boys have organized two nines [baseball teams], William Warren captain of
one and Martin Lyons of the other, and they have ruled the great correspondent out of the club
entirely, and out of society; for if they had kept such a nuisance in the club it would never have
been organized, and one organized by good and faithful boys as we have in those two clubs it
can easily bed made a success.
Written by a gang of drones.
9/5/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

POPULATION -- According to the [state] census, Taylor County has 5706 population (sic), an
increase of 3396 since 1880. Of this number 1208 are militia and 100 veterans of the war of
rebellion [the Civil war].

Young, able-bodied men were registered into the
Wisconsin Militia.

10/10/1885

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

CHELSEA & HEMLOCK LUMBER -- AUCTION. The undersigned will offer for sale to the
highest bidder Oct 21, 1885, all the unsold personal property belonging to the L. M. Marshall &
Taylor Lumber Co., Chelsea, Wis. The property consists, in part, of about 500,000 FEET OF
HEMLOCK LUMBER, PRINCIPALLY DIMENSION STUFF, five good work horses, and 17
sets of logging sleighs… (emphasis added)
/s/ J. B. Leonard & J. B. Anderson, Receivers of the L. M Marshall & Taylor Lumber Co.

Abram Taylor was described in a printed biography
as one of the first mill men to cut hemlock lumber.
This was the age of pine in Taylor County and most
lumbermen would not bother with the lowly
hemlock.
While white pine made up, perhaps, 5% of the virgin
stand around Rib Lake, hemlock was ubiquitous.
The U.S. government land surveyors in surveying
Rib Lake in 1864 noted that hemlock, tsuga
Canadensis, and yellow birch were the most
comment species.
Please note that my comments regarding pine always
refer to white pine, pinus strobus. There were very
few red pine, pinus strobus, in the virgin forests of
Taylor County. While white pine would be counted
in the thousands, red pine in Taylor County would be
counted in the dozens.
Red pine was planted extensively beginning in the
1940s and today, 2012, it is difficult to distinguish
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between native and planted red pine. I know of 3
locations with native red pine in the Town of Rib
Lake in 2012; on the east shore line of Little Spirit
lake, the Sue & Rollie estate: SW NE, Section 12, 33
North, Range 2 East, and the Max Dillon forest, NW
SW, Section 13, 33 North 2 East.
10/24/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

WHITTLESEY -- Wheelock, Winchester & Co. will put in about 2,500,000 feet of pine at their
mill near Whittlesey the coming season.

This is the first mention of such a mill.

10/24/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy, the King of Rib Lake, was in town [Medford] yesterday.

The same edition reports: “J.J. Kennedy will try for
about 10,000,000 feet of logs the coming winter,
which means he will put in 12,000,000. John always
makes his logs overrun estimates. His old stock of
logs is not yet cut out, but if the weather holds good
for another month he thinks that by RUNNING DAY
AND NIGHT that he will clean the pond [Rib
Lake].” (emphasis added)

11/14/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY -- We neglected last week to announce the wedding of A. B. Kennedy of Rib Lake
and Lizzie M. Barton of Alma, Wis., which occurred in this village [Medford] Sunday, the 1st.
The young people have the best wishes of this journal for their health, wealth and happiness.

A. B. Kennedy is not to be confused with J.J.
Kennedy’s brother, Angus. The initials of the
former’s father were R. R.

11/21/1885

TC STAR &
NEWS

TOWN OF GREENWOOD AUTHORIZED -- On 11/25/1885 the Taylor County board passed
an ordinance detaching land from the Town of Chelsea and authorizing the Town of
Greenwood. “The first meeting in and for the new Town of Greenwood shall be held on the
first Tuesday in April, 1886, at the School House in school district number four….

On the same day the County board created two other
new townships within Taylor County. J.J. Kennedy
lobbied the Wisconsin State Legislature to have the
Town of Rib Lake created. My guess is that J.J. did
not think he would succeed with the Taylor County
board and, therefore, went to the State.

12/5/1885

TC STAR
AND NEWS

FERGUSON -- The Ferguson brothers are all ready for snow, their camps are built and roads
cut. They will put in 2,000,000 at this site [Medford] and 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 at Thorp.

In January, 1886, the paper reported Ferguson was
moving all of its lumbering operations to “Boyd.”

12/5/1885

TC STAR &

KENNEDY -- From Westboro. John Fitze, Frank Bonneville and Frank Bidwell are logging the
pine on their homesteads this winter. J.J. Kennedy has purchased the logs on the skids.

J.J. Kennedy bought the logs while they sat in a pile
on the land from which they had been cut. Kennedy
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then had the job of getting them to his Rib Lake saw
mall.

NEWS

Here is an example of another way Kennedy got raw
material, i.e., buying them from a land owner who
cut his own trees. The land owner got a higher price
this way -- contrasted to selling “stumpage,” where
Kennedy’s crews would do not only the hauling to
the mill but the felling, skidding and initial piling.

1886
1/2/1886

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

KENNEDY - RIB LAKE - He can make roads but not snow -John Kennedy says he can make roads but not snow. On Monday and Tuesday last he put in
each day 125,000 feet of logs. HE SHOVELED SNOW ON THE ROAD and the teams went
right along. He said if the snow holds out, he would put in that much every day—but he couldn’t
make snow. John is a hustler—and make no mistake (about that).
The late thaw had nearly demoralized the loggers, Many companies were seriously
contemplating withdrawing their men from the woods—indeed, one man that we know of had
gone into his camps for that purpose, The snow on Wednesday morning revived their hopes, and
they will stick. The Signal Service Bureau [the predecessor to the U. S. Weather Service]
unofficially predicts an early January freeze.

Without doubt, the loggers of that era were
dependent on cold temperature and snow to get their
logs out of the woods, or, at least, to the river bank
for spring drives.
Ninety nine percent of the sleigh roads cut out by
Kennedy’s crews has disappeared. In 2012 you can
still see at least one small segment in the Town of
Rib Lake. The Rib Lake Ski & Snowshoe Club uses
it as part of their network of non motorized winter
trails, The old sleigh road runs through a conifer
swamp uncut since the Kennedy era; it is within the
northwest ¼, southeast ¼, section 12, T 33 North
Range 2 East. In 2012 the landowners are Rodney
and Kristin Strobach.
Ironically, the old sleigh road is within the very first
piece of land purchased by John J. Kennedy at Rib
Lake, the west ½, southeast ¼, section 12, Town 33
North, Range 2 East.
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1/9/1886

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY -- J. J. Kennedy was in Medford Thursday and called at this office [Taylor County
Star & News] during the absence of both editors.

I conclude that one key to JJK’s success was his
practice to visit and talk to people.

1/16/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

MCLENNAN -- Duncan J. McLennan, chairman of the Town of Rib Lake, General Manager of
J.J. Kennedy’s lumber interests, has assumed another title, and one with the gravest
responsibilities attached. On the first of January, with the regularity with which he does
everything, he became “Papa McLennan.” Duncan is a small man, physically, but he is just
about a father as if he weighed 300 pounds. The boss of that household is a little girl, and her
name is Mamie Flora. We tender our congratulations to the happy parents.

The child’s second name honors her aunt, Mrs. Flora
Kennedy, a/k/a Mrs. John J. Kennedy. Duncan and
Flora were siblings.

1/16/1886

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy’s mill at Rib Lake will start up for the winter’s run about the middle
of the next month.

1/16/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Thirteen persons living at Rib Lake are suffering from …trichinosis. They are
Fritz Milke [Mielke] and wife, Fritz Radtke, wife and 4 children, Chris Seaman, John Hump,
and wife and child, and Lewis Kennedy.

It was later determined they were not sickened by
trichinosis

They all ate sausage that was not fully cooked. Parties have examined the pork from which the
sausage was made and claim to have discovered trichinosis.
1/30/1886

TC STAR
AND NEWS

RIB LAKE TRAIN SCHEDULE -- Rib Lake Trains: leave Chelsea 1:30 pm and arrive Rib
Lake at 2 pm: leave Rib Lake at 2:30 pm and arrive at Chelsea 3 pm.

It was 5.5 miles by rail between Chelsea and Rib
Lake.

Trains connect at Chelsea with north and south bound mail trains. Sundays accepted.
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2/27/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE MILL -- The Rib Lake mill was idle for 3 months and in all that time no slabs were
thrown into the pit where the mill refuse is burned, and yet, when preparations were being made
to start up the mill last Monday, live coals were found in the pit.

2/27/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

WHITTLESEY -- Wheelock, Winchester & Co. are putting in a band saw in their mill near
Whittlesey and expect in the future to make better lumber and save timber as well. THIS BAND
SAW ARE BECOMING VERY POPULAR with mill men in this locality. (emphasis added)

Kerf is the term for the width of the cut made by the
saw. Typically, the kerf was much less with a band
saw as contrasted to a circle saw. In this way band
saws made more lumber than circle saws. This is
especially the case with the initial sawing of the log;
here circle saws had to be especially thick to make

the deep cuts of the log in half, for example.
J.J. Kennedy installed a BAND SAW IN HIS Rib
Lake mill in 1885; see below.
2/27/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE – AN OVERVIEW -- We do not claim to be the original discoverer of the village of
Rib Lake; It has not been hid away for years from mortal ken until the great magician came with
his goggles and a pimple on his nose and made the place famous.
Rib Lake is a manufacturing village situated on the shores of a beautiful lake that gives the town
and village their name. The saw mill, owned by J.J. Kennedy, consists of a circular and band
saw for cutting logs, a gang edger and trimmer, a double cutting machine and the necessary
small saws for cutting up slabs and mill refuse.
Convenience, time and labor saving appear to have been taken into consideration when the mill
was planned and built, as there is no place in the mill where the “lubber life” is required for
moving lumber or timber. The power is furnished by steam from 4 large boilers, the machinery
being driven by a large, powerful engine.
This mill last year sawed 12,000,000 feet of lumber, and was not crowded beyond its capacity.
For the past 3 months the mill has been undergoing repairs, fitting it for the long run just
inaugurated. A start was made Wednesday last and the little village “among the whispering
pines” if now full of the sound of puffing steam and the buzz of the hungry saw.
Mr. Kennedy also has a planing mill where, in addition to the machinery used in dressing the
several grades of merchantable lumber, he also has machinery for working up cull lumber,
usually a drag on the market, into box stuff, car roofing, etc., which is always in demand and
finds a ready sale. Attached are commodious sheds for storing the dressed lumber until shipped.
A switch [railroad] track runs from the lumber yard to the north side of the planing mill where
lumber is unloaded from the cars upon a platform and then fed directly through the [planing]
machines coming out on the other side of the mill ready for loading upon [railroad] cars standing
on another side track running parallel with the main track. THIS LITTLE MILL IS A MODEL
OF CONVENIENCE AND NEATNESS. The engine room is of brick and contains a splendid
14x 24 [steam] engine, which does its work noiselessly, without apparent effort.
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This insightful overview was written by Edgar T.
Wheelock, editor and owner of the Taylor County
Star & News.

The village store, also owned by J.J. Kennedy, is a two story building, 26x24 feet, and contains
a large stock of general merchandise. At present Ben Hoey is the only clerk, his later
companion, Van Hecke, having accepted a position in Stevens Point. (Ben keeps a package of
smoking tobacco and a box of cigars on tap for newspaper tramps). A large, well lighted office
in the body of the store is where the General Superintendant Duncan J. McLennan holds forth in
company with the book keeper, William Young. Mc. Does the buying for the store, attends to
the shipping of lumber, and is the auditor of the concern, examining and paying all bills. He has
his hands full.
The Village of Rib Lake contains within its limits 37 dwelling houses, with a resident
population of about 170. This estimate does not include what is commonly called transients,
who are birds of passage and are liable to flirt to other scenes at any time. This latter class, or a
majority of them, lives in a large hotel kept by Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Bodle. Mr. Bodle says that
when the mill is running he has from 75 to 100 boarders, some of whom sleep in apartments
over the store. The hotel is well kept house, with good, airy rooms, comfortably furnished, and
the table is supplied with wholesome, substantial food, superior to the bill of fare in many hotels
“along the line.” Mr. and Mrs. Bodle are lifelong hotel keepers who strive to make their house
not a mere boarding house, but a comfortable stopping place for the traveling public.
Every building in the village, but two, is the property of J.J. Kennedy. The two exceptions are
the residences owned by the General Superintendent Duncan J. McLennan and General Manager
Angus Kennedy. NO SPIRITUOUS OR MALT LIQUORS, WINE, OR OTHER BRAIN
BEFUDDLING BEVERAGES ARE SOLD WITHIN THE VILLAGE LIMITS, or nearer than
Chelsea, seven miles away.
There is a good school district within the village attended by between 30 to 40 pupils, and the
religiously inclined are privileged to attend services every other week by the Rev. N. L. Sweet,
of Spencer, a Baptist minister. The Rev. B. Ungrodt, the German Lutheran clergyman of
Medford, also holds services there occasionally.
The logs for the saw mill are cut in the surrounding forests and hauled to the lake by horse teams
over ice roads, the main being seven miles in length, and of solid ice from 18 inches to two feet
thick the entire distance, and about 10 or 12 feet wide. The sleighs used are the Common Sense
(sic) with a six foot run [six feet between the runners] and an eight foot bunk for the two horse
teams, the four horse teams using a nine foot bunk. The loads they put on those sleighs would
make a prairie farmer who has never been in the lumber woods think that the loaders were
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lunatics.
The logs are scaled on the landing and the loads run from 3 to 5 thousand feet. There are 3
camps on the main road, all having a full crew of men and teams under the supervision of a
competent foreman. There is another camp under the south arm of the [Rib] lake that extends
easterly and bounds the village on the south. This camp does not use the main road, but has a
shorter road of its own built and kept in repair with sprinklers also.
There is still another camp at Worthington’s [Wellington Lake] about equidistant from Chelsea
and Rib Lake; where about 1,000,000 [board feet] have been landed. The Rib Lake branch of the
Wisconsin Central Railroad runs by this lake, and in the summer the logs will be loaded on flat
cars and taken to the mill by rail. Mr. Kennedy now has on the lakes nearly 10,000,000 feet of
logs and is banking from 150,000 to 200,000 daily.
A trip over the main [ice] road with Mr. Lewis of Fond du Lac, J.J. Kennedy, and his brother,
General Manager [Angus Kennedy], was a genuine surprise to the writer who flatters himself
that he is no greenhorn in the woods, if he is not very cute in some things. The road is a
perfectly solid bed of ice and the heaviest loads slip over its surface with very little effort on part
of the teams except when ascending grades. Teams were meeting with loads towering skyward
like hay stacks, while the horses plodded along contentedly without sweating a hair. The
sleighing was remarkably good that day, of course, and it is only recently that the warm weather
has greased the roads so the teams could have a chance, but even after the constantly cold
weather of a month ago, many, in fact, nearly all of the teams are still in fair condition and will
come out in the spring without showing very serious signs of overwork.
The teams on the 7 mile haul make 2 trips per day. Some of them start before 5 o’clock in the
morning—it is reported. There are about 80 horse teams hauling logs from the several camps,
only a part [of the teams] belonging to Mr. Kennedy, the rest being owned by the men who
drive them and are working with their teams by the day.
Mr. Kennedy’s reason for going so far from the mill for his logs this winter is that he wishes to
save his timber near the [Rib] Lake for an open winter, something every lumberman dreads.
There are million of feet of good pine stumpage almost within sight of the lake, that could be
put in with little or no snow, and it is the intention to save that until the last or until the absence
of snow compels the work to be confined to the vicinity of the lake. A PORTION OF THIS
TIMBER IS OWNED BY Curtis Bros. & Co. of Wausau and Clinton, Iowa. Mr. Kennedy is
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under contract to cut and saw all their timber. Mr. Kennedy has considerable timber of his own,
and a portion of the logs he is putting in this winter are from his own stumpage.
As an effort is made to cut each section clean as they go, taking the poor timber with the good,
the logs will not grade as high as some logs put in for long drives, but the timber in that section
is good and the average well, a large percentage beingof the very best quality.
Rib Lake is rather a picturesque body of water in the summer—just at present it is a body of ice
covered with logs and is only picturesque from a financial stand point of view-shaped something
like the letter L. It is a long distance from one side of the lake to the other and still further from
end to end. At the point where the two arms of the lake join with the shimmering lake on the
east and south, the dancing wavelets coming within thirty feet of the low windows, stands the
pretty house of J.J. Kennedy, the man who owns the mills, the lake and the village, the same
red-whiskered chap who roused us in the morning with the admonition to look out on the lake
and see the logs coming. The cottage [J.J. Kennedy’s home] was built last summer and is
unpretentious and homelike. Both Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy are hospitable, kindly people, who
take the visitor into their family circle, and make him feel that hospitality with them is second
nature. They have one of the prettiest little houses in Wisconsin, they have five beautiful, bight
children, and JOHN WOULD BE PERFECTLY HAPPY IF THOSE TEAMSTERS WOULD
PUT ON JUST ONE MORE LOG. (emphasis added)
3/6/1886

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

3/20/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB RIVER -- Ed Flander’s logging crew, on the Rib River, broke camp, a part of the crew
going to Cleveland and Ricker’s camp, on the same stream.

RIB LAKE -- Lightning struck J.J. Kennedy’s mill at Rib Lake last Wednesday tearing a hole in
the roof and setting fire to the mill, but the flames were extinguished before a great deal of
damage was done. Several men were in the mill at the time, and all of them were more or less
shocked. Fortunately for the crew, the mill was not running at the time of the accident, having
shut down a few minutes previous on account of the raging storm which made it impossible for
the men to work out of doors in caring for the lumber as it came out of the mill. Had the mill
been in operation at the time, it is probable that some of the crew would have been killed as the
electric fluid passed directly over the stations of several of the workmen.
The fluid first made a landing in the smoke stack, passing thence to the mill, a portion following
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The mill’s power plant had a steel smokestack that
was stabilized by steel guide wires running to guide
posts set in the ground. In this case, they all made an
unintended lightning rod.
THE KENNEDY BUILT MILL IN RIB LAKE WAS
DESTROYED TWICE BY FIRE, first in 1897 and
for a second time in 1914. The planing mill rebuilt
in 1916 was destroyed by fire in 1945. You can see a
movie of the last fire at www.riblakehistory.com

each guide rod to the ground. One guy rod is fastened to the “wood butcher’s” [carpenter] shop,
and an inmate of the shop who was near the end of the rod will make an affidavit that he was
struck in the leg by a “ball of fire as big as a pumpkin.” He shows a badly burned leg and
blackened foot to back [up] his assertion.
NEW RAILROAD CONNECTION TO CHICAGO -- The distance from Chicago to Medford,
on the new line, is 317 miles.

3/24/1886

The Wisconsin Central Railroad just completed
extending its line from near Milwaukee to Chicago.
The edition of August 7 reported that the Wisconsin
Central’s “fast train” took 14 hours 35 minutes to run
between Chicago and St. Paul; the distance was 457
miles; the train averaged 32 miles per hour.

3/27/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

FISH FOR PLANTING -- Our member of the [Wisconsin State] Assembly, the Hon. J. K.
Parish, yesterday received 50,000 young brook trout, and forthwith proceeded to distribute the
small fry in the numerous streams in the vicinity.
KENNEDY -- Julius Roberts of Deer Creek, Tuesday noon, while at work in J.J. Kennedy’s mill
at Rib Lake, for Sam Hagan, sawing shingles, met with a serious accident, cutting the fore
finger of the left hand off at the first joint, tearing the flesh and severely bruising the middle
finger and lacerating the third.

3/31/1886

Dr. McDonald of Chelsea dressed the hand. Julius had been at work but 8 days when the
accident happened. The boys at Rib Lake expressed their sympathy, and substantially showed
their generously by taking up a subscription and raising the snug sum of $89.00 in less than one
hour.

Note, no money from the company or government. I
presume Kennedy paid the Chelsea doctor.
Sawing shingles was probably the single most
dangerous job at the mill. It required the worker to
hold the block of wood and saw within inches of his
hand.

That is the way they do it up here in Taylor County, instead of furnishing them [the injured]
with a certificate of good character and sending them elsewhere for substantial sympathy. All
honor to the boys of Rib Lake!
4/3/1886
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TC STAR
AND
NEWS

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy broke all of his camps last Thursday. He has put in all the logs he
wanted to this year.

The April 10 edition reported: the Rib Lake mill has
shut down until the ice goes out on the lake and the
mill additions are completed.

4/10/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY -- It is said that J.J. Kennedy and John Duncan [owner of a mill at Westboro] will
send their [hose] teams west this spring to work on railroad construction. It is claimed that teams
kept at work during the summer will do better work in the winter as they hold their muscle and
bottom [?] better than teams turned out to grass.

4/10/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

NEWLY ELECTED OFFICIALS OF THE TOWN OF RIB LAKE
Chairman, Duncan J. McLennan
Supervisors, Edward Van Gieson, George A. Clark
Clerk, A. B. Kennedy
Treasurer, W. E. Young
Assessor, William Layman
Justices N. H. Stetter, Angus Kennedy
Constables, Robert Guenther, William Warren

5/15/1886

TC STAR
AND NEWS

The township of Rib Lake was created in 1885 –
mostly from land taken from the Township of
Westboro.

FISH PLANTING IN SPIRIT RIVER -- The last invoice of fish from the State hatchery arrived
Thursday last, consisting of 500,000 whitefish and 20,000 California trout. The whitefish were
distributed around the county lakes one can, or 50,000 in each lake, and the trout put in the
streams.
Gallagher, [named for Michael Gallagher?], Wood, Worthington [n/k/a Wellington] and Gerow
Lakes in the Town of Chelsea each came in for an apportionment, and Powell’s and Nigger
Lakes in this [Medford] town were also planted with small fry.
Trout were placed in Spirit River, Mink Creek and other streams in Westboro and Chelsea...

5/29/1886

TC STAR
AND NEWS

FIRE ALMOST DESTROYS WESTBORO -- Last Monday a dispatch was received from
Westboro asking that the hand [fire] engine be sent to save the town from conflagration. Chief
engineer Perkins soon had the boys [Medford Volunteer Fire Department] out and the engine
and the hose cart were ready long before the special train that had been ordered down from
Chelsea, arrived. Upon reaching Westboro it was found that the village was bounded on the
north by fire, on the west by fire, and on the east by small fires.
Work was commenced by setting the engine at the bridge and putting out fires out along the
road to Palmer’s mill; the engine was then moved to a pond by the side of the railroad track and
an effort was made to extinguish the fire in a pile of ties that threatened destruction of several
homes. This effort was only partially successful. But as the wind had ceased to blow hard, no
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It was just one year since 28 buildings in the center
of Medford had been destroyed by fire.
Albert J. Perkins was the first mayor of Medford.

more danger was feared from that quarter.
The engine was then moved to the bridge on the county road to Palmer’s mill, and a fire that
threatened to creep into Duncan’s lumber yard was squelched.
The department then loaded its apparatus on a [railroad] flat car and returned home [to
Medford]. The people of Westboro had been working for some hours with pails to arrest the
threatening calamity, and were no doubt pleased when help arrived.
It is impossible to say what would have happened had the department not been asked for aid, but
it was the best plan to keep on the safe side. The boys belonging to the hose cart were about
used up that day, as they were thoroughly wet through, and swallowed whole volumes of smoke.
The following letter explains itself. It was received by Mr. Perkins last Thursday, and was duly
acknowledged by that gentleman, who expressed the feelings of “the boys who run with the
machine.”
Westboro, Wis., May 26, 1886
To A. J. Perkins, Chief Engineer, Medford Fire Dept.
Dear Sir:
Enclosed find my check for $100 which you will please accept and present to the
Medford Fire Department. Please accept and tender to the entire Medford Fire Department my
sincere thanks for the promptness shown in responding to my call for aid Monday, May 24,
1886, and for the indefatigable manner in which you all worked and so quickly got the fire under
control, THEREBY SAVING THE ENTIRE VILLAGE as well as my own property. I trust that
others whose property you so nobly saved will recompense you liberally.
Yours respectfully, John Duncan
6/6/1886

TC STAR &
NEWS

BRUCKER, LUDLOFF & CO., banking company, DISSOLVED -- The private banking firm
under the name of Brucker, Ludloff & Co. of Medford, Taylor County, Wisconsin, has this day
been dissolved by mutual consent. All assets have been transferred to and all debts will be paid
by the Brucker, Ludloff Co. a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the
State of Wisconsin at Medford, Taylor County, Wisconsin
/s/ Joseph Brucker, Karl Ludloff and Emil C. Morawetz

6/26/1886

TC STAR

EDGAR T. WHEELOCK LEAVES MANAGEMENT OF STAR AND NEWS -- The Star and
News is still my property, but the business and editorial management will be entirely in the
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7/17/1886

AND NEWS

hands of A. Dodge…

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy, of Rib Lake, Sunday [was] at Medford, [the dinner guest of] J. H.
Wheelock.

J. H. Wheelock was the brother of Edgar T.
Wheelock, until recently the editor of the Taylor
County Star and News. J.J. Kennedy was, without
question, socially active and well connected in
Medford.
Edgar T. Wheelock has just taken the position of
editor of a newspaper called Central Wisconsin
published in Wausau but maintained his residence in
Medford.

8/7/1886

KENNEDY -- [Abram] Taylor of Chelsea has sold this year $1,300 worth of hay from his farm
east of Chelsea to J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake.

Kennedy not only had horses in the woods for
lumbering, but used them extensively around the mill
for moving the freshly sawn lumber to the dry yards
and, eventually, back again to the planning mill.

8/7/1886

WHITTLESEY -- P.O. Malong came down from Whittlesey visiting the family. He has had
charge of the band saws in S. A. Hale’s [saw] mill at that place… He had the scale book for the
month of June, which showed that during the 26 working days for the month of that month
THEY SAWED AN AVERAGE OF 47,968 FEET, THE LARGEST CUT IN ONE DAY
BEING 76,066 FEET AND THE SMALLEST BEING 38,650.

Proper care of the band saw involves not only
sharpening. The “set” must be maintained, i.e. the
width the blade cuts. Too little means the blade binds
in the log; too much means you make sawdust and
not lumber.

So far this month the lowest cut is 53,000. This is by far the best work we have seen reported—
and the above are exact figures.
The great secret of doing work on a band saw is to keep them in good trim [sharp], and P. A.
Malong is the man that knows the secret of it. He is an expert filer and adjuster of saws. They
have the E. P. Allis & Co. band mill. William Heller of Whittlesey is head sawyer in the mill.
(emphasis added)
8/14/1886
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RIB LAKE -- We learn indirectly, that a powerful steam pump and boiler are to be put in an
isolated building and supplied with about 2,000 feet of hose, to protect Rib Lake from fire.

In the recent past there had been a number of serious
fires. One fire involved the Medford Fire Dept.
taking its equipment and men to
Whittlesey to fight a forest fire threatening to burn

the sawmill.
9/4/1886

MEDFORD—NEW SAW MILL -- The Shattuck & Willm saw mill at this place [Medford] is
nearly complete, the size of the main frame is 85 x 85 feet….
They expect to cut at least 25,000 [board feet] per day when they get it all in running order. The
mill is not a large one but good for its size….

9/4/1886

WANTED—RAILROAD TIES -- I will pay 12 cents a piece, cash, for all cross ties delivered
on the line of the Wisconsin Central [Railroad] before November 1st next. J. H. Wheelock

This ad was aimed at those able to use a broad axe.
A normal axe has taper on both sides of the blade. A
broad axe has a taper on only one side, permitting a
strong and competent person to stand on top of a log
and hew a flat surface. In the case of a railroad tie,
the hewer had to make a flat surface on two side of
the log; one side eventually laid on the ground and
the top side supported the railroad track.

9/11/1886

RIB LAKE FATAL ACCIDENT -- Herman Peters, who had a homestead near Rib Lake, was
killed at 5:30 p.m. Sept 3rd about 3 miles east of Rib Lake, at his father-in-law’s while curbing a
well which was over 40 feet deep.

Curbing, sometimes called cribbing, was the process
of building a rectangular wooden form in a hand dug
well. The curbing prevented the earth sides from
collapsing.

He was near the bottom [of the well] putting in curbing, and his father-in-law and another man
who were dropping down the plank together and as they were lowering them into the well, the
plank slipped through the rope, one of them in its descent striking him squarely on the top of
the head, smashing his skull; killing him instantly. He was about 28 years old and leaves a wife
and child to mourn his untimely death.
9/25/1886

NEW RAILROAD AT PRENTICE -- The Soo Railroad has completed its new depot at Prentice
and is running regular trains from there west. The departure of train west is 6:40 a.m. and arrival
from the west is 5:25 p.m. The rails are laid east [of Prentice about 15 miles from the Central…

The Wisconsin Central was the first railroad to build
there; actually building before the town existed in
1873. Its tracks ran north and south.
The Soo Line, actually the Minneapolis, St. Paul; and
Sault St. Marie, was intended to provide a way to get
Minnesota floor to the East Coast without going
through Chicago; rather than going south around
Lake Michigan, it went north through Sault St.
Marie, Michigan.
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The Soo Line acquired the Wisconsin Central in
1902 but kept its corporate existence until 1962 when
the Wisconsin Central was no more.
Until 1902 Prentice had two separate railroad depots
less than a mile apart. The first depot constructed was
on the Wisconsin Central on the north end of town.
The second depot was owned by the Soo Line and
stood where its tracks crossed the W/C.
10/23/1886

LAST MENTION OF CHARLESTOWN? -- The first deer got by a locomotive on this line was
struck by the engine of the fast train [going] south Thursday night between Charlestown switch
and Medford…

Charlestown was the name originally given by the
Wisconsin Central Railroad to Whittlesey; in 1881
the plat of Whittlesey was recorded at the Taylor
County Register of Deeds office and the place was
officially referred to as Whittlesey.
I take it that the railroad switch there continued to be
called “the Charlestown switch” by railroad folks.

10/30/1886

“CHELSEA BURNED” -- Thursday afternoon soon after the passenger train went south, an
appeal for help came over the wire notifying us that Chelsea was on fire and asking the Fire
Department to come to their relief. A locomotive and caboose was sent down but there was no
flat car to be had, so the up bound passenger brought one from Abbotsford. We were soon
loaded and followed closely after the passenger train but owing to the delay of three quarters of
an hour we reached Chelsea too late to render assistance in time to save a great deal but prevent
the destruction of the [Lutheran] church, Ed Gerow’s house and a small dwelling near Gerows…
THE WHOLE BUSINESS PORTION OF MAIN STREET ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE
RAILROAD, COMMENCING WITH THE NATIONAL HOTEL (Ed Service’s) NORTH
WAS A SMOLDERING RUINS and one large house standing on Second Street near Gerow’s
was in flames.
The following is a list of the buildings burned and estimated loss:
A. A. Gearheart’s store, loss $5,000, insurance $1,500.
C. H. Gearhart’s Hotel, loss $4,000, insurance $1,000.
Robert Kee’s Hotel, loss $ 2,000, insurance $600.
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A railroad flat car was needed to convey the Medford
fire fighting equipment to Chelsea.
Chelsea as a commercial center never recovered.
The reference to the call coming over the wire meant
the telegraph; it connected all depots including
Chelsea and Medford.

A. B, Gibbs restaurant, loss $ {unknown}
Ed Services hotel, loss $ {unknown}
J. B. Anderson’s store and residence, loss $4,000. Insurance $2,150.
John Berger’s saloon and residence, loss $1,200. Insurance $600.
W. C. Douville saloon, loss $1,200, insurance $ 400.
Chelsea town hall, loss $2,500, insurance $2,000.
M. Keating residence, loss $400. No insurance.
C. L. Scott residence
J. Trevors residence
The total loss can not be less than $25,000. CHELSEA WAS WITHOUT ANY ORGANIZED
FIRE DEPARTMENT, OR ANY PREPARATIONS TO FIGHT THE FIRE FIEND AND ALL
THE STRUCTURES BEING OF WOOD AND CLOSELY BUILT TOGETHER. WHEN
ONCE THE FLAMES BURST OUT, AND WITH A VERY STRONG SOUTH WIND,
NOTHING BUT TOTAL DESTRUCTION COULD BE ANTICIPATED. (emphasis added)
11/27/1886

KENNEDY -- Two [railroad] car loads of horses, sixteen spans, passed through Medford
Tuesday night on their way to Rib Lake for J.J. Kennedy. He will use them this winter hauling
logs.

The bulk of logs Kennedy’s mill consumed got to
Rib Lake by sleighs pulled by horses. A network of
well laid out and well maintained ice roads ran from
the saw mill into the hinterlands.
The growing problem was distance. As the areas
close to the mill we deforested, the sleigh and ice
roads had to get longer.
The limitations of horses in pulling heavy loads over
ever longer distances eventually lead J.J. Kennedy to
invest in a logging railroad in 1891.

12/4/1886

KENNEDY---IRON ORE EXPLORATION -- The Medford Land and Exploration Company
has been formed with the following officers and members: A. [Albert] J. Perkins, president; G.
L. Turner, general manager; Cornelius Gillis, superintendant; E. H. Winchester, secretary and
treasurer; George T. Brown, J. A. Cleveland, F. H. Ward and J. J. Kennedy.
The above association has purchased 9 forties of land and will sink 2 shafts on section 9, T 30
Range 1 East. They claim that surface indications of rich iron deposits there are very good.
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The land described was 2 miles southwest of the city
of Medford. No iron ore was ever found.
Successful iron mining in the Penokee Range 80
miles north of Rib Lake fed local interest.
On December 18 the Star & News reported that 3 pits
had been dug—the deepest 16 feet-and hematite

Preparations are being made to commence work immediately.

found; the company has been “reorganized” with
capital stock fixed at $1,000,000 or 40,000 shares at
$25.00 each; Albert J. Perkins remains president but
J.J. Kennedy was made the vice president.

12/11/1886

KENNEDY-“THE PRINCE” -- Prince J.J. Kennedy, of Rib Lake, was in town [Medford] last
evening.

The TC STAR & NEWS had just reported that its
owner, Edgar T. Wheelock, who had been working in
Wausau on another newspaper, gave up that job and
has resumed writing the Star & News as editor.
Edgar was a dear friend of J.J. Kennedy, which
accounts for the funny epithet.

12/25/1886

OXEN -- Aaron Gould, a teamster in Eugene Collin’s camp for E. K. Buttrick, skidded with one
team of oxen, in one day, 235 [pine] logs. The boys in the camp are of the opinion that that days
work will be hard to beat.

Many loggers preferred oxen over horses to skid, i.e.,
to drag the log from the spot at which it was first cut
to the landing.

12/25/1886

KENNEDY -- The continued favorable logging weather is doing wonders for lumbermen in the
shape of [sleigh] road making. J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake reports that he is rushing logs to the
lake at the rate of 150,000 feet per day.

In this case favorable weather meant cold.

1/8/1887

COAL REPLACES WOOD FOR LOCOMOTIVES -- The railroad company [Wisconsin
Central] has posted notices to the effect that it will buy no more wood, as all locomotives on the
line will hereafter burn coal.

1/15/1887

KENNEDY – “Genial John” -- J.J. Kennedy was in town [Medford] yesterday. Everyone likes
to meet the genial John.

2/5/1887

HEMLOCK -- Isaac Gay [of Westboro] has contracted with the Chicago Lumber Company of
Omaha, Nebraska, through their agent, Mr. Firkus, to furnish 50 [railroad] car loads of sawed
hemlock ties at 22 cents apiece.

Isaac Gay operated a small sawmill 1 mile east of
Westboro on the SW SW 5 33 2E according to Bob
Lucia.

He has also taken a contract of another company (we could not learn its name) to furnish 50 at
22 ½ cents apiece. Ike is bound to get there if stick-to-it-ive-ness will do it.

Note that hemlock was being used for railroad ties.
Normally hardwood was used because of its strength.
There are now three sawmills in or near Westboro...
The oldest is the John Duncan mill, originally the
Duncan, Taylor & Ritchie. The second constructed is
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on Silver Creek and owned by C. C. Palmer; the Star
& News just reported that a siding from the
Wisconsin Central Railroad is about to be built to
the mill; in 1902 it would become the Westboro
Lumber Co. Finally, Isaac “Ike” Gay has his small
mill east of town. It was one mile south of the
county line, on the east side of Lucia Road at
“Gaytown.”
2/12/1887

ACCIDENT INSURANCE—WESTBORO -- A man living east of this village named August
Berger met with a severe accident while working in Swift’s camp, near Westboro, last Saturday.
He was working on the land and was caught between two logs, both bones of his legs being
broken. Very fortunately for him, he had, the evening before, purchased a ticket in the Eau
Claire Benefit Co., and will, in consequence, draw $7.00 per week during his enforced idleness,
besides having his doctor’s bill paid. Dr. Miller, who is the surgeon at this place, is attending
him and reports him doing nicely.

2/12/1887

CHELSEA -- A company was organized at Chelsea to be known as the Chelsea Iron Company,
to operate on lands in Sections 1 and 6 adjoining the village…

During the last 6 months a number of “iron”
companies have been organized; to date, no one has
reported finding iron, although “hemite” was
uncovered at a shallow digging 2 miles southwest of
Medford in which J.J. Kennedy has an interest.
Great excitement and speculation has attended the
prospect of local iron mining; see, for example, this
clipping from 2/26/1887 edition of the Star & News:
“Robert Kees, the Chelsea man, was in town
Thursday visiting with the iron kings. Bob believes,
like the rest of us, in the future GREATNESS OF
TAYLOR COUNTY AS AN IRON PRODUCING
COUNTY.” (emphasis added)
Through November 1902, neither the Taylor County
News, the Taylor County Star & News, nor the
Taylor County Star News reported any verified iron
ore found in Taylor County.
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2/12/1887

CHELSEA—AFTERMATH OF GREAT FIRE -- Since the fire occurred at Chelsea last fall, 4
buildings have been erected in the burned district. C. H. Gearhart has a large hotel, 48 ft square
and 28 ft. to the eaves. He has an office, dining room, kitchen and parlor on the first floor and
above he has 18 sleeping rooms, several of them on the third floor and lighted by dormer
windows… The sleeping rooms are 10 x 16 feet and, when the house is plastered, will be very
attractive.
A. Gearhart, also called “Bert” for short, has a building that is twenty some feet wide by more
than forty feet long. In this brand new building, which stands on the site of the old Anderson
Store, he keeps the post office and a stock of fancy groceries. In a back room he has a combined
pool and billiard table, and in another part of the building his living rooms are located.
Wilfred Douville has build on the site of his old place of business, a saloon that does not differ
materially from his former one with the exception that the reporter could not pick the
combination of the till Robert Kees has moved into the Barbey building, on the north corner of
the square, and fitted it up for a hotel…

2/26/1887

NO CONFLICT OF INTEREST? -- The new law firm of Corning & Textor is now ready for
clients. The combination was made some days ago but is now announced for the first time. S.A.
Corning, the senior member of the firm, is district attorney for Taylor County.; his partner,
Clinton Textor, is County Judge. All of which makes the new team about evening matched.

This means that when district attorney Corning
appears in county court on a criminal mater he is
before his partner, who is also the county judge.

2/26/1887

KENNEDY HAS NEW SNOW PLOW -- J.J. Kennedy says that his main logging [sleigh] road
is a model this winter, and adds that it is the best he ever saw. Last fall he purchased a snow
plow designed for logging roads, and with this and his sprinkler, he has made a perfect logging
road.

The “sprinkler” was a sleigh holding a water tank
with spigots at the rear from which water could be let
out; working at night when there was no other traffic
and the freezing conditions the best, the sprinkler
crew spilled water on the sleigh road as a team of
horses pulled the sprinkler. The sleigh road then
became a true ice road.
Ice roads had several advantages. As ice was built up
on them they would support ever heavier loads.
Secondly, they were smooth and permitted almost
frictionless movements.
While I have no data on the snowplow, I suspected it
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consisted of two timbers coming to a point at the
front; the timbers were pulled by a team of horses
and “winged” the excess snow to each side of the ice
road.
2/26/1887

WHITTLESEY -- The boarding house at Wheelock, Winchester & Co.’s mill near Whittlesey
was destroyed by fire last Wednesday night. Nearly all the furniture was lost, and some of the
men lost their personal effects.

2/26/1887

LITTLE BLACK -- The Little Black mill will be stocked with about 5,000,000 feet of logs for
the coming seasons run. Only a portion, less than one-half of this stock, will be put in on the
Little Black River. The balance coming from points on the [Wisconsin Central Railroad] line.
Worcester, Glidden, Penoke and other points will contribute their logs to make the grand total.

The Wisconsin Central track ran immediately to the
east of the Little
Black sawmill; a spur line leads to the river which
was used as a mill pond.
Two current ghost towns appear in the list:
Worcester, otherwise known as milepost 101, lay
north of Prentice and was a small town where the
railroad stopped for 18 months after it ran out of
construction money in 1874. Penoke was a small
berg west of Mellon named for the Penoke Iron
Range running from there to Ironwood, Michigan.

3/5/1887

LIEN LAW -- The Wisconsin supreme court has rendered a decision which is of great
importance to merchants, loggers and their workmen. The court held that under the log lien law
of this state, a person who works on logs, or who furnishes supplies for putting them in, has no
lien upon them against a bona fide purchaser of such logs, unless the petition for lien is filed as
required by law.
In other words, a person who works on logs, or furnishes supplies for putting them in, in order to
keep his lien good must, as soon as he gets through working or supplying, file his lien in the way
pointed out by law, otherwise, if the logs are sold to an innocent purchaser, the lien is lost.
The general idea before this decision was that men who worked on logs, or who furnished
supplies, had a lien upon them at any time within the limit prescribed by the statute, no matter in
whose hands they might be found.
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“Putting them in” refers to work in cutting the timber
and putting them in a river, i.e., a log drive.
Bona fide means in good faith; here it refers to a
legitimate log buyer who acted in good faith and was
not part of a scheme to defraud.

3/5/1887

CLARENCE C. PALMER SAW MILL AT WESTBORO -- Palmer’s mill has started up for the
season’s run. The mill has been overhauled and a new [steam] engine and band saw put in and
all the modern improvements added, at an expense of $3,000, which with its first cost makes it a
valuable piece of property. It should be, and is pronounced by those who have seen it in
operation a first class mill in every respect.
….We are informed that a [sleigh] load of logs that scaled 9,500 feet, was hauled from one of
Evan’s camps, to Palmer’s mill by one span of horses…

3/12/1887

3/12/1887

JUMBO LOAD AT RIB LAKE -- Pictures of the Rib Lake “Jumbo load’ are on exhibition at
Suit’s drug store. It was photographed by Lamb who says he is selling a great many of them to
the East and the Prairies as curiosities.

Note the earlier article about the great roads of ice at
Rib Lake.

The [sleigh load of logs] was made up of fifteen 16 foot logs, and scaled 16,550 board feet, and
was hauled five and one half miles by four horses.

To view this photo, go to the photo & document
collection at www.riblakehistory.com Find the index
to the collection and conduct a word search for
“jumbo load.”

HEMLOCK AND MEDFORD’S FIRST TANNERY -- An institution that can do business with
less fuss and feather than the Medford tannery, and still continue to thrive and prosper, is among
the impossibilities. Three years ago John Nystrum commenced building his tannery. At that time
he had very little money and not a great deal of property, but he succeeded by the untiring
energy of himself and boys in putting up his building and getting ready to dress a few hides.
He was a practical tanner, and with the help of his two sons, he has since been running his
industry as he could find means to purchase hides. Slowly but surely he has advance during the
three years until now he has a very good tannery, capable of turning out a large amount of
leather during the year.
He has always done business as near the cash system as it was possible. He buys hides for cash
while his capital lasts, then turns them into leather and sells the leather for cash, shipping some
of it as far as Boston, New York and other eastern cities, taking the money thus procured to
purchase more hides. There have been few men would have had the patience to fight the battle
that Mr. Nystrum has fought and economy and patience were absolutely necessary to insure
success.
Another factor that aided him in his business is his family of boys who are all stalwart young
fellows of sterling worth and industry…
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The article goes on to say that Mr. Nystrum is ill and
his son Robert has taken charge.
In a few years the Shaw family of Boston will appear
at Medford and dominate the tannery trade in Taylor
County before selling out to the United States
Leather Co. headquartered in New York, New York.

4/2/1887

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy was down from Rib Lake yesterday. J.J. has completed his logging
operations for the winter. His mill will not start up until the ice in the lake melts.

Kennedy’s logs are laying on the ice of Rib Lake at
this time. Once the ice melts, his crews floated them
to the mill where the “bull chain” would convey
them—one log at a time—into the mill.
In 1980 Vernon Hanke constructed his home at the
location of the Kennedy and successor saw mills. As
he cleaned up the shoreline he found part of the bull
chain apparatus in the lake. The lake water had
preserved all the wooden parts remaining there after
the last mill was razed in 1950,
Vernon Hanke offered the bull chain remains to me
for safe keeping. They are now a highly valued,
authentic remnant of the great logging operations at
my home, N 8643 CTH C, Rib Lake. If you would
like to see the bull chain remnant, give me a call at
715-427-3444, RPR.

4/2/1887

JOHN DUNCAN SAWMILL—WESTBORO -- John Duncan shipped 1,000,000 shingles in
one day last week, and 30 [railroad] car loads in 4 days.

On April 7,2012 I found a remnant still standing on
the north edge of the sawmill site, One railroad track
stands vertically securely imbedded in a massive
concrete base; on top of the 15 foot high rail is a
large U-bolt.
This object formed an anchor for one or more guide
wires that once ran from the U-bolt to a metal
smokestack at the Duncan mill.
The artifact is 75 feet east of the current Pine Line
recreational trail [built on the former right of way of
the Wisconsin Central Railroad] and ¼ mile south of
CTH D.

4/9/1887
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FIRST WOMEN IN TAYLOR COUNTY VOTE -- There was nothing in the election last
Tuesday to distinguish it from any other town meeting except the fact that three ladies, taking

Duncan McLennan was the brother in law to J.J.
Kennedy. McLennan had been the chairman when

advantage of the recent [Wisconsin] constitutional amendment granted school suffrage to
women, cast their first balls that day in this village [Medford]. Below are the tickets [candidates]
elected:
RIB LAKE
Chairman: Duncan McLennan
Supervisors: L. R. Simerson & George Clark
Clerk: A. B. Kennedy
Treasurer: W. E. Young
Assessor: Angus McDonald
Justices: J. O. D. Coleman, Joe Wise
Constables: Wm. Kennedy, Wm. Mason
WESTBORO
Chairman: J. B. Leonhart
Supervisors: Joseph Grittner, J. Ahlgren
Clerk: William James
Assessors: Frank Fitze, John McCoy
Justices: John Perry, C. [Clarence] C. Palmer, John Fitze & A. H. Peterson
Constables: H. Wagner, M H. Mullen & George Koker
4/16/1887

KENNEDY MILL TO RUN NIGHT AND DAY -- The Rib Lake mill will start up for the
season next Wednesday and run night and day.

4/23/1887

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy spent last Sunday in Medford and visited the Medford [iron] mine
on that day. J. J. is now the manager of that mine.

the Town of Rib Lake was created in 1885.
Nota Bene: by Wisconsin constitutional amendment,
women had received the right to vote—limited to
school board elections.

For the last year a variety of test pits have been dug
around Taylor County searching for iron ore. J. J.
was a charter stock holder in the Medford Mining
Co. digging 2 miles southwest of that city
This is the first mention that he has become the
manager. I suspect prospectors and investors are
getting discouraged. Another part of the same edition
reports: “At the Medford mine the prospect holes
have been filled with water and work has necessarily
been suspended for some time.”

5/6/1887
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LITTLE BLACK—DAVIS & STARR LUMBER CO. -- The Davis & Starr Lumber Co.
received a large spark arrester for their saw mill at Little Black.

The arrestor was a screen to be mounted on top of the
smoke stack to prevent live sparks from escaping.

5/14/1887

RIB LAKE GRADE SCHOOL -- Last Saturday evening the Rib Lake people and a number
from Chelsea enjoyed one of the most enjoyable entertainments Rib Lake ever saw. It was the
school exhibition… Nearly every scholar did their part of perfection, and, in return, received the
hearty applause of near one hundred persons who had paid twenty five cents for admission.
The parents were proud of their children and aware of the fact that their success and rapid
advancement in the past year is, to a large extent, due to their teacher E. C. Getchel…

7/30/1887

KENNEDY -- The large [steam] entire that drives Kennedy’s large saw mill at Rib Lake was
wrecked Wednesday shortly afternoon. The wrist pin broke and both cylinder heads and the
follower were completely demolished.

Elliot C. Getchel had just moved from Spencer. He
taught school in Rib Lake for a short time, was
elected Taylor County Superintendent of Schools,
and became de facto general manager of the Rib
Lake tannery in 1892 and later the village banker. He
built a palatial home on West Street, which for many
years has served as a funeral parlor. As of
11/10/2012, the Getchel house – 933 West Street – is
Rib Lake’s funeral home.
What a class act to take responsibility.

[J. J.] Kennedy blames himself for the accident, as the engineer had pointed out to him the
danger, showing him a crack in the pin.
7/30/1887

RIB LAKE RAILROAD EXTENSION -- The latest thing in railroad building that has come to
the ears of this paper is the extension of the Wisconsin Central [railroad] from Rib Lake to
Tomahawk. The extension would be about 30 miles in length and would cross the Spirit and
Somo Rivers.
The country to be traversed by this [rail] road is heavily timbered, principally with pine, and
would prove a rich field for settlers and lumbermen. J.J. Kennedy is said to be the father of the
scheme, and the Central people have taken hold of the matter with energy. It is safe to predict
that cars will be running over the new road inside of eighteen months.

The connection became a reality in 1902 when the
Wisconsin Central Railroad tracks joined a railroad
build west from Tomahawk, the Marinette,
Tomahawk and Western, 2 miles southwest of Spirit
Falls
The fascinating story of this line is covered in a two
volume edition of a magazine published by the Soo
Line Historical and Technological Society and
authorized by Jim Welton and Robert P. Rusch.
Copies are available as of 4/8/2012 at the Medford
Public library. You can view and download free of
charge the article on line in the Photo and Document
Collection at www.riblakehistory.com.
The August 27th edition of the Star & News
reported; “A crew of 15 men in charge of an engineer
recently arrived at Rib Lake and are now engaged in
making a preliminary survey of the new extension of
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the Rib Lake branch to Tomahawk by the Wisconsin
Central Railroad.”
8/12/1887

FOUNDING OF RIB LAKE PUBLIC LIBRARY -- A circulating library has been put in at Rib
Lake, starting with 75 volumes and 25 subscribers. The projectors of this enterprise expect to
add to the collection from time to time as the means of the society will warrant.

9/3/1887

KENNEDY -- Mrs. J.J. Kennedy and children of Rib Lake returned from Canada yesterday.

Mrs. John J. Kennedy was born in Canada on
10/28/1847 and her maiden name was Flora M.
McLennan. She died 1/31/1910 and was buried in
Spokane, Washington, where she and her husband
were then living.
On September 10 the Star & News reported that J.J.
Kennedy was in Medford “looking for a servant girl.”

9/3/1887

KENNEDY WILL BUILD A NEW MILL AT BOYD, WISCONSIN -- J.J. Kennedy will build
a mill at Boyd, where he has purchased a tract of pine, and it is said that he will also build a mill
on the Soo road where he owns other extensive tracts.

Boyd was and is a small town east of Chippewa Falls
in Chippewa County. The Soo Line Railroad,
technically the “Minneapolis, St Paul & Sault St.
Marie, had just build through north Wisconsin; it
entered the state north of Hudson and proceeded
westward through Ladysmith, Prentice and
Rhinelander before entering the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan.
The October 22, 1887 edition of the Star & News
reports: “J.J. and Angus Kennedy, of Rib Lake, were
in town [Medford] yesterday; J. J. started up his new
mill at Boyd last Thursday and will keep it running
night and day until the pine he owns there is sawed
out. The mill is of 40,000 feet capacity. Mr. Kennedy
also has tracts of pine on the M. S. Ste. M & A.
railroad, and may build on that road, but has not yet
decided what he will do.”
The Minneapolis, Sault Ste. Mare & Atlantic
Railroad ran across north Wisconsin, just south of
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Lake Superior. Kennedy had only four sawmills in
Wisconsin:
1) Spencer c. 1876-1878;
2) Ogema, c. 1879;
3) Boyd, c. 1887-1889;
4) Rib Lake, 1881-1902.
Only his Rib Lake mill reached substantial size and
operations. Kennedy shipped logs from outside
Taylor County by rail to his Rib Lake mill.
9/3/1887

UNSUCCESSFUL STRIKE -- The freight brakemen and yardmen of the Wisconsin Central
Railroad attempted a strike which appears to have fallen flat… The demand of the strikers was
for an increase in pay from $1.90 to $2.12 per day.

9/7/1887

WHITTLESEY -- The Winchester, Kingsbury & Co. mill at Whittlesey will be stocked this
winter with 1,000,000 feet of logs.

Yesterday, April 7, 2012, Bryan Wilson, Mark
Berglund and I walked the old railroad right of way
[now the Pine Line recreational trail] through
Whittlesey; we looked in vain for any sign that a saw
mill once operated there.

9/24/1887

KENNEDY AND MINING -- It is our painful duty to announce that mining in the vicinity of
this village [Medford] is suffering from a very severe case of black-eye. The Medford Union
Mining Co. has concluded to suspend operations, and sell the [hoisting] machinery recently
purchased and other companies are closing up their affairs preparatory to a temporary shut down
that may prove permanent…

Several months ago it was announced that J.J.
Kennedy had been made president of the Medford
[Union] Mining Co. I surmise he had the insight and
courage to call a halt to operations despite the steady
flood of predictions printed in the TC STAR &
NEWS that profitable ore would be found.

10/1/1887

TRAIN SCHEDULE -- Rib Lake trains leave Chelsea twice a day, at 10:10 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Trains left Rib Lake for Chelsea twice a day, 11:40 a.m. and 6:15 p.m.

This is the start of twice a day service between
Chelsea and Rib Lake.
The distance between Rib Lake and Chelsea by train
was 5 ½ miles. While traffic was mainly lumber from
Kennedy’s mill, a combination freight and passenger
car was run with any freight traffic.

10/1/1887
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FREDERICK WEYERHAEUSER -- The Mississippi Logging Co. has bought out the Knap,
Stout & Company. The consideration was said to be $7,500,000. The Weyerhaeuser company

Frederick Weyerhaeuser was the business marvel and
president of the Mississippi Logging Co. The

10/1/1887

now owns about all the lumbering interests in western Wisconsin.

company exists to this day. It was active in pine
logging in western Town of Westboro, driving logs
into the Jump and Yellow Rivers and then the
Chippewa.

GREENWOOD “MOB” -- Last week we published an account of an attempt on the part of
certain citizens of the Town of Greenwood to force a resident of the town to move. A warrant
was issued by Justice Hobbs of this village [Medford] and Sheriff Grad and under sheriff Adams
arrested six of the parties last Tuesday and brought them to town for examination.

The prior article said the group went as a mob armed
with guns to intimidate the Volge family to leave
their farm home and the township.

Their names are as follows: Henry Voss, chairman of the Town of Greenwood, the Rev. Chas.
Meyers, Lutheran minister, Theodore Oldinger, F. Hattes, W. M. Fechtner, Jr., and F.
Sanflenburger. Three of the party could not be found and the case as to them was discontinued.
The parties were arrested for unlawful assembling to do an unlawful act, and as the evidence
convinced the Justice that they were not innocent he bound them over to the next term of court.
The Rev. Chas. Meyers appears to have cut a very important figure in this case.
The parties do not attempt to deny that they attempted to drive Vogle from the Town of
Greenwood, and excuse themselves on the grounds that he was not very popular among his
neighbors. They appear to have very crude and peculiar ideas of liberty in general, and evidence
a desire to augment their own freedom by curtailing that of their neighbors. They should know
more when they get older, but the chances are against it, as that class of freemen never learns.
10/1/1887

KENNEDY WILL RUN NIGHT AND DAY -- J.J. Kennedy was down from Rib Lake Monday
looking for a night crew for his mill. He will run his mill night and day until the freeze up.

10/22/1887

KENNEDY OPENS ANOTHER SAW MILL AT BOYD, WISCONSIN -- J. J. and Angus
Kennedy, of Rib Lake, were in town yesterday. J.J. STARTED UP HIS NEW MILL AT BOYD
last Thursday morning for the winter’s run, and will keep it running night and day until the pine
he owns there is sawed out. The mill is of 40,000 feet [per day] capacity.
Mr. Kennedy also has tracts of pine on the M.S. Ste. M & A. [Minneapolis, Sault Ste. Marie &
Atlantic] railroad, and may build a mill on that road, but has not yet decided what do to.
(emphasis added)
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Angus Kennedy was J.J. brother and right hand man
in running lumbering operations.
Boyd is a small town in Chippewa County just west
of Taylor County. I surmise that Kennedy bought
substantial pine stumpage there; J.J. has been running
his mill at Rib Lake “day and night,” i.e. at maximum
output. The only way to cut the Boyd pine in a timely
fashion was to involve another mill.

This the first and only time that Kennedy ran another
saw mill simultaneously with operating at Rib Lake.
10/29/1887

WHITTLESEY -- Sanger, Rockwell & Co. has contracted for 9,000,000 feet of logs with which
to stock A. A. Hale’s Whittlesey mill the next season.

10/29/1887

UNIQUE RAILROAD ACCIDENT AT “WESTBORO SAG” -- Last Saturday night a log train
broke in two [that is, the couplings between two cars became unfastened] on the grade of what is
known as the “Westboro sag,” between Westboro and Chelsea, the detached cars running back
and colliding with a freight train which was following, making a wreck of the freight train
locomotive and injuring the fireman, a man named O’Brien.

The sag, i.e., the low point of the right-of-way, is
along Fischer Creek south of the railroad bridge over
Silver Creek. The north high point is at Westboro and
the south high point is at the current Czarneski farm.

There were 3 men on the engine, the engineer, fireman and conductor of the freight train. All of
them saw the approaching run-away cars, and the fireman jumped, the conductor and engineer
remaining on the engine. The fireman struck the ground all right but before he could spread
space between him and the point of contact between the trains, the collision occurred and he was
caught by falling logs and wreckage. He was not fatally injured, however.
The other two men, who remained on the engine, were entirely unharmed, but the engine itself
was stripped of stack, dome and cab. How they ever came out of the wreck alive is “one of these
things which no fellow can find out.”
11/5/1887

NOTICE -- Notice is hereby given that a note signed by J. H. Wheelock and endorsed by J.J.
Kennedy and A. J. Perkins dated October 24, 1887, running ninety days, was lost by me on the
date drawn. All persons are cautioned not to trade for this note. Nov. 3, 1887. -- J. H. Wheelock

Further in the same edition it was reported: THE
EXCHANGE BANK:
Last Friday night the Exchange Bank of Medford
was closed by attachments sworn out by A. J. Perkins
and J.J. Kennedy. Their attachments were made on
notes drawn by J. H. Wheelock and endorsed by
Perkins and Kennedy. On Monday Mr. Wheelock
made an assignment for the benefit of his creditors,
E. H. Schweppe being the assignee.
As a matter of record, rumor has had full swing in
this case. Reports have been sent to the daily papers
to the effect that “every man, woman and child in
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Taylor County who had money to spare deposited it
in the Exchange Bank.” And that the deposits were
estimated from $30.00 to $40,000. In addition to
reports sent in to the daily press, numerous parties in
the village whose business have been very
industrious in working up sensations to retell to all
who would listen.
The facts of the case, as near as we can learn from
reliable sources are as follows: Perkins and Kennedy
became frightened and concluded that they had better
secure their endorsements and made the attachments
when the Cashier, J. H. Wheelock landed from the
train Friday night. Mr. Wheelock offered to secure
them on the endorsements by mortgages on his
exempt property, his homestead and abstracts of title,
valued at about $7,000, but they refused and the
attachment was made. As a natural consequence,
excitement on the streets the next day resulted and
parties who owed the bank on overdrafts commence
to tell how much they had lost in the “failure.”
As near as we can judge from conversations with
the Cashier, J. H. Wheelock, and the book keeper, E.
L. Urquhart, the deposits will not be much above
$6,000, and the property, if judiciously handled, will
pay all liabilities, and leave something for the
Cashier. We have made an effort to get a statement of
liabilities and a list of property, but have been unable
to do so as yet, for the reason that the books of the
bank were seized on the attachments,
notwithstanding the fact that they were exempt
property. The Attachment will be lifted soon, and
then we will be able to give a fair and impartial
statement of the assets and liabilities.
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As the editor of this paper is a brother of the Cashier,
J. H. Wheelock, and as his sympathies are naturally
with the bank, it is expected that he will be biased in
his judgment. That being the case, we will endeavor
to curb over indignation at what we consider unjust
treatment and give only such information as facts
will warrant.
Perkins and Kennedy, the gentlemen who
precipitated the crisis, shall have fair treatment in this
paper, but we demand for the bank and Cashier the
same fair treatment that is accorded by us to others.
We shall take particular pains to run down lies and
expose them, and parties who are now trying to
make capital out of this misfortune will do well to
remember that the exact truth in regard to attachment
will be established as soon as we can get it, and those
who are now biting off more than they can chew will
be compelled to acknowledge the corp. (sic)
EXCHANGE BANK -- Nothing of startling nature has developed during the past week in the
Exchange Bank affairs. On Tuesday the attachments of Perkins and Kennedy were lifted by the
cashier, J. H. Wheelock, giving those gentlemen security on his residence and two lots on the
west side [of Medford]. The assignee, E. L. Schweppe, with E. L Urquhart as assistant and
accountant, is now in possession of the assists [of the Exchange Bank] and an inventory will be
filed in a short time.

11/128/1887

Confidence in the ability of the bank to pay all claims is general. Those who have money on
deposit there, with very few exceptions, are perfectly satisfied to await the action of the
assignee.

Wisconsin law provided for voluntary action by a
debtor called assignment for benefit of creditors. The
law was sometimes called “little bankruptcy.”
Cashier Wheelock used that law here by assigning
Wheelock’s assets [including the Exchange Bank
which Wheelock apparently owned] to Schweppe;
Schweppe had the authority and duty to use those
assets to settle claims against cashier Wheelock and
the Exchange Bank.
It looked unreasonable to me that J.J. Kennedy and
A. J. Perkins rejected Wheelock’s offer to give them
a mortgage on his home as described in the earlier
article.

11/26/1887
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TC STAR &

HEMLOCK -- The prospects look bright for the coming winter. Several parties will buy pine

I have attempted to find some confirmation of the

NEWS

and hemlock logs in this [Medford] and adjoining towns and, probably, two firms will be in the
market for [wheel] hub timber. This will give farmers an occupation at home for their timber
and shiny money to their pocket.

often heard claim that after hemlock was stripped of
its tanbark, the logs—in the beginning—were of no
value and left in the woods to rot; to date I have read
nothing in the early TCN papers to confirm the
claim.
I have always been skeptical of that claim. Once you
have a bunch of hemlock trees laying there, stripped
of their bark, with skid and sleigh trails made so the
tan bark can be moved to the tannery, I suspect the
hemlock was cut into saw timber; while it wasn’t the
preferred white pine lumber that resulted, it produced
usable lumber and a way to make a buck.

11/26/1887

HEMLOCK -- N.B. Holway, of La Crosse, and James Hewitt of Neillsville, spent the first 3
days of the weeks in Medford and vicinity. They were arranging to buy logs to be put in the
Black River and run to La Cross where the first named gentleman owns a large saw mill. He has
contracted FOR A LARGE AMOUNT OF HEMLOCK, and left a man here, named Marcus
Sievers, to look after his interests. (emphasis added)

The Black River flows from Medford to the
Mississippi River which it joins just north of La
Crosse.
Here is a purchase of hemlock that has already been
felled and stripped of its tanbark.
In all probability, the tanbark had been purchased by
the Nystrum tannery in Medford; it was operating at
the time and had been running for the past 3 years.

11/26/1887

PROHIBITION -- Some years ago W. G. Moore bought a lot at Prentice from the Jump River
Lumber Co upon which he erected a building which he rented to R. M. Stitt. Stitt started a
saloon in the building and as the [lumber] company has a clause in all their deeds prohibiting the
sale of liquor on lot sold by them, the company commenced an action against Moore and Stitt to
declare the sale void and compel them to vacate the premises.

Fayette Delos Shaw built the tannery in Rib Lake in
1891 and bought much land in what would become
the north part of the village; he platted much of the
land and sold lots, the deeds of which prohibited the
sale of liquor.

For the past 2 years the action has been in litigation. Last Wednesday the Wisconsin Supreme
Court held in favor of the company.

J.J. Kennedy was a non drinker and, according to
Wheelock’s 2/27/1886 overview, the sale of liquor
and beer in Rib Lake “Village” was prohibited.
Rib Lake township issued liquor licenses for taverns
in the mid 1890’s only after a referendum of town
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voters favored it.
12/3/1887

WESTBORO -- We learned that [pine] logs will be put in at Westboro as follows:
John Duncan, 8,000,000
Evens & Smith, 6,000,000
James Ritchie, 3,000,000
P. Anderson, 3,000,000
The amounts in all cases are estimated. Mr. Ritchie will land his logs on a side [railroad] track,
and they will be run [railroaded] to the Davis & Starr Lumber Company’s mill at Little Black.
The logs put in by Evans & Smith and Anderson are also for the same firm and will be banked
on Silver Creek and sawed at C. C. Palmer’s mill at Westboro. Frank Bonneville is also talking
of putting in 5 or 6 million feet. Palmer’s mill will probably start up late in January and run
during the year.

12/3/1887

COUNTY POOR FARM -- Superintendent Nick Ries, of the county poor farm, has moved into
[the newly constructed] poor house, and in a week or so will be prepared to receive and care for
paupers. He has accommodations for about 30, and it is probable that the capacity will be fully
taxed. Two parties now being cared for at the National Hotel will be transferred to the county
farm at once, and a farmer from the Town of Deer Creek with his 3 children will also be
accommodated…

12/10/1887

HEMLOCK – A. [Albert] J. Perkins recently made a sale of a 15,000 acre tract of railroad land
in Taylor County to N. B. Holway of La Crosse, the consideration being $ 3.25 per acre, pine
timber being reserved. Mr. Holway purchased this tract FOR THE LAND AND HEMLOCK
TIMBER. This sale nets Perkins a neat little sum on commission.

The Wisconsin Central Railroad received a gift from
the U.S. Government of every other section of land
for 18 miles either side of the railroad as a reward for
constructing the railroad. Here the railroad sells some
of that huge acreage.
Note that the “pine was reserved.” That means that
the seller, the Wisconsin Central Railroad, kept title
to all the pine trees on the tract with the right to enter
and harvest the pine, or, to sell those rights to yet
another party.

12/30/1887
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KENNEDY -- Joseph Lamphear was at home Christmas. He is employed as engineer at
Kennedy’s Boyd mill.

In the fall J.J. Kennedy surprised everyone by
opening up a second saw mill at Boyd, Wisconsin, to
saw pine he had purchased there.

1/21/1888

1/28/1888

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO—JOHN DUNCAN -- Several employees of John Duncan of Westboro have
jumped their jobs and will commence suit to collect their wages due. Mr. Duncan, they say,
refuses to pay them before spring and requires a greater amount of work than they are willing to
give for the money. Several lawsuits will probably be the result as Mr. Duncan is known for his
vigor with which he defends what he considers his rights.
KENNEDY -- Johnny Eck, chore boy for J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake, froze his fingers in a very
peculiar manner a few days ago. He had been working at the barn and discovered upon entering
the store that the ends of several of his fingers were frozen. A barrel of kerosene had just been
rolled into the store and tapped, and as Johnny believed that oil was a sovereign remedy in all
cases of frost bite, and under all circumstances, he immersed his fingers up to the knuckle joint
in the oil.
As the temperature of the oil was many degrees below the freezing point, the natural result was
that, instead of the frost being drawn out of the fingers, they were frozen solidly. At first it was
feared that amputation of his fingers would be necessary, but hopes are now entertained of
saving them.

1/28/1888

WESTBORO WAIFS -- A good many [logging] camps have broken up north of us on account
of the deep snow. It will make it hard for the men to lay idle until spring opens.

Too much snow can be as bad as too little snow.

2/4/1888

HEMLOCK -- Mr. Holway is putting in a large number of hemlock logs, He is one of the men
that can see something besides a pine tree when he goes into the woods. The day may yet come
when the hemlock and hardwood in Taylor County will be worth something, and there is more
of that kind of timber here than there ever was of pine. It is time the slaughter of valuable timber
is stopped.

Prior reports said Holway was driving hemlocks logs
down the Black River for sawing in his La Cross,
Wisconsin, sawmill.

2/4/1888

WESTBORO FIRE -- The Star Hotel at Westboro, owned by J. B. Leonhart, and operated by
Wm. Adams, and the Central House, built by Wellington H. Haight, and owned by Alice
McLeod of Milwaukee, were burned to the ground this morning.

Just a week prior, fire destroyed much of the business
district of Ogema which had no fire department.
Earlier in 1887 a fire destroyed much of Whittlesey
and Chelsea.

The fire started in the Central House, which was vacant, at 1 a.m. and since there were no means
to fight the fire, it spread to the adjoining building. Good work by citizens saved other buildings
that were too close for comfort.
There was insurance of $2,000 on the Star Hotel but that amount would not cover the loss.
Whether there was insurance on the other building or not, could not be learned. Mr. Leonhart
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will probably rebuild.
2/11/188

HARDWOOD LUMBER -- Sanger, Rockwell & Co. of Milwaukee will buy [yellow] birch and
pine logs delivered at Shattuck’s saw mill in this village [Medford]. They will take any
amount—at they can get. He is the opportunity for formers to dispose of their birch timber, of
which there is a large supply on every farm. Farmers having logs to sell should see F. N. Norton
of Whittlesey or George L. Shattuck of Medford.

This is the first ad I recall appearing in the Taylor
County Star and News for hardwood saw logs.
Note that the ad was for yellow birch. There was
almost no white birch growing in Taylor County in
1888. White birch is a sun loving, pioneer species
that grew prolifically after the virgin forest was cut.
In 1864 surveyors divided Taylor County into
townships and sections as part of the U. S.
Government initial land survey; the surveyors were
require to note and record the type of trees found at
their survey point. Those notes demonstrate the
hemlock and yellow birch dominated the original
forest here.

3/3/1888

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy made one of his regular visits to the county seat Wednesday last.

3/3/1888

RIB LAKE -- Dr. Sheerer departed Monday for Rib Lake where he will do dental work, and
teach a class of about fifty members’ vocal music. He expects to be at the lake about two weeks.

3/17/1888

KENNEDY -- Notwithstanding the deep snow of the past winter, J. J. Kennedy has put in all the
logs he wanted at Rib Lake.

Quite an impressive achievement!

4/7/1888

KENNEDY’S BOYD SAW MILL -- J.J. Kennedy’s Boyd mill has shut down, after a very
successful run of five months, during which time 6,000.000 feet of logs have been transformed
into lumber.

The edition of April 28 reported: “A. Dodge returned
Tuesday from Boyd, where he has been spending the
winter as general businessman for J.J. Kennedy.

4/7/1888

TOWN OF GREENWOOD ELECTION -- Elected in April, 1888:
Bruno Schwabe, chairman
Supervisors: Joseph Thums and Franz Klein
Clerk, William Martin
Treasurer, Thomas Seidl
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Note that John J. Kennedy was usually referred to by
his initials “J. J.”

Assessor, Thomas Brehm
Justices: George Knower, Thomas Brehm, Fred Lorenz & Jon. Root
Constables: Joseph Dums, G. Lorenz & F. Lerch
4/28/1888

KENNEDY -- The Rib Lake mill [Kennedy’s] is once more running. The ice in the lake having
thawed and broken up

The mill had stopped running in March, 1888. It was
reopened as soon as it was again possible to float
logs to the bull chain which fed the logs into the mill
for sawing.

5/19/1888

POLITICS -- Benny [Bernard] Hoey, the lonesome Rib Lake democrat, was in Medford
Thursday. He found consolation by visiting the P. M. [post master?]

J.J. Kennedy was very active in Republican politics
on county, state and national levels; he often attended
the Republican National Convention as he did in
June, 1888 in Chicago

6/2/1888

WHITTLESEY -- The Winchester, Kingbury & Co.’s saw mill at Whittlesey shut down, the
stock of logs having all been sawed. The mill will probably be moved to north of Phillips.

Something was seriously wrong with the mill
operators. To have cut your entire supply this early in
the season bespeaks big problems in management.

6/2/1888

C.G. Suits and others visited Nigger Lake armed with fishing tackle, bait and lunch. They
returned minus the lunch with about 200 fish of the smaller varieties.

In the 1970’s, the Taylor County board changed the
name to Mat Ochs Lake. The original name referred
to a black family that had settled in the
neighborhood.

6/30/1888

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy is now making his annual visit to his old Canadian home. He left
Chicago [where he had headed up the Taylor County delegation to the Republican National
Convention] for Canada late last week, to be absent about two weeks, after which he will again
take up his load of business in Rib Lake.

Kennedy’s ancestral home was north from Cornwall,
Ontario.

Angus Kennedy of Rib Lake, First Lieutenant of J.J. Kennedy, was in Medford last Wednesday
to consult Dr. Miller in regard to his little son, who had been monkeying with some poisonous
weed, and had a bad face on him in consequence.

J. J. had three brothers, Angus, Hugh and William
with him at Rib Lake, each of who were involved to
some extent in his lumbering enterprise. Angus
shared J.J.’s passion for lumber and was indeed his
first lieutenant.
When J.J. sold the J.J. Kennedy Lumber Co. and its
Rib Lake assets in 1900, Angus was the only brother
that stayed in the lumber business, moving to Idaho
to harvest and process its white pine.
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7/7/1888

7/27/1888

RAILROAD PLANS FOR PHILLIPS LUMBER COMPANY -- Road Master Jennes, in charge
of the railroad division [segment] between Chelsea and Mellen, has resigned his position with
the Wisconsin Central Railroad. His resignation was occasioned by his acceptance of a position
with the Phillips [Wisconsin] Lumber Co. which plans to build a logging railroad from Phillips
to a tract of timber about 20 miles distant.

This far reaching logging railroad ran east from
Phillips and had a massive number of spurs in Price
and Oneida Counties and operated for a decades
under the ownership of the George R. Davis Lumber
Co.

Mr., Jennes will have charge of the construction of the new railroad and will operate it for its
owners when completed. The Wisconsin Central will furnish [rent] the iron [track] for the new
road, but the Phillips Lumber Co. will do all the work, furnish ties, build bridges, grade
[excavate and fill] and operate the road in its own interest. It is claimed that the new road will
tap a tract of about 300,000,000 feet of excellent pine, and the manufacture of the timber in
Phillips will be a fine thing for that village

The idea of a lumber company operating its own
railroad to feed raw material to its mill was relatively
new in Wisconsin. The Phillip’s operation caught the
eye of J.J. Kennedy and may well have fired his
decision in 1891 to build such a railroad at Rib Lake.

FORECLOSURE SALE OF C. C. PALMER’S WESTBORO SAW MILL

Here is the background: Clarence C. Palmer owned a
sawmill on the banks of Silver Creek on the east side
of Westboro. He wanted to make improvements by
installing newer machinery but did not have the
money.

SHERIFF’S SALE – LIEN FORECLOSURE
C. B. DeGroat, George Giddings and O. F. Lewis, Plaintiff, versus C. C. Palmer, Eau Claire
Grocery Company, and E. P. Allis, Defendants
By virtue of, and in pursuance of a judgment of foreclosure and sale, rendered in the above
entitled action on the 28th day of June, 1888, I will offer for sale and sell at public auction to the
highest bidder for cash, at the front door of the Court House at Medford, Wisconsin, on the 27th
day of August, 1888, at 10 a.m. of that day the buildings situated upon the premises hereinafter
described, together with all of the right, title and interest which the defendant C. C. Palmer had
in and to said premises on the 3rd day of February, 1888, or which the said defendants or any
per claiming under them have since acquired therein, with the privileges and appurtanances (sic)
thereunto belonging.
The following is a description of the premises to be sold as aforesaid: situated ion the Town of
Westboro, County of Taylor, State of Wisconsin and described as follows: the southwest quarter
(1/4) of the southwest quarter (1/4) of section seven (7), Township thirty-three (33) North,
Range two (2) east.
Dated July 11, 1888 MIKE GRAD, Sheriff of Taylor County, Wis.
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The plaintiff’s, commonly called the Giddings &
Lewis Co., agreed to provide the new machinery and
take payments periodically in the future secured by a
mortgage in the real estate. After the machinery was
installed, Palmer failed to make the payments and the
plaintiff’s sued both Palmer and others of Palmer’s
creditors which had obtained liens against the real
estate for other debts Palmer had incurred.

FIRE DESTROYED C.C. PALMER’S SAW MILL – C.C. Palmer’s mill was struck by
lightning Thursday morning and burned to the ground. It seemed as though liquid fire was
poured down upon it as it seemed to igniter in all parts at once. Clarence Palmer was the first
one to reach the mill, on being summoned by the night watchman. The fire had gained such
headway that he only got out one [shingle] packer before all entrance to the mill was cut off by
the flames.

A fire like this—just before a scheduled foreclosure
auction-is suspicious. The usual motive for sawmill
arson is to collect insurance money and pay off the
debts; it is jokingly called “selling the mill to the
insurance company.” But here the writer claims
there was no insurance except on the band saw.

P. M. Campbell lost tools amounting in value to two hundred dollars. Isaac Gay lost all his mill
tools amounting to quite a sum. There was no insurance except upon the band saw. It is a heavy
loss to the owners, and the loss to Westboro cannot be estimated. The mill has been doing
splendid work this summer, and would soon have become a source of profit to the owner, but
when the elements combine against a man, what can he do?

The two men who lost tools in the fire may have been
contractors working there making shingles.

8/11/1888

EXCELSIOR FACTORY AT MEDFORD -- Mr. Nostitz, one of the members of the Medford
Manufacturing Company, is making contracts with farmers for basswood bolts for the excelsior
factory. This industry puts a good many round dollars into the pockets of Medford farmers.

Excelsior was shredded wood used for packing.

9/1/1888

POLITICS AT RIB LAKE -- Rib Lake was the scene of a Republican Rally last Monday
evening. J. D. Williams made the principal speech, and O. H. Foster delivered himself of a few
remarks that were appropriate and full of meaning. Rib Lake, while not the banner Republican
town in Taylor County, has less Democratic votes than any other town, and the [Republican]
club there is a vigorous one.

In 1972 I ran for Taylor County district attorney as a
Democrat. After a successful campaign I was at a
party meeting and introduced as the first Democrat to
be elected Taylor County district attorney; that
statement precipitated an argument between two old
Democrats as to whether or not I was the first
Democrat to hold that county position. One old timer
insisted that Thomas Andresen was the first county
Democrat D.A. Then the older old timer retorted:
“Andresen won when he ran as a Republican, but lost
when he ran as a Democrat!’

9/1/1888

POLITICS AT RIB LAKE -- A party from Rib Lake is expected in Medford tonight. They will
come by wagon, each gentleman wearing a Republican campaign hat. The wagon box used for
this occasion was especially manufactured by A. B. Kennedy and is gorgeously painted and
decorated.

9/8/1888

HEMLOCK -- For years farmers in this section [Taylor County] have been compelled to make
contracts with Milwaukee parties when they wanted to sell hemlock bark. In most cases the
profits of a [railroad] car load entirely vanished before returns were received, and in some cases

8/4/1888
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I think this is what had happened. When tan bark is
first stripped from the tree it weighs a lot because it is
filled with sap,, principally water. It was shipped to

there would not be bark enough to pay the freight [charge to Milwaukee]. Mr. Brucker [of
Medford] now buys bark delivered in Medford, where it is measured in pile, and the farmer’s
responsibility ends there.

Milwaukee and weighed and the farmer was paid
based on its Milwaukee weight. The selling farmer
was responsible for the railroad shipping charges,
which, when deducted by the tannery from its
account with the farmer, left the farmer in the red.
Under the new system, the farmer sells by cords
determined by measuring 4x4x4 feet at Medford and
the buyer is solely responsible to pay any railroad
charges.
Competition for tan bark has soared. Medford now
has the Nystrum tannery. Local farmers can deliver
the tanbark to the Nystrum tannery and avoid all
railroad charges.

10/13/1888

RAILROAD SINKHOLE BETWEEN CHELSEA AND WESTBORO -- Some weeks ago
mention was made of a sink hole in the track of the Wisconsin Central Railroad between
Chelsea and Westboro. This sink hole has been a source of trouble to the company before, and a
large amount of earth was dumped there nine years ago in an effort to bring it up to a level with
the track on each side, That effort was successful for a time, but gradually the track lowered
again, and this spring it was found necessary to once more haul gravel to raise it.
The additional weight [of the new fill] was too much for the foundation, and THE BOTTOM
DROPPED OUT. From that time until the present a large crew of men and a train have been
engaged in try to fill the hole without success. FOUR THOUSAND [RAIL] CAR LOADS AND
TWO HUNDRED CAR LOADS OF LOGS HAVE BEEN HAULED THERE AND HAVE
DISAPPEARED INTO THE MUD AND WATER THAT FORMS THE LAKE.
The bank on each side has been caving [in], also, and that earth added to the supply. The
strangest part of the whole thing is that on each side of the track, at some little distance, the
surface has raised about six feet, bearing [lifting] trees fifty feet in height and smaller in its
effort to become hills.
Evidently there is a lake of black muck and water under this spot and as earth is dumped in the
mud it is pressed one side and raises the crust on either hand. A sounding rod has been put down
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The location of this sink hole can be easily seen
today. It is a small lake, perhaps 5 acres in size. The
Pine Line recreation trail—built in 1990 on the
former railroad right-of-way-- passes through the
middle of the small lake which is ¼ mile north of
where State Trunk Highway 13 crosses the Pine
Line.

about sixty feet without success [without hitting solid bottom]. Sink holes have been found at
other points of the [rail] road, but none that caused so much trouble and expense. At present
trains are using a temporary track around the difficulty. (emphasis added)
11/3/1888

KENNEDY TO OPERATE BOYD SAW MILL FOR SECOND YEAR -- J.J. Kennedy has
contracted for a steam snow plow and logging machine combined, to be used on his logging
roads near Bold.

In the fall of 1887 came the surprise announcement
that Kennedy would operate a saw mill at Boyd,
Wisconsin, in addition to his long operating mill at
Rib Lake.
The “logging machine” was a steam hauler. It was
like a railroad locomotive, except it had no wheels.
Instead, caterpillar tracks supported it and sleigh-like
runners in from permitted a “steersman” to steer it.
The steam hauler eventually used at Rib Lake was
manufactured by the Phoenix Iron Co. of Eau Claire,
25 miles southwest of Boyd. I wonder if they
manufactured a “steam snow plow.” RPR

11/17/1888

HEMLOCK -- Marcus Seivers, business man for N. B. Holway, is again actively engaged in
making contracts for logs along the two branches of the Black River, He has already started in a
crew at the camp used last winter, where about 21,000,000 feet of hemlock logs will be banked.

South of Medford the Black and Little Black Rivers
join—hence the term two branches.
These logs would be driven to the Holway mill at La
Crosse, Wisconsin.

11/17/1888

THE PINE IS ABOUT ALL GONE -- The machinery for the new heading factory has arrived
and will soon be in place in the planing mill of the Medford Manufacturing Company. The new
industry will create a demand for timber that will add one more source of revenue for the
farmers of this town [Medford]. They should avail themselves of this opportunity to dispose of
their timber, and in that way the cost of clearing land will be lessened.

I believe a heading mill made the ends, i.e. “heads,’
for wooden barrels. The sides were made of “staves.”
Eventually, Medford had a factory making barrel
hoops out of “slippery elm.” These were the days
before cardboard, so barrels were ubiquitous.

The future of Medford appears to be brightening up a little bit. THE PINE IS ABOUT ALL
GONE…
11/24/1888
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SCIENTIFIC LOGGING BY RAILROAD -- A Chippewa Falls dispatch to the Milwaukee
Journal says that “weather prophets are predicting an open winter.” Should that prophecy prove
true, the lack of snow would not be much of a disaster to loggers as formerly. LOGGING IS

An “open winter” was one without snow. Snow was
essential’ a sine qua non, in sleighing logs to a river
bank or the saw mill.

CONDUCTED MUCH MORE SCIENTIFICALLY BY THE USE OF LOGGING
RAILROADS and flooding the tracks [with logs].
The pool will curtail the cut this winter, putting in about 400,000,000 feet of logs, which is
about two-thirds of the usual cut. About 300,000,000 feet will be carried over. The policy of the
pool is to use up the old stock of logs that has been accumulating for years by being stranded
along the [Chippewa] river. On the St. Croix, Black and other streams the example will be
followed. (emphasis added)
11/24/1888

HEMLOCK -- The Medford Manufacturing Company has been trying experiments of late. Mr.
Nostitz, general manager, showed the writer examples of excelsior made from balsam, hemlock
and black ash. The balsam excelsior was very fine, and, to an inexperienced eye, looks as
adapted to all purposes as the basswood [which was heretofore used].

The “pool’ was a consortium of major lumber
interests that made joint decisions regarding
lumbering in the Chippewa River Valley.

The same edition ran “Westboro Whittlings”, a
column of Town of Westboro news reported:
“Several camps are being put in on Jump River for
cutting hemlock. That does not look as though the
woods will be abandoned when the pine is gone.”

The hemlock is of a different grade and can only be used for packing, while the black ash is too
heavy.
12/8/1888

CLEAR CUTTING – A.J. Perkins and son have put in a logging camp on section 16 (16 31 1E)
in this town. The crew will be a small one, numbering only ten men, with two teams. Perkins &
Son recently purchased the land the camp is on and THEY WILL SKIN IT OF ALL TIMBER
THAT WILL MAKE LUMBER. The logs will be sawed in the Shattuck mill in this village
[Medford]. (emphasis added)

This is the first mention of clear cutting, cutting all
trees, in the Star and News. Up to this time loggers
took only pine and selected other species. The era of
clear cutting has dawned.
Section 16 is one mile northwest of the now city of
Medford.

12/22/1888

SPRUCE AND BALSAM PULPWOOD -- John Riedl, of this place [Medford], will buy spruce
and balsam pulp wood at Chelsea, Whittlesey, Little Black and Stetsonville. The wood must be
in lengths of 3 feet, 8 inches, and 7 feet, 4 inches, at least 5 inches on the small end. 128 cubic
feet to constitute a cord. He will pay the following prices per cord:

This pulpwood would be railroaded outside of Taylor
County to be made into paper.

At Chelsea: spruce $2.55 and balsam $1.65
At Whittlesey: spruce $2.60 and balsam $1.70
12/22/1888
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KENNEDY—JUMBO LOAD PHOTOGRAPH -- Above we print a [wood] cut of the Jumbo
Four Horse Load of 1888. This load [of logs] was hauled five miles on the main logging [ice]
road from J.J. Kennedy’s camps to his Rib Lake saw mill in March last—we failed to get the
exact date.

You may view, download and print—free of
charge—the photo from the Photo & Document
collection at www.riblakehistory.com

W. W. Lamb of this place [Medford] photographed the load at the landing April 2, 1888. The
load contained twenty-one logs, and the sawed lumber scaled 22,291 feet. A. J. McDonald was
foreman of the camp and Charles Pinkerton the teamster.
Large Imperial Photographs (7x10) mailed to any address by W. W. Lamb on receipt of fifty
cents each.
2/2/1889

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy and Duncan McLennan, King and Premier of Rib Lake, were in
town [Medford].

3/2/1889

KENNEDY -- Last Thursday morning Dr. McDonald assisted by Dr. Miller amputated the leg
of Julius Lemke of Chelsea. Lemke got his foot crushed about a month ago in one of J. J.
Kennedy’s camps, Dr. McDonald did think at first he could save the limb but it took a bad turn
and amputation was found necessary. At last accounts, Lemke was doing well and in a fair way
to recover.

3/2/1889

WILLIAM JAMES -- William James, one of the oldest residents of Taylor County, died at
Westboro Thursday morning after an illness of only a few days. Mr. James was a brother of
Mrs. Clarence C. Palmer [Westboro saw mill owner]. He leaves a wife and three children.

3/23/1889
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James Lake is named for him; his homestead was on
its shores. In 2012 the lake adjoins Camp Forest
Springs.

LITTLE BLACK MILL DESTROYED BY FIRE -- The saw mill at Little Black owned by the
The mill was insured. Considerable timber from
Davis & Starr Lumber Co. of Eau Claire burned Sunday. The fire caught in the engine room,
Westboro and Chelsea was railroaded to that mill for
probably from an exploding lamp and, as the room was covered by oil as all engine rooms are,
sawing.
the fire found ready food in the inflammable material about the room. The watchman, who was
in the boiler house, was driven back by the flames when he attempted to enter the engine room
and, as he could not get the pumping engine to work, it was but a few moments before the entire
wooden portion of the mill was in flames, which soon reduced the building to ashes and charred
timbers…
A crew of men is now at work clearing out the site, and work on the new mill will commence at
once. Another crew is at work strengthening and raising the dam [on the Little Black River] four
feet, which will give a larger pond in which to store logs. The company hopes to have the new
mill working within ten weeks. (emphasis added)
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Duncan was J.J.’s brother in law and chairman of the
Town of Rib Lake. Duncan was J. J. long time
accountant and business manager,

3/30/1889

4/6/1889
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CITY OF MEDFORD INCORPORATED -- The bill incorporating the City of Medford was
approved by the Governor Saturday last and published in the official state newspaper in
Madison…

Up to this point, all the land involved was part of the
Town of Medford.

THE ELECTIONS -- Below we give the names of the officers elected in the City of Medford
and the several towns in the county….

Duncan McLennan, J.J. Kennedy’s brother in law,
has been the chairman of the Town of Rib Lake since
it was created in 1885.

City of Medford; Mayor, Albert J. Perkins, treasurer, Charles Loper, Assessor J. Hoffman
Town of Chelsea: Chairman, Henry C. Shearer, Supervisors, August Mertz, William Wickey;
Clerk, Kuno Kuenne; Treasurer, A. A. Gearhart
Town of Westboro: Chairman, John Fritze; Supervisors, Joseph Grittner, Alvin Pierce; Clerk, P.
M. Campbell; Treasurer, W. E. Duncan
Town of Rib Lake: Chairman, Duncan McLennan; Supervisors, B. B. Bonnett, Fritz Martin;
Clerk, Charles De Groat; Treasurer, Ben Hoey; Assessor, M. Gillis; Justices [of the Peace], A.
B. Kennedy, Duncan McLennan; Constables, James Craig, L Deitzman
Town of Greenwood: Henry Voss was elected chairman. We failed to get complete returns from
this town.
4/27/1889

WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD -- Trains for Rib Lake leave Chelsea at 9:30 am and
3:55 pm; the leave Rib Lake for Chelsea at 10:30 am and 4:45 pm.

The same edition reported that trains left Medford
going north: Mail 10:37 am; Passenger 2:52 pm;
Way Freight 7:10 pm; Through Freight 9:08 pm.

4/27/1889

HEMLOCK -- NOTICE to the citizens of Medford and vicinity -- We will pay $2.50 per cord
for all merchantable hemlock bark delivered on our tannery grounds in Medford this coming
year. In our tannery operations we use, and wish to have, all the bark to the tree top. This will
enable owners of bark to save it all. All bark should be cut 4 feet long, kept flat, and be well
cured [dried]. /s/ T., F. M. & F. D. Shaw

I take the initials to stand for Thaxter Shaw, Fayette
M Shaw and his son, Fayette Delos Shaw.
The same edition announces that the Shaws have
bought land to construct a tannery in the City of
Medford [where, in 2012, Hurd Windows and Doors,
Inc., 575 South Whelen, is located].
In 1891 Fayette Delos Shaw constructed and began
operations of the huge tannery in Rib Lake.
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HEMLOCK - Our Tannery Is A Fact! -- By November next, Medford will have in full
working order, one of the largest tanneries in the State, and if we pull together, each and every
one of us doing our best to make it a success, we can perhaps make our county known for its tan
bark. We have the material, it is merely a question of whether we can make use of our advantage
or let it go by

Note the preference of the
Shaw Brothers for the hemlock bark from the limbs
of the tree as opposed to its truck. I surmise they had
found that the percentage of tannic acid in the limbs
was greater than in the bark from the trunk.

Men are at work on the grounds purchased by the Shaw Brothers making the excavations for the
buildings. There will be one building 63 x 63 for fire rooms where the [steam] engines and
boilers will be placed; one leach mill 890 x 36; one bark mill 26 x 36, a yard building 404 x 44;
a dry loft and rolling mill where leather is finished, 70 x 300 [feet].

The Shaw Brothers were Thaxter and Fayette M.
Shaw.

This will necessitate the excavating of 4,000 yards of dirt and building many cords (sic) of stone
wall. The contract for excavating and building has been let to John Reidel, who has a large crew
of men at work. The Shaw Brothers will erect their own buildings, under the supervision of Mr.
Drake, their mechanic and builder. The work will be pushed as rapidly as possible…
They will need 6,000 cords of bark for the first year, and will increase the capacity of the
tannery from year to year, as the supply of bark may justify.
$2.50 per cord will be paid for tan bark in the yard here [Medford]. It will not be necessary for
the farmer to pile his bark in the yard until he accumulates a car load, but he will drive [with his
wagon or sleigh] onto a pair of scales, his load will be weighed, and a ticket given him for its
value, which will be paid in cash at the company’s office; the load will be inspected at the scales
before being weighed. Every piece of bark, no matter what length or breath will go. The Shaw
Brothers want all limbs peeled way up into the tops; they will pay as much for such bark as for
the larger pieces, in fact, they prefer it.
There is some dissatisfaction expressed at the price offered for bark, viz: $2.50 per cord, but did
anyone who has shipped bark ever realize more than $1.00 per cord for bark sent away by rail?
Is it not a fact that if an accurate account had been kept of all bark sent out of this county to
Milwaukee and other points, that it would not net 50 cents per cord to the shipper?
The average load on a [railroad] car is 14 yards. Did any of our shippers ever realize $35.00 net
for a car of bark sent from here [Medford]. We doubt it. It is true they offer all the way from
$5.00 to $7.00 per cord for bark in Milwaukee and other points, but here are charges for excess
of freight, cartage, storage, and deductions for damaged bark. And in many instances the shipper
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has been notified to remit money to pay freight, as the bark did not bring enough to do it.
All of this is respectfully submitted to the kickers.
6/8/1889

HEMLOCK—SHAW WILL OPEN FIRST TANBARK CAMP -- The Shaw Brothers have
purchased section 7, Town 31, Range 1 East for the hemlock on it. They will put two camps of
over fifty men each, and peel bark as long as it will peel. Work on the tannery is progressing
rapidly, and by November first will be ready for business, The capacity of the tannery will be
about 8,000 cords of bark per year.

The last several editions of the Star & News have
reported unhappiness with the price of $2.50 per cord
of tanbark offered by the Shaws; some have urged
farmers to boycott the tannery with hopes that the
Shaws will be forced to pay more.
Shaw’s surprise announcement that it will run it own
tan bark camps may have been ploy to induce
acceptance of the $2.50 per cord offer.
The Star & News reported that F. M. Shaw is a son
of Thaxter Shaw.
The edition of 6/22/1889 included this add: “Wanted
at once—25 men to peel bark.-- T.F.M. & F. D.
Shaw”

6/15/1889

HEMLOCK -- Shaw Bros. now employ about 200 men. They have 150 men in their camps
peeling bark, all of which indicates that an attempt to make them pay a fancy price for bark will
not succeed beyond the most sanguine expectations of the projectors of the scheme.

7/6/1889

HEMLOCK -- Shaw Brothers have sold all the [peeled] hemlock logs on section 7, where they
are peeling bark, to parties who will put them into the Black River and run them to La Crosse.

7/13/1889

HEMLOCK -- Shaw Brothers have received a proposition from the Soo railroad authorities to
build tanneries along the line of their road.`

At that time the Soo Line ran east and west through
Prentice. Medford, Chelsea, Westboro and Rib Lake
were on a competing line, the Wisconsin Central. In
1902 the Soo Line purchased the Wisconsin Central.

7/20/1889

HIGHWAYS -- C. Palmer drove down from Westboro Wednesday. It is becoming a very
common thing for citizens from the north to visit the county seat via the county road.

Driving down the county road meant driving a horse;
apparently the road Taylor County built north of
Medford had improved to the point that it gave
serious completion to the two passenger trains that
daily served Medford, Chelsea and Westboro.

8/3/1889

RIB LAKE—PROPOSED RAILROAD EXTENSION -- There is a prospect that the Rib Lake
Branch of the Wisconsin Central Railroad will be built through to Tomahawk in the immediate
subsequent. J. J. Kennedy, the Rib Lake lumberman, is working to that end with excellent

The Rib Lake-Tomahawk railroad connection finally
came about in 1902 when the Wisconsin Central
jointed the Marinette, Tomahawk & Western two
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prospects of success. If this [rail] road is built, it will open up tracts of timber and vacant
government lands that will prove valuable.

miles southwest of Spirit Falls.

KENNEDY & HEMLOCK -- J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake was in town [Medford] yesterday. Like
a sensible man, KENNEDY IS BEGINNING TO EMANCIPATE HIMSELF FROM THE PINE
SLAVERY, AND IS NOW PREPARED TO APPRECIATE THE EXCELLENCE OF
HEMLOCK and other Northern Wisconsin timbers.

To all but a few like J.J. Kennedy, pine was king,
hemlock an untouchable.

There was a time when a Wisconsin lumberman was timber blind to everything but pine. MR.
KENNEDY SAYS HE BELIEVES THERE IS MORE MONEY IN HEMLOCK AND
HARDWOODS of Northern Wisconsin, than there ever was in pine. And he also says that his
belief is gaining ground. He is right, of course, and the time is coming, and coming right soon,
when a man who has a good crop of timber on his land, even if it is not pine, will have an
investment that will pay better than bonds. (emphasis added)

On 10/5/1900. “The Mississippi Valley Lumberman”
published a highly complementary biography of
Kennedy entitled “Self Made and Well Made.” See
document #14050 in the photo and document
collection at www.riblakehistory.com; it concluded:
“In the manufacture of hemlock lumber, Mr.
Kennedy has been one of the pioneers.”
On 6/3/1900, the “American Lumberman” wrote of
Kennedy under the title “The Home of Hemlock,”
“J.J. KENNEDY’S NAME WILL GO DOWN IN
LUMBER HISTORY AS THE PIONEER
HEMLOCK MANUFACTURER OF WISCONSIN.
He may not have been the first lumberman in this
section to make hemlock lumber, but he was the first
to make a specialty of hemlock.” (emphasis added)

8/10/1889
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HOMESTEAD CLAIM NOTICE OF ANNA M. JAMES -- Land Office at Wausau, Wis., July
23, 1898 -- Ntice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of her
intention to make final proof in support of his claim and that said proof will be made before the
Judge, or in his absence, the Clerk of Court, at Medford, Taylor Co., Wis., on September 10,
1898, viz: ANNA M. JAMES, WIDOW OF William James, deceased, homestead entry No.
1264, for the W ½ NW ¼ and N ½ SW ¼, Section 10, Township 33 North, Range 3 east.

I have included this in the Newspaper Notes for two
reasons. First, it is an illustration of one of hundreds
of such notices published regarding Rib Lake lands;
the federal Homestead Law of 1862 was used by
many to obtain land from the United States
government.

He (sic) names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation
of said lands: L, M. Allen, George Krocker, M. E. Coe, and Alvin Pierce, all of Westboro, Wis.
/s/ S. E. Thayer, Register

Secondly, I believe this a fraudulent claim and
typical of the widespread abuse of the Homestead
law. Anna M. James and family lived on a farm
adjacent to James Lake; that land had been acquired
by her late husband via the Homestead law. Anna
had no intention of moving to and farming the 160

acres she claimed in this notice; it was wild land far
removed from settlements, schools or even a town
road. I have walked portions of the claimed land and
saw no stone piles or other evidence of cultivation.
One of the witnessed she named was L. M. Allen of
Westboro. He was an active lumberman engaged in
cutting trees and selling them to mills. I surmise that
he paid Mrs. James to serve as his surrogate to obtain
this well forest tract of land which he would then cut.
8/17/1889
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REBUILT SAW MILL OPENS AT LITTLE BLACK -- After many weeks, the Davis and Starr
Lumber Company mill at Little Black is ready for business. The machinery was tried this week
and everything was found to be in satisfactory shape, and on next Monday the regular run will
commence.

Just about every saw mill erected in Taylor County
has burned down at least once.

This company’s saw mill burned last spring, entailing a heavy loss to the owners, but they are
enterprising and the new mill is of larger capacity and better in every way than the one that
burned.
8/24/1889

HEMLOCK - NEW TANNERY AT MEDFORD -- The large [steam] engine in the vat house of
the Shaw Bros.’ tannery was started up this week to try the machinery. The large pump was also
started to fill the vats with water and see that they were in shape for work. The next thing to do,
now that the smoke stacks are in place, will be to start the bark mills and commence grinding
bark and making liquor.
By the time the liquor is ready a consignment of hides will be received and the Medford tannery
will be making sole leather. Then, the last building, in which the leather is to be finished, will be
commenced.

Liquor was the name given to the tanning liquid
concocted from the ground tan bark and other
substances. I do not know all the substances that
went into liquor, but I remember my father telling
me that sugar was one of them; he vividly
remembered stealing into the Rib Lake tannery as a
boy and helping himself to the sugar stored there.
An earlier edition of the Star & News reported the
two chimneys at the Medford tannery were 100 feet
tall. I believe they were of metal and erected section
by section at the spot where each would stand.
Nota bene: the Medford tannery intended to produce
sole leather.
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HEMLOCK - MEDFORD TANNERY BEGINS OPERATIONS -- A [rail] car load of hides has
arrived at the tannery and the tanners immediately commenced operations. While the tannery is
not yet completed, enough has been done to start the leather making…

9/7/1889

9/21/1889
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HEMLOCK - DRY/ROLL LOFT AT MEDFORD TANNERY -- Shaw Bros. commenced the
foundation for their last building, which will contain the rooms where the leather is first dried
and then rolled. This building will be by the side of the switch track and will be 48x200 feet.
The caulkers have completed their work on the liquor vats and they are now all ready for
business.

“The caulkers” sealed the joints between the wood
staves forming the vats. There probably were over a
hundred of these large vats about 8 feet deep and 10
to 14 feet in diameter. The hides would be soaked in
the liquor in these vats.

The firm is breaking in new men to do their work, the foreman. Mr. Doyle and his brother being
the only men brought out from Maine. The masons are now employed in covering the second
battery of boilers which have been placed in position and as soon as this work is done, the steam
pipes will be put in, as all the company’s buildings are to be warmed [heated] by steam.

Drying and rolling the hides was the final step in
leather manufacture. Hides were hung from the
ceiling of the building.
The rolling process began by laying the hide flat on a
large table. A worker there operated a powered roller
to repeatedly run over the top of the hide until all
wrinkles vanished. The roller was made of brass and
would shine likely a freshly minted penny.

9/28/1889

10/5/1889
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HEMLOCK - PEELED HEMLOCK LOG SALVAGE -- Logging has commenced in earnest in
this county. John Paul, of La Crosse, has put in a camp on Section 7 in the Town of Medford,
and will put in [into the Black River] the timber cut by the Shaw Bros. this summer, in their
bark-peeling operations. Mr. Paul will land on the Black River, and will have about a four mile
haul.

There would be a 4 mile wagon or sleigh haul of the
logs to get them to the banks of the Black River.

KENNEDY - PAULINE LEMKE COMMITTED -- Paulina Lemke was sent to the Northern
Hospital for the insane at Oshkosh this week by Taylor County Judge Clinton Textor, she
having become violently insane. She is the widow of the man who died of injuries received by
accident in one of Kennedy’s logging camps one year ago last winter. She has nine children,
some of whom are old enough to care for themselves, and the others will be sent to the Sparta

The State of Wisconsin operated “The Sparta Home”
until 1973.

Many claim the peeled hemlock logs were left in the
woods to rot. While that probably happened in some
cases, e.g. where there was a small quantity of logs
without easy access, this article shows a demand for
the logs. These logs would be floated down the Black
River for sawing in La Crosse, Wisconsin; given the
crooks and bends in the river, the trip was more than
100 miles long.

home.
10/12/1889

HEMLOCK - CAPACITY OF MEDFORD TANNERY -- The Shaws are now putting into their
vats 200 sides of leather daily. That will be increased to 400 sides per day. That will be
increased to 400 sides per day which will be the capacity of the [Medford] tannery.

10/26/1889

KENNEDY -- The J.J. Kennedy mill at Rib Lake shut down last Monday, to start up again
sometime during the winter.

I presume its supply of logs had been cut out.
With the Rib Lake mill temporarily shut down, some
of its crew took jobs at the newly rebuilt mill at Little
Black: “A number of Rib Lake mill boys have taken
jobs at the Little Black mill [Davis & Starr Lumber
Co.], and, AS THEY ARE EXPERTS, an improved
condition of affairs now prevails.” (emphasis added)

TIMBER TRESPASS -- [It has been] some time since the State timber agent for this district
seized about 95,000 feet of pine and hemlock logs that were landed in the Little Black River by
the Davis & Starr Lumber Co. The logs were cut on sections 16 and 22, T 31, Range 2E, on
contracted state land.

11/2/1889

The logs were cut by mistake, the foreman having through carelessness allowed his men to get
across the line. The sale occurred last Monday and the logs were bid [purchased] in by Mr.
Davis, of the Davis & Starr Lumber Co.
11/2/1889

11/30/1889
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In 2005, The Wisconsin Legislature passed
legislation eliminating “mistake” as a defense to
timber trespass.
While we do not know what Davis & Starr Lumber
Co. paid, it looks like they came away from the entire
matter smelling like a rose. They were prosecuted
neither criminally nor civilly; they bought the logs
and undoubtedly sawed them as planned.

WESTBORO LOGS TO LITTLE BLACK -- The [railroad] shipment of logs from Westboro
belonging to the Davis & Starr Lumber Co. commenced last Saturday night.

Davis & Starr Lumber Co. bought pine stumpage on
land about two miles south of Westboro, cut the pine,
and shipped it by rail to its newly reconstructed saw
mill at Little Black. You can see the stumpage
contracts in the Photo and Document Collection at
www.riblakehistory.com.

HEMLOCK -- If hemlock logs can be driven from Taylor County to La Crosse and
manufactured into lumber for a profit, what becomes of the argument that it cannot be
manufactured here at a profit?

Editor Wheelock is dealing with the prejudice against
use of hemlock lumber. The Austin & Sawyer
Lumber Co. of La Crosse had just begun to buy
peeled hemlock logs near Medford and drive them
via the Black River to its mill in La Crosse.

11/30/1889
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HEMLOCK LUMBER -- Our friends, the lumbermen, are talking very blue these days. They
say that the yellow pine of the south (e.g. Alabama) has made sad havoc with the market, and
many firms are carrying larger stocks over than ever before. The southern lumbermen are paying
little or nothing for stumpage, and when the northern white pine lumberman pays $5 and
upwards stumpage it is very difficult to compete with his southern brethren. This is true, and the
day when the pine tree was sole king is likely to wane.

This powerful and prophetic article was written,
apparently, by the editor Edgar Wheelock. He held
J.J. Kennedy in high regard and was referring to him
when citing the unmanned, but “one of the best
lumbermen in Wisconsin…” J.J. Kennedy was one
of the pioneers in milling hemlock.

There is another kind of timber in northern Wisconsin, however, that can be manufactured as
cheaply and will make as good lumber ass the yellow pine in the South, AND THAT IS
HEMLOCK. This country is noted for the vast quantities of hemlock, and the owners of land
will be willing to sell the stumpage at very reasonable figures. Hemlock, when properly handled,
that is, when handled with the same care and consideration given to pine—makes good lumber,
and finds a ready sale in the market. If the lumber is carelessly piled and put upon the market
undressed, it does not sell well, but we have the word of one of the best lumbermen in
Wisconsin, one who speaks from experience, that it sells readily when properly handled.

The term $5 means the lumberman had to pay $5 per
1,000 board feet for pine stumpage, i.e., the right to
harvest pine on another’s land.

This being the case, there is no reason why the hemlock industry should not be developed in
this country where it abounds beyond all reason. Now that Medford has a tannery capable of
using the bark from 6 to 10 million feet of logs yearly, it is probable that more hemlock lumber
will be sawed here than formerly. Many of the farms in Taylor County is entirely timbered with
hemlock, and if the farmer can peel his bark in the spring and haul his logs the following
winter, this industry will prove a source of revenue to him while adding him to clear his farm.
It has been the practice heretofore to cut down the hemlock timber and burn, bark and all, in a
log pile [in order to clear land for farming]. It does not cost any more to cut down a tree to peel
than it does to cut one to burn, and the cutting has to be done only once, even if the logs are
hauled to a mill.
We understand that the Medford [saw] mill will be stocked with hemlock this coming winter.
That is very good as it gives the farmers a chance to sell their logs to a firm that will
manufacture them at home, and not run them down the river to be sawed in La Crosse. We learn,
also, that there is a move a foot to form a company to purchase the mill, or site, and build
another [saw mill] of increased capacity. That is better; the more lumber manufactured here the
better for the city. THERE IS MORE HEMLOCK IN TAYLOR COUNTY THAN THERE
EVER WAS OF PINE, and if the timber is properly handled it will result in more benefit to the
country than the pine ever did. HEMLOCK FOREVER. (emphasis added)
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MEDFORD LOG PRICES -- The Sherry & Cook Lumber Co. [operators of the sawmill in
central Medford] will pay for logs delivered on their pond in Medford during the winter of
1889-1890:

12/7/1889

While pine clearly was worth far more than hemlock,
the switch from pine to hemlock was driven by the
reality that all the pine had just about been cut.

No. 1 pine $9.00 per 1000 feet
No. 2 pine $6.00
No. 3 pine $4.00
No. 1 basswood $6.00
No. 2 basswood $2.50
No 1 black ash $6.00
No. 2 black ash $4.00
Red oak $8.00
While oak $8.00
Rock elm $5.00
No. Hemlock $2.50
These prices are for the city of Medford. Pine and hemlock will be bought anywhere on the
[Black] River between the [Medford] mill and Whittlesey dam. North of Medford $2.50 will be
paid for hemlock [per 1,000 board feet].
1/4/1890
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HEMLOCK—PREJUDICE AGAINST IT -- We are informed that Taylor County has more
hemlock trees than any other county of the state.
In conversation with an extensive saw mill owner of La Crosse who visited Medford…he said:
“It is only a matter of time, and a short time at that, when we will have to depend on hemlock
for sills, joist, scantling, etc. OUR PEOPLE ARE PREJUDICED AGAINST IT BECAUSE
WE HAVE HAD SO MUCH PINE WHICH CAN BE CUT AND WORKED WITH LESS
LABOR THAN HEMLOCK, but our pine is fast disappearing and in the future we must depend
on hemlock, of which Wisconsin has a vast quantity.” (emphasis added)

1/4/1890

HEMLOCK - SIZE OF MEDFORD SHAW TANNERY
1.

The Vat Building

The vat building is 428 x 45 feet and contains 172 vats and an underground vault divided into 12
sweat rooms, each 9x35 feet and 8 feet high. The hides are hung up in these vaults to remove the
hair by the German sweating process, no lime being used.
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The leach house is where the tannic acid was
leached, i.e., removed from the ground bark by
soaking the bark with water and other substances.
Once the tannic acid was in the water it was called
“liquor” and provided the chemically active medium
in which to tan the raw hides.

This process makes much better sole leather, the only kind they [the Shaw Brothers]
manufacture.
2.

The Leach House

The next building is the leach house ad bark mill. The leach house contains 8 leaches each
having a capacity of containing 8 cords of grounded bark.
3.
The Roll House and Dry Loft. The fourth (sic) building is the roll house and dry loft, in
which the leather is finished. They use 3 [steam] engines with two banks of boilers, 3 boilers
being in each battery.
Overview of Operations. Three hundred sides are put into tan each day except Sunday. They are
worked from vat to vat during the process of tanning.
Six thousand or more cords of hemlock will be used in 1890. The capital invested amounts to
$250,000. Fayette Shaw has his headquarters in Chicago and is the buyer of the hides used by
the firm. He buys from St. Paul to St Louis, and in the eastern markets. A lot from Boston are
now in transit.
THEY EXPECT TO USE SOUTH AMERICAN AND OTHER FOREIGN HIDES. They now
employ 50 men and expect to increase to 200 and to use 20,000 cords of bark before long. They
use the spent bark from the leaches for fuel. This is taken to the furnace rooms on belt carriers
and so strong is the draught that it is burnt in its wet condition. This fuel gives an intense heat,
the furnaces being constructed especially for this purpose. They are not under the boilers, as is
the case with other fuels, but at the sides. The liberated ignited gases from the decomposed
water and the flames from the bark itself roar under the boilers, making plenty of steam.
(emphasis added)
1/11/1890
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KENNEDY—FATAL ACCIDENT -- An accident occurred at one of J.J. Kennedy’s logging
camps at Rib Lake Saturday afternoon resulting in the death of a Swede named Charles
Anderson. Anderson was working at a skid way decking logs. He had several tiers of logs piled
up and incautiously passed in front of them. Just at the wrong time one of the logs was crowded
out by the weight above, and the whole pile came rolling upon the unfortunate man, crushing
him to death. Deceased was unmarried, about 23 years old, without relatives in this country with
the exception of a brother at Minneapolis. He was buried at the lake.

At this time the City of Medford had two active
tanneries. The Nystrum tannery was the first and was
much, much smaller than Shaws’. The January 18,
1890, edition announced: “John Nystrom, Esq., the
proprietor of the small general tannery in this city,
has announced that he will close out business and
advertise his tannery for sale.”

1/25/1890

KENNEDY—AID TO “PAUPERS” -- Taylor County Board proceedings at annual session:
“Moved and carried that claim No. 193 of J.J. Kennedy for goods furnished to paupers be
allowed at $114.55.”

Paupers were indigent, needy individuals. J.J.
Kennedy had probably furnished food, clothing or
other necessities from his general store.
At the time, there were no state –yet alone, federalwelfare programs. To the extent government
provided aid to the needy, it was a county, town or
municipal responsibility. Note, for example, that
Taylor County—like most other Wisconsin
counties—ran a poor farm where indigents were
housed and feed.

2/8/1890

HEMLOCK - SHAW TANNERY BEGINS SHIPPING PRODUCT -- T. F. M. & F. D. Shaw is
shipping finished sole leather. It takes some time to build a tannery and tan leather, but this feat
has been accomplished by the Medford firm and about 300 sides of leather are being taken out
of the vats daily and put through the finishing process.
From this [time] out, the shipment of leather will be continuous, and all grades of sole leather
will be always on hand at all times wherewith to fill orders. Thus the enterprise, that has been so
long a bill of expense to the owners, will begin to pay interest on the investment.

The odd initials were the proper, standard and formal
way to refer to the company which was a partnership.
The “T” stood for Thaxter Shaw, “F. M.” referred to
Fayette M. Shaw, and “F. D.” stood for Fayette Delos
Shaw.
The “finishing process” included drying the
hide/leather, oiling and rolling it.
In 1891 Fayette Delos Shaw, in his own name alone
and without his partners, contracted with J.J.
Kennedy for land in Rib Lake and erected a huge
tannery there which operated until 1921.

3/15/1890

KENNEDY CONVEYS BODY -- Joseph Morass of Dorchester met with an accident that
caused his death last Monday night at Rib Lake. Morass was employed on the landing and,
while unloading logs from a sleigh, was caught by a rolling log and crushed to death. THE
BODY WAS TAKEN TO THE HOME OF THE DECEASED BY MR. [J.J.] KENNEDY.
(emphasis added)

J.J. Kennedy personally conveyed the body of one of
his blue collar workers to the home of his family in
Dorchester, Wisconsin. This was an extraordinary act
of respect and compassion on J.J.’s part since—in all
likelihood, he would then meet and console the
widow and orphans. The pages of TCN papers have
never reported similar conduct by any other mill
owner. RPR

3/22/1890

KENNEDY’S SAWMILL OPENS -- The Rib Lake mill started up this week for the year’s run
with one of the largest—if not the largest—stock of logs put in at that place.

During the winter, the logs to be sawn were sleighed
to and off-loaded onto the ice of Rib Lake.
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WESTBORO – DUNCAN SAW MILL -- E. [Elias] L. Urquhart has returned to his home in this
city [Medford], having finished his work as foreman for John Duncan of Westboro. Eli broke
camp last Saturday. During the winter he banked 8,000,000 feet of pine, all on the pond and
river [Silver Creek] within sight of Duncan’s mill. This will make [river] driving unnecessary.

3/29/1890

By Taylor County standards of that time, it was hefty
supply of saw logs. I surmise they had been sleigh
hauled to the mill. Duncan had dammed Silver Creek
to create a mill pond just south of his mill.
While Duncan’s mill log pile of 8,000,000 feet of
pine was impressive by regional standards, it was
small compared to John J. Kennedy’s.
The Taylor County Star & News, June 10, 1892,
reported that Kennedy’s Rib Lake cut for either 1890
or 1891 was: Pine, 22,000,000 board feet; Hemlock,
15,000,000 board feet.
Kennedy’s saw log pile was 4,625 times larger than
John Duncan of Westboro. In addition, Kennedy’s
mill produced 2,000,000 cedar shingles that year!

4/5/1890

TC STAR
AND NEWS

TC STAR
AND NEWS

HEMLOCK – MEDFORD SAW MILL WILL CUT ALL TREES -- The little mill [in Medford]
will be ready to do work by May 1. There will be an additional boiler put in and it is expected
the battery thus formed will furnish sufficient [steam] power to run the mill in a first class
manner, as they have lacked power heretofore, The logs are all driven into the pond [on the
Black River], there being enough to keep the mill running all season.
THE CUT THIS YEAR WILL REPRESENT ALL THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF TIMBER
GROWN IN TAYLOR COUNTY and a quantity that will last for years. THIS IS AN ERA OF
LUMBER FREEDOM—freedom from the idea that pine is the only merchantable article.
(emphasis added)
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Bernard Hoey was then an employee of J.J. Kennedy.

HEMLOCK - SHAW TANNERY INCREASES PRICE FOR TAN BARK -- To the citizens of
Previously, the Shaw tannery at Medford paid 25
Medford & vicinity. We will pay $2.75 per cord for all merchantable hemlock bark delivered on cents less.
our tannery grounds in Medford the coming year. T. F. M. & F. D. Shaw

4/12/1890

4/19/1890

RIB LAKE – Town elections -- Spring elections resulted in a new chairman for the Town of Rib
Lake, B. Hoey. The other results were: Supervisors O. C. Larson and Fritz Martin; Clerk, John
Seibel; Treasurer, Edward Van Gieson; Assessor, Henry Grant; Justices, A. B. Kennedy &
John Humes; Constables, D. B. Kennedy & Angus McDonald.

Edgar T. Wheelock, the editor of the Taylor County
Star & News, was an insightful observer. Here he
boldly and accurately notes that the pine era is over.
Cutting pine in the Medford area began at least with
the arrival of the railroad in 1873. In less than 20
years merchantable pine near Medford was no more.
The Medford saw mill referred to be in “downtown”
Medford. At a site in 2012 occupied by the BP gas
station; the mill site was just north of the junction of

The day has come when any kind of timber that will make lumber, will be used.

STH 64 (Broadway Street) and Whelen Avenue.
Medford investors had just bought the mill from the
Sherry & Cooke Lumber Co.

5/17/1890

HEMLOCK - TAN BARK OPPORTUNITY FOR FARMERS -- Farmers are preparing to peel
bark. The log harvest has passed, now come the bark harvest, and then the regular farm harvest.
There are few counties that furnish farmers with three harvests in one year.

Nearly every farm contained uncleared land in which
hemlock grew. A lot of farmers cut their own trees
and had their kids peel the bark.

5/31/1890

FISH PLANTING -- The first consignment of fish this year for Taylor County lakes arrived this
week. There were 6 cans containing 300,000 pike, and they were planted in Clear Lake, Powel’s
Lake, and another nearer town. These fish came from the State fish hatchery and there are others
to follow such as rainbow trout, speckled trout, CARP, black bass, etc. (emphasis added)

6/7/1890

KENNEDY – WIFE ILL -- Last Thursday Mr. J.J. Kennedy received a message from
Milwaukee that his wife was very sick, and that he should come at once. Mrs. Kennedy had
started for Racine to attend the state meeting of the W. C. T. U. (Women’s’ Christian
Temperance Union). We have learned no particulars of her illness.

Mrs. J.J. Kennedy, nee Flora M. McLennan, was
born in Canada 10/28/1847 and died in Spokane,
Washington, 1/31/1910. John J. Kennedy survived
his wife by 18 years, dying 4/12/1928 in Portland,
Oregon.

6/14/1890

HEMLOCK – STENCH FROM MEDFORD TANNERY -- Complaint was made to the City
Council that the Shaw tannery was not properly drained and, as a consequence, a very effective
(sic) [offensive] odor was perceptible to the residents of the southerly end of the third ward. The
writer [Edgar T. Wheelock] suggested to one of the afflicted residents that, if properly managed,
the odor laden atmosphere could be turned into an advantage on the garden soil, by spreading
the atmosphere on the garden soil about 6 inches deep and then plowing it under as a fertilizer
He seemed to look upon the suggestion as a joke and laughed. Some men never will be serious.

The sad reality is that the tannery was a continuous
source of sickening odors.

The city council appointed a committee to look into the matter, and, if necessary, to take steps to
persuade the tannery people to open a drain and let the offensive accumulation float down the
[Black] River.
6/28/1890
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HEMLOCK LOGS - Notice by Davis & Starr Lumber Co. -- Notice is hereby given to all
parties interested, that hereafter, in buying hemlock saw logs, whether the quantity is small or
large, we will require on each contract the following percentages and lengths, viz:
15% 12 ft, 3 inch long
15% 14 ft, 3 inches long
35% 16 ft, 3 inches long

This lumber company had a market for longer
lumber.
This is the first advertisement published in the Taylor
County Star & News for hemlock logs It signals the
end of the local pine era.

10% 18 ft., 3 inches long
10% 20ft, 3 inches long
5% 22ft, 3 inches long
5% 24ft, 3 inches long
5% 26ft, 3 inches long

While the Davis & Starr mill was on the Little Black
River at Little Black, it was also on the Wisconsin
Central Railroad that had a spur to its mill pond. This
meant hemlock logs could be conveniently railroad
shipped there.
Note the requirement for logs to be cut in feet plus 3
inches. The 3 inches guaranteed that the finished
product would be of proper length; the lumber was
cut to proper dimensions in the mill.

7/5/1890

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY FAMILY WINS A HORSE -- “Turk,” the horse owned by Ben Hoey, Rib Lake,
raffled off in this city yesterday, was won by Mrs. Wm. Kennedy, of the same place. The horse
took part in the races at the [Taylor County] fair grounds, taking second money in the free-forall races.

William J. Kennedy was a brother of J.J. Kennedy.
He is not to be confused with William G. Kennedy,
the son of J.J.
William J. Kennedy married Christy Ann Ferguson
of Glengarry, Ontario, Canada. They had 6 children
and lived in Rib Lake until December, 1904. The Rib
Lake Herald on 12/4/1904 reported: “William
Kennedy and family will take possession of the
Adams House [hotel] in Abbotsford, Wisconsin.
Under the management of Mr. and Mrs. William
Kennedy it will be one of the best hotels on the
Wisconsin Central Railroad line.”

7/12/1890

A New Bank - J.J. KENNEDY CHOSEN AS A DIRECTOR -- There was a meeting of some
importance held in this city last Friday evening. A new company was organized under the laws
of the State of Wisconsin and is the State Bank of Medford. It will open about September first
and has a paid up capital of $25,000.

J.J. Kennedy was also a stock holder in the new bank
which changed its name c. 1990 to Mid Wisconsin
Bank.

At a meeting of the stockholders held last Saturday night, the following board of directors was
chosen: J.J. Kennedy, Rib Lake, A. J. Perkins, Medford, T. M Miller, E. H. Winchester,
Dorchester, C. L. Alverson, and Portage.
7/9/1890
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KENNEDY-FIRE INSURANCE -- E.H. Winchester, banker and insurance agent living in
Dorchester, writes: “Please publish the following list [of patrons to whom I have sold fire

E.H. Winchester reported he sold $20,000.00 worth
of fire insurance to John Duncan to cover his

insurance]:

Westboro sawmill and much smaller sums on mills in
Medford.

J.J. Kennedy, Rib Lake, $18,750.00
7/26/1890

8/30/1890

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

KENNEDY -- A delegation of Taylor County sporting men attended the [horse] races at St. Paul
[Minnesota] last Wednesday. They were J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake, Drs. McDonald of Chelsea
and Miller of Medford. They were accompanied by George Brown of Medford, the traveler, of
Oshkosh, and John G. Morner, of Ogema, the merchant.

While J.J. Kennedy had a long and strong interest in
horse racing, this is the first report of an out-of-state
trip in pursuit of his hobby.

HOMESTEAD CLAIM -- EDWARD P. FITZE -- Notice is given that the following named
settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof of his claim and that such proof
will be made before the Circuit Court, Medford, Wisconsin, before the Judge, or in his absence,
before the Clerk of Court, at Medford, Wis. October 8, 1890, viz: Edward P. Fitze, Homestead
entry #1302 for the E ½ SW ¼ , Section 12, Town 33 North, Range 2 East.

This is a typical notice of which hundreds were
published in the Star and News.

He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of,
said land: viz.: Fredrick Everson, Nels Peterson, both of Rib lake, George H. Lawrence and
Parley H. Campbell of Westboro, Wis.

In 2012 the land in question is occupied by Rodney
and Kristin Strobach and children, Katherine, Ryan
and Bekah; they maintain the former Hanke farm
field there for Katie’s horse, Kiowa.

August Kickbusch, register, U.S. Land Office, Wausau
10/11/1890

TC STAR
AND NEWS

WESTBORO -- DUNCAN’S MILL CUTS 8,500,000 -- At noon last Saturday John Duncan’s
saw mill at Westboro cut the last long in the pond, and shut down for the season of 1890. An
unusually successful run was made this season, as the mill has been remarkably free from
accidents, only 1 ½ days being lost during the entire summer.
About 8,500,000 feet of logs have been run through the mill and transformed into lumber and
shingles. James Ures, formerly of this place [Medford], was the filer, and Peter Sheff, Jr., of
Little Black had charge of the shingle mill.

10/25/1890
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KENNEDY ENLARGES HIS SAW MILL -- J.J. Kennedy has nearly completed the summer’s
cut in his Rib Lake mill, and during the winter will make extensive improvements. Already
workmen are engaged in framing a large addition to the mill 90 x 96 feet, which will take the
place of part of the mill to be torn down. He will also add a battery of 5 boilers, and will remove
2 old [steam] engines, replacing them by one large [steam] engine 26 x 30 [feet]. Other
improvements are in contemplation.

Note the reference to the filer of the saws. Keeping
the saws sharp and set of the teeth proper on them
was crucial to profitable operations.

11/15/1890

TC STAR
AND NEWS

HEMLOCK -- PEELED LOGS -- Peter Canfield has purchased the logs peeled this summer by
the Shaws, and will put them into the Black River, having sold them to N. B. Holway. Last year
Holway was prejudiced against peeled [hemlock] logs and would not take them. He has changed
his mind and tries them one year at least as an experiment. There is no doubt about the result of
the experiment, for others have tried it before, and prefer the peeled [hemlock] log to one with
the bark on.

NB-B. Holway had his saw mill in La Crosse,
Wisconsin, and would have these hemlock logs
floated there via the Black River.
The reference to “The Shaws” is to the family that
owned and operated the newly-constructed tannery in
Medford. During spring and summer of 1890, the
Shaws operated a camp north of Medford where
hemlock trees were felled and the tanbark removed.
The debarked logs were now ready to be moved to
the Black River. In the high water of the spring
1890, these logs would be floated via the Black
River. NB- Holway’s La Crosse, Wisconsin,
sawmill. Ironically, this drive would take the logs
right past the Medford sawmill.

1891
1/3/1891

TC STAR
AND NEWS

KENNEDY – 123 HORSE TEAMS -- Our reports from Rib Lake are to the effect that log
hauling has commenced on the long ice road, that 125 teams [of horses] were at work yesterday,
and more have been sent for. That the logs will be rushed in at a rate that would make an
ordinary man, not familiar with extensive logging operations, dizzy. Work on the new [saw] mill
is progressing satisfactorily, and all J.J. Kennedy prays for now is cold weather, or a reasonable
amount of snow, or both.

After 10 years of logging at Rib Lake, Kennedy has
felled all the pine near his mill and has been forced to
build ‘the long ice road” to tap into virgin forest. The
sleigh road has been iced to support larger sleigh
loads and reduce friction.
One hundred twenty five teams of horses is an
unprecedented, large number. Kennedy is boldly
enlarging operations.
The comment about the “new mill” refers to the
extensive reconstruction and enlargement of the mill
started last fall.
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1/10/1891

1/31/1891

TC STAR
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KENNEDY -- Miss Jennie and Master Donald Kennedy were in Medford Wednesday on their
return from their home in Rib Lake, where they had spent the holiday vacation, to their school at
Evanston, Illinois.

J.J. Kennedy had most of his children attend
boarding school in Illinois. His son William,
however, attended public school for at least one year
in Rib Lake.

HEMLOCK - MEDFORD TANNERY LACKS BARK -- Ad: “$4.00 per cord will be paid for
bark at the [Medford] Tannery until further notice.”

This big jump in the price paid for tan bark followed
an article in the Start & News reporting that the lack
of snow made sleighing very difficult; sleighing was
the dominant way to convey the bark from the woods
to the tannery.
T., F. M. & F. D. Shaw have commenced
constructing its second tannery in Taylor County; it
will be in Perkinstown on Section 33, Town 32
North, Range 2 west; the new tannery stood on the
east shore of Kathryn Lake.

KENNEDY- OPENS PINE CAMP ON BLACK RIVER -- Kennedy and [Albert J.] Perkins has
put a camp on section 19 Town 32 north Range 1 east, Town of Chelsea, to cut pine, and they
will bank logs on the Black River. In the spring the logs will be run to Medford and, if a bargain
can be struck for the sawing, they will be cut by the Medford mill.

1/31/1891

Here is another new way for J.J. Kennedy to make a
buck. A lack of snow has made the usual winter
sleighing of logs to his Rib Lake mill difficult; so he
combines with his old friend and business partner
Albert Perkins to bank logs along the Black River,
which flows southward through Medford but away
from Rib Lake.
Section 19 was 3 miles northwest of Whittlesey.

KENNEDY, WILLIAM J. -- William [J.] Kennedy, Ben Hoey and George Fritz, with their
wives, and Miss Tena Kennedy, [a daughter of J.J. Kennedy], represented Rib Lake at the A. O.
U. W. [Ancient Order of Workmen. A fraternal life insurance society] celebration last Thursday
evening.

1/31/1891

The society had a $2,000 death benefit payable to the
beneficiary of any member. William J. was one of
the 3 brothers of J.J. Kennedy.
The “celebration” was a dance with a band brought in
from Oshkosh to mark the 11th anniversary of the
Medford chapter.

2/7/1892
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TC STAR

HEMLOCK - NEW TANNERY UNDER CONSTRUCTION AT PERKINSTOWN -- As a
starter toward a city of industry, the Shaws have concluded to plat village lots on section 3-31-2

What an ingenious idea—to give away a residential
lot with the requirement that the donee had to build a

AND NEWS

w, Town of Grover, this section being the one adjoining the new tannery site. The first plat will
contain 36 lots, lying in 2 blocks. The dimensions of the lots will be 66x165 feet.
Surveyor Walrath will commence work on the platting next week, and then the lots will be put
on the market. ONE FEATURE OF THIS PROPOSED VILLAGE IS A NOVEL ONE FOR
THIS COUNTRY, AND THAT IS THAT EVERY EVENLY NUMBERED LOT WILL BE
GIVEN AWAY, the only charge being a nominal one to cover the expense of surveying and
making the deed. The odd numbered lots will be reserved, and sold later.
The only condition that goes with the gift is that the one getting the deed must put up a
substantial building thereon. A name has now yet been chosen for this village.
Work at the tannery site is progressing satisfactorily, and it is probable that before the end of
another week the saw mill will be ready for business. (emphasis added)

2/7/1891

NEW TYPE OF SLEIGH LOGGING ROAD -- The snow storm was not an unmixed blessing
after all. The developments in the science of logging road building during the past few years has
made snow a luxury—not a necessity. When the time came for hauling logs last fall, the snow
did not come with the time, lumbermen proceeded to make roads by digging trenches for the
sleigh runner, and filling them with broken ice and water. The result was good roads, for the
horses would travel on the solidly frozen ground and the runners of the sleigh would follow in
the trenches of ice,

substantial building—read, house. The land itself
had little or no value. The gift induced settlers to
move to the far away place where they had little
choice but work in the tannery.
The village would be named Perkinstown for Albert
J. Perkins, Taylor County businessman and first
mayor of Medford.
Note the reference to the saw mill under
construction; the Shaws announced that they would
build a small saw mill at the village site to saw the
lumber needed to construct the tannery buildings.
I have neither heard nor read of this trench system
being tried anywhere else.

The snow came and covered the trenches to the depth of a foot or more, so that they could not be
seen, and the sleigh runners would cut through the loose snow to the ground. It took several days
to get a good road-bed after the storm. Hence we say the snow was not an unmixed blessing.
2/28/1891

HEMLOCK - RECORD TAN BARK SLEIGH LOAD TO MEDFORD -- Shaw’s gray [horse]
team hauled a load of bark last Wednesday that heads the list of the big one so far. The rack was
16 feet long by 8 feet wide, and the load was 7 ½ feet high. This load scaled down seven cords
full. The team hauled the load from the woods to the [Medford] tannery and up the slip to the
bark mill.

Cords were determined by weight not volume. The
tan bark would be ground into small particles at the
bark mill and mixed with water and substances to
make “liquor,” the active ingredients to tan hides.

2/28/1891

WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION -- A [Taylor] County organization of the W.
C. T. U. was affected last Wednesday at Rib Lake. There were present from the Medford Union,
Mesdames H. M. Smith, Annie H. Wheelock….

The Rib Lake Kennedy family was dominated by
non-drinkers. When Edgar T. Wheelock visited Rib
In 1885 and wrote its history, he noted that J.J.
Kennedy did not allow the sale of any alcohol there.
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The meeting was held in the town hall at Rib Lake, and an organization was effected by the
election of:
Mrs. Agnes Kennedy, president
Mrs. Belle Severence, vice-president
Mrs. William Warren, treasurer
Mrs. Annie H. Wheelock, secretary
Mrs. Duncan McLennan, corresponding secretary.

Two officers of the Rib Lake chapters were sister-inlaws to J.J. Kennedy, namely, Mrs. Agnes Kennedy
and Mrs. Duncan McLennan.

On their return home, the drive to Chelsea was made by the Medford contingent with the hope
of catching the 11 p.m. train, but the driver took a “short cut” with the usual result, and landlord
Gearhart provided accommodations for the company at his hotel until the morning freight.
3/7/1891

TC STAR
AND NEWS

A Trip to Perkins [later known as Perkinstown] & HEMLOCK -- The stately hemlock, the
lordly birch, the cedars with their odors of the Orient, the tamarack, the maple and all the other
forest trees stand patiently waiting about the new village of Perkins, in range 2 West, waiting for
the woodman’s axe, the echo of whose stalwart stroke even now resounds through the deep
forest shades. Hiawatha said: “Give me of thy bark, O, Birch Tree.” T., F. M. and F. D. Shaw,
not being desirous of building a canoe, have adopted another version and they sing;
Give us of thy bark, O, Hemlock,
Of they overcoat, O, Fir Tree,
Of thy hide so rich in tannin;
For we fain would make sole leather
In this sylvan burg of Perkins,
In this forest village, peaceful,
Nestling on the Chrystal lake’s shore.
Give us of thy bark, O, Hemlock,
Of thy overcoat, O Fir Tree,
And we will bet you twenty dollars,
That we’ll make the business hustle
In this sylvan burg of Perkins.
We will raise a beastly racket,
Make the tree toad in the forest
Hush his song and have his throat cut
Out of shame of his weak piping.
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This poem was by Edgar T. Wheelock at his best and
worst. For the past 3 or 4 months he has called the
new village Perkins, later changed to Perkinstown.
Wheelock commented that “the country all around
here is heavily timbered with fine hemlock, and a
large amount of bark will be peeled on the tannery
site, as well as in clearing the village.”

And the water lily, sleeping,
On the bosom of the lakelet,
Lading with a perfumed incense
Every gentle zephyr kissing
Her white petals, pure as fragrant;
This same water lily, waking
From her peaceful, child-like slumber,
Will smell a smell that is the smelliest
Ever smelled by smelling smeller;
And the lily will take water,
And the cedar-tree of odors
Sweet and grateful—when it smelleth
Of the breath that ever cometh
From the tan yard over yonder,
Will be thoroughly convinced
That there’s something dead around here.
This is business, hence we warble
In this Hiawathian measure.
For the dollars that we gather
From this tannic acid hidden
In thy hide, O, Forest Monarch,
We are yearning! We are piping!
Give us of thy bark! O, Hemlock
3/14/1891

TC STAR
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HEMLOCK - SHAW’S BARK CAMPS -- The Shaws will employ more than 300 men in their
bark camps the following summer. They will soon begin advertising for men

These camps were comparable in purpose,
construction and operations to logging camps except:
The purpose was solely to create tan bark;
accordingly, only hemlock was felled and after the
bark was stripped from the tree it was usually left for
others to cut into length as saw logs as part of a later,
separate operation.
Bark camps operated when the bark could be easily
stripped from the tree; that time period is in mid
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spring to early summer, “when the sap is running.”
3/14/1891

PUBLIC EDUCATION – E. C. GETCHEL NEW COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT -- Spring
Examination of Teachers for Taylor County -- An examination will be held in the upper
department of the west side school building at Medford, March 27 and 28. Every person desiring
to teach in Taylor Co. within the coming year, and not holding an unexpired certificate, should
attend this examination. Do not ask for private examinations or renewal of certificates, but
attend the PUBLIC EXAMINATION. Applicants should be prepared to write with ink upon
legal cap paper. Exercises will begin promptly at ten o’clock the first morning. State questions
will be used.
/s/ E. [Elliot] C. Getchel - Rib Lake, Wis., March 9, 1891

3/28/1891

CHELSEA - ABRAM TAYLOR WILL MOVE -- … Abram Taylor has sold his farm in the
[Town of Chelsea] to Wellington H. Haight. We learn that the consideration was $ 6,000.00.
Mr. Taylor will move back to his old home at Fort Howard [a suburb of Green Bay].
The writer has known Mr. Taylor 16 years, and he knows that all the older residents who were
acquainted with him in those days, before physical infirmities confined him almost constantly
to his house, held him in high esteem as an honorable, enterprising businessman, and a good
citizen…

Elliot C. Getchel was a popular teacher in the Rib
Lake public school. He had run unsuccessfully for
the elected position of Taylor County superintendent
of education. Shortly after his opponent took office,
he died; “E. C.” was appointed to serve out the
remainder of the term.
After Fayette Delos Shaw opened his Rib Lake
tannery in 1892, he hired E. C. Getchel as an
assistant in the office. E. C. proved popular and
capable and began a long and successful career as a
Rib Lake businessman. He had a mansion built as a
residence on West Street; in 2012 the building still
stands as the Dallmann-Kniewel Funeral Home,
recently purchased by Hemer Funeral Services of
Medford.
Abram Taylor was a founder of the village of
Chelsea. Shortly after the Wisconsin Central Railroad
built through the area in 1873, Taylor constructed a
saw mill with a log pond dam made in part of the
railroad embankment. A map of the mill and pond
can be seen in the Photo & Document Collection at
www.riblakehistory.com
The Abram Taylor farm was 2 miles east of the
Village of Chelsea and consisted of 240 acres.

3/28/1891

KENNEDY -- Miss Jennie and Master Don Kennedy are home at Rib Lake for their spring
vacation. They have been attending [boarding] school at Lake Forest, [Illinois.]

These are children of J.J. and Flora Kennedy. The
Kennedy house was built on Rib Lake on the south
side of Church Street at its junction with Lake,
originally, Main Street.

4/11/1891

TOWN CHAIRMEN

Each had been elected at regular April elections.
Hoey’s first name was Bernard; he was a white collar
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Rib Lake, B. Hoey
Westboro, G. W. Allen
Chelsea, William Wieke
Greenwood, Thomas Brehm

4/18/1891

4/18/1891
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employee of JJK’S.
Thomas Brehm was a pioneer settler in the Town of
Chelsea before the Town of Greenwood was set off
from it. Brehm was an operator of a general store
and post master in the same building; it stood 300
feet northwest of St. Ann’s Church; the location for
many years was shown on maps as “Brehm.”

HEMLOCK – PERKINSTOWN -- Post office authorities have refused to approve the name
given to the office to be established at the village of Perkins, and another name will be given.
The reason given for the refusal is that there is an office named “Paskins” in the state, and the
names are liable to get confused.

The place was eventually called Perkinstown, named
for Albert J. Perkins, the first mayor of the City of
Medford and long time friend and business associate
of JJK’S.

URQUHART POST OFFICE -- A new post office named Urquhart has been established
between Medford and Interwald and service will be commenced immediately. The new
postmaster’s name is Frank Rudolph.

I surmise Urquhart was named for Elias Urquhart’s
surveyor, timber cruiser, one time Taylor Sheriff and
County Board chairman.
The new post office was located in the Rudolph
farm house on the north side of the town road which
became County Trunk Highway M.

5/2/1891

KENNEDY -- The Rib Lake mill will shut down early Monday to allow the workmen to attend
the circus [in Medford], for which a special train has been provided.

What a telling decision on the part of J.J.K, shut the
mill down to allow its workers and their families to
go to Medford for a circus. While we have no
information regarding who made the arrangements
for the special train, it is hard to imagine that
occurring without JJK’s active involvement.

5/9/1891

KENNEDY -- Duncan McMillan, one of J.J. Kennedy’s employees at Worcester [Price County,
Wisconsin], lost the first finger of his left hand while coupling [railroad] cars on Tuesday. He
was brought to Medford and Dr. Miller…dressed the wound.

Worcester, also known as milepost 101, is 3 miles
north of Prentice. I surmise that J.J.K had logging
operations going on there and the timber would be
shipped by the Wisconsin Central Railroad for
milling at Rib Lake. With supplies of uncut white
pine near Rib Lake running low, John J. Kennedy
probably bought stumpage in Price County and
established a camp there to cut it and load the logs on
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railroad flatcars.
5/9/1891

TC STAR
AND NEWS

HEMLOCK – Rib Lake Tannery -- Mr. J.J. Kennedy has, through the exercise of his well
known liberality, arranged with the Shaws to build a tannery at Rib Lake this present season.
Arrangements have been made to transfer Mr. Drake from Perkinstown to Rib Lake in July, to
commence building operations there. In the meantime, arrangements have been made at Rib
Lake to peel a stock of bark the present season.
We understand that the Shaws were intending to build on a point on the Soo [rail] road, i.e., [an
east-west railroad running from Minneapolis through Prentice to Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan] but
that Mr. Kennedy has induced them to change their location as indicated above. Mr. Kennedy
deserves our thanks for keeping the business in Taylor County. The only regret we have in the
matter is that this increase in business on the part of the Shaws could not have been in Medford
instead of Rib Lake, as we have reason to believe that at one time it was the intention of the
Shaws to double their business in this place [Medford]. We are, however, thankful for what we
have, and hope that the business here may never be less than it is at present, and, especially, that
we do not lose it altogether. We wish success to the Rib Lake enterprise.

In 1898 the Shaw family built a large tannery in
Medford. In 1899 they constructed a second tannery
in Perkinstown using Mr. Drake as their lead
designer and builder. Recently, the Star and News
reported that the Medford tannery had run out of
tanbark.
While I do not know whether all the terms of the
Shaw-Kennedy deal regarding the Rib Lake tannery
were ever made public, many of them are spelled out
in the deed by which J.J.K deeded the property to
Fayette Delos Shaw in Rib Lake. A strong argument
can be made that John J. Kennedy got the better of
the deal. The deed required to buy Kennedy hemlock
and hemlock from Rib Lake area “settlers”. J.J.K
knew that the same settlers selling tan bark to Shaw
would be looking for someone like Kennedy to buy
the hemlock logs.
The Shaw tannery would be up and running in 1891
and ran until 1922. Shaw sold the Rib Lake tannery
to the United States Leather Co. of New York, New
York, in 1901. In 1906 the U.S. L. C. bought the Rib
Lake Lumber Co. making it the owner of both the
Rib Lake tannery and the village’s largest saw mill.
The volume and quality of hemlock around Rib Lake
was superlative. Hemlock was the dominant tree in
the area’s original, virgin forest. The rich loam soil of
Rib Lake was perfect for hemlock. In 1904, the Rib
Lake Lumber Co. claimed to be THE LARGEST
HEMLOCK MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD;
see January 8, 1904 Rib Lake Herald headlines.
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The three agreements between John J. Kennedy, et
ux, and Fayette D. Shaw were all dated 6/25/1891:
each is available to the public at
www.riblakehistory.com within the Photo &
Document collection. The following is a summary of
each agreement with its RLH Soc. Accession
number:

Insert data here: #15231
6/13/1891

TC STAR
AND NEWS

7/18/1891

SALOONS IN RIB LAKE -- An effort was made to arrange for a Fourth of July celebration, but
the plan fell through, and citizens are advised to go fishing. The saloon keepers always make an
effort to reap a rich harvest on that day, but all save two, Simerson and Voshmik, refused to pay
their share of the celebration] expense. The other businessmen, weary of spending their good
money that saloon keepers may be benefited have dropped the whole matter.

In 1885 Edgar Wheelock wrote a history of Rib Lake
and reported that J.J. Kennedy, who owned nearly all
the land in the village, would not allow any “mind
befuddling substances’” i.e., alcohol. Here is
confirmation that there are now taverns in Rib Lake.

Now is the time for Rib Lake, Chelsea or Westboro to celebrate. Rib Lake is preferred because
there is a good half mile of race track and no saloons. We should all go to Rib Lake.

Note the existence of a half mile long horse racing
track in Rib Lake. It was located south of current
Fayette Ave and north of current STH l02. In 1897
the land was platted into lots and the plat named
“McComb’s Racing Park Addition to the Village of
Rib Lake.”

KENNEDY -- Ground was broke (sic) at Rib Lake Thursday for a set of camps to accommodate
the night crew of the [saw] mill.

Prior reports said that Kennedy had two boarding
houses near his saw mill; they provided lodging
primarily for single men; one boarding house for the
crew working the day and the other for those
working at night.
The use of the term “camps” implies some type of
temporary lodging; the saw mill had recently been
enlarged and remodeled. Perhaps additional workers
were now required to man the enlarged mill.

8/1/1891
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TC STAR

HEMLOCK – WORK ON RIB LAKE TANNERY COMMENCES -- Work was commenced on
the Rib lake tannery to be built by T. [Thaxter]. F. M. [Fayette M.] & F. D. [Fayette Delos]

While the three Shaws mentioned in this article were
involved in running the Medford and Perkinstown

AND NEWS

Shaw last Monday. Mr. Drake, the company’s boss mechanic, going up that day to superintend
operations.

tanneries, Fayette Delos Shaw alone took title to the
real estate on which the Rib Lake tannery was
constructed. See document #15231 & 15232.

Rib Lake will change its nature somewhat, as a consequence, for new men and new interests will
be introduced. The new tannery will be in operation by early autumn.
9/5/1891

KENNEDY & HEMLOCK - “At Rib Lake” -- The writer [Edgar Wheelock] visited Rib Lake
last Tuesday for the first time since the improvements were made in the [saw] mill at that place
last winter. The town itself has not changed greatly, but the mill has been entirely rebuilt.
The saws now operated are a circular and resaw on the north side [of the mill], and A LARGE
AND SMALL BAND SAW on the other, beyond which are edgers, trimmers, etc. (emphasis
added)
The lumber is handled by [powered] machine rollers and carriers until it comes to the grading
shed, where the cars are waiting to distribute it about the lumber [dry] yard. A ten block shingle
machine has also been added. This machine is presided over by Willie Allie, the veteran shingle
sawyer, with whom the writer worked in those days so long ago when they were both shingle
weavers,
The improvements in the mill have increased the capacity about 25 percent, and the cut is now
from 130 m to 150 m feet of lumber per day and 130 m shingles, [i.e., 130.000 to 150,000 feet
of lumber per day and 130,000 shingles]. As these figures are only for the day run, it will be
seen that the lumber turned out during the twenty-four hours [Kennedy’s mill ran both a day and
night shift] amounts to a good round figure. [Assuming the night shift to be as productive as the
day shift, the mill cut from 260,000 to 300,000 board feet of lumber per day!]
Three million feet [of lumber] were put on pile during the month of August, as the result of
about 23 days run. J.J. Kennedy has always been known as a star mill man, but he never made
such a bid for the title as he did when he remodeled his mill last winter.
RIB LAKE TANNERY UNDER CONSTRUCTION
A new interest that has opened up there lately is the work of the Shaws on their proposed
tannery. The new tannery will be the same size as the one in this city [Medford]. The site is
north of the saw mill, and the building will be located on the hill side bordering a deep and
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John J. Kennedy has created truly a modern, highly
productive saw mill. The typical saw mill in Taylor
Co. at the time had annual production of roughly
5,000,000 board feet. KENNEDY’S MILL IN 23
DAYS OF OPERATION IN AUGUST PRODUCED
3,000,000.
Kennedy’s remodeled mill should produce about
40,000,000 feet per year.
Note the installation of band saws as opposed to
circular saws. The band saw did the initial sawing of
the log just after it entered the mill. The band saw
was much faster than the circle saw.
Another improvement that greatly increased
productivity was replacing the old rollers on which
lumber was moved from one part of the mill to
another. In the old mill, a man provided the power to
move the lumber by pushing it. The remodeled mill
had “live” rollers, i.e., some rollers were constantly
turning and mechanically powered.
J.J. Kennedy merited the accolade of “star mill man.”

narrow ravine, through the center of which runs a stream [“Tannery Creek”] of spring water.
Work was commenced with a small force of men under H. L. Drake, the company’s mechanic,
and the business is under the care of Mr. Fayette Shaw. So far the work has progressed like
clock work. Stone and sand are both found on the ground in digging foundations and making
excavations for the buildings, thus saving a large expense.
The bark house is completed, the furnaces are nearly built, and work has been commenced on
the vats. The machinery is all on the ground ready to be put in place. It is not the intention of the
firm to commence putting in hides until the bark can be hauled on runners [sleighs], so they are
not rushing matters very fast.
Mr. Fayette Shaw, with whom the writer visited for an hour or two, made the statement that he
had never in his long life among tanneries, struck a site that was so perfectly adapted in all
respects to the requirements of the business, as the one at Rib Lake.
9/26/1891

TC STAR
AND NEWS

BLACK RIVER -- The Taylor County Logging and Driving Association has this year cleaned
the Black River as it was never cleaned before, as far south as Hemlock Dam in Clark County.
The companies interested in the association are Sawyer & Austin, N. B. Holway and H.
Goddard. Bill Abbott, foreman for the association, has taken advantage of the dry season to
clear the [river] bottoms, and logs that have been lying in the woods for 12 or 14 years have
been hauled in, and are now ready to go down stream.

10/10/1891

WESTBORO -- A boy named Hjalmer Swansen, living at Westboro, was brought to this city
[Medford] and examined by Justice [of the Peace] Hobbs yesterday, as to his fitness to adorn the
reform school at Waukesha. It appears that the boy had an itching palm, and that he can only be
satisfied by appropriating articles and money belonging to others. “Squire Hobbs” was satisfied
with his proficiency and appointed him to reside at Waukesha until he shall arrive at the age of
twenty-one.

10/24/1891

HEMLOCK -- Hemlock Used In New Home of Frank Perkins
C. M. Perkins has moved his family into his new house [in the City of Medford]. The lower part
of their new house is finished in red birch, with birch floors in the dining room, kitchen, bath
room and pantries, and a birch wainscot also adorns those rooms.
THE CHAMBERS ARE FINISHED IN HEMLOCK, A NEW DEPARTURE, BY THE WAY,
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The first two companies listed in the association had
saw mills in La Crosse, Wisconsin. Their logs were
routinely driven down the Black River which ends at
the Mississippi; their saw mills were just a mile south
on the Mississippi River.

The article’s writer, Edgar Wheelock, deals directly
with the prejudice and scorn held by most toward the
use of hemlock as lumber.
Frank was a son of Medford Mayor A. J. Perkins.

AND ALL WHO HAVE BEEN PROFANELY SCOFFING AT HEMLOCK SHOULD HOLD
THEIR PIECE UNTIL THEY HAVE EXAMINED THIS WOOD IN PRACTICAL USE.
Frank and his estimable wife now have a home that they may be proud of, as it is beautifully and
conveniently arranged. The cost of the house when completed will be in the neighborhood of
$2,500.
10/31/1891

STATE SCHOOL AID -- The apportionment of the state school fund has been made in
accordance with the law, and the statement for Taylor County has been received from State
Superintendent Q. E. Wells, and will be paid to the several towns, village and city treasurers not
later than Feb. 11th, 1892. The following is the apportionment on a basis of $1.024 per scholar:
Town of Greenwood
$82.94
Town of Chelsea
$242.69
City of Medford
$448.55
Town of Westboro
$161.79
Town of Rib Lake
$165.89

Since each municipality was paid just slightly over
$1.00 per student, one can easily calculate the
number of pupils in public schools. Since there was
no Village of Rib Lake until its formal incorporation
in 1902, the Rib Lake figure covered both “urban”
and rural parts of that township.

11/7/1891

HEMLOCK – Old Nystrum Tannery -- A company of Medford men with Julius Billack at their
head, have purchased the old Nystrum tannery property, and will convert it into a basket factory.

This tannery had been the first constructed in
Medford and Taylor County. It had not been
operating for at least one year.

11/14/1891

MEDFORD - The New Hospital -- Drs. Zeit and Miller have succeeded in securing a proper
place fort their Medford City Hospital. They have leased from Albert Norton the old building on
East Second street, formerly a Lutheran church, and will plaster and repair it, and make it a
comfortable and convenient place.

Both doctors were in private practice in Medford.

The hospital tickets have been printed… Two kinds of tickets will be sold: One, a purely
accident ticket, will cost $10.00, and will entitle the holder to board, lodging, medicine and
medical attendance, for a space of one year, in cases of accident.
The other ticket, sold for $15.00, is a sickness and accident ticket, and entitles the holder to all
the benefits of the hospital in case of either illness or accident. This hospital will prove a great
convenience for lumbermen in this locality, and single men who desire to provide a place where
they can receive proper care, during periods of illness. The homeless will avail themselves of
this opportunity.
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11/21/1891

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK – Rib Lake Tannery -- The tannery is so far advanced that hides will be going into
the vats in a short time.

This is the last news regarding the Rib Lake tannery
published in the TC STAR & NEWS on WSHS
micro-film P74 – 255 ending January 9, 1892.
Therefore, nothing in that micro-film indicates
whether the Rib Lake tannery began operations.
It is clear that construction of the Rib Lake tannery
commenced in 1891.

1892
6/16/1892

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

PERKINSTOWN TANNERY -- Teaming between this city [Medford] and Perkinstown is now
done over the River Road, and the hills on the town line road are thus avoided.

A tannery was operating in Perkinstown and hides
and equipment had to be hauled from the railhead at
Medford to and from. No railroad ever reached
Perkinstown. The horse trip was at least 10 miles
long—one way.
Contrast that situation to Rib Lake; the new Rib Lake
tannery was on the rail line.

1/23/1892

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION TO MICHAEL GALLAGHER -- In Probate---Taylor
County Court
In the matter of the estate of Patrick Gallagher,
Letters of Administration on said estate having been granted to Michael Gallagher, and 6
months from and after the 18th day of Jan., 1892, having been by order of said court allowed
for creditors to present their claims against deceased for examination and allowance.
Notice is hereby given by the judge of this county; court will on the 6th day of September, 1892,
at the Probate Office of Medford, Wisconsin, examine and adjust all claims and demands of all
persons against the said Patrick Gallagher, deceased.
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Dated this 18th day of January, A. D. 1892 By the Court, /s/ Clinton Textor, County Judge -John H. Hogarty, Atty’s for Estate
1/30/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

DAVIS & STARR MILL AT LITTLE BLACK -- A [railroad] train of logs, the first one from
Plummer, passed through here [Medford] Wednesday bound for the Davis & Starr Lumber Co.
mill at Little Black. The company will put in about 7,000,000 feet at Plummer…and expect to
run daily trains between that place and Plummer.

Davis and Starr, originally an Eau Claire, Wisconsin,
lumber co., bought and logged extensive pine
stumpage near Westboro and shipped it by train to
its Little Black sawmill.
I suspect that “Plummer” was north of Westboro and
the Wisconsin Central Railroad.

1/30/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

WISCONSIN CENTRAL LINES -- Northern Pacific Railroad Co “lessee” [advertisement] -FAST TRAINS with Pullman Vestibule Drawing Room Sleepers, Dining Cars and Coaches of
the latest design, between Chicago, Milwaukee, St Paul and Minneapolis.

This was the railroad providing service to Rib Lake.
It had just been leased by the Northern Pacific
Railroad that had a line from Ashland, Wisconsin to
Portland, Oregon

THROUGH PULLMAN VESTIBULED DRAWING ROOM AND COLONIST SLEEPERS
via the Northern Pacific Railroad between Chicago and Portland, Oregon.
CONVENIENT TRAINS to and from Eastern Wisconsin, Northern and Central Points,
affording unequalled service to and from Waukesha, Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, Neenah, Menasha,
Chippewa Falls, Eau Claire and Hurley, Wis., and Ironwood and Bessemer, Michigan.
1/30/1892
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AND NEWS

RIB LAKE -- The greatest amusement here in winter is “going to camp,” which, by the way, is a
great pleasure to one and all, as the [ice] roads are grand, the cooks smiling, and camps warm,
clean and inviting, and the vitals—words can not describe them. You must partake of them
individually to get an idea of their excellence, if you want a taste of the genuine pleasure
Choose a day when the sun shines clear and bright,
The weather not too cold,
A sleigh load of friends, a dashing team
And a driver both careful and bold.
The branches wave above you,
You see on every side,
The beauties of an evergreen forest,
As swiftly on you glide.
The road like a silver ribbon winds,
Through a forest of stately trees,

This was part of the weekly column entitled “Rib
Lake.”
It was an unwritten law that a lumber camp cook
never turned away anyone seeking a meal. The cooks
at most camps worked hard to gain and sustain a
good reputation.
Eighty year old Dan McCluskey of Interwald told me
about his experience with camp cooks. His father
worked at camp 28 and Dan would walk out there
late Friday afternoons to meet his father and walked
with his father to their home. Whenever Dan got to
camp, he made a bee-line for the cook shanty where

The oder of pine and hemlock,
Is wafted along by the breeze.
If you wish to enjoy yourself beyond measure,
I assure you you’ll never regret,
A trip to the Rib Lake lumber camps,
‘Tis a pleasure you ne’er will regret.

the cook would allow the boy to eat his fill of ginger
snap cookies. The walk to the camp guaranteed that
they would—and did—taste great.

2/13/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE TANNERY HAS STARTED -- Sam Hagen and Ben Hoey, two Rib Lake citizens,
made the usual report of “no news [going on in Rib Lake] and then GAVE THE
INFORMATION THAT THE TANNERY WAS RUNNING LIKE A CLOCK…

J.J. Kennedy, on 6/25/1891, sold the land for the Rib
Lake tannery to Fayette D. Shaw the deed required
the prompt construction and operations of the
tannery. This article confirms that the tannery was
operating in Rib Lake in February, 1892. It
permanently ceased operations in 1922.

3/19/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

WOMEN CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION -- The Rib Lake ladies in attendance on the
County Convention of W. C. T. U. were: Madams’ Bonnett, Hagan, Harding, Warren, Clark,
Angus Kennedy, Bailey, Johnson, DeGroat and McLennan. Mrs. Angus Kennedy was the
president of the [Taylor County] association.

Angus Kennedy was a brother to J. J. and the general
manager of his Rib Lake lumber enterprise.

4/23/1892

TC STAR
AND NEWS

RIB LAKE TANNERY -- F.D. [Fayette Delos] Shaw is advertising for 200 men to peel bark in
Rib Lake and T. F. M. & F. D. Shaw are after 300 men for the same kind of work at this place
[Medford] and Perkinstown.

At this time there were 3 tanneries in Taylor County.
Fayette Delos Shaw was the sole owner of the
tannery at Rib Lake and the co owner—with
relatives—of the tanneries at Medford and
Perkinstown.
Each tannery ran its own “bark camps” in summer at
which ‘tanbark” was stripped from felled hemlock
trees; the tanbark was conveyed to the tanneries
where it provided tannic acid with which the hides
could be tanned into leather.
The Shaw camp operations rivaled in size and
economic importance those of the lumber companies.

4/30/1892
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RIB LAKE TANNERY -- MONDAY LAST THE FIRST [RAILROAD] CAR OF LEATHER
TANNED AT Rib Lake was shipped from that place. The can contained ten tons. The date of
the shipment WAS JUST NINE MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THE ARRIVAL OF Mr.

Fayette Avenue in the Village of Rib Lake is named
for Fayette Delos Shaw. While originally born out
East and a long time resident of Boston, he died and

Fayette Shaw AND Mr. Drake at Rib Lake, preparatory to breaking ground for the new
tannery...

was buried in Phillips, Wisconsin, in 1942 while
living with a daughter.

One of the first results of the work on the new site was the discovery of a spring of pure, cold
water, and Mr. Shaw, who is partial to water, attributes much of raw good luck that has attended
on the enterprise to this water. He writes: “I defy whisky or beer to show a better record.” That
the enterprise may continue to grow and prosper is the wish of this paper.
4/30/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

POLITICS -- JJ. Kennedy and A. [Albert] J. Perkins were elected by the Taylor County
Republican convention as delegates to the State Republican convention.

Active at the same time in Taylor County were the
Democrats and Prohibitionists.
The June 11th edition reported that a large number
of people went to the Republican National
Convention held in Minneapolis; “ Among the
Taylor County delegation to the Minneapolis
convention, this week, are J.J. Kennedy, Duncan
McLennan, and William Kennedy [a brother of J. J.],
of Rib Lake, Peter Doyle, J. H. Wheelock, Frank
Perkins, W. P. Price, Sollie Smith, Fayette D. Shaw,
Edgar T. Wheelock and G. L. Shattuck of Medford.
J.J. Kennedy and others returned Thursday and report
that both Minnie and her brother Paul [Minneapolis
& St. Paul] were too crowded with visitors for
convenience. A letter from another of the party
describes the situation as “CONFUSION WORSE
CONFOUNDED.”

5/28/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

COUNTY BOARD REPRESENTATIVES -- Ben Hoey, Rib Lake; Thomas Brehm,
Greenwood; P. M. Campbell, Westboro and William Wicke, Chelsea.

Ben Hoey worked in J.J. Kennedy’s company store.
Thomas Brehm and his wife arrived in Chelsea in
1884. He eventually established an important, rural
general store and post office just north of St. Ann’s
Catholic Church. The Highland Grade school was
built across the street from the store. For many years
this cluster was identified as “Brehm” on maps.
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6/18/1892

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

NEW RIB LAKE -- John Logan and A. S. Russell returned Thursday from Rib Lake, where
they have been platting land into village lots, preparatory to the great boom that will soon strike
in that immediate locality.
On the site of old village of Rib Lake seven streets have been laid out, and an even 100 lots
platted. These lots vary in size as many of them were already occupied and, to avoid moving
buildings, the lots were made to accommodate the buildings. Where there were no buildings, the
lots were made 50x100 feet in size.
The railroad engineer, Mr. Agnew, was recently in Rib Lake and laid out a site at the lake and
laid out a site for a new depot, near J.J. Kennedy’s store. A track will be laid directly to the
depot and another to Shaw’s tannery.
Another plat of lots and streets has been made to the north of the race track, to accommodate
those employed in the tannery who wish to purchase lots. More particulars in regard to this
matter will be given latter.
It is also rumored that other industries will soon blossom out at Rib Lake, and there is no reason
why they should not.

The first plat was recorded with the Register of
Deeds on May 23, 1895 and entitled “Original Plat of
the Village of Rib Lake.” It was created under the
direction of J.J. Kennedy and his wife Flora and
remains to this day as the plat defining the size and
locations of lots on the south side of Rib Lake.
You can see a color version of this plat at the
folder: Kennedys: MOVERS AND SHAKERS;
www.riblakehistory.com
Fayette Delos Shaw authorized and created a plat of
land around his tannery on the north side of the
village.
Note the reference to the horse race track in the very
center of the village; it operated for years to meet the
widespread interest in amateur races at the time. In
1897 A.C. McComb—for whom McComb Avenue
was named—platted that land into “McCombs
Racing Park Addition to the Village of Rib Lake.”
For years, the south side of Rib Lake was known as
KENNEDY TOWN and the north side as SHAW
TOWN.

6/25/1892

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

7/16/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS
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E.C. GETCHEL -- E. C. Getchel came down from Rib Lake Thursday evening to talk to his
mother and sister. This is his first visit in ten weeks.

E. C. Getchel was a prominent Rib Lake
businessman and banker. In 1892 he held the elected
position of Taylor County Superintendant of
Education. He eventually built a beautiful mansion of
a house on West Street in Rib Lake; in 2012 it serves
as the funeral home.

KENNEDY -- Among those spoken of as candidate for [the Wisconsin State] Assembly on the
Republican ticket are J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake, a prominent and well-to-do lumberman and Mr.
Perkins, of the City of Medford. Both of these gentleman are well known and would be a good

This article was reprinted in the TC STAR & NEWS
from the Phillips Bee.

nominee, especially so with MR. KENNEDY FOR HE IS NOT ONLY WELL KNOWN
AMONG THE LABORING MEN BUT IS WELL LIKED AS WELL. (emphasis added)
7/23/1892

TC STAR
AND NEWS

AT RIB LAKE -- The writer visited Rib Lake Friday last on a missionary errand, and took note
of the improvements which are numerous. The enlargement and improvement of Mr. J.J.
Kennedy’s mill have been mentioned in these columns before, but one who has not visited the
mill since the changes can not appreciate the increased facility with which lumber is made and
handled. The planning mill is busy dressing and preparing last years cut for shipment but it will
take until autumn to complete this task.
The most marked change at Rib Lake since last year is, of course, the F. D. [Fayette Delos]
Shaw Tannery, and the collection of spic and span new houses that have grown up around it.
The tannery is a model, PROBABLY THE BEST OF ITS SIZE IN THE WORLD. When
nature molded the earth’s surface at that site the probable location of a tannery must have been
taken into account, as the slopes and ravine, the water supply and drainage are all perfectly
natural. This tannery is about the same size as the Medford tannery, but they are doing more
work there [at Rib Lake] than here [at Medford]. [The Rib Lake tannery puts out] …550 sides
of hides each day into the vats.
[Building] lots have been laid out near the tannery and many houses have been built where
workmen with families reside. There is a boarding house for the single men, also. E. C. Getchel
is book keeper and the first lieutenant to Mr. Fayette Shaw who manages the entire enterprise.
Among the new things at the lake is the new M. E. [Methodist Episcopal] church, the
foundation of which has been laid. The building will be small but tasty in design. The size of
the main lecture room will be 30x40 on the south end, opposite the platform will be a classroom
15x20, connected with the main room by folding doors. The money for this building has all been
raised, and there will be no debt as an ornament when completed.
Chris. Wollesen has taken the contract for the work [of building the church] for $600, material
furnished on the ground and, as Christ is a good workman, there is no question about the church
being well built. He expects to have it ready for services in September.

The tannery site in Rib Lake is worth a visit; Tannery
Lane runs north from Fayette Avenue through the
site.
Two blocks north of Fayette Ave is tannery pound; it
is a 7 acre lake created by damming tannery creek.
The pond supplemented wells in meeting the needs
of the tannery for water.
In 2012, solid concrete pillars 3 to 4 feet high still
stand in rows along the creek; the pillars supported a
huge vat house over 300 feet long built over the
creek. Wastes were dumped into the creek which
served as a convenient sewer; “out of sight—out of
mind.”
In 2012 two original tannery buildings remain; the
former “pan” house is now a home. The former
boiler house/power plant is a concrete commercial
two story structure at 248 Tannery Lane.
Without question the most impressive remnant of
tannery days in Rib Lake is easily seen on Fayette
Ave just north of its junction with McComb Ave.
Seven former company houses once occupied by
tannery laborers stand side-by-side on the north side
of Fayette Ave. While some have been remodeled,
their classic 1 and ½ story size and rectangular shape
declare to the world that they are classic company
houses.
The M. E. Church is the proud home of United
Methodist Church on Church street in 2012. It is as
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neat and well maintained as when constructed 120
years ago.
7/30/1892

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

TANBARK -- The men now employed in the woods by Joseph Gibson will soon complete their
season of bark peeling, with a stock of 3,000 cords. All of this will be delivered to the Medford
tannery during the winter, and the logs stripped of bark will be banked on the Black River for
Sawyer & Austin.

The bark peeling season was short. The only time to
do it was mid spring to early summer when the tree
was in rapid growth.
Note the win-win situation. The bark of the hemlock
tree was sold to go to the tannery and its logs were
sold to go to the saw mill. The hemlock landowner
had a bonanza. And Taylor County was hemlock
heaven—hemlock and yellow birch were the
dominant species in the virgin forest in Taylor
County.

7/30/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

TEACHER’S INSTITUTE -- A teacher’s institute will be held in the high school building at
Medford, Wis., commencing August 22nd and will continue five days. Every teacher is expected
to be present every day and to take an active part in the exercises. The work for the institute has
been carefully prepared and no teach can afford to miss this opportunity for self improvement.
Friends of education are cordially invited to be present. Teacher examinations will be held as
follows:

At the time every Wisconsin county had the position
of county superintendent of education—an elected
position. E. C. Getchel held the position at this time
and resided in Rib Lake where he had the apparent
full time job of general manager of the tannery under
Fayette D. Shaw.

Medford, August 29 and 30, and Chelsea, August 31 and Sept 1st.

Getchel went on to become a prominent businessman
and banker in Rib Lake. He built a mansion of a
house at 933 West Street; in 2012 it is the DallmannKniewel Funeral Home.

A supplementary examination will be held in the west side building at Medford, Wis., Oct. 21
and 22 for teachers wishing to write in the first and second grade braches…
Exercises will begin promptly at 9 o’clock each morning and all should be present at that time.
Applicants will provide themselves to write with ink upon legal cap paper. School boards should
see that the teacher holds a certificate good for the entire term of school, and has credit for
having attended institute five days this year.
Dated at Rib Lake, Wis., July 26, 1892
/s/ E. C. Getchel, County Supt.
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My father, Herman A. Rusch, was born in Rib Lake
in 1902. His father worked in the tannery but kept
one cow on his 4 acre lot on Fayette Ave to provide
fresh milk for a family numbering almost a dozen.
The Rusch family sold fresh milk and cream for extra
cash. My father told me that the Getchel family was
his best customer. Not only did they pay for the milk
and cream, but they often left dad a tip of five
cents—then a generous sum.

Notice the emphasis on LOCAL teacher education.
Almost no teacher had a university education; most
attended a local “normal school” [teacher’s college]
for one year before starting their teaching job.
7/30/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

JUST AS EASY -- As grass falls before the mower’s scythe, so fall the base ball clubs before
the Medford aggregation of ball tossers. Last Sunday two clubs met defeat in this city
[Medford]. In the forenoon Rib Lake found defeat, and in the afternoon nine young men from
Eau Claire searched in van for runs that could not be found...

Medford beat Rib Lake 11 to 7. Fayette Delos Shaw
was the owner of the Rib Lake tannery and part
owner of several more. He had hundreds of men
working for him and found time to play baseball.

In the game against Rib Lake, F. [Fayette] D. Shaw acted in the capacity of pitcher and, as
Delos’ right arm has not forgotten its cunning, he made conundrums that the Rib Lake batters
could not guess…..
8/6/1892

TC STAR
AND NEWS

TEN HOUR WORK DAY -- The striking mill men at Merrill and Wausau have returned to
work, their demand for a ten hour [work] day being granted. At Stevens Point the strike is not
yet settled, and there is about one ripe at Rhinelander.

I surmise that the 11 or 12 hour work day prevailed at
the Kennedy saw mill. The edition of Aug 27th
reported that the Davis and Starr saw mill at Little
Black went from an 11 hour work day to 10 “with no
reduction in wages.”

8/6/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

YOUNG PEOPLES SOCIETY AT RIB LAKE -- A Young Peoples Society, in connection with
the M. E. [Methodist Episcopal] church has been organized at Rib Lake. Weekly meetings will
be held during the year, a subject chosen for each meting, a leader appointed.

Note that this was a Methodist Episcopal church.
Here the term Episcopal did not refer to the Christian
denomination of Episcopalians. Episcopal is taken
from the Greek word for bishop; that is how the term
is used here. This branch of the Methodist church had
bishops.

The officers of the society are: Tena Kennedy [daughter of J.J. and Flora Kennedy], president;
Dana Thomas, vice –president; Clyde DeGroat, secretary; Mary Nolan, treasurer; Myrtle
Thomas, organist.
Rev. H. P. Waldron, the pastor of the Rib Lake church is a young man of energy, and his work
is already bearing good fruit.
10/8/1892
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TRAIN SCHEDULE -- The Wisconsin Central Railroad trains passed through Medford four
times daily:
TRAINS GOING NORTH FROM MEDFORD: Mail 10:30 am; Passenger 4:10 am; way
freight [local freight] 9:30 a.m.; through freight 8:04 pm.

I suspect this schedule did not admit to trains on
Sunday.

TRAINS GOING SOUTH FROM MEDFORD: Mail 6:22 pm; passenger 11:45 pm; way freight
5:00 pm; through freight 5:28 am.
RIB LAKE TRAINS: Leave Chelsea at 11:20 am; leave Rib Lake to return to Chelsea at 12:35
pm.
LIMITATIONS ON TRAINS THROUGH MEDFORD; Nos. 40 and 41-freight—carry
passengers between Mellen and Abbottsford. No. 38 will carry passengers between Medford
and Abbottsford; No. 39 will carry passengers between Abbottsford and Westboro
10/8/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

FIRE AT RIB LAKE -- The hotel and boarding house at Rib Lake was entirely consumed by
fire last Tuesday afternoon. The building belonged to J.J. Kennedy, was valued at $6,000, and
was insured for $3,000. A part of the furniture was removed, but much of it was destroyed.

The hotel-boarding house was primarily a boarding
house for single men working for Kennedy. It was
rebuilt and lasted about 10 years before it too burned.

Our reporter was unable to learn how the fire started. The two streams of water from the pump
at the mill were used to save surrounding property to good effect, as the flames were not allowed
to spread from the burning buildings. Just across the street from the boarding house, which was
a monster frame building, was Mr. Kennedy’s large store, and beyond that there was a row of
dwellings, all of wood and ready to burn on very little provocation. The men from the saw mill
and tannery gathered to fight the fire and worked like heroes, with splendid results.

The “slashings” were a logged over area. The sun
dried tree tops and residue from logging made them
highly burnable.

The Medford fire department was wired for help, and responded, but did not arrive with their
[fire fighting] machine until the boarding house was burned and the fire was under control. The
wind was blowing with considerable force from the north, and carried sparks from the burning
building across the lake, setting fire to an old slashing.
It is very fortunate that the wind was not from the east that day, for had it been so, no power on
earth could have saved the lumber yard with its millions of feet of lumber. To Mr. Kennedy we
tender our condolence and congratulations in the same breath.
10/15/1892
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KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy has forwarded one hundred dollars to the Medford fire department
as remuneration for the company’s exhibition of good will in promptly responding to the call for
assistance at the time of the recent fire at Rib Lake. Our boys and fire extinguishing apparatus
arrived too late to be of any assistance whatsoever, and to say that the donation was appreciated
does not begin to express the feelings of the company.

Rib Lake is a good quarter mile across, so the flying
embers had a good flight before setting fire to the
slashings.

11/12/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY CHILDREN AT BOARDING SCHOOL -- J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake took the
Thursday night train for Chicago. He will return early next week, as he expects to spend Sunday
with his children at Lake Forest, where they are attending school.

J.J. Kennedy and his wife Flora had five children:
Donald Angus, born Oct. 30, 1876; Christena Maud
born Sept 16, 1872; Jennette born October 1874;
William G. born June 6, 1880 and Elbert Carpenter
born January 5, 1884.
The Rib Lake Herald of December 23, 1904 reported;
“Bert Kennedy came home from Lake Forest,
Illinois, to spend Christmas at home. He is a student
at Lake Forest College.”
On June 4, 1897 William J. Kennedy graduated from
9th grade after attending Rib Lake public school.
On December 24, 1892 the paper reported: “J.J.
Kennedy and his two daughters attended the Arion
Band dance in this city [Medford] Thursday evening.
The young ladies are home from Lake Forest school,
to spend the holiday season.” Christina Kennedy was
20 and Jennette 18 at the time. Image #14135 in the
Photo and Document Collection shows a picture of
each taken in 1960.

11/12/1892

TC STAR &
NEWS

TANNERIES TO GET ELECTRIC LIGHTS -- The men who are to put the electric light plant
in the [Medford] tannery have been in town this week making preparations. Yesterday they
drove out to Perkinstown to look over the tannery at that place. The Shaws have convinced
themselves that the safest and best light for their tanneries is the electric light, and soon all their
establishments will blaze with that bright and beautiful light.

Note that the men were installing an electric light
plant. This predated electric line or municipal power
plants. They would be installing the equipment at
each tannery to generate the electricity to power the
lights there. Since each tannery had several steam
boilers, the electric generator would also be steam
powered.

11/12/1892

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

JOHN DUNCAN REMOVED AS WESTBORO POSTMASTER -- The Westboro post office at
last has changed hands. In July last Andrew Peterson was appointed postmaster in place of John
Duncan, [who was removed], and he filed the necessary bonds, etc. shortly after. On August 22
his commission was mailed to him from Washington but it never reached him. In October a
duplicate commission was forwarded to him in care of the editor of this paper and, consequently

Earlier this paper had a short article that the Town of
Westboro claimed John Duncan had embezzled funds
while he served as town clerk and after a long delay
the Town was filling suit. Nothing further has been
reported to date.
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Peterson got it all right. Then he demanded the post office and Duncan refused to turn it over.
Several excuses were made to cause delay, and at last post office inspector Pulcifer was asked to
give a hand in the matter, which he did last Wednesday, and now Peterson is postmaster.

12/3/1892

TC STAR
AND NEWS

John Duncan was one of the earliest businessmen in
Westboro. With William R Taylor and James Ritchie
he purchased land from the Wisconsin Central
Railroad and opened a large saw mill. Duncan
eventually became the sole owner of the saw mill.

KENNEDY AND HIS RAILROAD -- J.J. Kennedy has the iron [rails] laid on about 1 and ½
miles of his logging railroad. The road will be about five miles in length before spring, and the
logs will be hauled thereon during the winter.

THIS WAS THE FIRST LOGGING RAILROAD IN
TAYLOR COUNTY AND ONE OF THE FIRST IN
THE STATE.

Last Thursday Angus Kennedy got his hand pinched while coupling [railroad] cars on the new
road, and came to Medford to have it dressed. One finger was dislocated and severe bruises
mark the other fingers. Angus will content himself hereafter with his position of general
superintendent, leaving car coupling to less experienced hands.

Ironically, when the Rib Lake Lumber Company
hauled its last railroad conveyed logs to Rib Lake in
1948, it was the last Wisconsin lumber company still
doing so.
We know almost nothing regarding Kennedy’s first
efforts at railroad logging; Guy Wallace’s history of
Rib Lake said the railroad ran to the northwest of the
village and it was a failure.
At the time railroad cars were coupled together using
what was called a “link and pin.” This was an
extremely dangerous procedure which resulted in
thousands of men losing fingers and hands. The
worker had to stand in between the two cars to be
coupled as the locomotive pushed one car toward the
other; the laborer had to simultaneously hold the pine
horizontal so it would fit over a bracket on the other
car thru which the laborer had to insert the pin. It is
no surprise at all that Angus got hurt attempting
this—there was no safe way to do it.

12/10/1892
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AT THE [MEDFORD] TANNERY -- All bark delivered at the tannery now is weighed on
Howe scales, and paid for by weight instead of measure. The scales have been put between the
office and vat yard, and a house built over them. This is one new improvement.

Note the cluster of homes getting electricity from the
tannery; these large houses exist in 2012 along South
Second Street south of Perkins Avenue. Fayette

Another improvement is the electric lights which will probably be burning tonight for the first
time. A dynamo house has been built on the west side of the roll house and it contains a small
[steam] engine and dynamo [generator]. One hundred lamps [electric light bulbs] of sixteen
candle power each are distributed about the different departments, and wires are run across the
railroad track to four houses on the hill, the residence of the Shaws, A. J. and F. [Frank] M.
Perkins and Joseph Hammel.

Delos Shaw just announced in the paper his new
home had been completed.
Joseph Hammel owned and operated Drug store in
Medford.

The electric light plant at Perkinstown tannery has been running for some time and is giving
unqualified satisfaction.
KENNEDY OVERJOYED BY FREEZE -- The cold weather of this week has been very
acceptable to lumbermen, as the swamps will not freeze in warm weather, and when the swamps
are not frozen over the life of the average lumberman is dull and uninteresting.

12/24/1892

This small article says a lot that is easily overlooked
in modern society. The last glacial ice melted from
what is Taylor County just 10,000 to 12,000 years
ago. It left a poorly drained topography with
wetlands covering 10% or more of the typical section
of land. Most wetlands could be crossed by oxen or
horses only after their surface has frozen and thereby
‘firmed up.”
These facts also tell us why J.J. Kennedy wanted a
logging railroad; it would be immune from the
vagaries of weather. While crossing a wetland with a
railroad had its own problems, one typical technique
was to use long logs placed perpendicular to the rails.
Such logs formed a mat above the wet, unstable
surface. Such logs were easily cut from hardwood
and other “junk” trees; they were readily available
and their supply was inexhaustible.

12/31/1892
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RIB LAKE -- The people of Rib Lake, being human, enjoy eating at intervals, the good things of
the land. Fully aware of the weakness on the part of people, certain parties, to the writer hereof
unknown, have decided to advantage themselves by giving an oyster supper at the Town Hall.
Who would not wish to be thereat?

The paper regularly carried an ad by a Medford
merchant for oysters. “Headquarters for Oysters”
“Andresen’s is as usual the Headquarters for Oysters.
They are received by express [train] three times a
week direct from Headquarters and are sold in cans
or in bulk.”

Note that the supper would take place in the Town of
Rib Lake Town Hall. Until 1902 there was no
incorporated Village of Rib Lake; there was a single
political entity, the Town of Rib Lake. Its Town Hall
was located in what would become the Village of Rib
Lake. In 1902, after the incorporation of the Village,
the remainder of the Town of Rib Lake built a new
Town Hall on the northeast corner of current STH
102 and CTH C.
The 1902 Town Hall lasted until c 1900 when the
Town Board had it burned by the fire department; it
was replaced by the current structure at the same
location.
In 2012 the President of the Village of Rib Lake is
Wayne Trusty. The Chairman of the Town of Rib
Lake is Joe Knorn.

1893
1/7/1893

TC STAR
AND NEWS

COUNTY POOR FARM -- It cost $4.18 a week to board each of the paupers at the [Taylor]
county poor farm LAST YEAR. That is too much, and we don’t care a continental (sic) who is
responsible for it. The farm ought to be nearly, if not quite, self sustaining. The county could
board its charges at a Medford hotel cheaper than that.

Self sustaining meant that the inmates living at the
poor farm would grow their food and sell enough of
the excess to buy what they could not raise
themselves.
Bear in mind that inmates included many old, sick
and infirm.
The Clark county poor farm lasted into the 1970s
with a functioning farm. In 2012 the facility
continues to exist at Owen as the Clark County
Health Care Center; its patients include those
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suffering from Alzheimer’s Disease.
1/21/1893

TC STAR
AND NEWS

TIMBER LAND ACT—June 3, 1878, ---NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
United States Land Office, Wausau Wis., Jan. 9, 1893
Notice is hereby given that in compliance with the provisions of the act of congress of June 3,
1878, entitled “AN ACT FOR THE SALE OF TIMBER LANDS IN THE STATES OF
CALIFORNIA, OREGON, NEVADA AND WASHINGTON TERRITORY,” Theodore
Lummerding of Rib lake, Taylor County, has this day filed in this office his sworn statement
No…. (sic) for the purchase of the NW ¼ SW ¼ and E ½ SE ¼ section 22, Township 33 North
of Range 3 East, AND WILL OFFER PROOF TO SHOW THAT THE LAND SOUGHT IS
MORE VALUABLE FOR ITS TIMBER OR STONE than for agricultural purposes, and to
establish his claim to said land before the Register and Receiver of this land office at Wausau,
Wis., on Tuesday the 11th day of April, 1893. (emphasis added)

Over the years Congress created a variety of laws to
transfer land from the U.S. government, i.e., the
public domain, to private persons. The most popular
was the Homestead Act of 1862. The Timber Land
Act was another, such vehicle.
Theodore Lummerding’s claim was for 120 acres of
land 1 mile southwest of Wood Lake.
Under the Homestead Act the homesteader had to
prove that he/she cultivated the land. Under the
Timber Act the claimant had to prove the opposite.

He names as witnesses: Joseph Schmidtfranz of Rib Lake, Wis., William Ludloff of Rib Lake,
Heinrich Deer and Frank Aigner of Rib Lake, Wis.
Any and all persons claiming adversely the above-described lands are requested to file their
claims in this office on or before the 11th day of April, 1893.
/s/ E, B, SANDERS, Register
1/2/1893

TC STAR
AND NEWS

NEW LAND LAW -- In another column will be found a notice, the second of its kind ever
published in the State, we believe, under the title “Timber Land.” Act June 3, 1878, in which
Theodore Lummerding, of Rib Lake, gives notice of his intention to buy of the government a
tract of land valuable only for its timber
Heretofore, the land in question, and other government lands in this state, could only be had
under the Homestead Act, but the Department of Interior having recently decided that the act of
Congress passed last August, extended the provisions of the June 3, 1878, known as the
TIMBER ACT, to all the states; [the Act]… applied to lands that had once been offered but
subsequently withdrawn. It brings the lands in this district under the provisions and renders them
subject to entry at $2.50 per acre.
To enter these lands it is necessary to first make a sworn statement the land is timbered and
therefore unfit for cultivation. A notice of the claim is then published for 60 days, and at the
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Note that Theodore Lummerding’s claim was the
second to be filed in the entire State of Wisconsin.

expiration of that time proof must be made before the land office. The expense connected with
the entry consists of a fee of $10, paid when the first statement is made, the cost of publishing
the claim, the cost of taking the testimony at 22 ½ cents per folio, and the cost of the land.
Each person is entitled to enter 160 acres of land under this act. It is not necessary that the
different subdivisions join. Husband and wife can each take a claim, provided that the wife,
under the laws of the state in which she resides, is entitled to hold land as a femme sole. But, she
is required to make an affidavit that the land was bought with her own money, and that her
husband has no interest in the same.
This new law will enable parties to get possession of a quite an amount of land in this district
that is entirely unfit for agricultural purposes, but is worth something for its timber, and at the
same time will bring some revenue to the government, for it is a well known fact that the timber
is rapidly disappearing from the vacant government lands by deprivation and fire, and not worth
enough to pay a man for taking it under the Homestead Law; there was really no way it could be
disposed of until the passage of this act of August, 1892.
JOHN DUNCAN OF WESTBORO RUNNING OUT OF PINE -- John Duncan is putting in the
last of his pine at Westboro this winter, about 6,000,000 feet. THE MILL MAY RUN ON
HARDWOOD OR HEMLOCK AFTER THIS YEAR, BUT THE PINE IS ALL GONE.
(emphasis added)

2/4/1893

TC STAR
AMD
NEWS

2/4/1893

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY -- Christina Dohner, a servant girl at work in the family of J.J. Kennedy, has for
some time been suffering from ill health, and recently has shown symptoms of insanity. She is
the sister of Mrs. George Long, and was brought to the home of the latter this week and will be
examined and, probably, be taken to the Oshkosh hospital for treatment….

2/25/1893

TC STAR
AND
NEWS

KENNEDY WILL ATTEND PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION -- J.J. Kennedy will go to
Washington to see Grover Cleveland made president of the United States. He will join the
Wisconsin excursion at Chicago.

2/25/1893

TC STAR &
NEWS
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KENNEDY -- We are under obligations to M. W. Ryan fir a copy of the bill which has not been
printed [in the Wisconsin Legislature.] This bill proposes to take 45 sections [of land] from the
Town of Rib Lake for the new town…..

The soils in the Towns of Westboro and Rib Lake are
clay and loam and not sand; that makes them
naturally suitable for hardwood and hemlock. I
estimate that only 5% of the virgin forest by volume
was in pine in those two townships.

The bill was introduced by Senator Martin by request, and is now before the committee on town
and county organization. It is reported that this bill is the work of [Taylor County] Judge Clinton
Textor, AND THAT IT IS INTENDED AS A PUNISHMENT TO BE INFLICTED ON RIB
LAKE AND J.J. KENNEDY for the support given Mr. [Albert J.] Perkins last fall.
4/8/1893

TC STAR
AND NEWS

COUNTY BOARD REPRESENTATIVES -- The newly elected chairmen of the several towns
in Taylor County who will form the new county board of Supervisors are, in part:
Chelsea, W.P. Smith
Greenwood, Thomas Brehm
Rib Lake, Ben Hoey
Westboro, P.M. Campbell

Ben Hoey, last reported to be a clerk in J.J.
Kennedy’s store, has taken over as the Chairman of
the Rib Lake Town Board from its first chairman,
Duncan McLennan, J.J. Kennedy’s
booker/accountant.

4/13/1893

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY & LOGGING RAILROAD -- Two men were hurt at Rib Lake Thursday. We are
unable to learn the particulars of the accidents except that one man was hurt in the mill and the
other on Mr. Kennedy’s logging railroad.

This is the second mention of J.J. Kennedy’s logging
railroad. It must now be in operation.

4/22/1893

TC STAR
AND
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RIB LAKE TANNERY -- The F. D. [Fayette Delos] Shaw tannery at Rib Lake is advertising for
300 men, and Fred M. Shaw of the Medford tannery wants a like amount. Wages to be paid by
the latter are from $26 to $30 per month. Therefore, it is an easy matter to figure that the
tanneries are paying out quite a sum of money during the summer months.

Provided that the tannery had enough tanbark stored,
tanneries could and did operate year around. More
men were needed in summer to operate the bark
camps; while sap in the trees was flowing, the
hemlock trees were felled; bark stripped off in 4 foot
lengths and loosely piled to dry.
In fall or winter, the air dried hemlock bark.
“Tanbark” was sleighed to the tannery where huge
piles of tanbark over 25 feet high were ingeniously
constructed with peaked roof to shed water. Once the
dried bark had been properly piled at the tannery
yard, it could be stored for years if need be.
You can see a variety of photos of the tanbark and
tannery industries in the Photo & Document
Collection www.riblakehistory.com

4/22/1893
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A NEW INDUSTRY IN MEDFORD – BARREL HOOPS -- A trial run in the new barrel hoop
factory was made last Thursday. Twenty bundles of hoops were made, everything working
satisfactorily. This factory is located in the old Nystrum tannery, and is the result of enterprise
on the part of Julius Billack and Theo. O. Hartman.

The factory will use only swamp elm, and a stock of 400,00 feet of the logs has been secured
and will be sawed by the Medford mill The logs are sawed into 1 ½ [inch thick] lumber, and the
hoops are made from this lumber when green. The hoops are steamed, bent and put up in
bundles of ten.
This new industry will give employment to 4 men and 3 boys, not counting Mr. Billack, who
will superintend operations. While this is not a large force, still the factory will make quite a
showing at the end of the year, particularly when it is taken into account THAT THE TIMBER
USED IS WORTHLESS FOR OTHER PURPOSES, AND CANNOT BE BURNED IN A LOG
HEAP… (emphasis added)
5/6/1893

TC STAR
AND NEWS

SHAW FIRM -- Mr. William F. Kimball of Boston, a son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Fayette Shaw,
was admitted as a member of the firm on May 1st, and hereafter the firm name will be T., F. M.
& F. D. Shaw & Co.
Mr. Kimball has been in charge of the leather store in Boston, and will continue in charge of that
end of the company’s business…

Mr. Fayette Shaw was the patriarch of the family and
resided with his wife in Boston.
He had at least one son in the Shaw Co.; namely,
Fayette Delos Shaw; Thaxter Shaw and Fred M.
Shaw were nephews to the senior Fayette M. Shaw.
While the firm owned the tanneries in Medford and
Perkinstown, Fayette Delos Shaw was the sole
proprietor and operator of the tannery in Rib Lake as
per the deeds.
The edition of May 20, 1893 described the agreement
between the village of Medford and the Shaw firm: in
short, the village advanced $10,000 to the firm on the
condition that the firm construct the Medford
tannery, consume at least 6,000 cords of tan bark per
year, and operate the tannery for at least 15 years and
repay the loan with interest.

6/10/1893

TC STAR
AND NEWS

J.J. KENNEDY – A BIOGRAPHY -- The Minnesota Lumberman [a magazine] thus speaks of
J.J. Kennedy, the man who does the heaviest lumbering business in Taylor County today, and
who does not fall far below the largest lumbering firms in North Wisconsin:
J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake, Wis., is one of the pioneer lumbermen of the Badger State. He has
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This highly complimentary article confirms
Kennedy’s close business relationship with Curtis
Brothers & Co. The Curtis firm owned the sawmill
until 1893 when Curtis sold to J. J.

Note the text: “…his mill at Rib Lake turned out
22,000,000 feet of PINE, [AND] 15,000,000 FEET
OF hemlock…” This is a major revelation. While
He spent his early years in New York state where he contracted for telegraph poles for the
most saw mill owners refused to cut hemlock until
Western Union Telegraph Company. Mr. Kennedy came west and settled at Spencer, Wisconsin, the very last of their pine was cut, Kennedy saw the
over twenty years ago remaining there some five years, lumbering for himself. Finally he gave
realities of limited amounts of pine and almost
up the operating of his saw mill at Spencer, and cut logs on contract for mill men.
limitless amounts of hemlock; his solution:
simultaneously cut both!. Kennedy early made the
While in the logging business, Mr. Kennedy met the Curtis Brothers of Clinton, Iowa, and Mr. J. transition to hemlock—a transition that some
E. Carpenter, the head of the company, and took a contract to cut logs for them near Ogema,
lumbermen refused to make and most lumbermen
Wisconsin. Some three years later Curtis Brothers & Co. purchased a tract of central Wisconsin resisted. By contrast to Kennedy, Westboro’s main
pine, bearing some 250,000,000 feet in central Wisconsin, and Mr. Kennedy took the contract
mill man refused to cut hemlock. 2/4/1893 TC STAR
for cutting it for Curtis Brothers & Co.
AND NEWS re John Duncan of Westboro: “John
Duncan is cutting his LAST pine this winter, about
For the past twelve years he has been engaged in this work, his mill at Rib Lake LAST YEAR
6,000,000. THE MILL MAY RUN ON
turning out some 22,000,000 feet of pine, 15,000,000 feet of hemlock and 20,000,000 shingles.
HARDWOOD OR HEMLOCK AFTER THIS
YEAR, BUT THE PINE IS ALL GONE.” (emphasis
The mill consists of two De Groat, Giddings & Lewis bands [band saws], an Allis rotary and
added)
Egan band resaw, Perkins ten blocks and a hand saw shingle mill. The plant is located six miles
from Chelsea on the Ashland branch of the Wisconsin Central road, which is about 10 miles in
length. There is about two miles of track in the yard, which gives them the best possible
facilities for loading as a track runs at the rear of each [lumber] pile.
been in the lumber business since his youth, and has grown up with it in every detail, and at his
pleasant home at Rib Lake, has one of the finest manufacturing plants in this section.

The cut runs well to uppers (sic), as the mill is located in the heart of one of the finest bodies of
pine and hemlock in the northwest. The company now has in pile at this place about 15,000,000
feet of pine, 8,000,000 feet of hemlock and 10,000,000 shingles. During the time Mr. Kennedy
has been cutting for Curtis Brothers & Co. he has picked up considerable pine here and there
throughout the state, and has before him a supply for his mill for a number of years to come.
(emphasis added)
6/17/1893

RIB LAKE TRAINS—WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILROAD -- Leave Chelsea at 12:15 a.m.;
Leave Rib Lake at 2:05 p.m.

6/24/1893

WHITTLESEY -- Mike Gallagher, with an ax, cut off the great toe of his left foot, one day last
week, while peeling bark. He is treating that foot now with as much tenderness and care as a
fond mother gives an only child.
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Four trains a day went north through Medford:
“Mail” 11:44 a.m.; Passenger 3:31 a.m.; Way Freight
9:30 a.m. and Through Weight 8:59 p.m.

7/1/1893

J.J. KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy came down to the county seat yesterday. He smiles, and says he
is satisfied [even] if times are hard.

John J. Kennedy, the founder of Rib Lake, was
routinely referred to as “J.J. Kennedy.”

7/15/1893

HARPER LAKE -- A fishing party from this city (Medford) visited Harper’s (sic) lake, in the
town of Westboro, the first three days of the week. Their stories of the trip are such disgustingly
clumsy lies that they deserve to be studiously ignored.

This is the first mention of either of the Harper Lakes
by that name in the Star and News. John S. Owen, a
lumberman for whom Owen , Wisconsin, is named,
claims in his autobiography that one of his foremen
by the name of Harper had a logging camp on Silver
Creek upstream from Westboro; he claims foreman
Harper’s name was given to what is now known as
North Harper Lake [from which Silver Creek
originates].

7/15/1893

Typhoid Fever -- A man named August Hedlund, recently from Ironwood, Michigan, working in
one of the Shaw bark camps, last week developed a case of typhoid fever. He had been ailing
but for a short time when he was brought to town (Medford) for treatment. Dr. Miller was
called and examined him and immediately pronounced his case to be well defined typhoid fever
and, as the man was almost penniless, he became a county charge

The Shaw family, owners of the tannery in Medford,
including Fayette Delos Shaw, the owner of the
tannery in Rib Lake, operated “bark camps” where
hemlock trees were felled and their bark removed to
provide tannic acid.

An effort was made to try to get him removed to the (county) poor farm, but superintendent
Henry Voss very wisely refused to take him, as no provision had been made at the farm for the
care of patients suffering from contagious diseases.
There being no pest house, the man’s situation was a somewhat precarious one for a time, until
Mr. and Mrs. William Zeit consented to take him in and nurse him for a consideration. All this
happened last Saturday.
The authorities are anxiously awaiting further developments, as it is more than likely that this
patient has scattered the seeds of disease where they will take root.
8/5/1893
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LAND OFFICE AT WAUSAU -- August 2, 1893 Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before the Judge or Clerk of Circuit Court at Medford, Wis., on 12
Sept. 1893, viz., FRITZ RADTKE H. E. [Homestead Entry] No. 5307 for the East ½ Southeast
¼, section 30, 33, 3E.

The same edition carried a notice that Carl Kalk
would prove up his homestead claim on the adjoining
land, the west ½ Southeast 1/4. Kalk named for
witnesses Fritz Radtke, August Krueger, John
Schreiber and William Krueger, all of Rib Lake.

He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said

In 2012 the Kalk homestead parcel is owned and

land, viz., Carl Kalk, Carl Gruening, Werner Radtke, August Krueger, all of Rib Lake, Wis.
/s/ Louis Marchetti, Register

occupied by Foster Kalk.
A third homestead notice was filed by Ignaz Fuchs
for the NH ½ NE ¼ section 25 33 2E. His witnesses
were Herman Klemm, Heinrich Gebauer and Franz
Rudolph of “Urquhart, Wis.” [Then a post office
along what is now CTH M in the Town of
Greenwood]. Fuch’s final witness was Thomas
Brehm.
In 2012 a descendant of Ignaz. Dennis Fuchs
operates a popular Town of Greenwood tavern,
Fuch’s Cat Tail Tap, as well as serving on both the
Taylor County board and the Rib Lake school board.

8/5/1893

DAVIS AND STARR LUMBER CO. AT LITTLE BLACK

The article recounts a fatal accident to Charles
Johnson, whose father is yard foreman at that place
for the Davis & Starr Lumber Co. “The young man
was at work near a shaft which in some way
unknown to his fellow workers caught parts of his
clothing, and in a moment, the unfortunate young
man was being whirled around at the rate of several
hundred revolutions per minute, his heels striking the
floor at each turn of the shaft.”
Davis & Starr Lumber Co. was headquartered in Eau
Claire and recently built a substantial new sawmill at
the site of the former Watermelon sawmill on the
banks of the Little Black River. This mill was on the
Wisconsin Central Railroad and considerable saw
logs were hauled there by rail. See, for example, the
stumpage contracts for Westboro area white pine that
was railroaded to Little Black.

8/12/1893
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A Safe INVESTMENT [From Eau Claire Daily Leader] & HEMLOCK -- In these days of
panic and insecurity, when banks are forced to close merely because depositors have lost

I capitalized parts of the article.

faith…. He question naturally arises: where can I put my money and be assured that it will be
safe?
The answer is hemlock timber lands. There are vast forests of this kind of timber, heretofore
despised by lumbermen, in Northern Wisconsin, and before many months these lands will
increase in value. Until very recently the lumbermen of Wisconsin have been inflicted with pine
madness. The pine tree was over all and above all the grandest and most majestic tree that grew
in the woods, because pine boards had brought dollars to many. The hemlock was despised
because it was not understood.
But times are changing: lumbermen have been running short of pine, and have been forced to
turn their attention to something else. Four or five years ago, N. B. Holway of La Crosse
invested all the money he could raise in hemlock lands. He was laughed at by his associates, but
persisted in his plans. Last year he died, having made thousands out of his investment. He made
hemlock lumber, treated it with respect by properly handling and dressing it, and with it he
went into the yards of Iowa, South Dakota and other western states and found a ready market.
When properly cured, hemlock lumber is lighter, both in color and weight, than pine, and for
some purposes, it is far better. The farmers of the west prefer hemlock to pine for building
granaries because it is rat proof; it holds a nail better than pine and lasts longer.
MR., J.J. KENNEDY OF RIB LAKE, IN TAYLOR COUNTY, WAS ANOTHER PIONEER
IN THE HEMLOCK LUMBER BUSINESS, AND HE MANUFACTURERS ABOUT TEN
MILLION FEET OF IT YEARLY. Until the prevailing shut down in the lumber markets came,
he found as ready a sale for his hemlock as for his pine, of which he manufactures about twentyfive million feet each year. Other lumbermen have commenced to look into this matter, and
nearly all enterprising manufacturers of lumber have posted themselves thoroughly on this
industry.
Within the past four years four large tanneries have been built in Taylor and Price counties, a
fifth is now being built in Phillips, Price County. THESE TANNERIES USE THE BARK
FROM ABOUT FIFTY MILLION FEET OF LOGS EACH YEAR, AND THE LOGS THEY
UNCOVER ARE THE READY FOR THE MILL.
This being true, can any sane man doubt that hemlock timberlands will be valuable in a very
short time. The time has come when men will respect the hemlock tree, and part with his good
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The author’s claim that hemlock was disrespected is
true. There were many reasons for the disrespect:
first, the old saying “familiarity breeds contempt”
applied. Hemlock was literally all over Taylor
County; with yellow birch, it was the most common
tree in Rib Lake’s virgin forests. Second, old
hemlock trees are frequently hollow. This means that
a logger must throw away at least the butt log—the
log which if sound, would produce the best knot free
lumber and profit. Third, its limbs were much
tougher than pine; delimbing a hemlock with an ax
was much more work than pine; axes went dull fast
and often had their cutting edge broken off.

money in order that he many possess it. One who has studied the matter tells the writer that
THERE IS MORE MONEY NOW IN HEMLOCK THAN IN PINE LANDS, FOR THE
SIMPLE REASON THAT PINE HAS REACHED ITS LIMIT, AND ALL LARGER TRACTS
ARE NOW OWNED BY WEALTHY LUMBERING FIRMS WHO WOULD NOT SELL AT
ANY FIGURE.
To confirm what has been said herein, it is only necessary to point to the hemlock trade in the
East, in Maine, New York and millions of money has been made from the timber. Now the
eastern tanners are coming west. The four tanneries mentioned above being only the advance
guard of others, who will be forced to move by the scarcity of timber, and the man who invests
his surplus money now in hemlock lands is the man who will reap the reward. For the supply is
limited and the market is just on the point of rising.
8/12/1893

WESTBORO -- The Town of Westboro chairman, P. M. Campbell, is a devilish sly sort of a
chap. He slipped in and bought from Price County the iron cages that the City of Medford had
borrowed for the calaboose, and then he shipped these cages to Westboro, where they will be
used as a lock up. He got them dirt cheap too. The City can not replace these cages for double
what Campbell paid for them….

Small towns like Westboro, Chelsea and Rib Lake
had a jail; these communities each had a justice of
the peace who would hear cases for which a jail
sentence might be meted out—hence the need for a
local jail.
The Westboro “jail” was a sturdy strap iron cage; it
might have been as small as 6x6x6 feet; then
considered room enough for one prisoner.
One of these cages can be seen in the Empire in Pine
Museum at Downsville, 8 miles south of Menominee,
Wisconsin.

8/19/1893

FOREST FIRES AT RIB LAKE -- Rib Lake was seriously threatened by forest fires early in the
week. All the men available in the neighborhood were out fighting the flames, many hired at $2
per day. At last reports the fire had been confined to the woods.
About 3,000 cords of tan bark were destroyed, representing an actual loss of at least $10,000.
Twenty five hundred cords of this bark belonged to F. D. [Fayette Delos] Shaw, the balance
being owned by different parties who will feel the loss severely.

Hemlock trees were felled in spring and the bark
stripped then since large amounts of sap allowed the
bark to be peeled from the log. The loose tan bark
was then stood upright in 4 foot sections and leaned
against stumps, rocks, or other objects in order to
dry. After this air drying, the bark was ready to be
transported to the tannery.
This forest fire destroyed the tan bark between
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peeling and transportation time.
A cord was roughly 4x4x4 feet and had a value of
approximately $3.00 in the woods. Later, the Shaw
Tannery at Rib Lake stopped buying tan bark by size;
instead, it was weighed upon delivery to the tannery;
the seller was paid based upon the weight of the tan
bark.
9/2/1893

BLACK RIVER DRIVES -- Joseph Gibson, the most extensive logger on the Black River, was
in the city (Medford) last Wednesday making preliminary arrangements for the winter’s
campaign among the whispering pine and muttering hemlocks. He says he expects to put in
about 13,000,000 feet the coming winter provided, always, that he can make arrangements for
feeding his men during the winter. He claims that it takes more financial ability to feed men now
than it did to pay them good wages in past seasons.

Note, while pines whisper, hemlocks mutter.
The Black River through Medford was still the scene
of extensive spring log drives. The river originates in
the Town of Westboro 3 miles directly west of Rib
Lake.
Since hardwoods, e.g. maple, elm, oak, do not float,
the river drives were confined to softwoods that do.
White pine was the historic species for these drives;
now that hemlock was cut for tan bark and pine
supplies were running low, hemlock logs were also
river driven.

9/9/1893

Hemlock -- Joseph Gibson has one crew of men in the woods now, skidding the hemlock logs
peeled during the spring and early summer.

The edition before last announced Gibson would be
driving his logs down the Black River; this work was
in preparation for the drive.. The skidding would
bring the logs to the river bank where a rollway
would be built of the logs. Next spring, when the
current had been swelled with spring run-off, the
rollway would be broken, sending the logs into the
frigid, swift river water.

9/9/1893

KENNEDY -- Rib Lake was represented at the county capital [Medford] last Thursday by
Master Don Kennedy, Mr. and Mrs. William Kennedy and Ben Hoey.

Donald was the oldest child of J.J. Kennedy; William
Kennedy was his youngest brother, and Ben Hoey
was a white collar employee.
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9/9/1893

HEMLOCK -- Bark hauling has commenced. With forest fires in all directions, the woods do
not furnish safe places for keeping bark in piles. If rain does not come soon, the world will burn
up.

After the tan bark had air dried in the woods, it was
usually piled there into a “cord,” a pile 4x4x4 feet.
Customarily, these cords were inspected and tallied
by the buyer and sleighing the tan bark to the tannery
would begin with the first snows.
The threat of forest fires burning the tan bark forced
a new battle plan; the tan bark was hauled by wagon
to the tanneries where it was laboriously placed into
huge piles-some 25 feet tall.
Yesterday. March 26. 2012, my granddaughter
Katherine “Katie” Strobach and I walked through the
now wooded site of the Rib Lake tannery; it closed
90 years ago. It is a nostalgic site, filled with
artifacts, e. g. barrel hoops of metal, cinders from the
coal fires, and broken pipe fittings. My mind
wandered to my grandfather, Hermann Emanuel
Rusch, worked there from 1896 to his death in 1912.

9/16/1893

COUNTY OFFICERS -- Sheriff - Wellington Haight, Treasurer – Joseph Voshmik, Clerk –
Herman Matt, District Attorney – E. H. Schweppe, Clerk of Court – John Gamper, Register of
Deeds – J. C. Hoffman, Superintendent of Schools – Kuno Kuenne, Surveyor – John A.
Franzen, Coroner – Emil Knabe.

At the time, all of these officers were elected on a
partisan ticket for a two year term.

9/16/1893

PINE LANDS OF CORNELL UNIVERSITY -- Register of Deeds Hoffman has received for
record an instrument of some importance, a deed conveying to W. J. Young and Co. of Clinton,
Iowa, all the Cornell University lands in the counties of Chippewa, Sawyer, Price, Ashland,
Oneida, Barron, Bayfield, Burnett, Clark, Vilas and Taylor, amounting to 58,970 and 67,100
acres; the consideration [purchase price] stated in the deed being $700,000.

This sale included much land in the Town of
Westboro.
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The fascinating history of how Cornell University of
New York came to own so much land in Taylor
County is recounted in the book: “The Pine Lands of
Cornell University.” Here is what happened:
Congress gave each state lands owned by the federal
government within that state which the state could
sell to raise money for “land grant” universities. The
states out east no longer had federally owned lands

within their boundaries, so Congress gave them
“script,” which the landless states could acquired
federally within owned lands elsewhere. The State of
New York sold its script to Ezra Cornell for pennies
on the dollar. Cornell hired scouts to identify the
best pine lands in Wisconsin and bought them with
the script. He donated his fortune to a university on
the condition it be named for him. This brought
about the creation of Cornell University.
9/16/1893

HEMLOCK -- O. Darwin’s logs and tan bark near Perkinstown are pretty well covered with
plaster called liens. Sheriff [Wellington] Haight attached the property for ten different lien
claimants, which made a very pleasant and profitable trip for the sheriff.

Darwin had been successfully sued for money and
his creditors used the statutes to impose liens against
his personal property; to evidence the liens the sheriff
affixed papers to the hemlock logs and tan bark. If
the debt was not paid the creditors could have the
logs and tan bark sold and collect the debt from the
proceeds.
When I began practicing law in 1972, I recall the
Wisconsin Statutes had a variety of antiquated lien
laws pertaining to lumbering; e.g., Wisconsin law
authorized placing liens on logs being driven down
the Chippewa River.
Wellington Haight was originally from Chelsea.
Wellington Lake, originally called Worthington
Lake, was named after him.

9/30/1893

HEMLOCK – F. [Fayette] M. Shaw of Medford, and W. F. Kimball of Boston, last week visited
their new tannery plant at this place [Phillips, Wisconsin] which is now in the process of
erection and expressed themselves pleased with the progress that has been made toward its
completion. In spite of hard [economic] times, work will continue…and the plant will be in
operation before spring. Phillips Bee

W. F. Kimball was the elder Fayette M. Shaw’s sonin-law. The Shaw family owned a cluster of tanneries
in central Wisconsin, including Medford,
Perkinstown, Phillips, Prentice and Rib Lake. Fayette
Delos Shaw was the sole owner of the tannery in Rib
Lake.

10/14/1893

KENNEDY -- Mr. and Mrs. Will [William] Kennedy of Rib Lake came down to the [horse]
races last Tuesday and, of course, Will was seized with an itching to get in it and, again, of

William J. Kennedy was the youngest of J.J.
Kennedy’s three brothers. As of March 30, 2012, the
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course, he put in Turk [his horse] and got third [place] money.

author has learned little about William. You can read
biographies of each of the Kennedy siblings in the
folder: Kennedy Family; Movers and Shakers of Rib
Lake at www.riblakehistory.com.
Both Medford and Rib Lake had popular horse racing
tracks at this time. The horse track in Rib Lake was
just south of Fayette Ave. and west of McComb Ave.
In 1897 A.C. McComb subdivided the land into lots
and named the plat “McComb’s Racing Park
Addition to the Village of Rib Lake.
There was no man riding Turk during the race.
Rather, Turk pulled a two wheel sulky in which the
driver rode.

10/21/1893

SWEDISH LUTHERAN CHURCH AT WESTBORO -- Married—at the Swedish Lutheran
Church, Westboro, Wis., Oct 15th 1893, by Rev. Ander of Ogema, Andrew H. Peterson and
Hulda A. Anderson.
Andrew Peterson has been a resident of our town [Westboro] for the past 12 years, and is a man
of ability and sterling integrity, and is respected by all. His bride comes to us a comparative
stranger, notwithstanding which she has already won a place in our hearts by her sweet womanly
ways. It is our pleasure that we welcome her to our circle, and we predict she will prove quite an
acquisition to Westboro’s society.
The Americans joined with their Swedish friends in decorating the church, which was crowded
to its full seating capacity. The bride was, of course, the center of attraction, and very fair and
sweet she looked in her bridal robes and snowy veil, which enveloped her like a fleecy cloud.
The young couple started out in life with bright prospects, and it is the wish of all who know
them that those prospects may be realized. May prosperity attend them, and adversity gives them
a wide berth. H.M.M. Westboro, Oct. 18, 1893
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This congregation, now called First Lutheran Church
of Westboro, still uses its spiffy wooden edifice in
2012. My mother-in-law, Lorraine A. Killion, age 92,
is its beloved organist.
Lutheran congregations at that time were usually
organized around the language of its members;
therefore St John Lutheran Church in Rib Lake was
the German Lutheran Church. Just 1 mile east of
Westboro on the county line was St. Marks Finnish
Lutheran.
In 1929 my parents moved to Milwaukee and settled
on its heavily German populated north side. They
joined a congregation with the formal name “Divine
Charity English Evangelical Lutheran Church.” All
of its neighboring Lutheran congregations used
German so the church elders found it wise to
announce to the public that English was used.

11/25/1893

INTERWALD -- Henry Voss is building on his farm at Interwald P. O. [post office]. He will
soon have everything snug and comfortable out there. He has been living on a [the Taylor
County] poor farm for the past two years, and says he will move back to Greenwood after Jan
1st, 1894…

Henry Voss had been selected by the Taylor County
Board to superintend the county poor farm. Henry
Brehm of Chelsea was just chosen as his successor.
Henry Voss eventually moved to the village of Rib
Lake and operated a tavern in the southeast corner of
Fayette and McComb Avenues.
This is the earliest reference to “Interwald” in the
Taylor County Star & News. It is German for “in the
middle of the woods.” Interwald Post Office
operated from 1887-1934. For a long time it was run
by George Knower from his home and general store
on the east bank of the Rib River, ¼ mile north of
2012 CTH M. That location is on the NE SW 28-323E, Town of Greenwood.

11/25/1893

Greenwood -- Work goes on lively at Anderson’s camp on 16-32-2 east. Logs are skidded, tan
bark yarded, ties going onto skids, and the men roll out bright and early. They have a good cook,
plenty to eat and a big organ in the cook shanty and dining room.
Gottlieb Weittka, (sic, should read Wittke), has brought home a new organ and his daughter will
take music lessons from Professor Pfaff this winter.
Ignatius Fox, on sec. 28-32-2 east, is a No. 1 blacksmith; iron wagons, sleighs and
wheelbarrows, and can do a good job at anything in iron or steel. Rates cheap.

Earlier this year-1893-the paper printed the
homestead claim of Fox but spelled the name “Ignatz
Fuchs.” Fox is the English translation of the German
word Fuchs.
Most family members retained the Fuchs name. It is
impressive that Greenwood, in 1893, had two organs.
Both were probably “pump organs,” i.e., the player
used his or her feet to pump pedals to supply an air
supply for music.

Item Izer
12/9/1893
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KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy was in Medford Thursday last on business. His logging operations
have opened for the winter, and he has his hands full of business.

Logging took place during winter for two primary
reasons. Snow permitted logs to be skidded [dragged
over the ground by oxen or horses] much easier than
over bare earth. Secondly, cold temperatures froze
swamps and waterways allowing sleighs of logs to
cross them. Another benefit of winter logging especially in Rib Lake - dairy farm work for men was
less than in summer. Some farmers took their horses

with them to logging camp. The logging company
paid more for a farmer who brought his own horse(s).
Later in this edition of this newspaper, the following
article appeared: “The snow came before the frost
had an opportunity to solidify the swamps, and
lumbermen are wroth thereat, as there is no hope of
swamps freezing with the present blanket of snow
covering them. The only way out of the difficulty is
to break down the roads, and wait for them to
freeze.” One way to break down the road was to
march a group of men over it; if snow feel before
hard freezing had occurred, the Rib Lake Lumber
Company had laborers walk the entire length of its
ice roads; this “marching” compressed the snow and
permitted them to freeze. My father, Herman A.
Rusch, told me he did this as an employee in the
1920’s. It was an all day, exhausting job. The ice
road from Rib Lake went through many swamps and
lowland for 8 miles to Camp 9 in Price County.
12/9/1893

HEMLOCK -- Liveryman Bull has taken a contract to haul to the railroad and load on [railroad]
cars about 2,000 cords of [hemlock, i.e. tan] bark. This is a contract of goodly proportions….

For more than 50 years tan bark was shipped by
railroad to tanneries outside of Taylor County.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was often the market; it was
the home of some of America’s largest tanneries.

12/16/1893

SHAWTOWN -- Fred Winther came down from Rib Lake. Fred is now a merchant, having
bought the Shawtown store at Rib Lake.

That part of the “village” of Rib Lake north of
Fayette Avenue was referred to Shawtown for
Fayette Delos Shaw the owner of the tannery there
and the party that had the residential lots platted
there. The south portion of the “village” was
informally called Kennedy town for J.J. Kennedy
who platted the lots there and where the vast majority
of his mill workers lived.
The petition to incorporate the Village of Rib Lake
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was not approved until May, 1902; therefore, I put
the term “village” in quotation marks. Until May,
1902, there was no incorporated village; rather, all
was part of the Town of Rib Lake.
HEMLOCK -- Chelsea Chat -- F. D. [Fayette Delos] Shaw is hauling [tan, a/k/a hemlock] bark
from here [Chelsea] to Rib Lake by teams.

12/30/1893

Chelsea was both a station on the Wisconsin Central
Railroad and a Township consisting of 36 square
miles; the terse article is ambiguous where the sleigh
hauled loads of tan bark originated.
The January 6, 1894, edition reported; “Last
Thursday evening one of C. B. Powell’s teams
hauled a load of bark that will set some type of
record. We did not learn the exact distance, but the
load was hauled from Powell’s Lake, probably nine
miles, by one team driven by Charlie Beebe and
weighed, on the company scale, 20.000 pounds gross,
net weight of bark 18,500 lbs., or 8 ½ cords.
Now, see the next article.

1894
1/20/1894

TC STAR &
NEWS

Large Loads of Bark & HEMLOCK -- Two weeks ago we published the scale of a load of bark
hauled to the Medford tannery by one of Chas. B. Powell’s teams, and since that time the
evolution of bark loads has been very satisfactory. The Milwaukee Sentinel copied the scale of
the Powell load, and last Thursday in a published letter from T., F. M. & F. D. Shaw to the
effect that the prize load had been hauled at Perkinstown, and weighed 21, 720 pounds. The
letter stated that the load was hauled a distance of 6 miles by one of the company’s teams, and
that the team weighed, with harness, only 2,330 [pounds].
All these facts we had on our copy hook for publication in this week’s paper but, since privilege
of first publishing this local news item is denied us, we take great pleasure in giving the weight
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There are multiple layers of competition here. First,
you have the weights of the loads. Second, there are
rivalries among Rib Lake, Medford and Perkinstown.
Third, you have horse teams owned by the tanneries
versus other egos of the teamsters.
The reference to Hugh Kennedy was probably to a
brother of J.J. Kennedy. The brother was Hugh J.
Kennedy born in Canada in 1849. He was involved in
J.J. Kennedy’s Rib Lake lumber operations including

of the RIB LAKE heavy load, which, weighed 23,300 pounds net, and was hauled a distance of
3 miles by a two horse team driven by HUGH KENNEDY.
THE RIB LAKE RECORD FOR LAST FRIDAY IS SOMEWHAT REMARKABLE. ON
THAT DAY THREE LOADS WERE HAULED THAT ARE WORTHY OF MENTION. THE
FIRST WAS HAULED BY WALTER B. PATRICK’S TEAM, AND WEIGHED 15,660 NET;
THEN CAME CHAS. PINKERTON WITH 17,220 POUNDS NET; FOLLOWED BY HUGH
KENNEDY WITH HIS 23,300 POUNDS NET.

working as a teamster c. 1890.
There was also a Hugh A. B. Kennedy, a nephew of
J.J. Kennedy and employed as a bookkeeper in the
Kennedy lumber operations.

Last Saturday the largest load delivered to the Medford tannery was brought in by one of the
company’s teams driven by Pemberton, a distance of six miles, the net weight of which was
19,040 pounds. This load was hauled out of the woods to the mail road by a team weighing only
2,250 pounds, driven by Elmer Lane.
NOW, IF FRED SHAW PERSISTS IN ROBBING US OF OUR NEWS ITEMS, WE WILL
WRITE TO HUGH KENNEDY THAT WE WANT HIM TO PRODUCE A TWENTY TON
LOAD AND HE WILL DO IT. (emphasis added)
1/30/1894

Westboro Waifs & WESTBORO -- The Knapp & Grossman [saw] mill is in full operation. The
first load of lumber was hauled to Westboro for shipment Tuesday. Success to the new
enterprise.

A new, small sawmill has been open in the vicinity of
Westboro; it must be within several miles to
“downtown” Westboro since its lumber is sleighed
there for shipment via the Wisconsin Central
Railroad.
The February 3, 1894, edition reported: “A new
boiler for the Knapp and Grossman saw mill arrived
in town this week. Teams are hauling lumber from
the mill daily, some of them making 2 trips each
way, a distance of thirty-five miles.”

1/30/1894
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WESTBORO & URQUHART POST OFFICE -- While Frank Rudolph, postmaster at Urquhart,
was working with his brothers George and Paul on the latter’s homestead last Wednesday, his
dwelling caught fire at about 3:30 in the afternoon and within an hour was burned to the ground.
His courageous wife, after fighting the fire until there was no more hope of saving the house,
saved what she could—the post office among the rest.

Urquhart is now a ghost town on the north side of
CTH D in the Town of Greenwood.
You will find a map of Urquhart in the Photo &
Document Collection at www.riblakehistory.com.
The Urquhart Post Office operated from 1891-1916.

Like many small post offices, it was located in the
post-master’s dwelling.
2/3/1894

KENNEDY -- Kennedy’s large saw mill at Rib Lake started up for the season’s run last
Thursday afternoon. Millwrights have been making repairs and improvements throughout the
last 3 months.

Note the editor’s comment that the saw mill was
large. By this time J.J. Kennedy’s mill in Rib Lake
had become the largest in Taylor County; when its
successor saw mill was sold in 1936, The Milwaukee
Journal noted it was Wisconsin’s largest saw mill in
capacity.

2/10/1894

CHELSEA -- The Chelsea saw mill is one of the few small mills along the [Wisconsin Central
Gearhart and Van Dusen had taken over the saw mill
Railroad] line that are being stocked with logs to their full capacity this season. We learn that the formerly owned by Abram Taylor’ it was ¼ mile
proprietors, Gearhart & Van Dusen, will stock their mill with 3 ½ millions.
south of the “downtown” on the east side of the
railroad track. It expected to cut 3,500,000 board feet
of lumber that season.
Abram Taylor had left town and sold his farm to
sheriff Wellington Haight, after whom Wellington
Lake is named.

2/17/1894

KENNEDY -- Will. Kennedy, the Rib Lake boarding-boss, was in the metropolis [Medford]
Wednesday.

This is a reference to one of J.J. Kennedy’s brothers,
William J. Kennedy. He married Christy Ann
Ferguson of Glengarry, Ontario, Canada. From short
references in the TC STAR & NEWS we glean that
William J. and wife have resided in Rib Lake for at
least the most recent several years.
William J. Kennedy’s description here as “boardboss” suggests that he was in charge of the large
hotel and boarding house next to the saw mill in Rib
Lake. The December 23, 1904, edition of the Rib
Lake Herald reported: “William [J.] Kennedy and
family will take possession of the Adams House
[hotel] in Abbotsford, Wisconsin. Under the
management of Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy, it will be one
of the best hotels on the Wisconsin Central Railway
line.”
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Per the obituary of Christy Ann Kennedy, nee
Ferguson, William J. died in 1911. See document
#13433
William J. Kennedy must not be confused with
William G. Kennedy, his nephew—a son of J.J.
Kennedy.
2/17/1894

KENNEDY -- James Greigg, J.J. Kennedy’s foreman, has been cutting pine stumps for shingles,
and it does not pay. So he broke up camp. Mr. L Gurney does not want any of his Stetsonville
friends to know that he has to come down so close to the ground as to cut stumps—Rib Lake
stumps.

At that time pine was felled using an axe and cross
cut saw. First, the sawyer would cut a notch in the
tree trunk. Next, the sawyer(s) used a cross cut saw
to saw through the trunk toward the notch. All of this
work was done at a height above ground that was
convenient for the sawyer, which routinely left a
stump of about four feet in height.
Wood shingles were routinely made from a block of
wood about 2 feet long. So, while you could salvage
shingle blocks from pine stumps, it would be
unhandy and very hard on the sawyer’s back as he
bent low to the ground to saw.

2/24/1894

KENNEDY -- J.J. Kennedy, the Rib Lake lumber baron, was in the city [Medford] Tuesday.

In 2012 the term lumber baron has a negative
connotation in north Wisconsin. The editor of the
Taylor County Star and News, Edgar Wheelock held
J.J. Kennedy in warm, admiring regard. His choice of
the term “lumber baron” was meant as a compliment.

2/24/1894

HEMLOCK -- The Shaw [hemlock] bark teams are on the road no longer, having hauled all the
bark assigned to them. There is still some bark to be hauled by contractors and, now and then, a
farmer bobs up with a load. The winter has been very favorable for teaming, as the sleighing
came in November, and has never faltered in its constancy since.

While this was written in reference to the Shaw
tannery in Medford, it also held true for the Shaw
tannery in Rib Lake.
J.J. Kennedy sold the Rib Lake tannery site to
Fayette Delos Shaw. The sale document included a
contract that required much of Shaw. These
requirements included:
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a) Shaw had to promptly construct and operate a
tannery in Rib Lake of a capacity at least as big as
the tannery in Medford.
b) Shaw had to buy hemlock tan bark from Kennedy
and from Rib Lake area settlers.
Consult the Photo & Document Collection to see the
contract; it is at www.riblakehistory.com
3/10/1894

OGEMA -- A. M. Holmes, the Ogema [saw] mill man, was in the city [Medford] Thursday. Mr.
Holmes built his mill at Ogema in the summer of 1875 and has made a fortune by strict attention
to business. He now lives in Milwaukee but passes some time in Ogema. He says he still has
enough timber to run his mill 10 years or more.

Holmes gave his name to a creek east of Ogema.

3/17/1894

KENNEDY -- W. A. Warren, the Rib Lake [head] sawyer [at the Kennedy saw mill], was in
Medford a day this week. He reports that the mill hands are now enjoying their spring break
vacation, the mill having shut down until the lake opens.

The head sawyer operated the first saw a log met as it
was processed at a saw mill. This was a key position
since the sawyer’s decisions and actions were a big
factor in determining whether the mill was profitable.
The head sawyer decided what type of lumber should
be cut from the saw log; the quicker he made right
decisions and implemented them speeded up the flow
of lumber through the mill and, therefore, its
profitability.
At this time of year the warming temperatures had
brought logging and sleighing logs to the mill to an
end. Teamsters had off loaded their sleighs leaving
millions of board feet of timber on the frozen surface
of Rib Lake. Once the ice melted, the logs would be
floated to the bull chain and pulled-one at a time-into
the mill.
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3/17/1894

RIVER DRIVES -- A WANIGAN BOAT IS BEING BUILT BY A CREW OF MEN NEAR
Anderson’s blacksmith shop. It is 10 feet wide by 40 feet long and will be used to carry supplies
to the Black River log sailors.

The logging museum at Rhinelander has a river boat
on display. It is a called a bateau. The interpretative
sign next to the bateau says it was used on log drive
down the Rib River.
While J.J. Kennedy never used the Rib River for log
drives since he operated on its headwaters, a number
of lumbermen at Rib Falls, Wausau, St. Point and
Nekoosa did so. In fact, the Rib River was the very
last stream in the Wisconsin River watershed to
experience a log drive.
The Photo and Document Collection of the Rib Lake
Historical Society, LLC, found at
www.riblakehistory.com, contains an impressive
series of photos of the John Weeks Lumber Company
log drive on the Rib River. The wanigan pictured
there was flat-bottomed.

3/24/1894

KENNEDY -- Reports say that J.J. Kennedy of Rib Lake is seriously ill. There are hosts of men
here [in Medford] who will agree that he should have better luck and hope that he will soon be
out again.

There is the first report at any time that J.J. Kennedy
was ill.

3/24/1894

Greenwood -- Grand reception at candidate Gebauer’s residence at Lucky Cross-Roads near
Urquhart Post Office last Wednesday evening.

The pioneer Gebauer homestead in the Town of
Greenwood was the East ½ NE ¼ section 32 T 32
Range 2 east. It lay on the southwest corner of what
is in 2012 CTH M and the Wellington Lake Road.
The 2007 plat book shows it owned by Roger and
Kimberly Gebauer.

We bid the Ramsay Land Co’s patrons God-speed in their journey hitherwards, and will most
gladly welcome our quota around Lucky Cross-Roads and Urquhart Post Office; [There is] mail
twice a week, schools handy, both Catholic and Lutheran services within easy reach; a
blacksmith shop and rich soil.
Lucky Cross-Roads runs north to the Catholic Church [St Ann’s] and the country store of
Joseph Thums in Greenwood 4 miles distant; to Rib Lake 8 ½ miles and to the tie and tanbark
landing on the Rib Lake branch railroad 5 ½ miles or 1 ½ miles beyond Thums’ store.
[Lucky Cross-Roads is ½ mile west] of Urquhart Post Office and 7 ½ miles west of Interwald
Post Office. [It is] one days drive eastward to Wausau, but roads are not good clear through.
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It sounds like that a Gebauer was running for office,
perhaps for the town, county or school board.
The newspaper dubbed the highway junction next to
the Gebauer farm “Lucky Cross-Roads.”
Note the reference to the Ramsey Land Company.

Roads and road building, farm and gardening are energetically promoted and pursued. No better
neighbors in the County.
/s/ Item Izer

This Madison, Wisconsin, corporation owned a lot of
local land; it appears that disillusioned land buyers
had abandoned land they had purchased from the
Ramsey Land Co.
“Item Izer,” an unidentified correspondent living in
the Town of Greenwood, wrote a weekly column of
Greenwood news for the Taylor County Star and
News.

3/31/1894

KENNEDY REWARD -- Fifty dollar reward will be paid for the return of my watch, lost
Saturday night, March 4th. It is a gold watch with my initials J.J.K. on the inside of case. J.J.
Kennedy.

The same edition reported that J. J. was feeling better
and had returned to working half days at his office
next to his Rib Lake saw mill.

4/7/1894

Delinquent Tax List -- Notice is hereby given that the following described lands have been
returned by the treasurers of the several towns of [Taylor] county… for delinquent taxes on the
same for the year 1893, and that so much of each tract or parcel of land herein described, as
may be necessary for that purpose, will, on [May 15, 1894]…and next succeeding days, be
sold by me at public auction at my office in the [Taylor County] courthouse, for the payment of
taxes, interest and charges thereon, unless such taxes, interest and charges thereon shall be
paid before said day of sale.

As lands were denuded of their timber, many
speculators abandoned them when efforts to find a
settler failed.

/s/ Joseph Voshmik, County Treasurer, Taylor County.

The civil township in which Rib Lake is located is 33
North Range 2 East. It consists of 36 sections of land
made up of 16 quarter quarter sections—each
commonly called a “forty.”

[HERE FOLLOWS A LONG LIST OF REAL ESTATE DESCRIPTIONS FROM
THROUGHOUT TAYLOR COUNTY.]

The list of 1894 included the quarter quarter of land,
a “forty,” whereon I compose these notes on April 2,
2012. RPR

The Tax Delinquent List referred to here list 112
forties in 33 North Range 2 E which consists of 576
forties. THIS MEANS THAT ALMOST 20% of the
forties were on the verge of tax delinquency in this
part of the Town of Rib Lake
4/7/1894
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NEW COUNTY BOARD -- The new county board will be composed of the following members: E. C. Getchel replaced Ben Hoey.
[The name of the township the board member represented follows his name]
At the time, the election was not directly for the
county board. Rather, the candidate winning the

John Frey

Browning

[Henry] C Shearer

Chelsea

Joseph Augustine

Deer Creek

C. B. Powell

Grover

Thomas Brehm

Greenwood

F. W. Ziehlke

Little Black

Fred Moser

Medford

J. P. Federspiel

Molitor

F.Ruesing

Pine Creek

E. C. Getchel

Rib Lake

J.W.Gray

Westboro

Joseph Hammel

1st Ward, Medford

F.H. Wehman

2nd ward, Medford

E. [Elias] L. Urquhart

3rd ward, Medford

election for chairman of the town board became ex
officio the representative of that township on the
county board.
The Town of Rib Lake was created in 1885 when it
was formed from parts of the towns of Westboro and
Chelsea.
To date, there have been 3 chairmen of the Town of
Rib Lake: first, Duncan McLennan, J.J. Kennedy’s
brother in law and the book keeper for his lumber
company; second, Ben Hoey, a long time friend and
book keeper for J.J. Kennedy; third, E.C. Getchel,
one time school superintendent for Taylor Countynow employed by Fayette Delos Shaw to run his Rib
Lake tannery.
I use the term chairman of the Town advisably;
women in 1894 did not have the right to vote and it
was unheard that any woman would run for office.

Four of the above gentlemen, Moser, Getchel, Gray and Hammel, have never before served
on the Taylor County board. The others are experienced county legislators.

4/14/1894

KENNEDY -- Angus and Will [William J.] Kennedy drove down from Rib Lake to the county
capital [Medford] Thursday, returning yesterday.

Both are brothers of J.J. Kennedy and in his employ
in the lumbering operations. William J. is not to be
confused with William G., the son of J. J.

4/14/1894

WESTBORO – NEW SAWMILL BANKRUPT -- An official notice appears in another column
of the assignment of Knapp & Grossman, the men who built the saw mill last west of Westboro.

The Notice of Assignment indicated that on 4/7/1894
W. R. Knapp, Albert Grossman as his partner, and
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Sylvester Nusser being the assignee. This has been a bad year for old, established industries, and
new one has found the hill well greased.

Albert Grossman as an individual, delivered to
Sylvester Nusser “their certain deed of voluntary
assignment [of] all the property of said Knapp &
Grossman and said Albert Grossman.
The Notice also said: “every creditor…is to file
within 3 months with [Nusser] or the clerk of circuit
court…an affidavit setting forth his name, residence
and post-office address, and the nature, consideration
and amount of his debt claimed by him…”

4/21/1894

HEMLOCK—THE SHAWS -- Mr. Thaxter Shaw is advertising in this issue for bids for the
building of a residence, which will be situated on a lot owned by him and lying between Fred
Shaw’s new house and the F. [Frank] M. Perkins residence. This makes four new residences to
be credited to Medford so far this year.

Frank M. Perkins was a son of J.J. Kennedy’s good
friend Albert Perkins; his house stands as of April 2,
2012, on the southwest corner of Perkins and South
Second Street in the City of Medford. The editor of
the S/N had called this part of the city “aristocracy
hill” in recognition of the palatial houses erected for
patrician there.
Thaxter and Fred Shaw were part owners of the
tanneries in Medford and Perkinstown through a
partnership which only listed their initials.

5/5/1894

KENNEDY -- Hon. A. J. Perkins and J.J. Kennedy were guests at the St. Charles Hotel,
Milwaukee, Monday and Tuesday last.

5/5/1994

HEMLOCK-PERKINSTOWN -- A roll house is being built at the Perkinstown tannery, and
leather will hereafter be finished there as soon as the tanning process is completed. Heretofore,
all leather tanned at Perkinstown was hauled to Medford before it was finished.

The roll house got its name since a brass roller rolled
the leather under pressure there. Repeated rollings
made the brass roll shine.
The rolling stretched the leather, made it lay smooth
and worked it into an even thickness.
The rolling required a skilled operator to do the job
efficiently and safely; if the operator got distracted, it
was easy to have the roller pass over his hand
crushing bones.
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When the tannery was constructed in Rib Lake in
1891, it contained a roll house.
5/19/1894

WESTBORO—DUNCAN SAW MILL -- Several weeks ago we published the facts of the
transfer of the foundry and machine shops owned by John Duncan of Fort Howard, Wisconsin,
to his son Archie.
This week Mr. Duncan transferred all of his mill property and real estate in this county [Taylor]
to his three sons, Thomas, John Jr. and William. The consideration named in the deeds of the
last transfer was $75,000, but Mr. Duncan practically made a gift of the property to his boys.
The land included in the gift covers about 10,000 acres in Price and Taylor Counties, as well as
the saw mill at Westboro.
Mr. Duncan started this week for Scotland, the land of his birth, where he will make an extended
visit, He now has no business cares, except the investment of his capital, and he can spend the
remainder of his life in well earned rest, as his career has been an unusually active and
successful one.

5/26/1894

CHELSEA—TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH -- To the Honorable County Board of Taylor
County:
Gentlemen: We the undersigned members of “The Evangelical Lutheran D. Church,” of
Chelsea, petition your honorable body for donation of tax certificate held by Taylor County on
lots No, 1 and 2 of block No. 2, Marshall & Taylor’s addition to Chelsea, said above lots having
been transferred to, and will be used for by above church society for building a church.
/s/ Charles Schwoch, C. H., Kickbusch, August Zemke
Moved and seconded that the county treasurer be authorized to sell to “The Evangelical D.
Church,” tax certificates No. 727, and 728, sale of 1893, on lots 1 and 2 block 2 Marshall &
Taylor’s addition, for one half of the amount of said certificates.
Motion carried

5/26/1894
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KENNEDY BUYS 16,626 ACRES -- The 50,000 acre sale of land, a notice of which was
copied from the Inter Ocean by this paper last week, turns out to be a 16,626 acre sale, now that

The Duncan saw mill was the oldest one in
Westboro; With his partners William S. Taylor and
James Ritchie, John Duncan bought the mill site and
thousands of acres of land from the Wisconsin
Central Railroad in 1874. The deed required the
buyers to promptly construct the mill and ship all of
its lumber via the Wisconsin Central. You can read
the deed in the Photo & Document Collection at
www.riblakehistory.com
The site of the mill is in 2012 on the northeast corner
of the Pine Line bridge across Silver Creek; the land
is now owned by Douglas Thums who razed the old
Laabs Cheese Factory that occupied the site until c.
2005.
Note the capital letter D. in the middle of the church
name. D is the first letter of the word for Trinity in
German, Dreieinigskeit. I surmise the petitioners felt
that spelling out the entire word created more
problems than it solved.
In 2012 this Missouri Synod Lutheran Church is
going strong and using the 100 year old classic
church the congregation built on the land the county
conveyed.
A tax certificate was paperwork the county produced
on real estate where taxes had gone delinquent, i.e.,
unpaid.

the deed has been received for record by Register [of Deeds] Hoffman. The Wisconsin Central
Railroad sells and J.J. Kennedy buys.
6/2/1894

HEMLOCK---SHAW TANNERIES -- An unsettled assignment of his old business in the East
has kept Mr. Fayette Shaw from doing business under his own name for eleven years, but his
affairs have been adjusted, and he has assumed his proper place in the tannery business that he
has been building in Taylor and Price Counties.

I take it that it was Fayette M. Shaw, the father of
Fayette Delos Shaw that had the business troubles
resulting in his not taking title to real estate in his
own name.

The Medford and Perkinstown tanneries will still be operated under the firm name T., F. M. &
Title to the real estate in Rib Lake on which the
F.D. Shaw and Co. The Rib Lake and Phillips tanneries are owned by Mr. Fayette [Delos] Shaw tannery was built was solely in the name of Fayette
alone, and the business at both places will be transacted under his name.
Delos Shaw. Consult the Photo and Document
Collection at www.riblakehistory.com to read the
Those who have made Mr. Shaw’s acquaintance since he came to Medford five years ago, and
abstract of title to real estate of the tannery now
have seen his untiring energy and marked his wise business foresight, are ready to congratulate
owned by Karen M. Rusch.
him on having weathered the storm which struck him in 1883.
Let me explain two of the initials in the Shaw
company name. T. stood for Thaxter and F. M. stood
for Fred M. Shaw.
6/9/1894

CHELSEA—BURIAL OF GEORGE GEARHART -- The funeral of George Gearhart, the
fireman who was killed in the wreck near Marshfield last week, occurred Saturday at Chelsea.
The remains were conveyed from Stevens Point to Chelsea by a special train draped from head
light to rear platform, the passengers being members of the Stevens Point I. O. O. F.
[International Order of Odd Fellows] lodge, their wives and friends, and friends of the dead
fireman to the number of 250.

The fatal accident took place at Mannville three
miles northwest of Marshfield; steel in a switch
broke causing a horrific derailing of the train going
fifty miles per hour; five died and many were injured.
George Gearhart was a son of long time Chelsea
hotel keeper, C. H. Gearhart.

Undertaker Crosby Grant of Stevens Point was in charge of the funeral and he spared no pains to
take from the necessary features of the many of the cold, bare details which he accomplished by
a liberal use of flowers and other decorations. The train arrived at Chelsea near the noon hour,
and after partaking of dinner, the officers of the I. O. O. F. escorted the remains of their late
brother to the cemetery, where the appropriate ceremonies laid down in their ritual were said.
The train then returned to Stevens Point. A number of Odd Fellows and friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Gearhart attended the funeral from this place [Medford].
6/16/1894
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CENTURY BICYCLE RIDE -- Two you Marshfield men, Harkins and Brown, made a century
run last Saturday. They started in the morning from Steven Point and arrived in Medford about

The edition of June 23, 1894 reported: “Alex. Dean
and O. C. Armstrong rode down from Rib Lake on

6/30/1894

noon. Here they visited until late in the afternoon when they mounted their bikes and wheeled it
back to Marshfield making ABOUT 110 MILES. (emphasis added)

their bikes last Tuesday evening, returning the next
morning.”

HEMLOCK -- The tannery people are advertising the fact that their yards and skid ways are full
of bark and that, after today, June 30; they will not buy bark until further notice.

The Shaw tanneries including the one at Rib Lake
annually employed men to peel hemlock bark, “tan
bark,” and build camps in the woods, “bark camps.”

We learn that Mr. F. Shaw will discharge a portion of his bark peelers at Phillips soon, in order
that the farmers of that vicinity may have a market for their bark, as they appear to be peeling
large quantities.

At the same time, the Shaw tanneries routinely
bought tan bark that settlers happened to bring to the
tannery. The 1891 deed between J.J. Kennedy and
Fayette Delos Shaw for the Rib Lake tannery site
obligated Shaw to buy tan bark from settlers.
The tanneries injected money into the local economy
in myriad ways; note, for example, this ad from
6/30/1894: “Two Horse Teams Wanted. By George
Bahr at Perkinstown. Wages $50 per month and
board [for teamster and his team], or 50 cents per
cord for hauling bark 1 ½ miles, board themselves.”
/s/ George Bahr

7/7/1894

WHITTLESEY DESTROYED BY FIRE -- The village of Whittlesey is no more, a forest fire
having passed that way last Monday. There were only a few buildings left, the town having been
stricken with dry rot when the mill moved.
A large cloud of smoke hanging over the woods in the north last Sunday was the first notice
that the people of this place [Medford] had of the fire, and it was not thought that a great deal of
damage would result, as we have not been suffering from dry weather.
The old mill yard at Whittlesey, however, covered as it was with saw dust and mill refuse, made
excellent fuel, and the flames spread all day Monday, and Tuesday WHAT WAS LEFT OF
THE VILLAGE WAS WIPED OUT. The houses were cheaply constructed and the loss is not a
heavy one, but it is hard on the owners, as it about cleaned them out financially. The depot
burned, together with George Bulin’s store, where the post office was located, and several small
residences. (emphasis added)
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The former Sanger Rockwell saw mill at Whittlesey
was on the west side of the railroad tracks along the
Black River. It had been destroyed by a steam boiler
explosion.
By 1897 the Whittlesey post office had been moved
one half mile east of “downtown” to the farm home
August Steiner, my maternal great grandfather, who
served as post master until his death in 1902.
Railroad traffic at Whittlesey after this fire was so
slim the depot was not rebuilt. Rather, it became a
‘flag stop.” If you wanted to ride the train, you stood
on the rudimentary platform along the tracks and
waived. My mother, born Martha Hedwig Gebauer,

grew up in Whittlesey, sometimes flagged the train
down and paid the conductor the fare of five cents
to ride to Medford. But, as a student going to high
school in Medford, she regularly walked in autumn
and spring each day five miles one way. During
winter, she left her farm home weekdays and boarded
with relatives residing near the Medford high school.
7/7/1894

HEMLOCK--RAILROAD STRIKE THREATENS SHAW TANNERIES -- The writer
interviewed Mr. Fayette Shaw on the effect of the prevailing strike on the business of his firm in
Taylor and Price counties. My Shaw finds no difficulty in demonstrating that the laboring man is
the loser in this industrial paralysis.
In this [Taylor] county, the SHAWS EMPLOY AT THIS SEASON ABOUT 800 MEN, AND
IT TAKES MONEY, AND LOTS OF IT, TO KEEP THE BUSINESS RUNNING, In order to
get money, leather must be sold and, when shipment of leather is stopped, the supply of money
is stopped also.
Mr. Shaw remarked that it was his intention to protect his men as long as possible from the
consequences of this [railroad] strike and that, in order to do so, he had determined to haul
leather by team to Prentice, ship over the Soo road to the east, as that road, having no Chicago
connections, and not running Pullman sleepers, was not affected by the strike.
Teams were put on the road yesterday to haul leather from Phillips to Prentice [where the Soo
Line ran]; AND THE FIRST OF NEXT WEEK WILL SEE TEAMS HAULING FROM RIB
LAKE. It is his intention to wait a few days longer before starting teams from this city
[Medford] but, IF FREIGHT TRAINS ARE NOT RUNNING BY THE MIDDLE OF NEXT
WEEK, wagon loads of leather will start regularly from this place [Medford] also.

Workers at the Pullman factory in Chicago had gone
on strike which eventually resulted in railroads
running to that city, including the Wisconsin Central
Railroad, being shut down by sympathy strikes. This
cut off rail service to Shaw tanneries at Medford,
Phillips and Rib Lake which were all on the
Wisconsin Central.
Until 1902 the Wisconsin Central and the
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railroad
(“Soo”) were competing lines. The Soo track ran
east-west through north Wisconsin and passed
through Prentice. By wagon hauling leather to the
Soo at Prentice Shaw had a way to stay in business.
The next edition of the TC STAR & NEWS reported;
“Freight traffic has been of an irregular, intermittent
character on this division [of the Wisconsin Central
Railroad] this week.” See next article.

No one doubts Mr. Shaw’s ability to pull through these times, even with thousands of dollars
worth of leather IN THE VATS THAT MUST BE CARED FOR, but the loss will be great if a
total tie up is accomplished by the strikers… (emphasis added)
7/14/1894
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RAILROAD STRIKES -- Freight traffic was resumed yesterday on this division [through
Medford and Rib Lake] of the Wisconsin Central, two trains each [way] being put on. The tie-up
was occasioned by striking brakemen and switchmen, and their places have been filled with new

While the newspaper does not say so, I take it that
the resumption of freight railroad service on the
Wisconsin Central Railroad canceled Shaw’s plan to

men. Below Abbotsford there has been little interruption of traffic.
7/14/1894

GREENWOOD -- Master mason Mike Brahmer has just finished an A-1 job on the basement
cellar of H. Klemm’s new residence. The walls are 30 inches thick and 8 feet high, solid
masonry, forming the foundation of a residence which will have about 1200 square feet on the
ground floor and be two stories high. Item Izer

8/4/1894

Chelsea Fire Sufferers -- At the time Phillips was burning last Friday, the citizens of the village
of Chelsea were fighting manfully to keep the flames from entering their village and wiping it
from the map of Taylor County. The fire came from the south-east, and all the available men in
the town were called out, and succeeded in saving the village. The farmers in that direction were
less fortunate, however, and we give a list of sufferers below:
Fred Gadan

all buildings burned

Andrew Hanson

all buildings burned

Samuel Williams

all buildings burned

James Hanson

saved house, but lost hay, sheep, etc

John Welch

barn burned

L. A. Burbey

all buildings burned

George Staples

all buildings burned

August Zemka

all buildings burned

Charles Schwoch

all buildings on farm burned

Antoine Fournier

all buildings on farm burned

Robert Kees

all buildings on farm burned

Hubert

house burned

The loss falls heavily on some of these people, in fact, they have lost there all, while others
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haul leather by horse to Prentice. RPR

The Chelsea fire occurred at the same time the
infamous forest fire at Phillips, Wisconsin, destroyed
the county seat of Price County. Conditions were
extremely dry.

are not rendered destitute by the loss.
8/4/1894

The Phillips Fire -- Any attempt to give a detail of the loss incident to the Phillips fire would be
a failure, as there are so many losers, and many of them cannot more than roughly estimate their
own losses. …The fire first came into the city from the north, but there appears to have been
other fires that swept down upon the unfortunate little city, and within a short after the north
end, or Beebetown, was aflame the flames seemed to sweep in from all directions and the
entire town was wiped out with the exception of 37 houses.

Nearly every single building burned in the horrific
Phillips Fire of 1894.
Fayette D. Shaw owned the Phillips Tannery, which
was promptly rebuilt after this fire.

The large tannery built last year by Fayette Shaw was the first to go, then followed the mill,
lumber yards, box factory, and other buildings of the John R. Davis Lumber Co.; then followed
the court house, town hall, opera house, the church and the fine business blocks along the
business street, including the Giles house, the finest hotel between Stevens Point and Ashland,
everything in fact, except a few houses in the southern end of town.
Mr. Fayette Shaw, of this city [Medford], the owner of the Phillips tannery, was forced to swim
across the river to escape the flames, which feat he accomplished successfully notwithstanding
his 65 years….
9/1/1894

HEMLOCK -- With their yard full of bark, the Shaws have consented to take more in order to
help the farmers out, as the woods are not the safest place in the world to keep bark these days.
The price has been cut to $3.50 [per cord], however, and the farmer is glad to sell at that price.

A summer of 1894 fire seven miles northwest of
Medford resulted in the destruction by fire of over a
thousand cords of tan bark.

9/1/1894

JUMP RIVER LUMBER CO. AT PRENTICE BANKRUPT -- The affairs of the Jump River
Lumber Company were placed in the hands of a receiver Friday…

To see the extensive system of logging railroads that
once criss-crossed Taylor, Price and other north
Wisconsin counties, consult the Photo & Document
Collection at www.riblakehjistory.com

The following sketch of the company is taken from the Prentice Calumet [newspaper]: The
officers of the Jump River Lumber Co. are O. D. Van Dusen, president; C. H. Field, vicepresident; M.E. Alverson, secretary and treasure; and C. R. Gallet, superintendent.
The company commenced operating here [Prentice, Wisconsin] in September, 1882 and from a
small plant has built up one of the largest lumbering concerns in the state. The capacity of the
mill here is 30,000,000 [board feet] annually. Beside the Prentice mill, the firm controls the
output of mills at Mellrue and Adams. They have been extensive dealers in bark and ties. THEY
ALSO OWN TWENTY MILES OF LOGGING RAILROAD … Beside some 25,000 acres of
land, they own considerable property in this city [Prentice]. As owners of the original town site,
they still have claims upon many lots upon which contracts have been issued. (emphasis added)
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9/8/1894

Northern Wisconsin Swept from End to End by the Fire Scourge -- Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
Sept 3---Northwestern Wisconsin is one immense sea of flames and reports are coming into this
city [Chippewa Falls] constantly of fatalities and deaths caused by the great conflagration. The
towns of Rib Lake (sic), Marengo and Bradshaw have been completely wiped out….

These claims of fire imperiling Rib Lake were
without foundation. The newspaper must have
confused Rib Lake with any number of north
Wisconsin towns actually threatened by the wide
raging fires of 1894.

A dispatch received this morning from Rib Lake asking for assistance stated that the town is on
fire and the people are in danger. A special train and a fire engine were sent up. The town
contains 100 inhabitants and is situated in the midst of a dense forest where escape is practically
impossible…
9/8/1894

HEMLOCK---PHILLIPS TANNERY REBUILT -- Mr. Fayette Shaw’s new tannery at Phillips
is already in partial running order, and the south of its whistle last Friday noon last is said to
have been very melodious to the ears of the survivors of that unfortunate city.

9/8/1894

HEMLOCK---TANBARK FIRE LOSSES -- Latest reports of losses of fire in Taylor County
come from the vicinity of Chelsea and Whittlesey. Henry Scharer is said to have lost heavily in
timber besides about 400 cords of bark.

The tannery had been fully destroyed in the Phillips
Fire just one month earlier.

Mike Gallagher lost his barn and hay, and 30 cords of bark. He was severely burned about the
head and face while trying to save his property.
August Neumann living near Whittlesey also lost 70 cords of bark, besides his farm house, barn
and everything he possessed except the clothing worn by his family.
9/22/1894

RIB LAKE -- Rib Lake will furnish a candidate for Republican nomination for sheriff, Will
Warren, as well as a candidate for the Democratic nomination for county clerk, Ben Hoey.

William A. Warren and Bernard Hoey both won the
election, but Warren did not get the nomination of
the Republican Party The edition of 11/10/1894
reported: “Three independent republican candidates
were elected [in Taylor County]…Wm. A. Warren,
sheriff, Wm. F. Wenck, register of deeds and Kunno
A. Kuenne, superintendent of schools. Two
Democrats, Bernard Hoey and John Gamper are the
only ones of the party left alive in the world to tell
the story of the overwhelming disaster.”

9/22/1894

KENNEDY---LOG SHORTAGE -- Kennedy’s saw mill at Rib Lake was not running the first
half of last week, owing to a scarcity of logs at the Lake. Mr. Kennedy has plenty of logs for a

This is a first—the Kennedy mill is short of saw logs.
The mill was about midway in its normal sawing
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full season’s run, but it will be necessary to ship them in by rail.

season and one would expect a supply of saw logs to
be on hand for three more months of sawing.

He has about 2,000,000 feet in the Black River at Whittlesey, which have been considered
inaccessible owing to a lack of water, but we are informed that teams [of horses] are being used High Bridge, Ashland County, Wisconsin, is about
in hauling them from the river bed to the [Wisconsin Central] railroad and enough were shipped 100 miles from Rib Lake. While Kennedy often used
to the Lake to start the mill yesterday morning.
the Wisconsin Central to haul saw logs from the
Chelsea, Wisconsin, area, this is the first report of
Kennedy also has in the neighborhood of 1,000,000 feet near High Bridge, Ashland County,
Kennedy going so far for logs.
[Wisconsin] which will be shipped as soon as possible.
The fact that the logs were in the Black River
suggests they were pine logs. The supply of pine
available at Rib Lake to Kennedy’s own logging
camps had dwindled.
Kennedy’s mill sawed pine, hemlock and hardwood
but not at the same time. I conclude Kennedy was
hustling to get the pine from Whittlesey and High
Bridge so he could finish the pine cut.
10/13/1894

11/27/1894

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY-WILLIAM J. -- At the Taylor County Republican Party convention the following
residents of Rib Lake were recognized as delegates: George Powers, Hugh A. McDonald, John
Brietzman and Wm. Kennedy.

William J. Kennedy was J.J. brother who was also
active in the Republican Party.

HEMLOCK -- It now transpires that [Wellington] Height’s new $4,000 “residence,” now in
course of construction, is designed for a modern hotel and will be used as such when completed.
It will contain 16 large rooms for quests, and the management will make a bid for the transient
trade.

While Wellington Haight was now the sheriff of
Taylor County, he also built the three story Hotel
Wellington. See, inter alia, articles 2/23/1895,
7/27/1895, 1/4/1896 and 5/25/1896.
The hotel was named for E.H. Winchester, successful
insurance salesman of Medford and close friend of
John J. Kennedy.
The Winchester Hotel opened 2/1/1896 featuring 38
guest rooms, and an in-house barber, café and
“sample rooms,” i.e. bar, see 1/22/1896.
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12/8/1894

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Sam Hagan has been or is about to be appointed postmaster of Rib Lake, and he
will build a store and put in a stock of general merchandise at that place.

12/15/1894

TC STAR
AND NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Mr. A. [Alphonse] Bonneville was down from Rib Lake Thursday. He is, as
usual, logging quite extensively this winter. He has also established a stage route between Rib
Lake and Chelsea in connection with his livery barn at that place. His stage will make close
connections with trains at Chelsea, and will prove a convenience to residents of Rib Lake as
well as parties having business there.

One train daily made the 5.5 mile trip between Rib
Lake and Chelsea; that train hauled primarily freight
but had a combination baggage and passenger car. It
left Chelsea at 11:20 a.m. and Rib Lake at 12:35 p.m.
Three trains carrying passengers passed through
Chelsea daily on the Wisconsin Central “main line.”
South to Medford and beyond or north to Ashland.

12/27/1894

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Arthur J. Latton, the Rib Lake teacher, is spending the holiday vacation with his
parents in this city [Medford].
LOGGING RAILROAD -- The Northwestern Lumber Co. recently purchased the Jump River
Lumber Co railroad running from Prentice 6 miles southeast into the wood, and a crew of men is
now engaging in tearing the railroad up and moving it to Stanley, Chippewa County, from which
point the Northwester Lumber Co. has a railroad running north…

12/27/1894

The Prentice logging railroad ran in the direction of
Timms Hill and some of its right-of-way eventually
became County Highway C.
The Stanley railroad evolved into a common carrier,
the Stanley, Merrill & Phillips, a/k/a S, M & P,
jokingly called the Slow Motion & Poverty.
All of these lines can be seen on a series of county
railroad maps produced by Everett A. Rusch.

1895
1/5/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

Rib Lake Items -- School opened last Wednesday with three departments. Miss Warren has
charge of the primary and Miss Riek of Boyceville, the intermediate.
Mr. Arthur Branson, who has conducted a barber shop and sold temperance beverages [soda
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The Star & News has a weekly column entitled “Rib
Lake Items” and “Greenwood Leaves.”

water?] to the people of Rib Lake for many years, has leased a hotel at Ashland and has taken
charge of his new venture.
1/12/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

TAYLOR COUNTY STAR & NEWS SOLD -- The Star & News, which I have owned and
edited for 17 years has been sold to Peter Danielson, who needs no introduction to it readers, as
he has been for many years an employee of the office for many years…
For the past 4 months I have owned and edited the Torch of Liberty [newspaper] at Wausau, and
find that one paper is all I can do justice to, therefore I have sold the Star & News. /s/ Edgar T.
Wheelock

1/12/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

J.J. KENNEDY-DIRECTOR, STATE BANK OF MEDFORD -- The annual meeting of the
officers and directors of the State Bank of Medford was held last week, and the old officers were
all re-elected, as follows: President, E. H. Winchester, Vice President, A. J. Perkins; Cashier, C.
L. Alverson.

JJK long served as a director and was a charter
stockholder and founding member of this bank. In the
1900’s. JJK helped found the Rib Lake National
Bank.

Directors: J.J. Kennedy, A. J. Perkins, C. L. Alverson, E. H. Winchester and Joseph Hammel.
1/19/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK -- Since snow has come, bark has been hauled to the [Rib Lake] tannery at a lively
rate. The amount hauled daily is over 300 cords. The largest load this season was brought in by
Thomas Sheehan, and weighed 19,600 pounds, equal to 8 ¾ cords.

Dividing 19,000 by 8.75 shows that the tannery
considered a cord of tan bark to weigh 2,240 pounds.
The tannery had a large scale and weighed the sleigh
loads of bark as they arrived and paid based on
weight.
The next edition of the Star & News reported that the
Sheehan article created “considerable rivalry among
the teamsters” hauling bark; “last Wednesday, Walter
B. Patrick brought in a load which weighed 32,000
pounds (14 ½ cords). It was hauled 5 miles by a 2
horse team.

2/23/1895
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TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY – HEMLOCK – The Winchester Hotel in Medford -- The first carload of lumber to
be used in the construction of the Hotel Winchester arrived from Rib Lake Thursday and is
being hauled to the location by P. H. Mullaley.

J.J. Kennedy was a creative man; he had lots of
hemlock to sell and faced deep prejudices against
such “junk” lumber. His solution, construct from
hemlock a high profile hotel which would irrefutably
demonstrate that hemlock lumber worked!

The multi-stored Hotel Winchester towered over
south Main Street in Medford for the next forty
years.
The edition of March 2 reported: “Hotel Wellington”
“This is the name given to the handsome new house
built by W. [Wellington] Haight the past winter, and
which was opened to the public early in the week.
The building is well apportioned throughout,
containing two stories, attic and basement, and is
fitted with every convenience known to the modern
builder—water works, hot water heat, gas lights, bath
rooms, etc.
The basement contains the furnace, hotel laundry,
kitchen, dining and sitting rooms for guests, toilet
room, and one chamber. The second floor contains
six chambers for guests, all large and nicely
furnished. The third floor is also divided into
chambers, but will be used by the [Wellington]
family. The building is a credit to the city.”
2/23/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

A Visit to Westboro -- The editor visited Westboro last Saturday for the purpose of getting
acquainted with the patrons of the STAR AND NEWS in that village….
The citizens take a good deal of pride in the appearance of the village. Sidewalks extend to
every residence; streets are neatly graded, a large percentage of the inhabited buildings are
painted and look tasty.
The village lock-up [jail] is now in charge of William Lawler, and is small but unusually neat,
and is used but very little.
J. W. Gray, chairman of the town [of Westboro], was found at the Campbell House [a hotel],
which speaks well for the house, and he accompanied the writer to various parts of the village.
William H. Taylor, the merchant and lumberman, is devoting a large share of his personal
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A “jumper” was a low sleigh used to haul supplies.

attention to his lumbering interests this winter, and is doing a large and paying business.
John Duncan, who owns the large saw mill and store, and who also owns the fine machine shop
and foundry at Fort Howard was found at the store. His son, William E. Duncan was at work
with one ox hitched to a “jumper” draying goods from the depot to the store when we called,
thus displaying the inherent qualities that have amassed a fortune for the family. They are all
workers, and have earned their competence by their own manly efforts. The saw mill is not run
during the winter season, and was not visited.
Antoine Fournier and Parley Campbell were both found at Fournier’s place. They are collecting
the town taxes this year, and Antoine has found time to deliver several hundred cords of bark to
the Rib Lake tannery this winter.
Grittner and Ruprich have a small but well filled general store, and appear to be doing a good
business.
3/2/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- The first arrest ever made in the town of Rib Lake for drunk and disorderly
[conduct], was made last week. John Tobin was arrested last Friday by Constable Smith for that
offense, and was taken to Medford for trial.

The Rib Lake community had existed for 14 years
before its first arrest for drunk and disorderly
conduct! And this was a community with hundreds
of men working in camps, tannery and Kennedy’s
large mill. It’s quite a commentary on the
effectiveness of the restrictions on alcohol then in
place in Rib Lake.

3/2/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE – SCHOOL -- The dedication of the new school house took place last Friday in the
intermediate room. As it was Washington’s Birthday, the exercises had a patriotic tinge, and in
the opening George and Martha Washington (little Guidos Bonneville and Jean Bailey, dressed
to represent George and Martha) were introduced. They acted their part very well, capping the
climax by falling asleep. The program was as follows: Song, choir; Declamation, Willie
Kennedy [William G. Kennedy, 6/15/1880-11/1/1955, son of JJK]; History of the School, E. C.
Getchel; Native Land, Choir; Address, Rev. Ingham; Declamation, Miss Jennie DeGroat;
Presentation, Duncan McLennan; Acceptance, A. J. Latton and Song “America.”

The “new school house” was probably the Ward
School; it stood on the north side of Church Street 1
block east of the Methodist Church; it served as the
area’s elementary school into the 1970’s.

3/6/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA – A. A. GEARHART’S SAWMILL -- A. A. Gearhart was down from Chelsea and
reports that he is still hauling logs to his mill. He now has 3,600,000 feet of logs in his pond,
3,000,000 of which are hemlock, 500,000 pine, and 100,000 basswood, all as good quality as
ever were banked in the county. He recently purchased Mr. Van Dusan’s interest in the mill and

Gearhart had acquired the former Abram Taylor saw
mill 1/4 mile south of ‘downtown’ on the east side of
the Wisconsin Central Railroad.
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is now sole owner of the property….
3/6/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

Note that hemlock now makes up the majority of the
logs cut.

KENNEDY’S HORSE WINS -- The first horse race this year took place on the lake [Rib Lake], The usual center of the then popular horse racing
J.J. Kennedy’s Fire Fly winning; Dr. Miller’s colt second; William Kennedy’s gray, third. Time: track was where Pearl Street junctions with Landaal
2:29 ½.
Avenue in 2012.
The third place winner was J.J. Kennedy’s brother,
William J. Kennedy.

3/23/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

GREENWOOD -- Carl Michler & Son’s saw mill will move into Greenwood this week. The
mill site is about 3 miles east of Interwald.
[Henry] Gebauer has traded some saw logs to Otto Grieser of Medford for doors, windows,
nails, etc. Henry intends to stand by the country and build a better house on his homestead and
he tells me he got his doors, windows and nails of Mr. Grieser fully as cheap as they could be
bought of Montgomery Ward & Co. of Chicago. Settlers should encourage such a business spirit
and patronize Mr. Grieser when ever practicable.

3/30/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

Rib Lake Items -- Miss Jeanette Kennedy [daughter of JJK], who is attending college at
Chicago, is home spending her vacation.
Misses Clydie DeGroat, Mary Nolan, Don Kennedy [son of JJK], and Lizzie Harding are
attending teachers’ examinations at Medford.
W. [William J.] Kennedy [brother of JJK], drove to Medford in search of a servant girl.
Miss Watrous of Minneapolis is at Wm. Kennedy’s hotel with a stock of Millinery goods, which
she desires the ladies to examine.

Montgomery Ward and Sears & Roebuck were
popular mail order business; each had a store on
Medford’s Main Street operating as late as the 1970’s
where you could place your order after viewing
pictures of their merchandise in catalogs.
The STAR & NEWS ran a weekly column entitled
“Greenwood Leaves” written by George Knower,
long time owner of the Interwald general store which
stood on the east bank of the Rib River, NE SW 28
32 3E.
Anyone without a valid teachers’ license desiring to
teach public school in Taylor County was required to
pass tests administered by the Taylor County
Superintendent of Education.
Note the reference to William J. Kennedy running a
hotel at Rib Lake; the hotel was owned by his brother
John J. Kennedy and provided rooms for both mill
workers and transients.
After JJK sold his interest in the Rib Lake sawmill,
William J. Kennedy and family moved to
Abbottsford in 1904 to manage the Adams Hotel
there.
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4/13/1895

4/13/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

TC STAR &
NEWS

Rib Lake Items -- Fine weather-but smoke in Shaw Town caused by the burning of a slab and
saw dust pile between the mill and tannery, makes it seem like the eventful time last summer
when we breathed about as much smoke as air.

A huge saw dust and waste wood scrap pile stood on
what is in 2012 “the flats,” the ball diamond south of
Fayette Avenue.

The mill is now sawing hardwood.

This is one of the first references to JJK sawing
hardwood as opposed to pine or hemlock.
Hardwoods are broad leaf trees such as maple, birch,
basswood, oak, etc. Their green logs will—at best—
float for only a short time; this forced the mill to cut
them first before the logs sank to the bottom of Rib
Lake which served JJK’s mill as a log pond.

KENNEDY – William M. Kennedy -- W. M. Kennedy can boast of having the finest and
speediest team in the County.

JJK’s brother William J. Kennedy owned race horses
and was passionate in his love for that sport. I
assume this line refers to him. Others sources give
his middle initial as J.
JJK had a son, William G. Kennedy, born 6/15/1880.

4/27/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY -- It would seem that after last year’s experience with forest fires, people would be
more careful. A number of fires have been raging with a few miles of the [Rib] lake, during the
past week burning 400,000 or 500,000 feet of logs belong to J.J. Kennedy. Wednesday night the
fire was within ½ mile of the [Rib Lake] tannery, but no fears are entertained as to its safety.
Last Thursday evening a large party (a [railroad] box car full) of Rib Lake folks attended the
revival meeting at Chelsea. The Co’s [J.J. Kennedy Lumber Co.] engine was attached to one of
the box cars in the yard and conveyed the party to the junction in remarkably good time. They
returned early in the evening with hearts filled with gratitude to Mr. Kennedy for the use of the
engine and to Mr. Allard and others who assisted in making the evening enjoyable, also to Mr.
Darling, the [locomotive] engineer.

The story of the train ride shows that JJK had very
special privileges with the Wisconsin Central
Railroad. The railroad allowed Kennedy’s
locomotive and crew to operate on its Chelsea-Rib
Lake.
It appears that Kennedy’s special train stopped at the
“junction,” where the Chelsea-Rib Lake spur met the
Wisconsin Central main line. The junction was ¼
mile north of ‘downtown” Chelsea.
Note that the John J. Kennedy Lumber Co. owned its
own railroad locomotive with an employee as the
engineer. It is not known whether this locomotive
made the twice daily scheduled runs between Rib
Lake and Chelsea. This locomotive regularly did the
switching at Kennedy’s mill and dry yard.
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5/25/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK – WINCHESTER HOTEL -- As a demonstration that HEMLOCK TIMBER IS
BETTER THAN PINE for frames of buildings, the recent cyclone at Medford is very apt. A
new hotel is being built there, and three stories of the frame had been put up. The building was,
therefore, just in a condition to furnish an excellent mark for a high wind but, in spite of the fact
that other buildings in the town [Medford] were unroofed and trees were blown down, THE
FRAME OF THE NEW HOTEL STOOD THE TEST, and all damage can be repaired and the
frame straightened.
E. H. Winchester, one of the stock holders in the hotel company, has commenced TO SING
THE PRAISES OF HEMLOCK in letters to friends. Wausau Record (emphasis added)

High winds, which the editor described as a
“cyclone”, destroyed and damaged many buildings in
Medford. The three story Winchester hotel-under
construction-came through in tact; elsewhere the
STAR & NEWS reported: “The serious twist given
the new hotel Winchester by the recent cyclone has
been remedied to the satisfaction of all interested.
The twist was attributed to a fault in then plans, the
first floor being insufficiently braced to withstand a
hard wind. This has now been adjusted and the
building will be stronger than ever.”
Note that E. H. Winchester, a local businessman very
successful in selling insurance to saw mills, gave his
name to the hotel. Another stock holder was John J.
Kennedy, whose Rib Lake saw mill provided the
hemlock lumber from which the hotel was built. The
hotel was owned by John J. Kennedy and other
investors doing business as the Medford Hotel
Association.
The primary purpose in constructing the Winchester
Hotel was TO SELL HEMLOCK by graphically
demonstrating that hemlock lumber could be
successfully used for substantial structures. The
cyclone was a God-send of publicity!

5/25/1895
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TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK – BARK CAMPS -- Bark peeling has been in progress for about three weeks [near
Rib lake]. Mr. Shaw has four camps in this vicinity with about 60 men in each.

There were four sources for tan bark production:
First, tannery operated camps such as those described
here. Second, landowners, including farmers,
harvesting from their own trees. Third, lumber
companies, such as the John J. Kennedy Lumber Co.,
making tan bark prior to cutting the logs for lumber.
Fourth, independent contractors, i.e. “jobbers,” who
contracted to cut trees owned by someone else.

Note that the Rib Lake tannery is simultaneously
operating 4 bark camps in one season.
6/1/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK – NOTICE -- I buy [hemlock] bark from June 1st to October 15th. Theo. Ziegler,
[Medford] Floor and Feed Store.

This is the first time this ad appeared in the TC Star
& News. Since the Nystrum tannery in Medford had
closed and the Shaws did their advertising for bark
and its purchase directly, Ziegler must be buying
with the intention of shipping the tan bark out of
Taylor County.

6/15/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

Rib Lake Items -- Mr. O. C. Armstrong, who for the past four years has been the bookkeeper
for Mr. J.J. Kennedy, left Friday with his family for La Crosse, where he will engage in the
milk business. Mr. and Mrs. A’s many friends were very reluctant to let them go but as it must
be, they wish them happiness and success in their new home.

I take it that the three were baptized by immersion in
Rib Lake. Up to this time the Star and News has
mentioned only three Christian denominations being
active in Rib Lake, the Catholics, Lutherans and
Methodist, although recently a box car load of Rib
Lake residents went to Chelsea to attend a “revival.”

Last Sunday morning a class of three, Mrs. Dr. Williams, Mrs. [Duncan?] McLennan and Mrs.
Montgomery were baptized at the east side of the lake by President Elder Davis.
6/22/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK – Winchester Hotel -- Nine [railroad] car loads of adamant is being used for
plastering the walls of the Hotel Winchester. A corps of five plasterers commenced work on the
third floor Wednesday afternoon, and they all thoroughly understand their business. A large
percent of the entire building now presents a finished appearance. Work is progressing
throughout with almost marvelous rapidity.

This is the large hotel being built on Main Street in
Medford by J.J. Kennedy and other businessmen in
an effort to sell more hemlock lumber by
demonstrating its building qualities.
Sara K. Nuernberger, Chief Deputy, Register of
Deeds Office at Medford, reports that her office
records show:
The land for the hotel was deeded by Frank and
Hattie Perkins to “The Medford Hotel Association”
on June 29, 1895.
The legal description for the real estate used on the
deed was “Lots 5-12, Block 18, Wisconsin Central
First Addition, City of Medford.”
There are no articles of incorporation for “The
Medford Hotel Association” at the Taylor County
Register of Deeds office.
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In 1895 The Medford Hotel Association in Volume
11 of Mortgages page 104 mortgaged the land to
Fayette Shaw; the association signed the mortgage
by E. H. Winchester as vice-president and C. A.
Andresen as secretary.
7/27/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK – Winchester Hotel -- For references IN REGARD TO THE MERITS OF
HEMLOCK LUMBER AS BUILDING MATERIAL, please call at the Hotel Winchester.
(emphasis added)

8/3/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY -- Fire broke out Wednesday afternoon on J.J. Kennedy’s boarding house. The roof
was in flames, but good work changed that position at once and drowned out the blaze in less
than five minutes.

8/17/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK – Accident at Shaw Tannery AT RIB Lake -- A young man named Herman Mielke,
employed at the Shaw tannery at Rib Lake, met a very distressing accident while at work last
Sunday evening. He fell into a vat of hot water and when rescued was in terrible condition. The
scalding he received was so severe as to loosen the skin on both legs and lower part of his body
to the point a good deal dropped off. Dr. Williams, of Chelsea, attended the unfortunate man
and he was taken to St. Joseph Hospital at Chippewa Falls.

This is the second such accident reported in the Star
& News.

8/17/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK – THE DOMINANT LOCAL TREE -- Our timber growing scare—forsooth. Stand
on an eminence [high point] nearly anywhere in [Taylor] and look out across the county and
anyone, blessed with ordinary eyesight, can see that the principal part of our land is covered
with a heavy growth of green and thriftily growing forest—and that too, in spite of all that the
axe and saw of the woodcutter has accomplished to the contrary throughout a period of over 25
years of settlement..

This article was written to respond to the claim that
Taylor County had been denuded of its forests.

It is true that the greater portion of the pine timber has been taken out of the woods, but looking
at the landscape from a distance, the loss of such timber makes no visible change in the density
of the original forest. In fact, a near view of many a piece of woodland, where the pine has been
cut would disclose no loss.
SO SCATTERED WAS THE PINE IN MANY CASES THAT ONLY A CLOSE
INSPECTION AND THE DISCOVERY OF SCATTERED STUMPS CONFIRMS THE FACT
OF THEIR FORMER EXISTENCE. (emphasis added)
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This is the most candid statement in the Star And
News to date regarding the primary purpose for the
hotel’s construction.

Taylor County did not have the sandy soils that
produced the unbroken, thick stands of pine found in
some Wisconsin counties. The virgin highland forests
of Taylor County were dominated by hardwood and,
especially, hemlock.
I estimate that roughly 5% of the virgin highland
forest in Taylor
County constituted pine.
In 2012 at some locations you can calculate the
density of the original pine settlement by counting
pine stumps. White pine stumps are amazingly

resilient, still standing 140 years after the tree was
cut.
8/31/1895

8/31/1895

TC STAR &
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Taylor County Enumerated -- The population of Taylor County, according to the recent state
THE POPULATION OF RIB LAKE HAD
enumeration, is 8499, showing an increase of nearly 2,000 since the [federal] government census ALMOST DOUBLED IN FIVE YEARS! The
in 1890. The following is the population by towns…
biggest, single cause was the construction of the
Shaw tannery in Rib Lake which created hundreds of
jobs and the platting into residential lots of
Township
1890
1895
“Shawtown.” the land north of Fayette Avenue.
Chelsea
613
584
There was no Village of Rib Lake until it was
Greenwood
233
302
incorporated in 1902. The Rib Lake figure refers to
the Township of Rib Lake which then included all
Medford-City
1094
1204
the land now in the Village.
Westboro

541

592

Rib Lake

520

989

All reported municipalities showed population
growth except for the Town of Chelsea. It had
suffered, among other things, from disastrous fires;
see prior articles.

SCHOOL -- The [Rib Lake] school board is to be congratulated on the numerous improvements
made around the school house, namely, a fence around the grounds, a sidewalk leading to the
three entrances, a woodshed, a well and a bell. All will be completed when next Monday
morning the teachers and scholars will take their respective places.

The sole school building at the time was the two
story, wood frame Ward School. It stood on the
north side of Church Street one block east of the
Methodist Church.

Mr. A. [Arthur] J. Latton will occupy the upper department [high school], Miss Johnson the
intermediate and Miss M. Warren the primary.

Ken Mannel razed the building in the 1970’s.
The Sept. 7, 1895 edition of the Star & News
reported that the Rib Lake school opened with “over
100 pupils.”

8/31/1895
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KENNEDY -- Please take notice that the undersigned made application to the Governor of the
State of Wisconsin for a pardon for Phillius Bonneville, who was on the 16th day of March, A.
D. 1895, at the City of Medford, Taylor County, Wis., convicted of having on the 2nd day of
March A.D. 1895, at the village of Rib Lake, Taylor County, Wis., burglariously (sic) broken
into and entered, in the night time, the store building of J.J. Kennedy, not adjoining and
occupied as a dwelling house, with intent to commit the crime of larceny [theft], and was upon

Phillius was under twenty one years of age when he,
with another youthful companion, burglarized
Kennedy’s store and stole merchandise. By
prevailing standards, a sentence of one year at
Waupun Prison IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT
was draconian.

such conviction (he having plead guilty), sentenced by the court for the term of one year, the
2nd day of April, A.D. 1895, to be served in solitary confinement.
Dated August 28, 1905
A. Bonneville
9/7/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

Greenwood Leaves -- We visited the Klemm farm this week, the occasion being the threshing
of Messrs. Klemm’s grain and peas. Mr. Ed Emmel of Medford brought his threshing machine
out and threshed 287 bushels of grain and 51 bushels of peas…
We are not informed of the exact acreage sown, but are personally well enough acquainted with
the farm to know that the yield was good. Messrs. Herman Klemm and son Robert have the
distinction of being the first farmers of Greenwood territory to have threshing done with a
custom threshing machine, and Mr. Emmel, will henceforth figure in the history of our town as
the pioneer custom thresher. The first threshing machine in our town was the private tread power
machine owned by and operated upon the farm of Abram Taylor on section 6, 32 2 East; the
farm and machine now owned by Mr. Henry Haight.
Mr. Emmel’s machine will now go to the Seidl farm on Section 4, 32 2 East. Alois Seidl’s
large, comfortable dancing hall and saloon are in first class order. Alois has business in his eye.
He has enjoyed what any honest, hardworking settler, settling in this country may enjoy, viz,
almost uninterrupted prosperity and promotion.

George Knower. The owner and operator of the
Interwald Store regularly wrote this column.
Section 4, 32 2 East borders the east side of
Wellington Lake. It may be that Alios Seidl started
the dancehall that stood there into the 1940’s.
Joseph Thums ran a country store in the northeast
corner of what is today Brehm Ave and Wellington
Lake Road; the building still stands there in the SW
SW 4 32 2E.
The same edition of the Star & News reported the
arrival of the first “steam traction engine” in Taylor
County. It was a steam powered, mobile tractor
intended for farm use.

Joe Thums is building a large warehouse and cellar adjoining his store. We think Joe means to
be ready to buy potatoes, etc., in a short time.
/s/ George Knower
10/5/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

Knights of the Maccabees -- On Saturday evening Oct. 12, the Maccabees of Rib Lake will
give a grand oyster supper and dance at the [Rib Lake] town hall. The object of the affair is to
celebrate in fitting style the inauguration of Peerless Tent No. 36 K. O. T. M. located here.

This was one of the many lodges that once found Rib
Lake home to one of its chapters.

10/5/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE BUSINESSES -- Since Mr. S. Van Gieson took charge of the meat market, and Mr.
W. J. Driver opened up his photograph and jewelry store, business on Main Street is looking up.

What is popularly considered “Main Street” is
technically “McComb Avenue” and it was not
created until 1897.

Uncle Harry’s confectionery counter still continues to excite the saccharine [sugar] propensities
of our smiling juveniles.
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The first plat of land in what is now the Village of

Mr. Peter LaClare, sometime jeweler, has rented his store to Mr. Putraw, who is doing business
in electroplating (sic).

Rib Lake occurred in 1895 when J.J. Kennedy
created lots south of Railroad Street. On that plat
“Main Street” is south of Railroad and along the lake.
It is not clear whether the Star & News was referring
to that street in this article.
What is clear is that the Rib Lake retail business
community now included many stores beyond that
owned by J.J. Kennedy.

10/5/1895

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE – TANNERY ADDITIONS -- Numerous improvements and additions are being
made in different parts of our village [Rib Lake]. At the tannery, 50 vats have been added to the
beam house, the sweat house has been enlarged, six new leaches and a smoke stack constructed.
By these improvements the capacity will be increased one half. THE OUTPUT NOW BEING
700 HIDES PER DAY. A large addition has been built on the west side of the [tannery]
boarding house, improving its appearance ten fold, (emphasis added)

Daniel Kennedy was a son of J.J. Kennedy and long
served his father as head of the office of the lumber
company.

Workmen have just finished repairing and enlarging the house occupied by Dan Kennedy. On
the south side [of Rib Lake], Mr. Clendenning is enlarging the meat market operated by
Anderson & Van Gieson and on the opposite side of the street, Forseth & Herrem, merchant
tailors, have built a neat little shop.
10/26/1895

TC STAR &
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KENNEDY’S RAILROAD -- George Fritz has been at work for the past few weeks on a job
that seemed to most people to promise no good results. A few months ago a cylinder on Mr.
Kennedy’s engine [locomotive] was blown to pieces and Mr. Fritz agreed to repair it on the “No
work, no pay” plan. He found nearly all of the pieces and by welding, bandaging, bolting and a
goodly use of copper he has a cylinder that seems to be as good as new.
During the last two years he has spent odd moments in constructing an engine which is now
complete. It is a small one of one horse power with a novel reverser, an invention of the maker.
Mr. Fritz is an excellent machinist and generally succeeds in doing anything that he undertakes.
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The Star & News edition of 11/6/1895 makes it clear
that J.J. Kennedy had a steam locomotive: “the yard
engine is again in running order much to the
gratification of engineer Darling who ran her to
Chelsea Wednesday to coal her up.” For several
years there has been no reporting that Kennedy
continued his woods railroad operations. It appears
that Kennedy is now confining his solely owned
locomotive to “yard work,’ switching near the Rib
Lake sawmill and moving railroad cars filled with
wood scrap the quarter mile to the Rib Lake tannery
where the wood was used for fuel. The daily
railroading between Chelsea and Rib Lake was then
handled by crews and equipment of the Wisconsin

Central Railroad.
11/9/1895

TC STAR &
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HEMLOCK – DEFLATED MARKET -- The American Leather Trust, which owns or controls a
majority of the tanneries in the United States, has ordered a complete shut down for sixty days.
The tannery at Prentice is controlled by this corporation and several tanners from that place were
in town [Medford] yesterday, looking for work. The leather market is somewhat oversupplied
and prices are low and the shut- down is for the purpose of giving the markets a chance to
recuperate.
It was reported Thursday by some of the dailies that Fayette Shaw had ordered the tanneries, in
which he is interested, to close for the same length of time, but no such order has been received
at this time, and it is hopped that the report had no foundation.

11/17/1895

TC STAR &
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RIB LAKE- BUILDING BOOM CONTINUES -- George Clark is constructing a two story
building north of his house which is intended for a residence and restaurant.

Clark’s house was on the northwest corner of Church
and Second Street.

Angus McDonald is erecting a good sized building on the corner opposite Mr. Glendenning’s
boarding house.

Clendenning’s boarding house was located on the
southwest corner of Railroad and Third Street;
Clendenning sold out to the Matthias family who
operated a popular hotel there until the 1960s.

A number of buildings are also about to be built in E.C. Getchel’s addition [to North Rib Lake].

Getchel platted dozens of residential lots north of
Fayette Avenue where he built a palatial home; the
building still stands on West Street and has been used
for the past 50 years as a funeral home.
With both the Kennedy saw mill and Shaw’s tannery
running full bore, these were boom times.
Angus McDonald’s building turned out to be the first
tavern operated inside what is now the Village of Rib
Lake.
12/7/1895
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RIB LAKE – WHISKEY CASES -- Three interesting cases were up before Justice Hobbs last
Monday. They are known as the “Rib Lake Whiskey cases,” the defendants being charged with
selling liquor without a license. They were F. C. Goodnough and John Kociz, barbers, and Dr.
N. D. Steele, who also owns a drug store.

To date, there had been no news indicating that a
tavern operated in Rib Lake which had a strong antiliquor tradition. It is probable that these defendants
used their barber and drug businesses to sell

The trial was adjourned until next Monday, a plea of not guilty having been entered in each
case. We are reliably informed, however, that the pleas will be changed to guilty, and that they
will pay their fines. In fact, one of the number already has followed this line and settled, as
follows: fine $50.00, costs $18.12.

“medicines” with high alcohol contents. The practice
was called a “blind pig.”
Note that medical doctor N. D. Steele owned a drug
store in Rib Lake in addition to his medical practice.
Medical doctors were exempt from pharmacists
licensing requirements in dispensing drugs to their
own patients.
The Star & News elsewhere reported that Dr. Steele
had sold his Rib Lake drug store to R. A. Oleshak,
“formerly a druggist in the employ of Suits,” a
Medford pharmacist. “Mr. Oleshak is a very
competent young druggist and the people of Rib
Lake may congratulate themselves on the acquisition
of his experienced services.” The opening of a fullfledged drug store together with the professional
services of a medical doctor residing in Rib Lake
appeared as signs that a commercial Rib Lake was
coming of age.
The Star & News of 12/21/1895 reported; “Dr. N. D.
Steele and druggist Olshak moved to Phillips
Wednesday, thinking probably that Rib Lake is a
poor place in which to run a so called “blind pig.”
Sheriff Warren Saturday placed both men under
arrest for selling liquor illegally. This is the second
time the Dr. has been charged with this offense in the
last two weeks—the first one costing him $68 in
fines and costs.”
“The people of Rib Lake are determined that if liquor
is to be sold there, it must be done legally or not at
all.”
Unfortunately, we do not have the facts to objectively
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determine the defendants ‘guilt or innocence. I
suspect each was not guilt. Why would respected
professionals put careers at risk for a few retail liquor
sales? It is likely that Dr. Steele and pharmacist
Oleshak decided not to fight city hall; bear in mind
that anyone could swear out a complaint and cause
the arrest of another based on one person’s
uncorroborated compliant!!!
12/14/18995

TC STAR &
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WESTBORO - John DUNCAN MILL Will not Operate -- John Duncan will not do any logging
this winter and, consequently, his mill at Westboro will lie idle next summer.

This was the oldest and largest saw mill in Westboro.
It opened in 1874 as the Duncan, Taylor & Ritchie
Lumber Company.

12/14/1895

TC STAR &
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HEMLOCK – H.L. Drake, superintendent of the Fayette Shaw Tanneries at Rib Lake and
Phillips, was in the city [Medford] Thursday.

The Shaws placed great confidence in H. L. Drake,
using him as chief overseer of tannery construction at
Rib Lake.
Technically, the Rib Lake tannery was solely owned
by Fayette D. (Delos) Shaw, the son of Fayette M.
Shaw; Delos’s name alone was on the deed to the
real estate. This was done to shield the enterprise
from the creditors of the elder Shaw, who was, in
fact, actively involved in Rib Lake tannery
operations.
The tanneries at Medford and Perkinstown were
publically identified as operated by the partnership of
“T., F. M. & F. D. Shaw & Co.” The initials stood
for Thaxter Shaw, Fayette M. Shaw and Fayette
Delos Shaw.

12/28/1895
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RIB LAKE – So Called “Blind Pig” -- To the Editor of the Star & News
We wish to draw your attention to an item which appeared last week in your paper as
correspondence from Rib Lake, said item is as follows:

This letter clearly called for a response by any
responsible newspaper editor. The letter was
published without any response, follow-up or
comment of any kind.

“Dr. N. D. Steele and druggist Oleshak moved to Phillips Wednesday, thinking probably that

See the coverage of January 4, 1896, and January 11,

Rib Lake is a poor place in which to run a “so-called drug store.” Sheriff Warren Saturday
placed both of them under arrest for selling liquor illegally.”

1896.

Here are three statements without a shade of truth in any one of them. The parties involved did
not move to Phillips. They are not running a “so-called drugstore,” and they were not arrested
for selling liquor illegally.
In another column of your paper-same issue-you refer to our place of business as a “blind pig.”
Now, we have a regularly registered pharmacist’s diploma together with a license from the
Town Board, and are running not a “blind pig” or a “so-called drug store” but a legitimate drug
store, carrying all the staple drugs necessary for the requirements of the town and surrounding
county.
Now, Mr. Editor, in the light of the truth of the whole matter, you must have been cognizant of
the fact that the above statements were untrue, and we must demand an apology, as the articles
in question are damaging to our characters as respectable businessmen, to our reputation among
our friends throughout the county, and to our business with the people here financially.
We, therefore, sincerely hope and believe that you, in all fairness, will endeavor through the
columns of our paper to mitigate as far as possible the wrong which has, possibly inadvertently
on your part, been done us by spiteful and malicious enemies.
Respectfully. N. D. Steele M. D. & A. Oleshak, Ph.D.
12/28/1895

TC STAR &
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HEMLOCK – U.S. LEATHER CO. -- The Prentice tannery, owned by the United States Leather
Company, shut down all of its departments on the 14th for an indefinite time. The men that went
up from here [Medford] to work at the tannery there have returned to this city.
Extensive improvements have again been recently made by T., F. M. & F. D. Shaw & Co. at
their tannery in this city [Medford]. An addition has been built on the west end of the dry loft.
The shipping room has also been enlarged so as to permit the sorting of sole-leather, which
heretofore has all been done at Boston. This latter improvement will permit Messrs. Shaw & Co.
to market their product in retail as well as wholesale. There is no lack of enterprise in the above
named firm.
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The Shaw tannery company owned and operated
tanneries in Rib Lake, Medford, Perkinstown,
Phillips, and were building one in Mellen,
Wisconsin. They were eventually bought out by U.
S. Leather.
Note that the Medford operation manufactured sole
leather for shoes.

1896
1/4/1896
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HEMLOCK – Winchester Hotel -- The Hotel Winchester continues to be the center of attraction
and is visited daily by a large number of people. The write had the pleasure of a visit to the great
building, now nearing completion and soon to be open to the public. Nearly all the rooms were
nicely carpeted and a large part of the furniture is in place. The latter is mostly of antique oak
finish and presents a very handsome and durable appearance. The chamber floors are covered
with in grain carpets of good quality. The parlor and reception rooms have been treated more
expensively, the floors being covered with Royal velvet Wilson carpets and furniture to
correspond, presenting a decidedly luxurious appearance. In fact, everything on the first floor
is rich and handsome, from office to kitchen, and that in other parts is good enough for anybody.

The framing material for this “great building” was
lowly hemlock from Kennedy’s Rib Lake Hotel. Its
owners had the not- so- hidden agenda to promote
hemlock lumber. It turned out to be a great
advertising ploy.

1/4/1896
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RIB LAKE- So-called “Blind Pig” -- Dr. N. D. Steele and druggist Oleshak, of Rib Lake,
appeared before Justice Hobbs last Monday on a charge of selling liquor in violation of the
statutes. The latter was acquitted of the charge, but the Dr. was convicted and sentenced to four
months imprisonment and to pay a fine of $75 and costs, this being the second offense, of the
same nature committed by him.

Immediately following this article appeared a long
piece signed by Arthur J. Latton, principal of the Rib
Lake public schools, including: “Druggist Oleshak
acknowledged when under oath that he sold whiskey
by the glass and received pay-ten cents- therefore,
and the liquor [was] drank in the [drug] store, yet his
license from the town board reads “not be drank on
the premises.””

He appealed the case to the circuit court and gave bonds in the sum of $300 for his appearance.
We were of the opinion these gentlemen would not be called upon to appear before a legal
tribunal for this offense.
The communication published in this paper last week and signed by them would naturally lead
one not acquainted with the surroundings to feel that they had been greatly imposed upon, but
more recent developments, in addition to the fact that the doctor had on the previous charge
entered a plea of guilty and paid his fine, would tend to the belief that the aforesaid
communication was composed largely of wind.
1/11/1896
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RIB LAKE- So-called “Blind Pig” -- To Editor of the Star & News -- Dear Sir, there is one item
in the Rib Lake Ripples of last week [where comments of Arthur J. Latton were published]
which require correction, viz: “Druggist Oleshak acknowledged under oath that he sold whiskey
by the glass and received pay-ten cents-therefore, and the liquor [was] drunk in the store, yet his
license from the town board reads “not to be drank on the premises.”
Now, the truth of the matter is, I filled a prescription that called for a stated amount of Duffy’s
Malt, the prescription price being ten cents, and such was the price I charged for it. This is what
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See next item—BELOW—for response of R. A.
Oleshak.

I assume Duffy’s Malt contained malt liquor.
The same edition of the Star & News reported: “The
Rib Lake blind pigs, if that place now contains any
such critters, were poisoned the other day by the
town board of that town. They GRANTED SALOON
LICENSES TO FOUR DIFFERENT PARTIES, thus
giving the “pigs” a legitimate doze of their own

I testified to under oath, and this, as a registered pharmacist, I have a perfect right to do, in fact,
feel obligated to do.

medicine, which means death to them.” (emphasis
added)

Now, Mr. Editor, if Mr. Latton was present at my trial, and I think he was, he must have heard
my testimony. It is probable, however, that he misunderstood my statement for I feel sure, he
would not knowingly place a wrong construction on what I said in my evidence.

IN ALL PROBABILITY, THESE WERE THE
FIRST TAVERN LICENSES GRANTED IN THE
TOWN OF RIB Lake (which at that time included
the land within the present Village of Rib Lake).

Respectfully. R. A. Oleshak
The four individuals receiving liquor licenses were:
John Kuceno, Peter Waschatka, A. [Angus]
McDonald and A. Bonneville.
1/11/1896

TC STAR &
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KENNEDY -- Miss Jeanette and Donald Kennedy [both children of J.J. Kennedy] returned to
their duties at Chicago University on New Years and Johnnie Kennedy returned to Lake Forest
[Academy] Monday, all having spent the holidays with parents and friends in this village.

For a list of all the known Kennedys in Rib Lake and
biographical information on each, consult
“Kennedys-Movers and Shakers: Cast of Characters
to early Rib Lake History” at
www.riblakehistory.net

1/18/1896
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KENNEDY -- Will [William J.] Kennedy, Angus McDonald and Hugh Kennedy, of Rib Lake
spent Monday night and Tuesday forenoon in this city [Medford].

The two Kennedys mentioned are brothers and
business colleagues of J.J. Kennedy. I wonder
whether J.J.’s long opposition to allowing legal
alcohol sales in Rib Lake was effected by his
brothers close social ties with Angus McDonald, who
the week before received one of the first four liquor
licenses from the Rib Lake Town Board.

2/1/1896
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KENNEDY –Whist Club of Medford Socializes at Kennedy Home -- The Medford Whist Club
was entertained at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J.J. Kennedy at Rib Lake last evening. A portion
of the members [of the club] and all the whist tables went by rail yesterday afternoon, and the
others of the members drove up later in the day.

2/1/1896
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HEMLOCK-Hotel Winchester Opens - [ADVERTISEMENT] -- The Hotel Winchester Barber
Shop by Chas. B. Windus, Excellent Service, Courteous Treatment, First Class: Bath & Room.
Metropolitan in all respects.

It appears that the Hotel has a full timber barber. It
must anticipate a substantial number of male quests.
The Star & News reported that Fayette Delos Shaw
had a banquet served in the Hotel’s dining room.
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2/29/1896
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KENNEDY – J.J. Kennedy, the Rib Lake lumberman, stopped overnight at Hotel Winchester,
Wednesday.

The same edition of the Star & News reported: “The
Hotel Winchester has been crowded with transients
[i.e., travelers] this week. This is not only a
recommendation of the standing of our city from a
commercial point, but the hotel itself is getting a
reputation abroad and is appreciated.”
The Star & News reported that the Hotel Winchester
had 38 guest rooms and “every one of them outside
rooms well lighted.”

1/22/1896
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HEMLOCK-Hotel Winchester -- The writer took dinner, at the invitation of mine host, Fred
Ward, at the Hotel Winchester, at Medford. After partaking of an elegant repast we were shown
the house from the water tank in the attic to the domain of Prof. Williams in the basement. The
house is built upon the brow of a hill and is elevated from the front [Main] street some several
feet while the back [South Second] street is on a level with the house. The style of architecture is
modern and in some instances original and striking.
But we will have more to do with the inside. The main entrance is through wide doors, opening
outward, from one of the finest lobbies that can be found in any hotel in the state—wide and
roomy. To the left of the entrance is a handsome, large and well lighted writing and reading
room, while to the right is a spacious and handsomely furnished parlor, immediately back of
which is the ladies’ reception room.
Further back and to the left is the toilet room and coat room. Through the lobby and directly
opposite the entrance is the dining room, large, square and well lighted, and back of this the
kitchen and china closet. The upper floors are laid off into parlors and sleeping rooms—every
room furnished the same. There are thirty-eight guest rooms and every one of them outside
rooms well lighted.
In the basement is a well apportioned café, presided over by Prof. Williams, and sample rooms,
a barber shop, cellars and furnace room. The house is finished throughout in natural woods with
a very harmonizing effect, but we haven’t the space to describe as we should like. Fred Ward,
the prince of hotel men, presides over the house, and no hotel man in northern Wisconsin has
more friends than the genial Fred. -- Colby Phonograph
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All the framing lumber was hemlock from J.J.
Kennedy’s Rib Lake sawmill.

3/14/1896
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RIB LAKE-KENNEDY-HEMLOCK-OVERVIEW -- Last week the writer had the pleasure of
a buggy ride to the thriving little burg of Rib Lake. Hundreds of men are constantly at work in
that place in the large saw and planing mills of J.J. Kennedy and the immense tannery of
Fayette Shaw and we believe MORE MONEY IS IN CIRCULATION THERE PER CAPITA
THAN IN ANY OTHER PLACE IN [Taylor] COUNTY.
The place is constantly building up, and many improvements were noticed since our last visit.
They have a model school building, and their schools are conducted by competent teachers, fine
church edifices, and more in contemplation. Money has recently been subscribed for the erection
of a Catholic church, work on which will be commenced this spring.
Through the courtesy of Mr. J.J. Kennedy, we were shown through his large and elaborate office
rooms, which are models of convenience and ELEGANCE. The business end of an enterprise
like his is an important feature, and he is well provided with efficient assistants and room to
attend to it.
A visit was also made to the tannery where E. C. Getchel presides as general manager. Elliot has
a responsible position on his hands, and it is necessary for him to think and work continuously.
His thinker is well developed, however, and his physical condition is first rate, so that he does
not seem to suffer from overwork. The CAPACITY OF THE TANNERY HAS BEEN
INCREASED FROM A START OF 150 HIDES PER DAY UNTIL NOW THEY PUT IN 525
HIDES DAILY and ship five [railroad] carloads of finished SOLE LEATHER every week.
The site of the tannery seems to have been made to order, and is doubtless the most convenient
of any of the large tanneries owned by the Shaws. Their system of water works is one that would
do credit to this city [Medford], and would be ample for our needs, if we possessed one similar
to it. It would not be a bad plan if our city authorities would appoint a committee to examine
these works before making contracts for the construction of water works.
Shawtown is now likened to a tree, because it is covered with bark. IMMENSE PILES of this
commodity [tanbark] can be seen in all directions and it is estimated that about 13,000 CORDS
[OF TANBARK] ARE PILED THERE. (emphasis added)
Our time was limited while there, and we regret that we are unable to give the entire place a
creditable write-up.
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The writer was probably Mr. Danielson, editor/owner
of the Taylor County Star & News.
Rib Lake was in the midst of boom times. The Shaw
tannery, built in Rib Lake in 1891, was flourishing.
There was full employment. These conditions
induced by grandfather, Herman Emanuel Rusch to
leave his Fairchild, Wisconsin, farm and move to
work as a blue collar employee at the Rib Lake
tannery in 1896.
The part of Rib Lake north of Fayette Avenue was
dubbed Shaw Town or Shawtown. While Fayette
Delos Shaw’s name alone was on the deed to the Rib
Lake tannery, his father, Fayette M. Shaw, and other
family members were active in the business. At this
time they were operating tanneries in Medford,
Perkinstown, and Phillips, and constructing another
in Mellon.
The immense bark pile was on the east side of West
Street south of High Street. It is the geographical
high point of the village and its plies of bark were
over 25 feet high. Railroad spurs ran between the
long piles which had a carefully constructed “roof”
of bark to shed water and allow long term storage.
On August 21, 1897, the biggest single advancement
in Rib Lake retail, commercial history happened:
A.C. McComb platted “McComb’s Racing Park
Addition to Rib Lake.” It created McComb and
Landaal (now spelled Landall) Avenue as well as
Forest and Pearl Streets with 122 lots of land ready
for development! The lots along McComb Avenue
became the shopping and retail center of the Village.

Consult image #15296 to see McComb’s land plat
and map. It, along with historic photos, e.g., J.J.
Kennedy helping A.C. McComb measuring for the
plat, image #10,771, may be seen and down loaded
free-of-charge at www.riblakehistory.com.
4/4/1896
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RIB LAKE-Prohibition -- Besides electing another set of town officers, Tuesday, THE
VOTERS OF RIB LAKE WILL DECIDE WHETHER THEY WILL HAVE SALOONS OR
NOT. During the 15 years of the town’s existence, no such licenses have been granted and Rib
Lake has enjoyed the reputation of having one of the happiest, most prosperous and orderly
communities of any town in the county. Think twice before you vote. (emphasis added)

Just weeks before, the town board voted to issue
tavern licenses allowing the sale of alcohol to 4
individuals. This is the first news that a referendum
on the matter will take place.
The arrest and prosecution of a Rib Lake medical
doctor and pharmacist for the alleged illegal sale of
alcohol recently brought the issue of probation to the
fore. The same edition of the Star & News reports:
“Dr. N. D. Steele, defendant in the notorious Rib
Lake “blind pig” case, came down Tuesday night to
be present at the opening of circuit court. The
following named gentlemen as [defense] witnesses
were also here: W. J. Driver, Frank Rogers, and Wm.
Jarvis, Martin Clark, John Reider; [witnesses] for the
state were Jeff LeBeau and Joe Hibbard.
Dr. Steele had appealed his conviction to the circuit
court. Since witnesses were being called, this was an
appeal de novo, i.e., a new trial.
Note this article’s claim; “during the 15 years of [Rib
Lake’s] existence, no [saloon] licenses have been
granted...” Contrast 1/11/1896: Rib Lake Town board
granted four saloon licenses.

4/11/1896
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TOWN BOARD ELECTION RESULTS -- L. Dietzman was elected town chairman, with
Andrew Clendenning and J. Scheiber as side board members; Duncan McLennan was elected
treasurer and J. P. Seibel clerk.

The additional officers elected for the Town of Rib
Lake were F. Nolen (sic), assessor; C. Curran, Mr.
DeGroat and C. Watkins, justices of the peace, and
C. Pinkerton, Joe Thomas and Mr. Kemp, constables.

For the Town of Westboro, G. W. Allen was elected chairman, and C. M. Paulson and Frank
Bidwell supervisors, and Irwin McCumber clerk, and A. Fournier as treasurer.
Thomas Brehm was elected chair for the Town of Greenwood with Frank Lerch and Gottlieb
Peche supervisors, William Martin as clerk, and Ignatz Fuchs as treasurer.

Note that these were officers of the Town of Rib
Lake which included all the land in the current
Village of Rib Lake; the Village was detached from
the Town when the Village was incorporated in 1902.

Chelsea elected William Wicke as chair and Frank Duesing and A. Peterson as supervisors,
Gottlieb Polzin clerk and A. Young treasurer.
4/11/1896
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RIB LAKE-TESTIMONIAL BY CHARLES SEIDEL -- November, 1895, To Frederick Abbot,
Esq.,, Land Commissioner,
Dear Sir, It is now 10 years since I bought 80 acres of land from your company [the
Wisconsin Central Railroad Land Department] on long time payment. I had 6 children, the
oldest being 18 and the youngest 6. I immediately settled on the land, built a home, and without
capital, made myself a farm. The living expenses of the whole family were earned by my oldest
boys through employment, and the balance of the children helped me. In this way, I made a
start. I soon bought a yoke of oxen, a horse and buggy and a sleigh. Then I bought more land,
until I now own 640 acres, nice buildings, and everything in good condition. Where the money
came from I will relate. WHEN I CAME HERE THE WOOD HAD NO VALUE. Since,
however, saw mills began buying it, and now fire-wood has a ready sale. Later, a tannery was
built [in Rib Lake] and a good price paid for hemlock bark. For hay, we received $15 per ton.
Potatoes and everything finds a good market. Many workmen can find employment in Rib Lake.
FOR PEOPLE WITH LITTLE MONEY RIB LAKE IS THE PLACE TO SETTLE. Work is to
be had in the woods, winter and summer, saw mill or tannery, and the best wages are paid. I was
in Arkansas, Minnesota and Dakota, but here I have found my home and here I expect to stay.
Why should I go away? Climate is the healthiest, the water is good, and any person who is
willing to work can make a living here. You buy land, and soon by saving become clear of debt,
and wholly independent. The soil in this township is excellent. There is one hill in the town
where we get sand to build with; all the land being covered with a thick, black loam. It is rolling
and no place is seen where water becomes stagnant. I am speaking now of the east side of town.
The east side is free from hills and gravel, there being only small stones, which, when removed,
makes the finest land and best for cultivation.
As soon as the wood [timber] is sold the underbrush is burnt and oats planted between the
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The Seidel letter was one of several published on the
first page of the Star & News in an article entitled;
“Taylor County, The Garden Spot of Northern
Wisconsin.”
The Seidl letter was addressed to Frederick Abott, the
head of the Wisconsin Central Railroad Land
Department, run by the railroad to sell the thousand
of acres of land the railroad received from the United
States Government; by Act of Congress, the railroad
was rewarded for building by a gift of every other
section of land for 18 miles either side of the railroad
right of way. The railroad was eager to dispose of the
land for its sale monies, and for the stream of income
the railroad would enjoy from settlement.
Abbottsford is named for Frederick Abbot, an
employee of the Wisconsin Central Railroad in 1873
when it was constructed northward through that
location.

stumps and after that the stumps rot and can easily be taken out, and the land is as good as any
that can be found. Vegetables of all kinds are grown. I should advise every honest workingman
who wants to get ahead to take the hint I give him. No village or city can show the progress or
more sociability that Rib Lake can.
The man coming here can find employment with J.J. Kennedy, saw mill owner, or in the
tannery. Have no fear to come, as there are many thousand acres yet to be had. This is the reason
why I have lived here so long. I am happy. My children are nearly all married. I am in good
health and am 56 years of age. Any information I can give I will gladly furnish.
The greater portion of our settlement is German. [We] are well provided with schools and
churches. (emphasis added)
/s/ Charles Seidel, Rib Lake, Wisconsin
4/11/1896

Wisconsin
Central
Railroad
Handbook
republished
in Star &
News

WESTBORO AND CHELSEA OVERVIEW
WESTBORO. This [village] is located on the northern border of Taylor County. It contains
about 300 inhabitants, in a township containing about 600. The population is made up of
Americans, Swedes and French. There are 3 stores and one saw mill. The village has one
graded school, and there are a number of schools in the township besides. There are two
churches in the village and the Methodist denomination holds services regularly in the school
houses. The farmers around are very prosperous and find a ready market for all they can raise.

The TC STAR & NEWS reprinted these overviews
from a publication of the Land Department of the
Wisconsin Central Railroad. The publication failed to
be objective in describing much of Taylor County,
succumbing to the Railroad’s interests of describing
things in rosy colors in its interests to sell railroad
land.

CHELSEA. Has a population of between 400 and 500. It is at this point that the spur to Rib
Lake branches off [the Wisconsin Central mainline]. This is an especially prosperous farming
community. There can not be found a farmer within reach of Chelsea who has not been making
money of recent years. The land is exceedingly rich, and while some years the price for products
is cheap, there is always a good cash price for wood, for logs, bark and railroad ties. There is
one school and two churches, Lutheran and Methodist. There is some talk of putting up a shingle
mill.
4/11/1896
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RIB LAKE REFERENDUM RESULTS: VOTE IN FAVOR OF LIQUOR -- Licenses carried
by 72 votes and, of course, Judge Marshall had things his own way.

By this terse, single sentence the Star & News
reported that the majority of the [male] residents of
Rib Lake that voted approved the issuance of liquor
licenses. So ended the period of prohibition of
taverns and liquor sales that prevailed since Rib Lake

was founded by J.J. Kennedy in 1881!
Earlier in 1896, the Rib Lake Town Board had voted
to issue liquor (tavern) licenses to four individuals;
that decision created a firestorm of protest resulting
in the Board deciding that a public referendum would
decide the issue; in 1896 only men were allowed to
vote.
A variety of factors worked to produce the “wet”
vote, including the jump in population; not only had
Rib Lake’s population nearly doubled between 1890
and 1895, but native German speakers now
dominated. Germans simply love their beer and view
it as a healthy, daily necessity. There is an old
German saying: Deutsches Bier ist Deutsches Brot:
German beer is German bread.
It is telling to note how the referendum outcome was
reported in the Star and News. Not only were the
results published in a single, cryptic sentence, that
sentence came at the end of a long paragraph
identifying newly elected town officials. The editor
of the Star & News, Peter Danielson, was clearly
chagrinned and disappointed with this vote.
The comment about Judge Marshal reported that he
did well in his reelection bid for the Wisconsin
Supreme Court; he ran unopposed.
4/18/1896
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KENNEDY -- C.B. Watkins, shipping clerk, and H. [Hugh] A. B. Kennedy, book keeper, for J.J. C.B. Watkins was elected one the three justices of the
Kennedy, at Rib Lake, were in the city [Medford] last Sunday.
peace in the April, 1896 election.

4/25/1896

TC STAR &

BLACK RIVER LOG DRIVE FATALITY -- The remains of Robert Steiner, who was drowned
in the Black River nearly two weeks ago, have not yet been recovered. It is earnestly requested
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The Star & News had earlier reported that Steiner
was a farmer living in the southern portion of the

NEWS
5/2/1896
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by relatives that all who can assist in a search for the corpse, do so as soon as possible.

Town of Chelsea and that he left a family “in
destitute conditions.”

HEMLOCK -- Supt. H. L. Dake received orders last Tuesday from Fayette Shaw in Boston, to
discontinue all operations at Mellen [Wisconsin] for an indefinite time. Mail advices (sic) from
Boston state that the leather market is at present in a very critical condition, and prices lower
than ever. Operations here will not be resumed until there is an improvement in the leather
market.

The United States of America had just entered into a
serious economic depression referred to as the Panic
of 1896.

/s/ X-Ray
5/2/1896

TC STAR &
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KENNEDY -- The last meeting of the Whist Club for the season in this city [Medford] was held
at Hotel Winchester last Friday evening, and it was the largest and most pleasant meeting in the
history of the Club. Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Winchester of Phillips, and Mr. J.J. Kennedy and
daughter of Rib Lake attended.
Four nice prizes were awarded, the winners being Messrs. Lee Gibson and Peter Doyle, first and
second gent’s prize, and Mesdames (sic) Flo Smith and F. M. Perkins, first and second lady’s
prize. The final meeting of the Club will be held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Winchester
at Phillips, on Saturday evening next.

5/9/1896

TC STAR &
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HEMLOCK -- The first camp for bark peeling was started Wednesday in the old camp buildings
one-half mile north of the [Rib Lake] tannery with Andrew Aitkens as foreman.
The number of camps [run by the tannery] will be reduced to 2 or 3 this year instead of the usual
half dozen and one of them will be west of Chelsea.

The Shaw firm had been in the process of erecting a
huge, new tannery in Mellen, Iron County,
Wisconsin.
The Star & News reports that hard working J.J.
Kennedy had at least two hobbies, horse racing and
whist.
The Hotel Winchester was named for E. H.
Winchester, successful area businessman who sold
fire insurance policies to many local saw mills.

A devastating nation-wide economic depression had
hit which explains the reduction in the number of
bark camps.
The bark camp north of the Rib Lake tannery used
buildings built when they first served as a logging
camp. Old pine camp sites dotted the Rib Lake area;
they were used to exclusively cut white pine.
The McGillis Pine Camp is an exceptionally well
preserved site which can be easily accessed in 2012
via the Rib Lake Ski & Snowshoe Nordic Trail ; the
hand dug well is a large hole immediately alongside
the trail at SE NW 13 33 2 E.
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HEMLOCK-Shaw Continues Bark Purchases -- I wish to deny the report that has been printed
in some of our county papers to the effect that I would not buy bark this coming season. On the
contrary, I am buying and shall continue to buy all the hemlock bark that is brought to me. I
wish to say to all farmers in this locality that they can peel all the bark they wish to, with perfect
assurance that they can sell the same for cash at the tannery at Rib Lake, Wis.
/s/ Fayette Shaw

This responds to a comment made by George
Knower in the “Greenwood Leaves” column the
week earlier that the tannery might stop buying bark
and rely on its own bark camps.
Just about every farmer owned some forest land with
hemlock in it. Farmers routinely used their large
families to help make tan bark which the farmer
hauled with his own sleigh for cash at the tannery.
While Shaw’s announcement did not say what Shaw
would pay, in the past he paid $2.50 per cord. A cord
was originally a pile of bark 4 feet by 4 feet by 4 feet,
although the tannery now weighed the bark and
calculated a cord at 2,240 pounds.
While $2.50 a cord for tan bark delivered to the
tannery was considered by many as too little, farmers
were a substantial source of tan bark going to the Rib
Lake tannery; it was badly needed cash and the
farmers’ family worked “free” cutting trees they
already owned.
In the very next edition of the Star & News, George
Knower wrote of the Interwald area: “everyone who
has land with green [uncut] hemlock on it is busy
peeling tan bark.”
On 6/6/1896 the Shaw firm announced; “after Sept.
1st, we will buy bark as usual paying $3.50 per cord
cash.”

7/11/1896
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TOWN OF CHELSEA-Petition for Highway -- To the county board of supervisors of Taylor
County -- We, the undersigned residents and freeholders of said county of Taylor residing in the
Town of Chelsea, Medford and Browning, do hereby petition you to improve and put in a
passable condition a public highway described as follows, to wit:

This petition is typical of dozens like it before every
session of the County Board. In 2012 the road
referred to here is Dassow and Oriole Avenues.

Beginning at the ¼ post section 1 Medford, section 6 Town Browning, and running ½ mile north
top corner post of section 1 Town of Medford, section 6 Town of Browning, and section 36
Town of Chelsea, thence running west ½ mile between section 1 Town of Medford and section
36 Town of Chelsea to the ¼ post, all range one east.
Town of Chelsea: August Steiner, Joseph Steiner, Albert Steiner, Gottlieb Polzin, F. Hoepner,
F. H. Moecker, Edward Bulzin, Anton Meyer, Gustave Meyer, Franz Poehnelt, Jr., Ferdinand
Arbeiter, Fred Willmer, Franz Kestler, Conrad Lisner, George Neumiller, E. Faude, George
Bulin, Wm. Bumder, Franz Poehnelt, Sr., August Kallenbach, Ed Manke and Anton Kofilner.
Town of Medford: Julius Freek, John Frischman, Jacob Frischman, Otto Seeger, Herman
Schuster, C. Strolze, Gustav Thiel, Franz Helwig, Frank Kroglen, William Schaurmilk, Gustav
Reiman, John Lenzer and Albert Sievers.
Town of Browning: Hugo Born, M. Frischman, John Muller, Fred Stockli, John F. Schmittt,
Chas Wagner, O. Auerswald, John Frey, Martin Frischman, Sebastian Schiek, Fred Morgenegg,
John Willmann, Chas Pomereng, Geo Litzen, and H. Schuennemann.
8/1/1896
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COUNTY POOR COMMISSIONER THOMAS BREHM -- Robert Gebauer, about 78 years of
age, died at the home of his son in the Town of Greenwood last Monday night. Deceased had
been a county charge [indigent] for 13 years until one and ten days before his death, when Poor
Farm Commissioner Brehm made arrangements with the son to care for him, allowing him
$5.00 per month for such care.

Note the predominance of German names. The
Steiners, for example, emigrated from a small
farming village of Schoenwalde, Schlesien (Silesia),
Prussia, within the German Empire. Pious Roman
Catholics, they donated part of their farm near
Whittlesey where Our Lady of Perpetual Help
Church was built; for decades it was known by its
German name: Mutter der immerwerende Hilfe
Kirche. Lacking a resident priest, August Steiner, a
layman, conducted a Saturday evening prayer
service, eine Gebetstunde, (an hour of prayer).
In 1897 August Steiner was appointed postmaster for
Whittlesey and ran the post from a room in his farm
home; his brother, Joseph Steiner sold farm
implements from the same location. In 2012 the once
well kept farm and buildings lies desolate and
abandoned.
Thomas Brehm was the chairman of the Town of
Greenwood Town Board and held the job of Poor
Commissioner for Taylor County. Like most
Wisconsin counties, Taylor owned and operated a
poor house, also called the poor farm, where
indigents were housed and fed at county expense.

On Monday the son was in the city [of Medford] consulting with the Poor Farm Commissioner
for the return of his father to the [Taylor County] poor house, having already wearied of his
father’s presence. The old man was very feeble and entirely helpless, and his lazy offspring did
not care to bother with him.
We are pleased to state that Mr. Brehm gave the worthless cur a good talking to and believe that
he now understands the sentiment of the people in regard to such actions. The angel of death
stepped in and prevented the son from again disgracing his parent.
8/1/1896
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Republican County Convention -- The Republicans of Taylor County assembled in convention
last Wednesday for the purpose of electing delegates to the State, Congressional and Senatorial

William Kennedy, J.J.’s brother, and Duncan
McLennan, J.J.’s brother-in-law, were delegates to

NEWS

conventions…..

the Taylor County convention, which, by
acclamation, chose J.J. Kennedy as a delegate to the
senatorial convention.

8/29/1896
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HEMLOCK -- Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Getchel of Rib Lake were in the city [of Medford] Thursday.
Mr. G. reports that the tannery is running full blast, but that they are reducing the force of men
as much as possible. Only 16 men are now employed in the woods skidding bark.

The peeling of tan bark ceased in the month of July.
Right after the bark was stripped from the trunk, it
was loosely piled against the trunk or other objects to
dry. Once sufficiently dried, the bark was ‘skidded”,
i.e., hauled, from the woods to the tannery. Some of
this was done using wagons; much was moved after
snowfall via sleighs.

10/3/1896
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KENNEDY-WILLIAM KENNEDY to Leave for Canada -- Wm. Kennedy was down from Rib
Lake last Saturday. Mr. Kennedy has disposed of all his interests at the Lake and will move to
Canada next week.

This comes as a bomb shell—no advance reports.
William J. Kennedy was a brother of JJK. He was
married and lived and worked in Rib Lake with his
wife and family from shortly after Rib Lake was
founded in 1881. Little is known about him except he
appeared to be the manager of JJK’s hotel at Rib
Lake.
The October 24th edition reported: “Wm. Kennedy
and family returned from Canada last Wednesday. It
will be remembered that they left Rib Lake a short
time ago with the intention of locating in Canada, but
Mr. Kennedy informs us that everything was too
slow and the weather too chilly in that country, and
hastened back to Wisconsin. They are at present
stopping at the Hotel Winchester and will doubtless
locate in Medford.”

10/3/1896
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HEMLOCK-Seventy-second Birthday of Fayette Shaw -- We received a telegram from our old
friend, L. A. Maier, informing us that Mr. Fayette Shaw’s seventy second birthday, which
occurs today, would be celebrated at the new [Mellen, Wis.] tannery, WHICH…IS THE
LARGEST INSTITUTION OF THE KIND IN THE WORLD, by the commencement of active
operations. Hides will be put into vats and the tanning process will be commenced in the
mammoth tannery.

The initials of the Shaw firm were “T., F. M. & F. D.
Shaw.” T. stood for Thaxter Shaw, F. M. for Fayette
M. Shaw, the man here celebrating his 72nd birthday,
and F. D. for his son, Fayette Delos Shaw.

A complete review of Mr. Shaw’s long and useful life and the large tannery concerns in which
he is interested would be appropriate and interesting at this time. We are not in possession of
sufficient data to make a complete review, but a few disconnected facts will be given. About 6
years ago the firm of T. F. M. & F. D. Shaw built there first tannery in this city [Medford]. Mr.
Fayette Shaw was not included in the firm name but was the leading figure in the enterprise and
under their combined excellent management the enterprise grew and prospered, and two years
later the tannery at Perkinstown was built, and shortly after this, the large tannery at Rib Lake
was in operation under the exclusive management of Fayette Shaw.
This institution paid out large sums of money each month to our people for labor and bark. We
are not in possession of the figures but an average of $15,000 per month would be a
conservative estimate for the county. ON THIS ACCOUNT MEDFORD AND OTHER
POINTS IN THE COUNTY SUFFERED BUT VERY LITTLE FROM THE HARD TIMES
PREVALENT THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY DURING THE PAST FOUR YEARS and
for this reason, if for no other, our people will rejoice with the citizens of Mellen today, and
wish Mr. Shaw many additional years of life and prosperity.
Mr. Shaw was not yet satisfied and began looking for another location. This he found at Phillips
where he erected another large tannery which has now been successfully conducted for more
than two years, although it was swept off the earth by the great fire in July, 1894. After this great
holocaust, he was the first to determine to rebuild, and his prompt action in this matter had a
great deal to do with the rebuilding of the entire city, and Phillips today is really indebted to Mr.
Shaw for its very existence.
After again getting his plant in operation at this place [Phillips] he began to formulate plans for
larger operations, which resulted in the purchase of one of the finest lumber manufacturing
plants in the state at the Village of Morse [Ashland County, Wis.] This was done last year; a
force of men was at once engaged to move the outfit to Mellen where the largest tannery of them
all is now a complete reality.
In conclusion, it may not be out of place to state that all the tanneries mentioned are directly
affected by national legislation, and the issue in the present [presidential] campaign is of vital
importance to their very existence. LARGE CONSIGNMENTS OF HIDES ARE BEING
CONSTANTLY RECEIVED FROM SOUTH AMERICA AND OTHER COUNTRIES. The
payment for these hides is invariably specified to be made in gold—our present standard.
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In the event of [William Jennings] Bryan’s election, the cheap money he advocates for the
“plain” people will form the standard of values and will demoralize the money markets and
render it impossible for these large enterprises to continue in operation. These statements are not
made for mere political effect, but are cold facts that will be verified by Mr. Shaw or any
member of the firm in this city [Medford]. Ask them about it. They are not politicians, but
practical business men, and can explain it more clearly than we can. (emphasis added)
10/10/1896

TC STAR & STAGNATION IN THE LUMBER MARKETS -- Thomas Kerns of Neillsville, an old
Taylor County lumberman, was in the city Monday while on his way to northern Minnesota
NEWS
where he will endeavor to secure a suitable logging job for the winter. LOGGING JOBS ARE A
SCARCE ARTICLE THIS FALL OWING TO A STAGNATION IN THE LUMBER
MARKETS as a result of Democratic “free” lumber. After November 3rd, when the news of
McKinley’s election to the presidency is flashed over the wires, Mr. Kerns and other loggers
will secure jobs.

A nation-wide economic depression has severely
crippled the United States economy. The Star &
News has carried no news at all regarding the
depression effects on J.J. Kennedy and his Rib Lake
saw mill but for one terse comment that J.J’s mill
was operating normally. I doubt it.
The records of the Taylor County Register of Deed
show that JJK went deeply into debt and survived the
depression only by heavily mortgaging his mill and
all other real estate. Consult the Photo and
Document Collection at www.riblakehistory.com.

10/24/1896
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E. H. Winchester Dead -- On Saturday afternoon last our old and respected townsman, Mr.
Edward H. Winchester, died at his home at Phillips, after an illness of but one week’s duration.
Just one week previous to his death he was taken down with typhoid pneumonia, and the very
best medical practitioners could render but little assistance.
….less than twenty years ago he was an ordinary day laborer in the lumber woods and sawmills
of northern Wisconsin, but he was possessed of brains and natural ability and when an
opportunity presented itself he was right after it. This fact was really the key to his success, and
his record illustrates the beauties of our republican form of government, giving equal
opportunities to all.
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Winchester died a wealthy man and in the midst of a
campaign for Wisconsin State Senate, a post he
would have in all probability won.

11/7/1896
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KENNEDY-Marriage of Hugh A. B. Kennedy & Nellie Spencer -- On Thursday morning
last, occurred a quiet but interesting marriage. The young people whose lives and fortunes were
united on this occasion were Mr. Hugh A. B. Kennedy of Rib Lake and Miss Nellie Spencer, of
this city [Medford]. The ceremony was performed at the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Spencer, by J. H. Wheelock, Esq., and none but relatives were present, with the
exception of Miss Rachel Underwood and Mr. C. B. Watkins, who acted as bridesmaid and
groomsman.

The groom should not be confused with JJK’s
brother, Hugh J. Kennedy, 1849-1915.
The groom is frequently referred to as A. B.
Kennedy.

After the ceremony, a wedding breakfast was served and the couple took off to Milwaukee on
the 11:40 train, where they will remain until tomorrow when they will return to Rib Lake, where
the groom is employed as book keeper for J.J. Kennedy.

11/14/1896
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KENNEDY-Improvement in Lumber Markets -- D.A. Kennedy, the Rib Lake lumberman, was
in the city [of Medford] Thursday and informed us that a very noticeable improvement in the
lumber markets had taken place since the election of President McKinley, and that not only the
demand was better but that prices had also increased.

Star & News editor Danielson and J.J. Kennedy were
staunch Republicans delighted that McKinley beat
William Jennings Bryan. Monetary policies were
hotly debated during the heated election.
Donald Angus Kennedy, 10/30/1876-5/17/1961,
eldest child of John J. Kennedy, long served as
secretary for John J. Kennedy Lumber Co. and Rib
Lake Lumber Company upon its creation in 1902.

1897
1/2/1897
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HEMLOCK -- Mr. Fayette Shaw, the king of western sole leather tanners, has recently
concluded an agreement whereby he has secured all the hemlock lands belonging to the
Wisconsin Central R. R. Co. extending from Medford northward on both sides of the track to
Mellen.
Three years ago Mr. Fayette Shaw together with J.J. Kennedy, bought all the hemlock lands
owned by the Wisconsin Central [Railroad] Co. in and near to Rib Lake. At that time it was
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The Shaw firm had tanneries at Medford,
Perkinstown, Rib Lake, Phillips and Mellen.
The Wisconsin Central Railroad was given every
other section of land for 18 miles on either side of its
mainline from Neenah to Ashland by act of

reported as an immense land deal amounting to nearly a quarter of a million dollars. This latter
deal, as we understand it, is much larger, and secures to the Shaw people a sufficient amount of
bark to keep their several tanneries running for many years.
The Ramsey Land Co. has sold to Mr. Fayette Shaw all of its hemlock lands in the townships of
Chelsea and Westboro and adjacent to Ogema, which is a very large deal in itself.
Mr. Shaw was the first man to enter this part of Wisconsin and erect a large tannery. He has
preserved in spite of almost overwhelming discouragements by fires, and otherwise, and today
farmers and THOSE WHO HAVE HEMLOCK LANDS ARE REAPING BENEFITS FROM
HIS PERSEVERANCE BY BEING ABLE TO CONVERT INTO MONEY, PROPERTY
THAT PREVIOUSLY HAD BEEN CONSIDERED ALMOST WORTHLESS. (emphasis
added)

Congress.
The number of men employed by Shaw swelled in
spring when Shaw operated bark camps; these were
similar to logging camps but confined to felling only
hemlock trees and peeling their bark. Bark camps
normally closed in July when “the sap stopped
running” inside the trees thus making peeling of bark
impossible.
The tannery in Rib Lake operated from 1891 to 1922.
Its economic importance rivaled that of J.J.
Kennedy’s lumbering operations.

The location of these tanneries has greatly enhanced the value of property besides giving steady
employment to over one thousand men, and at some seasons of the year, three times this
number.
1/23/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA -- Chelsea has been a division point for the local freight trains for some years but
now there are persistent rumors of a proposed change which will make Mellen and Marshfield
the terminals of this division.

The division point is where the crews changed. The
Wisconsin Central Railroad now operated from
Chicago to Ashland or St. Paul. One locomotive
could make that run by changing crews, refueling and
stopping for water for the steam engine. Chelsea was
the last division point for freight trains going north to
Ashland.

2/6/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY-William Kennedy OpenS Saloon in Medford -- Will Kennedy has opened a saloon
in the room formerly occupied by Nic Bauer for the same purpose. Will is fixing up a bang up
place and will get his share of the trade.

This article refers to William J. Kennedy, a brother of
John J. Kennedy. Since William J. Kennedy’s
brothers were staunch non-drinkers, William J.
Kennedy’s operating a tavern must have made him a
black sheep of the family.

2/6/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK -- The Shaws finished hauling their Chelsea bark [to Rib Lake] and now all the
teams are engaged on the Spirit Lake [sleigh] Road and foreman, D. Kennedy, says he will have
all company bark in by the last of the month.

The Spirit Lake sleigh road ran cross county avoiding
hills by curving through wetlands and creek valleys.
In 2012 you can still make out a portion of this long
abandoned sleigh road where it crosses Bear Avenue
¼ mile west of STH 102. Consult the Photo &
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Document Collection to see maps of the sleigh and
ice road system that once surrounded Rib Lake;
www.riblakehistory.com.
3/27/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE ITEMS -- Rib Lake is booming. It keeps four correspondents busy writing up all the
news of the town.
The Rib Lake Mercantile Co. has just added to their stock a nice line of the latest styles of ready
made clothing and gents furnishing goods. They now have the most complete general store to be
found anywhere in this part of the county and are selling good goods at bed rock prices.
Mr. Kennedy expects to finish his logging this week for this season, having had a very
successful winter’s work and has got in a nice lot of logs that will keep the mill going about all
summer.
E. Gilbertson, the Rib Lake shoemaker, is turning out some very nice buckskin shoes, and
anybody wishing a nice, easy shoe can do no better than giving him a trail.

3/27/1897

TC STAR &
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CHELSEA SAWMILL -- The saw mill will start up soon for the reason. Logs are being brought The saw timber supply within sleigh distance of
from Westboro and Ogema by rail.
Chelsea had been exhausted. Without sufficient
capital to build its own logging railroad, the mill
owners used the Wisconsin Central Railroad to haul
logs to the Chelsea mill.

4/3/1897

TC STAR &
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RIB LAKE TOWN ELECTIONS -- Elected town chairman; J. P. Seibel, Supervisors: C. Martin At the time, town elections took place annually. Nota
and H. Wachsmuth, Clerk: H. A. B. Kennedy, Treasurer: H. McDonald, Justices of the Peace: G. bene: there was no incorporated Village of Rib Lake
Huhndorf and F. [Fritz] Martin, Assessor: Theodore Lummerding and Constables: H. Gnadike
until 1902.
(sic) [Gnodtke] and J. Schmidtfranz.
In 2012 all the surnames of these office holders have
disappeared from the Rib Lake scene but for
Schmidtfranz. Joseph W., “Joe”, Schmidtfranz Sr.
recently retired after over a decade as Town of Rib
Lake Chairman.

4/10/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK-Duncan Plans New Tannery at Westboro -- Mr. John Duncan, of Westboro, will
commence the erection of a tannery in that village this spring. It will not be a large one
compared to the immense Shaw tanneries, but the intended capacity will be 250 sides of leather
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Duncan built this tannery 1/8 mile east of his saw
mill on the banks of Silver Creek.

per day. To tan this amount of leather will require about 3,000 cords of bark annually, and will
employ about 40 men.
Plans have been perfected, a foreman hired, and other necessary articles for peeling bark
purchased, and the necessary lumber for the plant has been ordered. In view of this
commendable stroke of enterprise on the part of Mr. Duncan, we feel justified in predicting a
healthy boom for the village of Westboro.
4/10/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY-Defendant IN LAWSUIT -- The case of Curtis Brothers versus J.J. Kennedy was
taken under advisement by the judge of the Circuit Court for Taylor County.

The Star & News gives no details.
The plaintiff had bank rolled J.J. Kennedy and let J.
J. operate their sawmill at Rib Lake until 1893 when
Kennedy bought it. JJK had had a close, harmonious
relationship with the plaintiff.
The same edition of the Star & News reports on the
case of William Kennedy vs. Arthur Wallner:
“Judgment of foreclosure and sale in favor of the
plaintiff.” I surmise William Kennedy had sold his
house to Wallner when Kennedy decided to leave
Rib Lake; Kennedy financed the sale by granting the
buyer a purchase money mortgage; the buyer failed
to pay and Kennedy sued to foreclose the mortgage.
The court sided with Kennedy, ordered the real estate
sold and the proceeds-up to the amount that Wallner
owed Kennedy- paid to Kennedy.

4/17/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

Rib Lake Items & KENNEDY -- J. J. Kennedy has such a demand for dry lumber that he has
erected more dry kilns. We were all glad to hear once more the old familiar whistle of BOTH
mills, as it brings us nearer to old times when Rib Lake used to boom. (emphasis added)
Work has commenced on the charcoal kilns. Rib Lake got the start on the county seat [Medford]
for once; as it was rumored Medford wanted to have the plant located there.
Last Saturday a bicycle club was organized with about 20 members. Quite a number of new
wheels have arrived this spring and all of the latest pattern. Any one wishing a new wheel
would do well to give B. J. Landaal a call as his prices are as low as one can find. We are glad to
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Note the reference to two saw mills. I surmise this is
in reference to Stephen Konz or Theodore Carl
Hintz who both constructed saw mills on the west
side of the village. These mills were far smaller than
Kennedy’s but gave Kennedy competition.
Earl Ernstein of Chicago erected charcoal kilns near
the present location of the Catholic and operated
them for several years. He bought hardwood and

hear of this new organization as one of their laws are to keep all nails in the side walk down in
their proper place.

burned it in bee hive shaped kilns. They are pictured
in the 1981 “Pictorial History of Rib Lake.”
The bicyclists were concern about hitting a nail
protruding from the wooden side walks then in use.
It would be ten years before Philip Marcus had the
first concrete sidewalk poured in front of his store,
“The Fair,” on the southeast corner of McComb and
Landaal Avenues.

5/8/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK-Price of Tanbark Hits $4.00 PER CORD -- We will take bark at the Medford
tannery from June 1st until November 1st, 1897, at $4.00 per cord—2240 lbs. dry bark. T. F. M.
& F. D. Shaw & Co.

This is an all time high for tan bark. Shaw began
buying bark for his Medford tannery at $2.50 per
cord.
Note that the bark must be “dry.” since it was bought
by weight, Shaw did not want to buy water.

5/22/1897

TC STAR &
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WHITTLESEY-Brick Company Opens -- The firm name of the brick makers whose yards were
discovered north of the city [Medford] is Peckstein & Fischer. The clay at this place is said to be
of an excellent quality, and has been examined by experienced brick makers, all of whom agree
on this point. New machinery been purchased for the manufacture of pressed brick, and there
seems to be no doubt what the venture will be successful.

The brick yard was on the east side of what is today
STH 13 at its junction with Jolly Avenue; its legal
description is SW SW 11 31 1E.
Whittlesey was later home for a major brick yard at
NE SE 35 32 1E. There the Langenberg
Manufacturing Co. of Stevens Point baked brick
from fine red-orange color kaolin clay. For many
years the Wisconsin Central Railroad had a spur
there where brick were picked up. In 2012 the site is
owned and operated by the Whittlesey Lions Club as
a golf course and park.

5/29/1897

TC STAR &
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HEMLOCK-Aristocracy Hill -- Mr. and Mrs. Thaxter Shaw are a substantial addition built on
the north side of their beautiful residence on Aristocracy Hill. A basement is also being
constructed under the addition. The work is being done by Otto Griesser who has built all the
Shaw residences in this city [Medford].

The Perkins family and Fayette Delos Shaw joined
Thaxter in having palatial residences built on South
Second Street just south of Perkins Avenue.

7/3/1897

TC STAR &

RIB LAKE -- J.J. Kennedy was in the city [of Medford] yesterday. He says the [Fourth of July]
celebration at Rib Lake next Monday will eclipse anything ever attempted in this line in Taylor

Rib Lake’s baseball team, manned by adults- not
students- beat the team from Phillips 9 to 0 on July
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County.
Agent Voshmik shipped a profusely decorated [railroad] car filled with the product of the Blatz
Brewing Company to Rib Lake yesterday. This will doubtless add much to the volume of noise
which will emanate from the burg on Monday next.

7/10/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE-Grand Fourth of July Celebration -- The Rib Lake celebration on the 4th was
attended by a large crowd from this city [Medford], who reports a great big time. A new record
was made for the County in the way of celebrations.
The parade was a “corker,” the [base] ball game interesting, the races were lively, and the fire
works in the evening were excellent. A. H. Flaig and John Steffeck of Medford assisted the Rib
Lake boys in the ball game with the nine from Phillips, which resulted in a score of 9 to 0 in
favor of Rib Lake.
Mr. Flaig also had his wheel [bicycle] with him and captured first prize in the bicycle race. Will
Hobbs had his sprinting apparatus with him and took first money in the foot race quite handily.
A [horse] race was also arranged between Mr. Kennedy’s well known trotter, Fire Fly, and Mr.
Flaig, on his bicycle, which was very close and interesting, but was won by the horse, in the
short time of 1:12 for the half mile. Fire Fly also captured the trotting event, defeating Dr.
Miller’s Arc I.

4th. “We didn’t do a thing to that big long legged
pitcher from Phillips, Shelp and Hannifin done the
hard work for R. L. Both done fine work. Features, a
double by Flaig and McDonald. Score 9 to 0.”
Note not only the horse race, but the man-on-bike
against horse race. Both events took place in the very
center of the village of Rib Lake; the race course was
centered at the junction of modern Landall Avenue
and Front Street.
The horse track was subdivided and destroyed when
A.C. McComb later in 1897 created building lots and
streets there which he named “McComb’s Racing
Park Addition to the Village of Rib Lake. To this
day this plat provides the legal descriptions for lots of
land in the center of the Village of Rib Lake.

Baker Mauer [from Medford] informs us that a sufficient quantity of bread stuffs was ordered
from his bakery to feed 5,000 men, and they had none too much. Agent Voshmik, of the Blatz
Brewing Co., sent up a [railroad] car load of beer, and on Tuesday he received a telegram for
more. Verily, they did celebrate.
8/7/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO TANNERY UNDER CONSTRUCTION -- John McCartney was down from
Westboro. He reports that 3,100 cords of [hemlock] bark were peeled under his supervision this
season, and that 1,100 cords were peeled by a contractor, also for Mr. Duncan’s new tannery,
making a total of 4,200 cords.
The peeling season is now closed, and work on the tannery building is being pushed as rapidly
as possible.
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Long time Westboro sawmill owner John Duncan has
just commenced construction of a tannery at
Westboro; it stood on the banks of Silver Creek in
the same quarter quarter as the sawmill, the NW NW
18 33 2E.
At that time there were three functioning tanneries in
Taylor County, viz., at Medford, Perkinstown and
Rib Lake, all owned by the Shaw Co.

8/7/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

WOOD LAKE -- A picnicking party, consisting of Clara and Oliver Andersen, Irving Dodge,
Harry Bodle, Rebecca Shapiro, Leticia Shaw, Vinnie Doyle, Maurine Johnston, Matee Warren,
all young people [from Medford], accompanied by Mrs. W. A. Warren and Mrs. B. [Bernard]
Hoey as chaperones, went to Wood’s (sic) Lake, six miles east of Rib Lake, last Wednesday
morning, where they will remain for a week. They were joined by several at Rib Lake, and will
have an immense assortment of fun.
[From Star & News 8/18/1897: John Peterson, who accompanied the Wood Lake picnic party as
chief cook has accepted a situation in Spraque’s bark camp in a similar capacity.]

8/14/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- O.K. Queary, the draughtsman, went to Rib Lake last Wednesday to plat and lay
out the McComb Race Track addition to that village. The new addition is located between the
old town site [Kennedy town] and Shawtown, and includes the Rib Lake [horse] race track. Mr.,
Queary is an excellent hand at this class of work, and we can assure the proprietor of the new
addition that the platting will be done in a strictly first class manner.

This is the first mention of Wood Lake in the Star &
News. Since there were no buildings at Wood Lake,
these children of Medford’s upper middle class
merchants would be camping.
In 1976 this beautiful 67 acre lake was purchased by
Taylor County from Otto and Lorraine Miklautsch
for $250,000 and added to the Taylor County Forest;
it features a beautiful swimming beach, comfortable
picnic grounds and camping; the pristine setting is
protected by the wise decision of the County to
prohibit internal combustion engines there.
The land south of Railroad Street is where J.J.
Kennedy built the initial village; it was dubbed
Kennedy town. When Fayette Delos Shaw came in
1891 and built his tannery and company houses, they
were all located north of Fayette Avenue; it was
dubbed Shawtown.
These two towns were separated by a quarter mile.
The proprietor of the new plat was A.C. McComb, a
major land speculator residing in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin. McComb Avenue, the main business
street in the new plat, is named for him. See next
article.

8/14/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- A.C. McComb, of Oshkosh, who recently purchased a tract of land in the village
of Rib Lake, was in the city [of Medford] yesterday forenoon, and favored this office with a
pleasant call. Mr. McComb is at present engaged in platting the land purchased which consists
of about 28 acres located between Kennedy’s lumber yard and Shawtown, and includes the
present race track grounds.
Wide streets will be laid out and graded and a strong effort will be made to get the railway
company [Wisconsin Central Railroad] to build a new depot on the plat. Mr. McComb states
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A.C. McComb was quite a talker and doer. He had a
30 foot high spike of granite installed on his Oshkosh
cemetery lot to mark his eventual grave. He headed
the successful effort to have the remains of Chief
Oshkosh removed from the Menominee Indian
Reservation and reinterred in the City of Oshkosh.

that he has already had several applications for lots for business purposes, among which are the
following: large general store by Fayette Shaw, flour and feed store by Wm. Wieden & Son of
Dorchester, and W. G. Bate, of New London, will put up a furniture and undertaking
establishment.
He also has strong hopes of securing a box factory and other enterprises, and will erect a real
estate office and start a newspaper, which he intends to christen, “The Rib Lake Hummer.” He
will import a fine gasoline yacht from Oshkosh which he will run on Rib Lake, which will add
materially to the popularity of the Lake as a resort.
A.C. McComb seems to be the right kind of a man for an undertaking of this kind, and will
doubtless make a huge success of it.
8/21/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

POOR FARM -- Poor Commissioner, Henry Brehm, went to Rib Lake Thursday in response to
a letter from [Rib Lake Town chairman] J. P. Seibel and made arrangements for the removal of
H. Hinmann to the county poor farm. Mr. Hinmann was severely cut in one of his legs last
winter, in which he caught cold, and is now unable to care for himself. He was brought down
yesterday.

8/21/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

HARPER LAKE -- A fishing party composed of Jacob Shapiro, G. Landwehr, A. H. Peterson
and Arthur Latton went to Harper’s (sic) Lake near Westboro last Wednesday. They spent the
balance of the week there among mosquitoes and fishing resorts.

9/4/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

Greenwood Leaves -- Greenwood is to have another custom saw mill -- Our old friend and
neighbor, Gottlieb Mittke, has already bought the mill and raised a roomy machine shop on his
farm on the southeast corner of section 30, T 32, R. 3 East. The mill will be moved out next
month. Good for Gottlieb, all helps Greenwood to grow apace.

The location of Mittke’s farm was at the present
junction of Forest Drive and CTH M. Many small
sawmills dotted the countryside sawing local timber
for local uses.

Teachers’ Institute in Medford this week and rain enough gratis. It was no pleasure trip for
Greenwood teachers. We give our most cordial thanks to that polished of popular educators,
Prof. Livingstone, for his skillful and ingenious efforts in behalf of the “children of men” in
Taylor County, through the medium of our corps of Teachers. /s/ George Knower

George Knower was the learned and articulate owner
of the Interwald general store.

RIB LAKE-A.C. McComb -- Mr. McComb, promoter of the McComb race track addition to the
village of Rib Lake, was in the city [Medford] and favored the Star & News with a pleasant call.
The work of platting the addition was completed several weeks ago.

The operas house was completed and stood on the
northeast corner of Landall and McComb Avenues.
Unfortunately, it burned 1 year later. It was
eventually replaced by a two story brick bank

10/2/1897
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A crew of 20 men has been steadily at work ever since grading streets, building sidewalks and
erecting new buildings for Mr. McComb, and the place has been a steady hive of activity.
Among the new buildings is the opera hall block, size 60 x 108 feet, to contain besides a hall the
full size of the building, two plate glass store rooms (sic) 30 x 80 feet each on the first floor.
Room for the printing office and sanctum-sanctorum or editorial den will also be provided for
on the first floor. This will be the home of the Rib Lake Hummer [newspaper].
The [opera] hall will have a stage with a 30 foot curtain and conveniently arranged dressing
rooms. The third floor will be arranged for a dentist office, photo gallery and two other office
rooms.
Four residential buildings are also being constructed for Mr. McComb, and others who have
purchased lots are building a hardware store, 26 x 70 feet, which is nearly complete. Wm.
Wieden & Son have a flour and feed store nearly ready, and work on a wagon and carriage
factory will be commenced next week.

building which still stands as of 2012.
On December 10, 1897 the newspaper began
publication in the back of “McComb’s Opera
House.” Rather than “The Rib Lake Hummer,”
owners J. J. Voemastek and L. Hand called it “The
Rib Lake Herald.” It published until 1973.
An impressive photo of McComb’s Opera House
may be seen at page 38 of the “Pictorial History of
Rib Lake.” The on-line version is at
www.riblakehistory.com.

Negotiations have been pending for some time for the location of enterprises from Logansport,
Indiana, to employ 110 men to manufacture staves, barrel heads, hoops and excelsior. No better
location could be found for this kind than Rib Lake or any other part of Taylor County, because
it has an endless supply of raw material for these purposes. Mr. McComb has sold 28 lots and is
very well pleased with the prospects.
10/9/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO-Duncan Sawmill Destroyed by Fire -- The old [John] Duncan sawmill at
Westboro was destroyed by fire last Tuesday. The wind was blowing hard from the north at the
time, which assisted materially in saving the planning mill and NEW TANNERY BUILDINGS
WHICH ARE LOCATED BUT A FEW RODS DISTANT. The mill was built over 20 years ago
and during its time sawed nearly 200,000,000 of lumber. We have not learned the amount the
property was insured for, but Mr. Duncan’s loss is doubtless a heavy one. (emphasis added)

This was the first sawmill constructed at Westboro.
In 1874 John Duncan with his then partners, William
S. Taylor and James Ritchie, bought the land from
the Wisconsin Central Railroad and built the mill.
A mill fire like this and under these circumstances
suggests arson. The mill was old and readily
available supplies of timber exhausted. Duncan
needed money to finish construction of his new
tannery and may have set the fire himself to collect
the insurance. The practice was common and dubbed
“selling the building to the insurance company.”
It is too bad that we don’t have more information on
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the fire. If the mill were shut down at the time, the
fire would be more suspicious. If the mill were
running, there would be a host of non-arson fire
sources.
10/16/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE—John P. Christiansen Saloon Opens -- John P. Christianson, our new saloon
keeper, will have his opening Saturday. John has a very fine place and will surely get his share
of the trade.

It is likely this tavern opened along McComb Avenue
which had just been constructed. That street quickly
became the commercial hub for Rib Lake due to its
central location and easy accessibility. In addition,
important landowners in other parts of Rib Alake
disapproved of alcohol; J.J. Kennedy forbade its sale
and the Shaws in opening their Rib Lake tannery and
creating building lots around it, inserted deed
restrictions forbidding use of such lots for the sale of
alcohol. A.C. McComb, the Oshkosh land speculator
that created McComb Avenue, would be only too
happy to sell a lot for a saloon.
The unidentified author, who wrote the “Rib Lake
Ripples” column in this edition of the Star & News,
accurately reported that Rib Lake was “booming.” A
drug store, harness shop and another saloon had
opened for business. Angus Kennedy “started in one
logging camp yesterday.” See next article.

10/23/1897

TC STAR &
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RIB LAKE—Rib Lake Ripples -- The Oshkosh “hustler,” [A.C. McComb], was in town this
week. He brought lots of home seekers with him.
Charles Recemens, (sic) [Resimius], our hardware store keeper, moved here last Saturday with
his family. His hardware store will soon open for business.
Mr. G. Bram (sic), [George Braun Sr.], our real estate man, is getting quite a move on him. He
sold land within the past two weeks to six different settlers: Mr. J. Smithers from Missouri, F.
Lemke from Oshkosh, E. Yutter from Nebraska, T. Tasha from Mayville and Charles Hayne
from
Sherry. Rib Lake is right on it.
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Joseph Kelnhofer constructed a well built two story
store building in the northeast corner of Landall and
McComb Ave; his general store there thrived. He and
his family resided in the second story. The building is
still standing and has been in continuous commercial
use for 115 years! Its current owner is Ed Zondlo,
d/b/a, Ed’s IGA.
George Braun Sr. also built his office on McComb
Avenue; the building was razed about 1995 and
replaced by Mann-Made Pizza. Braun was an agent

Pearless Tent No. 36, K. O. T. M., [Knights of the Maccabees], made a visit to their brother
“Bees” in Phillips Saturday.

10/30/1897

TC STAR &
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KENNEDY—Mill Totally Destroyed by Fire -- J.J. Kennedy’s saw mill at Rib Lake was totally
destroyed by fire last Monday night. The flames originated about 6:30 p.m., and a telegram was
sent to this city [Medford] for assistance by our fire department, the members of which
responded at once to the call, and as soon as the special train arrived, which was somewhat
delayed, sped on to the source of the fire.

Kennedy did promptly rebuild the saw mill. The new
mill burned to the ground in 1914 and was rebuilt in
1916. In 1936 that mill was the largest mill by
capacity in the State of Wisconsin. It sawed its last
board on June 5, 1948 and was razed.

They arrived too late to save the mill, but kept the flames from spreading to the lumber yard and
adjoining buildings. Our engine demonstrated that it was capable of throwing water in large
quantities when properly handled, and it kept three large and strong streams of water pouring
into the hot blaze.

Shawtown was that part of Rib Lake north of Fayette
Avenue. It included the huge, new tannery built by
the Shaw Co. The tannery had its own fire
department which ran a fire hose over two blocks to
battle the saw mill blaze.

Good work is reported as being done by the Shaw tannery fire department. A line of hose was
laid from the Shawtown hydrants to the saw mill, and for a long time they kept the flames in
partial control. The men are reported to have worked like demons, and several came near losing
their lives while on top of the burning mill. No fatalities occurred, but several were injured,
though not seriously.
The mill was one of the best in northern Wisconsin and had cost Mr. Kennedy about $80,000 to
construct. It was partially covered by insurance. MR. KENNEDY SAYS HIS WHISTLES
WILL AGAIN BE TOOTING IN SIXTY DAYS. (Emphasis added).
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for the
Wisconsin Central Railroad and sold, among other
things, the land grant acreage the railway obtained
from Congress; that totaled hundreds of thousands of
acres. In the Townships of Rib Lake, Greenwood and
Westboro, for example, the Wisconsin Central
initially owned one-half of all land; it had been
awarded every other section.

There was no municipal fire department in Rib Lake
until 1902. That were the year the Village of Rib
Lake was incorporated and the need for better fire
fighting ability was a major reason behind
incorporation.
Writing in the column entitled “Rib Lake Ripples,”
its correspondent reported: “A hard blow to Rib
Lake; about 7:30 Monday evening the people of Rib
Lake were surprised to hear the fire whistle, and soon
found out that the saw mill of J.J. Kennedy was on
fire. The boys worked hard to save the mill and at
one time it looked as though they would succeed
until a steam pipe burst and started it again. The
surrounding buildings caught fire a number of times,

but were put out in time to save the property.”
“The fire co. of Medford was telegraphed for. They
were slow in getting here because there was no train
at any near station. The mill had burned down by the
time they arrived. The cost of the mill was about
$80,000 with small insurance. The cause of the fire is
not known.”
11/20/1897

TC STAR &
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RIB LAKE -OPERA HOUSE OPENS -- The citizens of Rib Lake will on Wednesday evening,
November 24th, dedicate their new Opera House. An elaborate program has been planned. The
event will open with an address by A.C. McComb, the proprietor of the Opera House. This will
be followed by several literary and musical selections. Following the above, there will be a
Slipper party and refreshments. The people of Rib Lake desire that there be a large attendance
from other towns in the county. A special train will run from Medford to accommodate all who
wish to go.

Note, a special passenger train would run between
Medford and Rib Lake for the grand opening of
“McCombs Opera House.”

12/8/1897

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE HERALD—First Edition -- The first edition of the Rib Lake Herald appeared at this
office last Saturday. The paper is under the management of Hand & Voemastek, who are
certainly fully capable of doing ample justice to the place in which they have located, judging by
the appearance and make-up of their first edition.

The Rib Lake Herald proved to be a faithful, well
written paper which served the Rib Lake area well
until 1976. Unfortunately, none of the editions until
1902 are known to exist anywhere.

They are practical printers and able writers, and fully realize what they have undertaken ion
attempting to make a living and profit out of the business in a small town. We hope the people
of Rib Lake will appreciate their efforts and see that our worthy brethren get three square meals
a day.

Microfilm copies of the Herald between 1802 and its
final edition in 1976 are available through the
Wisconsin State Historical Society at Madison,
Wisconsin.
Major portions of the Herald are found at
www.riblakehistory.com in the folder entitled
“Annotated Chronology of the Rib Lake Herald.” It
consists of verbatim text from the Herald followed by
commentary written by Robert P. Rusch, Manager,
Rib Lake Historical Society, LLC.

12/18/1897
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Rib Lake Ripples -- Jon. Specht set men at work moving his saloon building from Lumber
Ave. to McComb Ave., but accidentally during noon hours it froze fast. Get some more jack
screws, John.

“Lumber” Avenue has never appeared on any Rib
Lake map in the collection of the Rib Lake Historical
Society.

The Rib Lake wagon manufacturing company is now prepared to do all kinds of wood and iron
work on wagons, etc. Horse shoeing a specialty.
There will be a Grand Ball at McComb’s Opera House, Saturday, Dec. 25th. All are cordially
invited to attend. Bills [advertisements] will be posted in a few days.
The “Rib Lake Herald” made its first appearance Friday, and in a better style than was at first
expected. People were so anxious for a copy that many called at the office and received them
fresh from the press, which show they appreciate a newspaper in their own town. We wish the
publishers success in their undertaking and hope to see them publish a daily before many years
pass.

Nick Clerf operated the wagon works at his newly
erected building on McComb Avenue; it stood
where, in 2012, C & G Hanke’s Mini Mart stands at
the junction of STH 102 and McComb Avenue.
The Rib Lake Herald was throughout its long career
published on a weekly basis.

/s/ Nibs
12/18/1897
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TOWN OF GREENWOOD TREASURER OUT OF OFFICE -- Sheriff Nusser caught two town
treasurers of Taylor County “napping” last Monday morning, and now they are extremely sorry
they were not more vigilant in the performance of their official duties. Each town treasurer is
required by law to file a bond with the county treasurer for the collection of state and county
taxes at a specified time, and in case of the failure of the town treasurer so to do, it become the
duty of the sheriff to immediately take possession of the tax roll of such negligent treasurer and
attend to the collection of taxes in the town in which such treasurer holds office.
The bonds named should have been filed not later than Saturday evening last. The treasurers
who failed to comply with this regulation and thus lost their jobs were W. Samblebe of the
Town of Cleveland and T. Seidl of the Town of Greenwood.

12/25/1897
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KENNEDY—New Saw Mill Under Construction -- The new saw mill is enclosed, and the
machinery is arriving every day. We understand the mill will be in operation by January 15th,
1898.

J.J. Kennedy’s saw mill burned to the ground
October 25, 1897. He predicted the new mill whistle
would toot within sixty days.

12/25/1897
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RIB LAKE—Ice Skating -- Ice Skating at James Dingman’s ice rink is fine and will be opened
to the public every afternoon and evening, admission 10 cents, season tickets - $2.50.

It is not clear whether the rink was on a natural lake
or on flooded ground. My father, Herman Arthur
Rusch, reported that in the early 1900’s, tannery
pond was a popular place to skate. Light for night
skating came from burning wood on the ice. Dad
vividly recalled a glorious fire made from a tall pile
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of wooden barrels.

1898
1/1/1898
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Town OF WESTBORO -- Taylor County Clerk A. H. Peterson and wife came up [from
Medford] Christmas and broke bread with the parents of the former.
Joseph Grittner is pushing his logging operations on the Jump and Mondeaux Rivers.
Work on the [new John Duncan] tannery was discontinued some time since and will not be
resumed until spring. Bark hauling and the skidding of logs is going briskly forward.
W. H. Taylor has a contract with the Valley Lumber Company of Eau Claire to put into Silver
Creek about 2,000,000 feet of hemlock. The contract price is very favorable to the logger and
should prove a profitable venture.
W. H. Taylor has resigned the postmastership here. There are two applicants for the vacant
position, Harry Cook and Frank Ruprich. Clarence Bidwell has charge of the office as deputy.

At the time, the Town of Westboro stretched
westward to the Chippewa County line. The logging
railroad of the Northwestern Lumber Co matured into
a common carrier, the Stanley, Merrill & Phillips
Railroad. The development that followed in its wake
led to the creation of the Townships of McKinley and
Jump River from land theretofore part of the Town of
Westboro.
The hemlock logs being put into Silver Creek were
floated to the Jump and then the Chippewa River.
They were sawed into lumber in the City of Eau
Claire.

It is reported that the logging railway of the Northwestern Lumber Co. of Stanley is fast making
its way toward the northwestern part of Taylor County and the right of way has been cut as far
north as town 33, between ranges 3 and 4 west. Settlers have been going in this region
considerably of late. The establishment of a school, post office and a voting precinct is being
agitated, and erection of a town west of the Meridian is a possibility in the not distant future.
Some of the finest farming lands in our country are said to be in this region.
1/22/1898
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CHELSEA—Capitol Lumber Co. Takes Over Sawmill -- Capitol Lumber Co.’s sawmilling [in
Chelsea] is running full blast. It is doubtful there is a better equipped mill in the state for sawing
HEMLOCK LOGS. (emphasis added)
Among the arrivals [in Chelsea] this week are: A. E. Proudfit, F. W. Shephard and L. [Louis] A.
Rousseau, capitalists from Madison, Wisconsin. The two former are interested in the Capital
Lumber Company and came to inspect the plant. They were much surprised at the many
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Capital Lumber Co. had purchased the saw mill ¼
mile south of the center of the village on the east side
of the Wisconsin Central railroad tracks. It had long
been operated by Abram Taylor.
The local supply of pine timber was exhausted; it
appears that the Chelsea mill would now exclusively

improvements made at the saw mill including a dry kiln there which is capable of preparing
green lumber for market in 3 days…

cut hemlock.

A little snow would be of great help in the hauling of logs by settlers. Still, logs are coming in
quite lively, and if all indications do not go astray, will see a stock of 8 to 10 million feet of
HEMLOCK logs in Capital Lumber Co’s pond before spring.
1/22/1898
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RIB LAKE—Philip Marcus to Move There -- Philip Marcus, who has been in charge of the
branch store of the M. [Mandel] Marcus Mercantile Co. at Colby since that enterprise was
started, was in the city [Medford] the fore part of the week. He will hereafter be in charge of the
Rib Lake branch, the store at Colby having been discontinued.

The Marcus general store in downtown Medford was
a major part of Medford’s mercantile life.
Their store in Rib Lake was called “The Fair” and
eventually stood on the southeast corner of Landall
and McComb Avenue; it operated into the 1920’s
and featured Rib Lake’s first cement sidewalk. My
father, Herman Arthur Rusch, rode his coaster wagon
back and forth so many times on its smooth cement
surface, that Phillip Marcus ordered him away,
complaining that young Herman was chasing his
customers away.
Members of the Marcus family were the only Jews
residing in Rib Lake and bore the brunt of prejudice;
their Gentile neighbors always referring to Philip as
“Shinny Marcus.”
The January 29th edition reported; “The Marcus
Mercantile Co. has its stock of dry goods and gents
furnishings now on the shelves and is open for the
inspection of the public.” Another store on McComb
Avenue had opened within six months of its
construction!

1/29/1898
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Rib Lake Ripples -- Mr. Henze (sic), who is about to locate here in the interest of a custom saw
mill, arrived in town [Rib Lake] Thursday to look up a location. The writer will furnish further
notice for the benefit of the farmers.
Uncle Tom’s Cabin will show at McComb’s Opera House Friday evening; popular prices will be
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Frank J. Hintz and Carl Theodore Hintz and family
would eventually build two local saw mills. One was
on the west side of Rib Lake where, in 2012, Great
Northern Cabinetry Inc. stands, 742 Kennedy Street.

charged.
John Larson has furnished, up to this time, to the different business men, in the neighborhood of
50 cords of ice [taken from local lakes].

1/29/1898
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Their second sawmill was on the banks of Wood
Creek in the Town of Greenwood on the NW NW 16
32 3E. A couple other buildings were built there. It
was called “Hintztown.”

William Crabs moved his Harness shop from Livery Street to McComb
Avenue this week.

Some of the lumber produced at Hintztown was
hauled to the Wisconsin Central railroad track
running east of the Village of Rib Lake. One
exceptionally dry year forest fires threatened to burn
Hintz’s lumber piled along the track for shipment.
Hintz pled with the railroad to ship his lumber but the
railroad tarried so long a fire destroyed the lumber.
Hintz sued for damages and the railroad denied
liability. The Wisconsin Supreme Court ruled in
favor of Hintz.

A MAMMOTH ENTERPRISE! - M. Marcus Mercantile Co. in Rib Lake -- From the Rib
Lake Herald -- The branch store of the M. Marcus Mercantile Co. [of Medford] is opened and
ready to meet the requirements of the people and already is doing business on a large scale.
Being situated in the north storeroom in [McComb’s] opera house, it occupies the best business
location in Rib Lake, for the reason that it is in the center of the village.

The Taylor County Star & News reprinted this article
from The Rib Lake Herald, which had commenced
publication in December, 1897.

The company has put in 3 carloads of new goods, such as: ladies’ and gentlemen’s furnishing
goods, clothing, boots and shoes, hats and caps, trunks, valises (sic), jewelry, notions, etc. The
stock is well displayed in the windows, show cases and on shelves, and everything presents a
neat appearance. A sign of good business is the fact that the company sold a lot of goods as soon
as they were unpackaged.
Mr. Phillip Marcus is the manager and is ably assisted by Mr. Allan McDonald. Both are well
acquainted here and along the line. The former has been successful in his business ventures at
various different places and thinks that Rib Lake is no exception.
2/2/1898
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INTERNATIONAL ORDER OF GOOD TEMPLERS—Rib Lake Lodge -- The I. O. G. T. will
hold open Lodge at Temperance Hall [in Medford] on Tuesday evening. Everyone interested is
cordially invited to be present. The Rib Lake and Stetsonville Lodges are especially invited.

This male lodge was devoted to temperance, i.e., the
non-consumption of alcohol.

2/19/1898
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Rib Lake Ripples- HEMLOCK -- Hemlock pulpwood is being brought in by the carloads the
past week.
Rib Lake can also boast of a few “Klondikers” as H. Harding and Jake Miller leave here in the
near future to explore Alaska [for gold].
A week ago Thursday night at the regular meeting of the Modern Woodmen [of America
Lodge] at their Hall, and after all business was discussed and they were ready to leave, in
walked the Royal Neighbors loaded down with baskets of good things and invited the Woodmen
to a royal feast with which they did justice. A hasty program was arranged as follows: Song by
Woodmen, Reading by Mrs. C. Egelerson, Song by Paul Long, Song by Deputy Fillpot [Deputy
Head Counsel for the Modern Woodmen of America of Loyal, Wisconsin], Song by Woodmen.
The get-together finished with an address by Deputy Filipot, which closed a good time which
will go down as part of the history of both Royal Neighbors and Woodmen.
/s/ “Nibs”

Having a market to sell pulpwood is a real boon for
landowners; pulpwood can be made from the small
parts of a tree and other parts not big enough or
sound enough or straight enough to make saw timber.
Since hemlock was the single biggest component in
Rib Lake forests at that time, the ability to sell
hemlock pulpwood was a God send. The landowner
could sell the hemlock bark to the tannery, and the
hemlock saw logs to J.J. Kennedy’s mill, and
hemlock pulpwood to some far away paper plant.
This meant complete utilization of the ubiquitous
tree.
Fortuitously, the Wisconsin Central Railroad, which
served Rib Lake, had its mainline running directly to
Neenah, Wisconsin, and other paper plants in the Fox
River Valley. This convenient railroad route helped
keep freight rates low.

2/26/1898
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NEW HINTZ SAW MILL FOR RIB LAKE -- The custom saw mill [for Rib lake] is a sure go,
and by the 1st of April the hum and buzz of another saw mill [in addition to J.J. Kennedy’s] will
be heard. Mr. [Frank J.] Hintz, who is the promoter, has given $1,000 bonds to insure the
farmers who are now hauling logs [to the mill site].

Hintz was trying to get farmers to trust him that they
would eventually be paid for the saw log farmers
hauled to the new Hintz mill in Rib Lake. In a bold
and innovative move, Hintz somehow had surety
bonds issued guarantying such payments; if Hintz
failed to pay, the farmer could collect from the bond
issuer.

2/26/1898
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Greenwood Leaves - Peche-Lindstadt Wedding -- At Mr. Kaske residence on Feb. 21st, Mr.
John Lindstadt of Chelsea and Mrs. Marie Peche of Rib Lake, formerly of Medford, were
married, the Rev. Frederich H. Mocker of Whittlesey officiating and Mr. Kaske, who is a
genuine humorist, giving the bride away as his old daughter. A house full of guests partook of
wedding cake and a well laden supper table of kindred delicacies.

I have written the family name Kaske, rather then
Kaska, the former is the way the Star & News
published it. At the time, the Kaske farm was on the
northeast corner of what would become CTH C and
Wood Creek Avenue.

After which the cigar, the foaming mug and music and dancing unlimited, with a jokers’ and
singers’ corner kept in continual action made the wedding at Kaske’s a bright and shining link in

Wedding receptions were, and still are, big,
community events in Rib Lake.
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the chain of circumstances which binds our citizenship together. May prosperity’s horn of plenty
blew the new couple with a generous share of abundance. George and Max Kronschable of
Dorchester with their violins and Mrs. Walter of Greenwood and Mr. Paul Kaske and Miss Mina
Martins of Rib Lake with accordions gave the dancers perfect satisfaction in the line of music.
At Mr. [Stephen A.] Konz’s residence the reception last week was one of the notable events of
the season, one novelty, perhaps worth recording, happened when the company took a notion to
get more music and 8 men taking a cutter [sleigh], and drawing it with their own strong arms,
went down about a mile to Mr. Walter’s house and brought Mrs. Walter back in the cutter to
play for the company.
/s/ George Knower
2/26/1898
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RIB LAKE—THE BUILDING “boom” -- The village of Rib Lake, since the inauguration of the
great “boom,” has evidently become a sedate, moral and Christian burg. On Friday evening last,
the Medford Minstrels entertained a small audience of its people in McComb’s Opera House,
and their stock of jokes simply paralyzed them, judging by yesterday’s number in [The Rib
Lake] Herald.
Insults were heaped upon their meek and lowly heads in large heaps, according to the Herald,
but every “gag” was received with uproarious laughter at the time, and the boys came home
feeling highly pleased with their reception, even if they did fail to make any money there.
We are instructed by them to express their appreciation of treatment received, and they are
profuse in their praise of the management of the Commercial House, where they had supper and
an excellent lunch before returning home.

3/5/1898
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The center of Rib Lake had experienced an
astonishing building “boom” along McComb Avenue
since its construction in the fall of 1897. It quickly
and decisively became the thriving commercial
center of a town where there was then no
unemployment.
J.J. Kennedy’s hotel was the Commercial House. It
was a massive, wood frame 3 story building with 125
rooms, the largest hotel in Taylor County. You can
view its picture at pages 39 and 40 of “The Pictorial
History of Rib Lake,” at www.riblakehistory.com.

Rising Lumber Market -- The “Mississippi Valley Lumberman”, in speaking of current market
conditions, says the feature of the situation at present is the firm price at which lumber is being
sold. Salesmen on the road report list prices being obtained pretty generally, with little effort on
the part of the retailers to bear the market.

The financial panic of 1893 and subsequent years had
created a national Depression which had severely
impacted J.J. Kennedy forcing him to mortgage his
mill to the hilt.

“There seems to be a pretty firm belief,” adds the Lumberman, “that prices are going to steadily
trend upward and the sooner stocks are bought, the less will have to be paid for them.”

According to Wikipedia, the Panic of 1893 was the
greatest economic depression experienced by
America to date; over 15,000 companies and 500
banks closed.

“The Northwestern Lumberman,” published in Chicago, says advices (sic) from the markets and
from all parts of the country, generally reflect cheerful prospects for the spring trade. Reports
from retail dealers throughout several of the interior states agree that TRADE IN 1897 WAS A
GREAT IMPROVEMENT OVER THAT OF 1896, and that prospects for the present year are
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Stephen A. Konz was an immigrant from Hungary
who later moved from his Town of Greenwood farm
to Rib Lake where he constructed a substantial
sawmill; about 1920 he moved near Appleton,
Wisconsin, where his grandchildren and great
grandchildren remain in the lumber business in 2012.

for a pronounced gain on the business of last year. (emphasis added)
3/12/1898
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KENNEDY--Constructing New, Large Dry Kiln -- Mr. J.J. Kennedy has a crew of men putting
up a large dry kiln on the west side of the mill.

The Star & News has not yet reported the
construction of J.J. Kennedy’s new saw mill to
replace the one destroyed by fire in October, 1897. A
terse article in January, 1898, reported that smoke
was coming from the saw mill smokestacks. I took
that to be evidence of a test and not actual operation
of the mill.

3/12/1898
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Rib Lake Ripples -- Mr. Christ Wolleson of Chelsea, is putting up a beer depot here [in Rib
Lake] for the Schlitz Brewing Company of Milwaukee. Joe Probst, who is the agent for the
Company, has a [railroad] car load of beer here already and is busy every day delivering it
around to the saloon keepers in city style. Maybe you think Rib Lake is not in it. If you do, you
are off the track.

B.J. Landaal was a close business associate of A.C.
McComb. The present “Landall” Avenue is a
corruption of his name.

If you want a lot in McComb’s addition [McCombs Racing Park Addition to the Village of Rib
Lake] to start yourself up in business, just call on B. J. Landall. You will find him in his office
in McComb’s Opera House.
3/19/1898
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NEW POST OFFICE CALLED “Sams” -- The first mail from Urquhart to Sams was carried
Tuesday, March 15th. During the first quarter, the office at Sams will make connections with the
Medford and Interwald route at Urquhart post office on Saturday.

Sams post office was located in the nw nw 18 32 3E,
probably in the William Martin farmhouse; it stood
on the east side of present CTH C, just south of the
Rib River.
“Sams” was an official post office from 1898 to
1907. I have no idea as to the origin or meaning of
its name. RPR

3/19/1898
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KENNEDY—Dry Yard Fire Burns 3 to 5 Million Feet of LumbeR -- On Wednesday afternoon
last a telegram was received from Rib Lake stating that Kennedy’s lumber yard was on fire and
calling for assistance from our [Medford] fire department. The alarm was promptly sounded and
responded to and the Rib Lake engine and caboose soon arrived and hauled the hand engine and
necessary apparatus and about 40 men to the scene of the fire.

The Medford Fire Department had two water
pumpers. One was steam powered using a fire to
generate steam. Because of the windy conditions and
fear that embers might start yet more fire, the steam
unit was kept in Medford.

The wind was blowing quite hard that afternoon and it was thought advisable to retain the
steamer at home. On arriving at Rib Lake, our firemen went to work promptly and by hard

The Fire Department used an older, water pumper
which used up to eight men pushing and pulling on a

3/26/1898
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efforts kept the fire from spreading and nearly one-half of the lumber in piles was saved. It is
estimated that the amount of lumber burned was from three to five million feet. It seems that Mr.
Kennedy is having more than his share of misfortune, as it is only a few months since his large
mill was destroyed. But he is the kind of man that can bear up in misfortune, and he will go
ahead as usual and in a few months, the burned area will again be covered with new lumber
piles. The loss, nevertheless, is a severe one and his many Medford friends sincerely wish him
better success in the future.

long lever to pump water. It worked.

KENNEDY—“Notice of Sale on Execution” - Armour Packing Co. v. J.J. Kennedy for the sum
of $588.02 -- By virtue of an execution duly issued out of the Circuit Court for Taylor
County…on March 1, 1898 on a judgment docketed…on October 9, 1896, in favor of Armour
Packing Company and against J.J. Kennedy for the sum of [$588.02], I have levied upon and
shall set at public venue to the highest bidder, at the sheriff’s office in the Court House in the
City of Medford…on April 25, 1898, the following described real estate or so much thereof as
shall be necessary to satisfy the said sum of [$588.02] and interest, costs and expenses of such
sale, to-wit:

This document tells us a great deal about J.J.
Kennedy’s precarious financial condition. He was
unable to pay the small amount of $588.02. The debt
was for meats used in Kennedy’s logging camps or
sold at his store.

Lots one, two, three, four and seven in block A…[here listed are 48 lots in the J.J. Kennedy’s
Original Plat of the Village of Rib lake; these are building lots south of Railroad Street]
The following are unplatted lots in the village of Rib Lake: Lots No. nine and ten in section 26
33 2E; also all unplatted part of ne ¼ se ¼ in Section 27 33 2E. ALSO A PIECE AND PARCEL
OF LAND DESIGNATED IN THE RECORDED PLAT OF THE VILLAGE OF RIB LAKE
AS THE MILL LOT. (emphasis added)

The judgment against Kennedy has existed since at
least October, 1896; since a judgment accrues
interest it was in Kennedy’s financial interest to pay
it off; Kennedy has been unable to do so.
The scheduled land sale did NOT take place;
Kennedy was able to pay off the debt or work out
some type of deal with the creditor.
The “mill lot” was the legal description of the parcel
of land on which Kennedy’s saw mill stood.

[There next following a long list of one hundred plus quarter quarters (forty acre parcels of
land) in T 32 North Range 37 3 East and in T 33 North Range 2 and 3 East; all this land is
Taylor County in either the Town of Greenwood or Town of Rib Lake. These are lands
providing saw logs for J.J. Kennedy’s saw mill.]
Dated March 5, 1898
4/9/1898
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/s/ Sylvester Nusser, Sheriff, Taylor County. Wis.

HEMLOCK—John Nelson Sues Fayette Shaw -- The damage case of John Nelson vs. Fayette
Shaw, in which Mr. Nelson sued for $25,000 damages for injuries received while hauling bark
to the latter’s tannery at Rib Lake two years ago, is now on trial at the courthouse. The case will
probably be on trial for several days.

While work related injuries were frequent, lawsuits
for damages were infrequent. Employers typically
argued the defense of “contributory negligence,” i.e.,
had the employee been more careful, the accident

would not have occurred.
The April 16 edition reported that Nelson lost;
“motion to direct verdict granted, and stay of
execution ordered for 60 days.” The judge had not
allowed the jury to decide the case.
4/9/1898
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RESULTS OF TOWN ELECTIONS -- Town of Chelsea election results: chairman, Henry
Shearer; supervisors, Andrew Peterson and August Lissner; clerk, A. D. Quinn; treasurer, Grant
White; assessor, Ewald Lindow; justices of the peace, B. F. Whaples, Grant White, Charles
Hurty and Frank Jaude; constables, George Neumiller, Frank Stellick and Fred Reeves.
Town of Greenwood: chairman, Thomas Brehm; supervisors, Robert Schmitt and Anton Wudi;
clerk, William Martin; treasurer … [Ignatz?] Fuchs; constables, Antone (sic) Wudi, Peter
Monheim and Edward Klein.
Town of Rib Lake: chairman, J. P. Seibel [re-elected]; supervisors, Chris Martin and H.
Wachsmuth; clerk, H. A. B. Kennedy; treasurer, A. McDonald; assessor, George Clark; justice
of the peace, none listed; constables, James McDonald and A. D. McLellan.
Town of Westboro: chairman, Joseph F. Lucia; supervisors, Charles Nelson and Albert
Grossman; clerk, I. A. McCumber; treasurer, A. Fournier; assessor, J. F. Kibbey and C. A.
Larson; justices of the peace, John Hayes, John Fitze, H. A. Cook and P. M. Campbell;
constables, John Frett, J. F. Kibbey and J. H. Perry.

4/16/1898
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CIRCUIT COURT CASES-- E. J. Anderson vs. J.J. Kennedy; “settled by allowing plaintiff
judgment of $30.”
Fayette Shaw vs. Medford Hotel Association; judgment of foreclosure of mortgage granted.

The Medford Hotel Association was a company that
owned the new and elegant Hotel Winchester in
Medford. Fayette Shaw had loaned the company
money and obtained a mortgage to secure the debt.
The company did not meet its mortgage obligations,
probably, by failure to stay current in paying.
The judgment of foreclosure authorized Shaw to have
the property sold and the sale proceeds applied
against the debt.
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From Westboro -- Work has been resumed on the [new Westboro] tannery.
It is understood that [John Duncan’s] saw mill will not be rebuilt this year.
Several citizens from the western part of the town [of Westboro] were present and voted in the
last election, They received all they asked for: $1,000 for their roads, and $500 to build and
furnish a school house.
I. A. McCumber gave a free dance at the town hall on Wednesday evening as a return [thank
you] for being re-elected town clerk for the fifth time.

4/23/1898
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QUEARY MAPS OF TAYLOR COUNTY -- Mr. Queary, the draughtsman, received a supply
of his new lithographed maps of Taylor County this week. The workmanship is strictly first
class quality.
On the face of the maps is given the names of the owners of every parcel of land to within a few
weeks ago.

You can access this map by consulting the Index to
the Document and Photo Collection at
www.riblakehistory.com and searching for “Queary.”
Alternatively, you can find the Queary map via its
accession number, #11,266.

All tanneries, saw mills, school house, roads and cemeteries, residences, swamps and state and
governments lands are appropriately designated.
5/7/1898
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KENNEDY -- Mrs. Kennedy accompanied Mr. Kennedy on his return from Longwood last
Monday and has spent the week at the home of her brother Lee W. Gibson. They intend to move
here in the near future. Mr. Kennedy has let a contract for the construction of a new house to be
located just south of the Gibson residence to O. Griesser.

Which Kennedy does this refer to? It was neither J. J.
nor any of his brothers. [The edition of 8/27/1898
reports that C. T. Kennedy is treasurer of the Joseph
Gibson corporation; Joseph Gibson is president and
Lee W. Gibson is secretary of the company devoted
to logging and farming.]
Longwood was a small town north of Neillsville in
Clark County, Wisconsin.

5/14/1898
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NEW LOG DRIVING DAM NEAR WHITTLESEY -- The Medford Manufacturing Co. has
just completed the construction of a dam across the Black River about 5 miles north of Medford
in section 34 32 1E. This dam was necessary in order to successfully drive the logs down the
river.

For many years there was a dam on the Black River
one mile north of the new site and ¼ mile west of
Whittlesey. Since the saw mill on the Black River at
Whittlesey has not functioned for several years, that
dam may have fallen in disrepair.

7/12/1898
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KENNEDY -- The old settlers of Taylor County met in Paquet’s Hall [in Medford] June 18 and
organized The Old Settlers Club of Taylor County. Officers were elected as follows: president,
Albert J. Perkins; vice-presidents: Rib Lake, J.J. Kennedy; Westboro, G. W. Allen; Chelsea,
William P. Smith; Greenwood, Wellington H. Haight…..

J.J. Kennedy remained active in a large variety of
social, political and commercial organizations. He
reminds me of the old saying: if you have a job to be
done, ask a busy person, the others have no time.

9/17/1898
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LANGENBERG BRICK OPENS AT WHITTLESEY -- The first brick from the large brick
yards of the Langenberg Brick Manufacturing Co., located at Whittlesey, were delivered in this
city [Medford] this week and will be used to veneer the front of the new Lafferty Building. They
are pronounced a first class article of brick by all the experts, and are hard as a rock and
perfectly smooth. The concern will manufacture from four to five million brick each year and is
an institution of considerable magnitude.

Langenberg Brick was headquartered at Stevens
Point, Wisconsin. Its Whittlesey operation included
an open pit mine for bright orange kaolin clay, a
factory where the raw material was shaped and
pressed, several 14 foot high kilns where the brick
were ‘fired,’ i.e. baked, to make them hard, and a
spur from the Wisconsin Central Railroad, where the
finished bricks could be shipped by rail.
Each brick bore the bold initials “L. B. M.”
In 2012 the site is part of the Whittlesey Lions Club
golf course and park at SE NE 34 32 1E.

9/24/1898
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WILLIAM PRINGLE OF RIB LAKE SEEKS NOMINATION FOR DA -- The only active
candidate for the Republican nomination for district attorney is William Pringle of Rib Lake. He
is rated as a first class man for the position by those who have tested his abilities. He will
doubtless be opposed by Attorney M. A. Buckley of Medford.

10/8/1898

TC STAR &
NEWS

IMPROVED ECONOMICS -- The Joseph Gibson Co. now has five logging camps started with
a total of nearly 300 men at work in this county. The Standard Lumber Co., for which F. N.
Norton is superintending operations, has three camps in running order and nearly two hundred
men at work. Wages are perceptibly higher than for several years and men are difficult to secure.
Republican times, these.

11/12/1898

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE—ODD FELLOWS’ LODGE -- On October 3, 1898, I was at Rib Lake on business,
and having to stay overnight, I had the pleasure of attending Lodge. I always enjoy visiting an
Odd Fellows’ Lodge and more especially, when I meet old friends and acquaintances. We find
Old Fellowship just the same, whether it be in a finely furnished Lodge room or the more
unpretentious hall in the village.
The Brothers at Rib Lake have leased the hall over the lumber company’s store, and are much
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Attorney Pringle was the first attorney to practice and
reside in Rib Lake. He served as in-house counsel for
J. J. Kennedy and his lumber company. Pringle lost
the election to Buckley.

This article was reprinted from “The Odd Fellows
Friend,” official magazine of the lodge. The
International Order of Odd Fellows, “I. O. O. F.,”
had just formed a chapter in Rib Lake.
The article reveals one of the main attractions of then
lodge membership, the chance to spend a social

more pleasantly located than they were in the hall in which they instituted the Lodge last April.
There were 18 good, active Odd Fellows present, and they already contemplate organizing a
Rebekah Lodge [for women]. I spent a very pleasant hour with them.

evening in a strange place.

Brother Bowman is Noble Grand, and he is as much at home in the Noble Grand’s chair as he is
on the [Wisconsin] Central train calling for tickets. The Lodge is composed of good material and
the prospects for good work in the future are bright. They all seem to take a great interest in the
work, and are anxious that some good, live and eloquent Grand Lodge officer should visit them
and deliver a lecture on Odd Fellowship, so the people may know more about the principles they
advocate. I gave them a few minutes’ talk myself and they seemed to appreciate that. I hope to
see them again soon.
Yours in F. L. & T. /s/ Charles Barker
12/17/1898

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE HERALD OFFICE BURNS -- The Rib Lake Herald starts its second year under
adverse circumstances. At the fire Tuesday evening its newspaper press and considerable of its
printing material was destroyed.

The Herald’s office was in McComb’s Opera House.
The disastrous fire destroyed both.

The Herald is one of the bright newspapers of northern Wisconsin, ably edited and neat in
mechanical appearance. The managing partner, John J. Voemastek, is a young man, but old in
experience and fully alive to the wants of his town and its people in the local paper line.
A personal letter states that the Herald will have a new press next week, and be ready for
business in the same, old town. The people of Rib Lake can show their enterprise and public
spiritedness in no clearer way then by extending a helping hand to its home paper.
12/17/1898

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY BUYS STEAM HAULER -- The Kennedy’s at Rib Lake have [added] a steam
logger to their logging utensils which will haul eleven sleighs loaded with logs to the trip.

Note “Kennedys” in the plural. While not formally a
partnership, J.J. Kennedy worked closely in the
lumbering business with brothers Angus and Hugh.
The Phoenix Iron Works of Eau Claire, Wisconsin,
manufactured the “steam hauler.” It looked like, and
operated much like, a steam railroad locomotive
except it ran on an iced road—not rails—; in
addition, the steam hauler had no wheels, instead, it
had sleigh runners in front and a steel caterpillar
tread on top of the ice road.
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Steam from a wood fueled boiler, just like a
locomotive, ran to pistons which powered the
caterpillar treads, which the engineer controlled to
run forward or backwards.
The steam hauler pulled up to 11 fully loaded sleighs
of logs at slow speed over an ice road built with at
least one foot of ice to support the weight.
Consult the Photo and Document Collection at
www.riblakehistory.com for photos of the steam
hauler and maps of the ice roads.
12/17/1898

TC STAR &
NEWS

“BiG Fire”-McComb’s Opera House Burns -- Fire originated in the upper story of the large
McComb’s Opera House at Rib Lake Tuesday evening at 7;15, and within an hour the structure
was a smoldering heap of ashes. The building was occupied by several tenants, including the
Marcus Mercantile Co., The Rib Lake Herald, Dr. Werner, Miss Krueger [a milliner], B. J.
Landaal [real estate office] and others.
Dr. Werner is reported as being the heaviest loser. The Mercantile Co. carried $10,000 in stock,
but a great portion of the goods were saved, and the $3,000 insurance carried will help make up
the loss. A saloon building adjoining the opera house, occupied by J. I. Larsen, was also
destroyed, although the fixtures and stock were saved. Mr. McComb had been in the city during
the day, but had left for Chelsea before the fire started.
It is understood that the opera house, one of the finest in Wisconsin, has been a losing venture
from the start. It was built [in 1897] during the boom years of our neighboring city [Rib Lake].
The total loss is estimated at $10,000.

1899
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McComb’s Opera House stood on the northeast
corner of McComb and Landall Avenues. In 2012, its
site is occupied by the old brick bank building and a
part of the Little Bohemia.

1/7/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

JOHN DUNCAN TANNERY AT WESTBORO -- Ed and George Kandler, who have been
employed in the Duncan tannery for some time past, bid adieu to their Westboro friends and
departed last Sunday for Mellen where they expect to find employment in Fayette Shaw’s
tannery.

Apparently John Duncan’s newly constructed tannery
in Westboro commenced operations sometime in
1898.

1/21/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK SAWN AT CHELSEA MILL -- The Capital Lumber Co. of Chelsea has already
banked at their mill pond in that village more than 2,500,000 feet of excellent grade of hemlock
logs, and their saw mill is busy cutting them into lumber as rapidly as possible.

It appears the Capital Lumber Co. is sawing hemlock
logs exclusively.
The 2/4/1899 edition reports that A. A. Gearhart’s
saw mill at Chelsea is sawing railroad ties from
hemlock.

2/18/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

COUNTY BOARD PROCEEDINGS WILL BE PRINTED IN GERMAN -- [Taylor County]
supervisor Schuster moved, second by supervisor Brehm, that the committee on public printing
should have the proceedings of the [Taylor] county board printed in the German language in the
Waldbote at a price not to exceed 35 cents per folio for the printing, publishing and translating
thereof. The motion was carried by a vive voce vote.

This resolution required the proceedings, i.e.,
minutes, of the Taylor County Board to be printed in
both English and German. Der Waldbote, German for
The Woods Messenger, was a popular German
language newspaper long published in Medford.
Eastern Taylor County at the time was dominated by
German speaking immigrants. Supervisor Brehm
represented the Town of Greenwood where 90% of
the farmers were native born German speakers.

;l;3/4/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE HERALD QUOTED IN STAR & NEWS -- Editor Voemastek, of the Rib Lake
Herald, had his fighting clothes on last week. We publish below a few bit of biting sarcasm
taken from his bright paper:
“The Star & News is saving the taxpayers money in publishing county board proceedings for
nothing. The Herald gets 0. The Democrat another 0. The Republican 1 cent and the Waldbote
(German) 35 cents per folio.”
“The editor has been crying and sighing for a few loads of wood during the cold winter [in
barter for a subscription to the Herald], but the farmers experimented on keeping him warm on
promises. Next spring every farmer will want to run for office, but they will find this paper
awfully “chilly.””
The Town of Aurora is again part of Taylor county, but not until after extra expense was
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There were 5 newspapers publishing in Taylor
County, the Star & News, The Rib Lake Herald, The
Democrat, The Republican and Der Waldbote. The
Waldbote had just been given a contract by the
County to translate its proceedings into German and
publish them in Der Waldbote for 35 cents per folio.
The County board had voted to dissolve the
Township of Aurora in western Taylor County but
protests erupted; the county board quickly changed
its mind and reconstituted the Township of Aurora.

incurred by a special session of the county board. Oh! We poor taxpayers. Somebody is
making a baboon of himself.”
“Just think. This paper presented a bill to the county board for publishing samples of official
ballots last fall. The bill was legal, and we put in our claim at twenty per cent below the
allowance made by law, but the honorable printing committee saw fit to cut it in twain. It was
the smallest printing bill presented. Last week we recovered the balance of it, but not until after
going through an extra amount of trouble. The gall of the politicians from the south in coming to
Rib Lake for votes must certainly be admired.”
3/4/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE: ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST CATHOLIC CHURCH -- A goodly number of people
went to Rib Lake last week to be present at the special services at the Catholic church conducted
by the Rev. Schoelch, of this city [Medford]. A magnificent new 200-pound bell was to be
blessed and consecrated to church service and the ceremonies were carried out in the complete
fulfillment of the impressive Catholic custom. Visitors from all parts of Northern Wisconsin
were present at the solemn rites.

The bell was installed in a classic bell tower attached
to the wood frame church which stood just to the
southeast of the current church erected c. 1990. With
the closing of Holy Assumption Catholic Church in
Chelsea and St. Theresa’s in Westboro, many of
those parishioners joined the Rib Lake congregation
which changed its name to Good Shepherd.

3/4/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK -- Mr. Shaw, who has been hauling bark from Westboro to Rib Lake, finished
hauling Thursday. It seems rather strange to see the streets once more empty after being filled
for the past two weeks with loads of bark.

Shaw’s tannery in Rib Lake was booming. There
was been no coverage in the Star & News indicating
that John Duncan’s tannery in Westboro is in current
operation.
The same edition carries this ad: HEMLOCK PULP
WOOD - Will pay $1.75 cash per cord for hemlock
pulpwood 4 foot long from - to 20 inches in diameter,
delivered at Medford, Little Black or Stetsonville.
Fred Engelking

4/8/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

ELECTION OF TOWN OFFICIALS -- The following were elected as town officials in spring
voting:
Rib Lake; chairman, Joseph Smithers; supervisors, Fred Everson and William Lyle; clerk,
William Curran; treasurer, H. A. McDonald; assessor, Theodore Lummerding; justices of the
peace, E. Huhndorf and George Clark; constables, Gus Camp, Phil Bonneville and J. A.
McDonald.
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At that time, terms of office were for one year.
A justice of the peace served as a judge hearing cases
himself or presiding over jury trials.
Constables had police powers including the authority
to make warrantless arrests. Most townships had their
own jails.

Westboro; chairman, G. W. Allen; supervisors, W. Arendt and Ed Pearce; clerk, I. A.
McCumber; treasurer, A. Fournier; assessor, I. A. McCumber; justice of the peace, Gus
Skinner; constables, O. Lewis, J. H. Perry and John Fritz.

The county board members were town chairmen;
each town chairman was ex officio on the county
board.

Greenwood; chairman, Thomas Brehm; supervisors, Anton Wudi and Robert Schmitt; clerk,
William Martin; treasurer, Thomas Seidl; assessor, Henry Voss; justice of the peace, William
Martin; constables, Anton Wudi, Jr., Peter Monheim and Ed Klemm.
4/22/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK—Duties on Foreign Hides -- [From the Madison Democrat newspaper] -- M. W.
Ryan’s memorial to congress asking for a repeal of duty on hides was assailed by Mr. Evans as
Democratic, free-trade measure, with which the Republican assembly ought to have nothing to
do. Mr. Ryan was sorry the question had thus taken on a partisan aspect.
It was, in fact, Republican tanners and Republican farmers roundabout in the hemlock belt who
wanted free hides. The tanners of a few northern counties in Wisconsin paid out $500,000 in 18
months, he said, as duty on South American hides and the tax was shutting up their works.
Unless the duty was repealed, all [tanneries] must close. Mr. Rusk thought it impertinent for the
legislature to meddle with a matter essentially belonging to congress and moved for the
indefinite postponement of the memorial…

Another article from the Milwaukee News reported:
“The entire tanning interests in north Wisconsin are
behind this measure and they claim that as the
HIDES WHICH THEY TAN ARE ALMOST
ENTIRELY SOUTH AMERICAN they cannot
longer continue in business unless the duty is
removed.” (emphasis added)
A large percentage of the hides tanned in Rib Lake
originated from South America [e.g. Argentina] and
Australia.
Ryan was a Democrat and the assemblyman for
Lincoln and Taylor counties. His memorial to
Congress was passed.
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4/22/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY—The Commercial Hotel and Boarding House -- George C. Willson returned from
his visit to Durand early in the week and went to Rib Lake where he accepted a proposition from
J.J. Kennedy to take charge of the mill boarding house, which is also the best hotel building in
that village. Mr. Willson is one of the very best caterers in this neck o’ woods, and will make
that hostelry the best landlord it ever had.

The combination boarding house/hotel was called the
Commercial Hotel. It was a huge wood frame
building with three floors and 127 rooms for rent. It
stood in the southwest corner of Railroad and Lake
Street. After the turn of the century’ it burned to the
ground. In 2012 its site is the home of Phyllis
Dolezalek, a/k/a Mrs. John Dolezalek Sr., 900
Railroad Street.
The May 13th Star & News reported that George
Willson “recently leased the Commercial House at
Rib Lake [from J.J. Kennedy] for a number of years
and assumed charge of that excellent house the first
of this week. The Commercial House has always
been known as a first class hotel…”

4/29/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

WHITTLESEY—Lutheran Church to Be Built -- NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS. - Bids will be
received up to May 15 by the undersigned at Whittlesey for the erection of a church building,
size 32x50 feet, with school room annex 20x22 feet, with stone wall under entire structure 2 feet
thick and 6 feet high, and a [bell] tower 10x10, 80 feet high. Plans and specifications may be
seen at my residence, and all bids must be sealed. /s/ Rev. F. H. Moecker, Whittlesey.

The bids lead to the construction of Trinity
Evangelical Lutheran Church, or, as it was then
known in German, Die Dreieinigkeits Lutherische
Kirche.
This Missouri Synod Lutheran Church occupies a
newer brick sanctuary in 2012 on the sw se 35 32 1E.
The Roman Catholic congregation in Whittlesey also
started out with a German name, die Mutter der
immerwahrender Hilfe Kirche, Our Lady of
Perpetual Help Church.

5/13/1899
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TC STAR &
NEWS

LANGENBERG BRICK MANUFACTURING CO. -- The Langenberger (sic) Brick
Manufacturing Company with yards and factories at Whittlesey, Taylor County, and Stevens
Point resumed operations for the season the first of this week. The daily capacity is placed at

Little remains today of this once, expansive
Whittlesey operations. The site today is part of
Whittlesey Lions baseball park, golf course and

75,000 brick each day. Between 25,000 and 35,000 brick is the daily output at the Whittlesey
yard.

picnic grounds. Several large mounds are the remains
of the kilns. Two partial brick walls mark the
northwest corner of the brick forming and pressing
plant.
According to Attorney Greg Krug, the Lions found a
large brick apron on the ground and next to the
Wisconsin Central Railroad spur which once served
the plant; it was overgrown with grass and the Lions
left it in tact. The railroad was converted to The Pine
Line recreational trail in 1989.
Perhaps the most fitting monument to this bygone
operation are the numerous red-orange brick houses
which dot the country-side, each made from
distinctly colored Whittlesey kaolin clay.

5/20/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK—Joseph Grittner Ships 700 Railroad Cars -- Mr. Joseph Grittner of Westboro,
who is one of the heaviest dealers in hemlock pulp wood in this county, was in the city the first
of the week. Mr. Grittner had just returned from Neenah and Menasha and other cities where the
greater portion of the hemlock bolts are manufactured into pulp, and states his principal mission
was to endeavor to get a higher price for the bolts…

Grittner bought much of his raw material from
farmers who were clearing their land.

Taylor County is one of the heaviest producers of this class of pulp wood, Mr. Grittner alone
having shipped more than 700 [railroad] cars during the past winter.
5/27/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

SPIRIT LAKE -- George Gray moved his family and some of his household effects to Spirit
Lake this week, 16 miles east (sic) of Ogema, where he has taken a contract for peeling 800
cords of hemlock bark.

While 80 foot high hills and ridges abound next to
the Spirit Lakes—making sleighing of tan bark
impossible, an ingenious level ice road following
swamps and creek bottoms lead to Rib Lake. Gray’s
tan bark would be processed at the Shaw tannery in
Rib Lake.
The Spirit Lake sleigh road left Little Spirit at its
southeast corner where the creek from Olson Lake
enters; the sleigh road followed the creek through its
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valley gradually climbing the glacial topography.
A few roads connected Rib and Spirit Lake. But,
roads nearly always followed the section lines
meaning they were straight and had lots of hills in
them, making them impossible for horses to pull
sleigh loads of bark over them. Last, but not least, a
hill on a thoroughfare meant the horses and sleighs
would have to go down hill. The kinetic energy of the
heavily loaded sleighs resulted in rapid and
uncontrollable increase in the speed of the sleigh as it
careened down hill. Sleighs had no brakes!
6/3/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY MILL STRUCK BY CYCLONE -- A young cyclone visited Rib Lake Tuesday
night and toppled over two of J.J. Kennedy’s large smoke stacks, demolished the engine house,
wrecked a vacant blacksmith shop, blew in the front of Resimius hardware store, and left other
minor tokens of its visit.

Smoke stacks were a vital part of a mill. They had to
be wide enough and tall enough to provide a strong
draft to keep the fires burning even when green, wet
wood was the fuel. The stacks mentioned here were
of steel; about 4 feet in diameter and about 80 feet
high; each was stabilized with steel cables firmly
fasted in the ground.

6/10/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK-- A New Departure -- F. M. Shaw and [his son], F. D. Shaw, …were at Chicago
last week where they completed arrangements for opening a large wholesale leather house, and
the western trade will be supplied from the Garden City in the future. Previously, the output
from the western tanneries has been shipped to Boston and then re-shipped back to the western
consumers.

The Shaws were from Boston which was, at the time,
a major center of the tanning industry.

The new arrangement will make it much more convenient for all concerned. Mr. F. M Shaw will
have charge of the Chicago house, and will move to that city next week. He is a progressive
businessman, has the push and vim characteristically of the native Chicago man and will be right
at home in the greater business center in the world.
6/10/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE--Farmers Institute -- A farmers institute will be conducted by State Superintendent
[of Agriculture] George McKerrow at Rib Lake, Thursday, June 22, 12899. The following
program has been arranged:
MORNING SESSION, 10 o’clock
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Annual farmers’ institute was an annual event in Rib
Lake for at least the next 30 years. Hundreds of small
farms, most with dairy cattle, dotted the countryside.
Many such farms consisted of a single forty of land.

Farming in Wisconsin by Supt. Geo McKarrow; The Creamery by David Imrie and Sheep
Husbandry by Supt. Geo McKarrow.

Many of these farms were run by the housewife and
kids, father working in the sawmill or at camp. These
small farms allowed the destitute to feed their
AFTERNOON SESSION, 1:30 o’clock
families and slowly increase their standard of living.
Cows for Profit by David Imrie; The Horse by Supt. Geo. McKarrow; Swine by David Imrie and For these reasons I disagree with those claiming that
Grasses and Grains by Geo. McKerrow.
farming around Rib Lake was a failure. While the
number of farms today is a small fraction of a
Prior to the first session, between the hours of 9 and 9:30 o’clock, Farmers’ Institute Bulletin N. hundred years ago, farms on the cutover were de
12 will be distributed free.
facto nurseries allowing penniless persons to
eventually enter a better way of life.
All persons interested in agriculture and agricultural developments are cordially invited to attend
the Institute. Farmers should come and bring their families. No farmer can afford to miss it, for
something said may set him to thinking along a line of great value.
6/10/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- St John’s Evangelical Lutheran CHURCH UNDER Construction -- Richard
Lange, of Medford, secured the contract for the building of the new Lutheran church at Rib
Lake. The edifice is to be 34 x 59 with a steeple 78 feet high.

This wood building is still in regular use in 2012.
When Martin Luther was told that some people were
calling themselves “Lutherans” he strongly objected,
saying, “I did not die for anyone’s sins!”
The adjective “evangelical” was eventually used in
Germany to describe those churches which were no
longer Roman Catholic and had adopted Luther’s
point of view. The adjective comes from a Greek
word referring to the Gospels, as in the Four Gospels
of the New Testament.

6/24/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

WILLIAM J. KENNEDY -- Will Kennedy and family drove to Rib Lake Wednesday for a visit
with friends, returning on Thursday.

This is a reference to William J. Kennedy, a brother
of John J. Kennedy. Until 1896, “Will” lived in Rib
Lake with brothers J. J., Angus and Hugh; he
precipitously sold out, announcing he was returning
to Canada where he was born. In a couple of weeks
he returned and took up residence in Medford.
The June 6, 1898 Star & News reported “Will”
opened a saloon in Medford. Since then the Star &
News had been silent about this black sheep of the
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family.
7/;15/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- Child Abuse Claim -- Town Chairman Smithers of Rib Lake came down last
Saturday and entered a complaint against Phillip and Elizabeth Hoffman for abusing their child.
A warrant [for their arrest] was issued and Undersheriff Wicker went to the Lake Monday, but
found that the mother had taken the child and left for parts unknown.
The reports are that the woman is a veritable she-devil and abuses her child most shamefully. An
effort will be made to find the woman and take the child from her.

At the time, initiation of criminal charges could be,
and usually were, done in a summary fashion.
Anyone complaining that a crime had occurred had a
written complaint and arrest warrant prepared, a
judge or justice of the peace signed it, and the
sheriff’s department arrested the defendant. It is not
clear what, if any, role the district attorney may have
played in the charging process.
The sheriff appointed his chief subordinate, the
Undersheriff.
The district attorney for Taylor County was M. A.
Buckley, elected in April, 1899; the first district
attorney in Taylor County elected as a Democrat.

8/5/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY--Planing Mill Burns -- The J.J. Kennedy company’s planing mill at Rib Lake
burned Thursday morning. An adjoining shed, containing 2,000,000 feet of lumber, also burned.
The loss is $12,000.

Kennedy’s saw mill was totally destroyed by fire in
October, 1897. It was rebuilt with an enlarged
capacity of 75,000 board feet per day.
On June 29, 1899 J.J. Kennedy ceased doing business
as a sole proprietor and incorporated as the “J.J.
Kennedy Lumber Company.”
On July 1, 1899, Kennedy paid off 10 mortgages
dated 8/31/1899 by obtaining money secured by a
single mortgage. Dramatically improved economic
conditions throughout the country were permitting
Kennedy to climb out of his financial hole associated
with the Panic of 1893.

8/12/1899
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TC STAR &
NEWS

WILLIAM J. KENNEDY -- Will Kennedy and son Earl, Peter Demereth and Frank Bach
formed a fishing party and spent Thursday afternoon at Nigger Lake.

Nigger Lake was located in the Town of Molitor in
Section 27 32 1W; it was named through association
with a nearby black family in Washington. In the
1970s the Taylor County Board renamed it “Matt

Ochs Lake.”
8/5/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

ABBOTSFORD & NORTHEASTERN RAILROAD -- Gov. Upham has decided not to build a
branch from the Wisconsin Central [Railroad] to his tract of timber land consisting of 37,000
acres near Medford. He made arrangements this week with Fred Reitbrock, owner of the
Abbotsford and Northeastern Railroad to extend that road from Athens north twelve miles into
the tract, the work to be accomplished this fall. On this property there is 136,000,000 feet of
timber which will be hauled to Marshfield to be cut into lumber, which is sufficient to keep the
saw mill going for the next ten years. A logging crew will be put to work at once.

Upham was the former governor of the State of
Wisconsin, the founder of the City of Marshfield and
the owner of the largest saw mill there. His Taylor
Country timber was near Goodrich and that was the
terminus of the railroad extension from Athens.
About 1906 the “Copper River spur” was built from
this railroad extension crossing the Rib River and
allowing the Rib Lake Lumber Company to move by
rail logs from its Camp 1.
The rail shipment of logs from Rib Lake Lumber Co.
Camp 1 to its Rib Lake mill required a circuitous
route: Camp 1 was in Lincoln County. The train first
moved southward through the northwestern tip of
Marathon County, westward to Abbotsford,
northward through Clark and Taylor Counties thru
Dorchester, Stetsonville, Little Black, Medford and
Whittlesey. At Chelsea, the logs were transferred to
the Rib Lake spur and moved the 5.5 miles eastward
to the Rib Lake Lumber Co. saw mill.

8/12/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

J.J. Kennedy’s Losses -- Ashland News: The planing (sic) mill and lumber sheds of J.J.
Kennedy of Rib Lake which burned Thursday, are one of a series of misfortunes which have
come to the lumberman. Mr. Kennedy is well known in Ashland. He has had more than his
share of bad luck during recent years. ABOUT FOUR YEARS AGO HE FAILED
[FINANCIALLY,] AND HAS BEEN ENGAGED EVER SINCE IN SQUARING ACCOUNTS
WITH CREDITORS. This failure was followed shortly afterward by the destruction by fire of
the entire sawmill plant.
In his crippled financial condition he was left in bad shape, but with his indomitable energy he
started at work. He secured aid from wealthy friends and built the new sawmill plant, which has
been nearly wiped out again. (emphasis added)
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In dire financial condition, J.J. Kennedy mortgaged
his saw mill, timber lands and other assets ten times
on August 31, 1896; the following is a list of the
mortgagees, the amount of each mortgage and the
order in which they were recorded:
Wis. Nat. Bank $47,442.00
First National Bank of
Milwaukee $15,000.00
State Bank Medford $2,500.00
Philip Ferguson $2,000.00
Randy Peckham $5,285.67
John Pritzloff Hard. $302.74

Beals Torry & Co. $3,053.65
Geo. Heinemann $803.82
Reid Murdoch $4,169.85
W. D. Halststed $1,449.21
On September 14, 1900, J.J. Kennedy, as president of
the J.J. Kennedy Lumber Co, incorporated,
contracted to sell out to W. A. Osburn et al. for
$525,000.00.
8/19/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

A Farm or a Factory -- When you buy a farm, or build a factory, it is natural to consider all
conditions, and to locate to the very best advantage. In the northern portion of Wisconsin there
lies a vast stretch of undeveloped or partially developed country, which is awaiting the settler
and manufacturer to turn it into productiveness and wealth.

For years this advertisement was published weekly in
the Star & News.

Thousands of acres of rich lands covered with fine hardwood timber are open to the settlers,
who can obtain as much as he desires at very reasonable figures and upon easy terms.
Improvements, such as school houses and roads, are being pushed and ten years of progress will
make an astonishing change.
The earth’s rich deposits of iron ore, clay, kaolin and marl, together with hardwood timber easily
supply the wants of the manufacturers and offer a fine inducement for the location of a plant or
factory.
THE WISCONSIN CENTRAL RAILWAY CO., running through this rich timber and mineral
belt, has opened it to the world by offering quick and cheap transit to the principal markets of
the country.
If you are interested, complete descriptions, maps and pamphlets will be sent on application to
W. A. Killen, Land & Industrial Commissioner, Colby and Abbot Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
9/3/1899
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TC STAR &
NEWS

CHELSEA—ROUSSEAU & SHEPHERD LUMBER CO. -- James Kewnny went to Chelsea to
take charge of a crew of men and get ready for a winter’s work of logging for the Rousseau &
Shepherd Lumber Co.

About a year ago Messrs. Rousseau and Shepherd
came to Chelsea as officers in the Capitol Lumber
Co. to operate a saw mill there. It appears they have
now taken over operations.

9/16/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

LUMBER PRICE FIXING -- A meeting of the saw mill men of Taylor County and others
buying logs in this vicinity, was held at hotel Winchester last Saturday afternoon for the purpose
of arranging for the uniform grading of saw logs and fixing a schedule of prices to be paid the
coming winter. Those present were C.K. Ellingon, Stetsonville; Louis Rosseau, Chelsea; H. L.
Liberty, Holway; John Frey, Browing; I. W. Gibson, J. B. Ramsay, F. N. Norton, O. D. Pollard,
J. O. Lytle and Herman Pinkert, of this city [Medford].

Conspicuously absent were J.J. Kennedy and his new
Rib Lake competitor, Frank J. Hintz.

9/30/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

JOHN DUNCAN TANNERY AT WESTBORO OPERATING -- The tannery is running short
handed owing to the scarcity of hides.

The Wisconsin Central Railroad had embarked on an
ambitious construction of “sidetracks” that parallel
its main line. Sidetracks permitted trains to pass one
another and the storage of railroad cars.

The grading for a sidetrack three thousand feet long has been almost completed.
10/14/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

SHORTAGE WOOD’S WORKERS -- Woodsmen are a scarce commodity this season. Nearly
every camp in the county is short of men, and although wages are very good, it is impossible to
secure the require number of men. Mark O’Malley, who is running camp for the Rosseau &
Shepard Lumber Co. of Chelsea, was in the city nearly all last week in quest of woodsmen but
secured only a few.

“GOOD TIMES ARE HERE AGAIN.”

Will Hibbard, who is running camp for Kennedy near Rib Lake, was also here endeavoring to
secure men, and any one looking for work would be perfectly safe in applying at any camp in
the county.
10/14/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

J.J. KENNEDY SUED BY MANUFACTURER -- Last week the Circuit Court for Taylor
County continued the case of Giddings & Lewis Manufacturing Co. vs. J.J. Kennedy.

No other details were printed. The plaintiff was a
major manufacturer of saw mill machinery head
quartered in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.

10/14/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK -- Miss Eunice Shaw, the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fayette M. Shaw,
accompanied her uncle, Mr. Thaxter Shaw, from Chicago and will visit with her little friends
here for some time.

Mr. and Mrs. Fayette M Shaw, parents of Fayette
Delos Shaw, had taken up residence in Chicago,
Illinois, where Fayette M. was managing the new
Chicago sales office of the Shaw Co.

10/14/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

DEDICATION OF ST. JOHN’S EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH -- The dedication of
the newly built Lutheran Church in Rib Lake takes place on October 29. Services will be held
in the forenoon at 10 o’clock in German, and in the afternoon at 2 o’clock in English. Rev.
Engch of McMillan, Marathon County, will be the English preacher.

For many years German was the primary language at
that church. It was routinely referred to as “the
German Lutheran church.” This was in contrast to the
Swedish Lutherans of Westboro or the Finnish
Lutherans of the Town of Hill, Price County.
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An “excursion’ train was specially run from Medford
to Rib Lake so people could attend the dedication; it
left Medford at 8 a.m. and returned at 5 p.m.
The articles of incorporation on file at the Taylor
County Courthouse show that this Rib Lake Lutheran
Church was briefly named St. Thomas, for the
apostle who is commonly called “doubting Thomas.”
Apparently the church leadership rejected the name
Thomas for St. John, an apostle who authored the 4th
book of the New Testament.
11/18/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

MEDFORD SAWMILL GREATLY IMPROVED -- Had anyone ventured to predict 20 years
ago that such improvements as are now being made by the Medford Manufacturing Co. in its
saw mill property would be done at this late day, their mental equilibrium would have been
questioned. Pine, which was then the only timber worth cutting, has about all disappeared, and
perhaps a hundred million feet of hemlock and many millions of hardwood logs have also been
either run down the Black River or sawed into lumber. And to think that now we were about to
have the best saw mill in the history of Medford, with more than double the power and capacity
of the old McCartney mill, would indeed have seemed incredible 20 years ago.
But such is the case. A large force of masons and assistants have been at work for some time
building an engine and boiler room of stone and mortar, the dimensions of which are 54 by 56
feet, and the stone walls are to be 14 feet high. This will house the largest and most powerful
[steam] engine ever brought to Taylor County, being rated at 250 horse power, and a battery of
four mammoth boilers. The old 50-horse power outfit, if placed beside the new, would resemble
a play thing in comparison. The interior of the entire saw mill will be remodeled and improved
with the addition of better and larger machinery to harmonize with the increased power.
The annual output of lumber will be increased by millions of feet annually for several years to
come, consisting of hemlock and hardwood, and an era of prosperity in this industry is before us
greater than ever before.
The new dam at Whittlesey has been completed and it is a model of its kind in every respect.
The old dam at the saw mill in this city was removed entirely and a new one, constructed
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The improved Medford mill cut its last log in 1922; it
closed when its timber was exhausted.
The reconstruction of the Whittlesey dam on the
Black River allowed the Medford mill to continue
logs drives to its mill.
But the major improvement in log transport to the
Medford mill took place later; it was the construction
of logging railroad owned and operated by the
Medford saw mill. That railroad track ran northward
from the mill parallel with the Wisconsin Central.
Just north of Allman Street, the logging line turned
westward and eventually ran within 3 miles of
Perkinstown.
The reconstruction of the Medford dam on the Black
River permitted the mill to create a flowage that was
used as its mill pond. Logs brought by rail to the mill
were dumped into the pond and stored there until
needed. Logs were pulled one-at-a-time from the
mill pond by the “bull chain” into the saw mill.

according to the latest approved models, has taken its place.

In 2012 the Medford municipal dam stands on the
site of the mill dam.

The new mill manager, Mr. L. [Lee] W. Gibson, means to do business, and evidently does not
believe in doing it in a “one horse” way.
11/25/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE -- A.C. McComb, the boomer of Rib Lake, and a hustling real estate speculator, was
in Medford Monday. Mr. McComb is devoting the greater portion of his time these days to a
summer resort he owns in Waupaca County.

McComb Avenue, the primary commercial street in
Rib Lake, is named for him. He got the knick name
“boomer” for creating a real estate boom after
platting over a hundred residential and commercial
lots in 1897 many of which were quickly bought and
built on. McComb owned and speculated in
thousands of acres of timber lands in Wisconsin and
other states.

11/25/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

LEVI HEIDRICK WILL BUILD NEW SAW MILL AT WESTBORO -- Mr. Levi Heidrick left
for the East Tuesday. The purchase of the [John] Duncan property by this gentleman and others
has been consummated and operations preparatory to the building of the mill and a dam have
been commenced. The mill will be built a little northeast of John Fitz’s residence and a dam will
be constructed north of the iron bridge [across Silver Creek]. John Wakefield of Green Bay will
have charge of all works of construction and arrived here Sunday for that purpose. Mr. Heidrick
will return in a week or more accompanied by one of his sons who will remain here through the
winter.

The old Duncan, Taylor and Ritchie mill alongside
the Wisconsin Central in section 12 33 1E had
burned.
Heidrick chose the site of the former S. D. Cone/C.
C. Palmer mill to build on. The new mill would be on
the west bank of Silver Creek in section 7 Town 33
Range 2 East. The “iron bridge” mentioned is, in
2012, the site of the CTH D bridge across Silver
Creek.
Heidrick and his other investors were from
Pennsylvania and operated the new sawmill as
“Heidrick & Matson” until 1902, when the new mill
became the “Westboro Lumber Company.”

12/9/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

C.T. KENNEDY -- Perkinstown wears a lively air these days and all kinds of business is being
transacted. The Joseph Gibson Company has completed its large new mill and is conducting
logging operations on a large scale under the personal supervision of manager C. T. Kennedy….

To the best of current information, the C. T. Kennedy
mentioned here is not a relative of John J. Kennedy.

12/9/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

Medford home to four newspapers -- The Republican closed the first years of its existence and
brother Semmes states that the year has been a prosperous one. The fat man [the editor of the
Taylor County Star & News, Mr. Peter Danielson] offers congratulations and good wishes for

In 1899 there were four newspapers being published
in Medford, der Waldbote—printed in German, the
Taylor County Star & News, the Republican and the
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the continued success of the paper and its publishers, Messrs. Berger & Semmes, but takes
exception to the statement that “personal controversies have found no place in this paper.” It
was only two weeks ago that the editor of the Republican insinuated that some young man was
a “confessed libertine” in replying to an insinuation published in the Democrat that some other
fellow was a “drunkard.”

Democrat.

Editor Shattuck and editor Shattuck (sic) meant editor Semmes. That both accusations were
untrue is known to all the people of Medford, but the “little personal controversy” play stands
pat, even though no names were mentioned. Editor Shattuck is a dashing, handsome young man
and it is not surprising that the young ladies favor him with sweet smiles, but this not makes him
a libertine. Editor Semmes may take a drink, but if he does he is not different from ninety-nine
out of every hundred newspaper men in the country, and he is not a drunkard.
If our newspaper friends will not be specific in making charges, the fat man will help them out; I
have winked at a girl or two in days gone by and have drank at least three quarts of whiskey in
thirteen weeks, but I don’t believe in the principle of not saying just what I think. A man can
face an open enemy and do it pleasantly. How about it, boys?
12/23/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

A SAD ACCIDENT. LITTLE GLENDON KENNEDY FALLS INTO BOILING WATER:
The Boy So Badly Scalded that He Dies a Few Hours After the Accident Occurred -- One
of the saddest accidents in the history of Medford and one that shrouded a happy home in the
deepest gloom, and cost the life of a dearly loved child, occurred last Saturday at 12:30 o’clock.
At that hour, and while playing with his elder brother, Earl, little Glenden (sic) Kennedy,
youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. William Kennedy, fell into a boiler of boiling water and was so
badly burned that he died of the results at 8:05 the same day.
The boiler of hot water had been placed on the floor shortly before the accident occurred by
Mrs. Kennedy, preparatory to the Saturday’s cleaning and scrubbing. The two boys were playing
and the unfortunate little fellow backed up against the boiler, the top of which was just high
enough to strike him in the knee joints, setting him down in the hot water. He caught the sides of
the boiler, and was scalded from the knees up to the center of the back. Mrs. Kennedy was
standing in the room watching the boys in their play, and at once noted the danger that
threatened her youngest child. Every muscle became rigid, a temporary paralysis taking
possession of her, and it was impossible to make a movement to save the boy.
The splash of the falling child restored her powers and both mother and brother jumped to the
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William J. Kennedy was a brother of J.J. Kennedy
who lived and worked with J.J. in Rib Lake until
1896 when William and family moved to Medford.
In February, 1899, the Star & News reported that
William opened and operated a tavern in Medford.

rescue simultaneously and lifted the boy from his position. The clothes were at once removed,
Dr. Miller was hastily summoned, and all in human power that could be done to save the
precious life was done. After the first cry, probably one of terror, the child showed no signs of
suffering, and appeared comfortable in every way. He talked as usual, knew everybody and was
very much alive to his surroundings. His last words were “I am going now, papa, take me
away.” And with that he turned over, smiled and died.
Owing to the close proximity of the family residence to the business portion of the city
[Medford], little Glenden was a familiar figure on the Main Street, and perhaps no boy was
better known to the businessmen than he, and he was a prime favorite with every person he met.
..
Glenden Kennedy was 3 years 5 months and two weeks old at the time of his death. The body
was taken to Rib Lake Tuesday, accompanied by the mourners and numerous friends, and the
services were conducted there by the Rev. J. E. Sarles of the Congregational Church, and the
remains interred in the family burial lot.
The funeral was very largely attended and the floral decorations, many of the wreaths being sent
by distant friends, were rich and beautiful.
To the sorrowing father and mother, sister and brother, the sympathy of the entire community
goes out in this sad hour of bereavement.
12/23/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB RIVER -- Stoner L. Warum, superintendent for the John W. Week Lumber Company of
Stevens Point, was in the city [Medford] Thursday. Mr. Warum’s company is operating on Rib
River this winter, and will put in the usual large quantity of logs.

The John W. Weeks Lumber Co. logged along and
floated its timber down the Rib River for more than
two decades. The log drive was over 100 miles long
and included the Wisconsin River between Wausau
and Stevens Point. Consult the Photo & Document
Collection at www.riblakehistory.com to see photos.

12/23/1899

TC STAR &
NEWS

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR--NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION -- Land Office at
Wausau, Nov. 13, 1899.

In 2012, John McClusky’s grandson, Daniel and wife
Joan, live just three miles from the homestead at
N5190 Maple Rd, Interwald.

Notice is hereby given that the following settler has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, and that said proof will be made before the Clerk of Circuit Court
at Medford, Wis., on December 26, 1899, viz: John McClusky, who made H. E. [homestead
entry] No. 7130 for the SE ¼, Sec. 36, T 32 N., R 3E.
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He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said
land, viz: John Stukdrier, John Fishbeck, Carl Weinkauf, John Lemke, all of Interwald, Wis.
Edgar T. Wheelock, Register

1900
2/3/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY MILL SAWING 100,000 FEET DAILY -- Rib Lake is a busy little city, and on
some other occasion the Fat Man [nickname for the editor/owner of the Star & News, Peter
Danielson], may take a notion to write of the town and its industries, This disjointed tale simply
mentions one or two personal friends, and is intended more to advertise the fact that the Fat Man
is a genuine horseman than it is to call attention to the beauties and possibilities of the village of
Rib Lake.
Everybody in the city is more than busy; the large plant owned by the Kennedys is in full
operation and sawing lumber day and night at the rate of 100,000 feet a day. The businessmen
are all enjoying a liberal patronage, and there is no better small town in Northern Wisconsin
than Rib Lake. (emphasis added)

2/10/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO -- The Heidrick-Matson [Lumber] Co. will discontinue skidding and put all their
teams to the hauling of logs.
The Duncan Bros. finished their last side of leather today, and their tannery will soon be under
new management.
Wm. Arndt is foreman at the Mitchell [cedar] shingle mill. P. M. Campbell is also employed in
an important capacity at the same place.
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Owner and editor of the Taylor County Star & News,
Peter Danielson, had promised to write an article on
Rib Lake and this is what he wrote. It is a terse and
disappointing article in sorry contrast to those of
former editor, Edgar T. Wheelock.
The Kennedy mill is operating both night and day; its
daily cut of 100,000 board feet of lumber puts it in
the category of a large saw mill; it was the largest of
the approximately two dozen mills operating in
Taylor County at the time.

Heidrick & Matson were two of the investors from
Pennsylvania that had just purchased the Duncan saw
mill.
The Star & News of 3/17/1900 reported that: “The
Duncan’s are moving to Green Bay, having disposed
of all their Taylor County holdings.”
A couple of weeks earlier, the Star & News made its
first mention of the Mitchell shingle mill. Beautiful
stands of virgin white cedar on the numerous
wetlands in the region provided the raw material.

Besides cedar shingles, telephone and telegraph poles
and fence posts were routinely made from this tree
because of its natural resistant to rot.
3/10/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

LITTLE BLACK -- The Davis & Star Lumber Co. sawmill at Little Black, which has stood idle
for a number of years, has been sold to the Connor [Lumber & Land] Company of Marshfield. A
crew of men is now engaged in tearing down the mill, and packing the machinery preparatory to
shipping it to a point on the Soo Line in Forest County, where it will be re-erected. Two months
will be consumed in the work.

The Connor firm rebuilt the mill in Laona, Wisconsin
five miles south of the Soo Line. Connor also
constructed its own railroad to connect the mill to the
Soo Line; in 2012 that railroad operates during the
summer as a tourist carrier “Laona & Northern”
between Laona and a replica logging camp, “Camp
5.”

4/14/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE---GAIL BLANCHARD ACQUITTED OF MURDER CHARGE -- NOT
GUILTY! WAS THE VERDICT OF THE JURY IN THE GAIL BLANCHARD MURDER
TRIAL. THE JURYMEN AGREED ON THIS VERDICT AFTER BEING OUT ABOUT
FOUR AND ONE-HALF HOURS. The trail was ably conducted on both sides and Judge
Parish’s rulings were conceded to have been fair and impartial at all times.

The Star & News gave massive coverage to the trial
of Gail Blanchard charged with intentional homicide
of his wife in Rib Lake. The defendant was found
not guilty.
J.J. Kennedy testified that the defendant was
employed by him as a teamster and had a good
reputation.
Angus Kennedy testified: “[I] live diagonally across
the street from defendant’s house. Got up that day at
… [4:45 am]. Went for my cow about quarter past
five, met Blanchard, we spoke to each other. I was
around home all the while. I heard no shooting.
(Cross examination) “My shop was at the mill. I
went to work about six o’clock. Met Gail (the
defendant); he had his working clothes on, we passed
a few words. I did not hear any shots night or
morning. He always treated her about right. Have
heard them having merry times together. He seemed
pleasant that morning as usual.”
Consult the Photo & Document Collection at
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www.riblakehistory.com to view the newspaper
accounts.
4/21/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO—HEIDRICK & MATSON BUILD NEW SAW MILL -- The mill is nearing
completion and is the finest institution of its kinds ever built on the Wisconsin Central line
between Stevens Point and Ashland.
The Heidrick & Matson company is preparing to build a large boarding house. They will also
build a large general store. Both buildings will be erected east of the railroad.
The south wing of the Duncan dam went out recently. It was built in 1884 after the great
September flood. The wing will not be repaired but a smaller dam will be put in just east of the
tannery to supply that institution with water.

4/21/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDYS ACTIVE IN REPUBLICAN PARTY -- The Taylor County Republican
convention meets at the Court House in Medford April 18. J.J. Kennedy, Elias L. Urquhart and
Peter Liberty were chosen as delegates to the Congressional District Convention at Hurley April
20. Donald A. Kennedy, Albert J. Perkins, Arthur Latton, Joseph Grittner, Peter Danielson and
J. B. Ramsay were chosen delegates to the State Republican Convention at Milwaukee.

4/28/1900

TE STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO--LUMBER COMPANY WILL BUILD RAILROAD -- The Heidrick & Matson
Lumber Co. of Westboro is going to peel about 10,000 cords of tan bark this season. It is also
going to build several miles of railroad as well as operate its double mill.
The company is going to build a store building, tenement houses, a boarding house, etc. It wants
[to hire] several hundred men. There will be work of all kinds and the highest ruling (sic) wages
will be paid.

The Heidrick & Matson Lumber Co. had just bought
out John Duncan’s remaining saw mill, the former S.
D. Clone/C. C. Palmer saw mill on the “high banks”
of Silver Creek north of current CTH D. The new
owners tore down the old mill and constructed a
much larger, new saw mill; in 1902 this new mill
would become the Westboro Lumber Co.
The same edition reported: “The STAR & NEWS
man met C. F. Heidrick of Westboro, yesterday
morning. Mr. Heidrick is identified with the firm of
Heidrick & Matson which is erecting at Westboro
one of the largest saw mills on the Wisconsin Central
line. It is to have a capacity of 100,000 feet [of
lumber] per day and to be thoroughly up-to-date in
all its machinery and appointments. It will be ready
for sawing within a few weeks.”

Heidrick & Matson thus started its own logging
railroad which would eventually reach beyond the
Mondeaux River. Since its mill was east of the
Wisconsin Central mainline, they built on the south
bank of Silver Creek and beneath the existing
Wisconsin Central bridge over Silver Creek to avoid
an at-grade crossing.
The “double mill” means the saw mill had two band
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saws to do the initial processing of a log. This
arrangement dramatically increased the output of the
mill.
4/28/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

RAILROAD EXPANSION EAST FROM KENNEDY’S MILL -- The Chippewa Independent
reports that J.J. Kennedy associated with A. B. McDonnell, president of the Lumberman’s
National Bank, has bought 60,000 acres of land which will cut 1,000.000,000 feet of lumber.
The land lies north and northeast of Rib Lake.
The Wisconsin Central spur [railroad] will be extended ten miles to reach the tract as a logging
[rail] road. The price of the land is not stated.

In 1902 a railroad was built eastward from Rib Lake
for three miles where it turned to the northeast and
joined the Marinette, Tomahawk & Western 2 miles
southwest of Spirit Falls. This line opened up a rich
timberland in Taylor, Price and Lincoln counties.
The edition of May 5, 1900 reported: “The Marinette,
Tomahawk & Western Railway Company
contemplates extending its line fifteen miles [from
Tomahawk] into territory where settlers have made
homes, to give them an outlet for their products and
rail communication with the outside world.” Note
that John J. Kennedy’s land purchase of 4/28/1900
had an estimated one billion board feet of lumber.
The memorial log erected in the Village c. 1950
claimed the Rib Lake Lumber Company cut
1,450,000,000 board feet of lumber in its existence.
[The Rib Lake Lumber Company was legally created
in May, 1902, when the W.A. Osburn Lumber Co.
(to which John J. Kennedy had sold out) changed it
name to Rib Lake Lumber Company.
THE COMPOSITE OUTPUT OF THE Rib Lake
Lumber Company AND ITS PREDECESSORS,
INCLUDING John J. Kennedy WAS, THEREFORE,
FAR IN EXCESS OF 1,450,000,000 BOARD FEET.
-- rpr 12-1-2012

4/28/1900

275

TC STAR &
NEWS

LOGS DRIVES ON EAST FORK OF BLACK RIVER END -- [Special] The log drive on the
Black River is being rushed since the high water of last week has receded. The east fork finished
its drive last week, which ends lumbering operations on that stream. Over 10,000,000 feet have
reached the booms [at Black River Falls] and the indications point to a clean drive on the main

The Black River originates just three miles west of
Rib Lake and drains southward through Chelsea,
Whittlesey and Medford.
A mile south of Medford, it is joined by the East

river during the spring’s water.

Fork of the Black River, which drains much of
eastern Taylor County, including much of the Town
of Greenwood. Both waterways saw much of its pine
and hemlock floated down them to saw mills outside
Taylor County.
The edition of May 5, 1900, reported: “La Crosse,
Wis., [Special] What is probably the last big drive of
logs on the Black River by the Black River
Improvement Co. is well down on its way from
Medford. There is over 12.000.000 feet in the drive.
It is expected that the vanguard of the drive will be in
the Onalaska boom, just above [La Crosse], the last
of this week.”

WILLIAM J. KENNEDY SELLS OUT -- Charley Rief has taken possession of the Medford
House, he having purchased the same from William Kennedy. We understand the consideration
[purchase price] was $4,000.

5/5/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

5/5/1900

TC STAR & LOG DRIVE ON SPIRIT RIVER --Tomahawk, Wis., [Special] The north branch drive on the
Spirit River is hung up on account of low water. The drive contains 2,000,000 feet of logs
NEWS
belonging to the Gilkey & Anson Lumber Company of Merrill.

William was a brother of J.J. Kennedy.

These Price County logs would be first driven via the
Spirit River to Tomahawk; from there they would go
down the Wisconsin River to Merrill.
The Spirit River would see the last log drive in Price
County, when Ole Peterson cut off Spirit Point, a
finger of land protruding into Big Spirit Lake, and
drove the logs eastward from the Little Spirit Lake
dam. See spectacular photos of this drive at
www.riblakehistory.com in the Photo & Document
collection.

5/26/1900
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TC STAR &
NEWS

FIRE AT RIB LAKE TANNERY -- At about four o’clock Sunday a faint toot of a whistle was
heard and people rushed in the streets expecting a fire. They were not disappointed as a cloud of
smoke burst from the boiler house of the Shaw tannery and a few moments later the boiler house
and bark house were enveloped in flames.

A major fire broke out at the tannery destroying the
boiler house and the steam engines and water pumps
there, causing all the fire hydrants at the tannery to
loose water pressure.

The [fire] hydrants were soon rendered useless and every inhabitant looked to the J.J. Kennedy

There was no municipal water system in Rib Lake at

company’s equipment for protection.
The wind was blowing from the north and west and the fire fiend took this advantage and leaped
into the corner of the slab yard and traveled rapidly over the sawdust; before it reached the slab
ricks, sufficient steam was raised to allow the hose to pour water enough to prevent havoc in the
yard.
But other signs of danger were visible. Burning pieces of shingles fell everywhere. But, the men
were ready for the emergency by stamping these fiery missiles out or pouring water from pails
on them, which if allowed to burn, would in two minutes start a large fire.
The Lutheran Church stood in danger as volumes of smoke and sparks passed over its roof. It
might have succumbed but a few men climbed up the tower and onto the roof with buckets of
water which aided in keeping the [cedar] shingles damp and the church pulled through.
The group of houses on the south side of the tannery [along Fayette Avenue] underwent a hair
breath’s escape from ignition and the roofs of buildings everywhere through the village caught
several times but it was discovered in time, thus preventing total destruction.

65/16/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

A fifteen acre area southeast of the Lutheran Church
and along tannery creek was filled with wood
immense quantities of wood scrap and saw dust. This
caught fire. The wind rapidly pushed this fire south
toward the Kennedy saw mill. Just in time, workers
at the Kennedy mil were able to build up enough
steam pressure to put full water pressure into the mill
fire hydrants.
The village of Rib Lake came very close to
destruction by fire that day. Earlier in the same week,
the village of Fischer in the Upper Peninsula was
destroyed by fire.

It is stated by those who are acquainted with the location, that had the fire occurred two hours
earlier, it would have been useless to make an effort to save the village, as the wind was blowing
more forcibly in the early part of the day. The Shaw tannery company, we learn, intends to
rebuild immediately.

The need for a municipal water system was a major
reason for the incorporation of the Village of
Rib Lake in 1902.

HEMLOCK -- MELLEN TANNERY BURNS -- The Fayette Shaw & Co. tannery at Mellen is
a heap of ashes. Just how the fire originated is not known, though it is reported that it was
caused by a lightning stroke. The entire plant was consumed…..

The Mellen operation had 400 men peeling bark in
the woods and 900 men employed at the tannery.
“The financial loss to the company is put at $150,000
though that is largely covered by insurance.”

The Shaw tannery plant at Mellen consisted of five buildings, viz: Main yard and loft, 650x60
feet; sweat vaults, 200 x 200 feet; leach house and bark mill, 150 x 50 feet; boiler house, 40 x 50
feet; engine house, 230 x 30 feet; four large liquor tanks, one of them, 240 x 40 feet.
There were 60,000 sides of leather in the liquor and 50,000 sides in process of finishing and
drying, all of which were spoiled besides a great number of dry hides which were burned.
THIS WAS SAID TO BE THE LARGEST SOLE LEATHER FACTORY IN THE WORLD. It
turned out 1,500 sides of leather every day and USED 15,000 CORDS OF HEMLOCK BARK
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this time. With the fire hydrants at the tannery
useless, the only other hydrants were two blocks
away around the Kennedy saw mill.

The Shaw tannery at Phillips was destroyed in the
blaze that leveled the City in 1884 but was rebuilt.
After fire destroyed the Prentice tannery for the
second time, Shaw did not rebuild. The Shaw tannery
at Rib Lake came close to total fire destruction once;
see edition of 5/26/1900.

EACH YEAR. (emphasis added)
6/16/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

HEMLOCK PRICE HITS HIGH AT MEDFORD --Bark, if well cured [dried], will be received
at the [Medford] tannery during June and July at $4.00 per cord. Checks payable September
15th. T., F. M., & F. D. Shaw Co.

7/14/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

GREENWOOD---BREHM POST OFFICE ESTABLISHED -- A new post office to be known
as Brehm has been established at the residence of Thomas Brehm in section 8-32-2E, Town of
Greenwood and Mr. [Thomas] Brehm is the post master.

The original site of the Brehm post office was in the
Thomas Brehm farm home on what is in 2012 Trout
Avenue; the post office was later moved a mile north
to the “village of Brehm” centered in the store
building on the northeast corner of Brehm Ave. and
Wellington Lake Road, i.e., the SW SW Sec. 4-322E.
All told, the Brehm post office operated 1900-1915.

9/15/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

TANNERIES SOLD. All the Shaw Tanneries in Wisconsin Are Purchased by the
American Leather Company (sic) -- The Shaw tanneries have been among the most important
industries in north Wisconsin and have been built up through the tireless energy and skill of
Fayette, Thaxter, Delos and Fred Shaw, all of whom have shown remarkable ability in the
business in their several departments. The business has become so large that it is said that the
output of the Medford, Perkinstown, Rib Lake, Phillips and Mellon tanneries is at least
$3,000,000 annually. All of these interests passed into the hands of the United States Leather
Company which will take formal possession about October 1st.

The correct purchaser was the United States Leather
Company, which was a huge holding company
headquartered in New York, New York. In 1906 it
purchased the Rib Lake Lumber Co. and operated it
until 1936.
The Star & News also reported that the fire destroyed
tannery at Mellen was being rebuilt to its former
dimensions.

Messrs. Thaxter and Fred Shaw have been induced by the new company to remain as managers
for a term of years, this arrangement insuring the return of Mr. Fred Shaw and family to
Medford. The plans of Mr. Delos Shaw for the future we do not know, tho’ it is said that he
proposes returning to the East.
9/15/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY SELLING OUT -- We learn from an interested party who has full knowledge of the
facts that the sale of J.J. Kennedy’s interests in Taylor County would probably be accomplished
this week, though up to Friday noon it had not been completed. We shall be able to give more
particulars next week.

The edition of Sept. 22, 1900, is only partially
legible: “The deal between J.J. Kennedy and some
eastern parties has at least been consummated; he is
disposing of all his Taylor County property. The title
of the new firm has not yet been made known…
ON SEPT. 14, 1900, J.J. KENNEDY, IN HIS
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CAPACITY OF PRESIDENT OF THE J.J.
KENNEDY LUMBER CO., CONTRACTED TO
SELL OUT TO W. A. OSBURN, and others; the
contract is image #13,888 of the Photo & Document
Collection at www.riblakehistory.com.
The W. A. Osburn Lumber Co. changed its name to
the Rib Lake Lumber Company, a Wisconsin
corporation, on May 6, 1902.
9/22/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

KENNEDY -- William [G.] Kennedy, of Rib Lake, was in town last week. He has gone to Lake
Forest, Illinois, to attend college.

William G. Kennedy. 6/15/1880-11/1/1955 was the
son of J. J. and Flora M. Kennedy, nee McLennan.
He is not to be confused with his uncle, William J.
Kennedy, then living in Medford.

10/27/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

SOLD THE TANNERIES. Purchased by United States Leather Co. FORMER
EMPLOYEE’S Retain Their Position -- The “Shaw Tanneries” are now but reminiscences.
For eleven years the Shaws have been the most prominent factors in the business affairs of this
region, and it is regretted among our people that the business has passed from their hands to
proprietors. The deal by which the United States Leather Company comes into ownership has
been finally closed, last Saturday [October 20, 1900], that corporation took formal possession.

The Rib Lake Historical Society was just gifted by
Kathy Laher the 1900 “Bark Ledger-U.S.L.Co.” It
details some of the purchases of tanbark for the
United States Leather Company’s Wisconsin
tanneries for 1900 – 1902; it usually lists the name of
the teamster hauling the tanbark, the number of the
railroad car on which it was shipped, the quantity in
pounds, the rate paid per cord, the amount and date
of payment and the village at which the tanbark was
acquired.

L. Drake, former superintendent at Mellen, is now general superintendent for all the tanneries.
Thaxter Shaw remains superintendent at Medford. It was reported that F. [Fayette] M. Shaw
would come to Medford, but the new owners have retained in charge of the sales department in
Chicago. Fred Peterson retains his position as bookkeeper here.
All the old employees at Medford are to be continued as of present, for sometime at least. THE
PERKINSTOWN BRANCH [tannery] IS TO BE CLOSED INDEFINITELY.
F. [Fayette] Delos Shaw informs us that he and his family will remain [in Medford], but he will
not be involved in the tannery in any way. It gives universal satisfaction to know that the
Messrs. Shaw and their families will continue to be residents of our city.
We understand that E. C. Getchel will continue in charge at Rib Lake.
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Representative pages will be scanned into the Photo
& Document Collection at wwwriblakehistory.com
as image 15985.

11/3/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE REPUBLICAN RALLY -- For the Republican rally at Rib Lake this evening,
chairman Adams has secure a large tent which will hold a thousand people. As announced
elsewhere, A. W. Sanborn of Ashland will be the principal speaker of the evening. It will be
worth going from Medford to hear him.

W. Sanborn was an attorney residing in Ashland,
Wisconsin. He frequently advised J.J. Kennedy.

11/10/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

A McKINLEY LANDSLIDE -- Republicans were elected to all Taylor County positions
except one.

Democrat Gamper was elected Taylor County
register of deeds. Town of Greenwood resident
William Martin, a German war hero in the FrancoPrussian war, was elected county clerk.
“Fighting” Bob Lafollette was elected Governor.
Republican G. W. Adams, a Medford lawyer, beat
out Democrat M. A. Buckley, incumbent Taylor
County District Attorney.

11/24/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

IMPROVES THE WINCHESTER HOTEL -- Mine host of Hotel Winchester took ye local
on a tour of inspection through that elegant hostelry. The lower story was put into the hands of
an artistic decorator as we noted a few weeks ago and the result is as fine a set of rooms on the
first floor as can be found any where. The office and reading room are finished in light terra
cotta with harmonizing border. The dining room is fine. Walls pale green with contrasting
border and terra cotta ceiling, the room is bright, cheerful and pleasant. Radiators and steam
pipes have been treated with silvery coat of aluminum [paint] which by its brightness adds
materially to the general effect.

This Medford hotel stood between Main and Second
Street ½ block south of Division Street.

RIB LAKE BUSINESSMAN MARRIES -- Phillip Marcus of Rib Lake, passed through
Medford Sunday on his way to Chicago where on Tuesday afternoon he was married to Etta
Springwater, a young lady of high standing in social circles in that city. A brother of the young
lady is a surgeon in the army in the Philippines.

Phillip Marcus was the owner and operator of “The
Fair.” A general store on the southeast corner of
McComb and Landaal Avenues. His brother Isaac
ran a similar store in Medford. Phillip was at the
time the only Jew residing and doing business in Rib
Lake.

11/24/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

11/24/1900

TC STAR & RIB LAKE – From the Rib Lake Herald -- Dr. A. M. Corbett and wife are to spend the winter
in Germany. The doctor goes for the purpose of advanced study in surgery, purposing to
NEWS
familiarize himself with the methods employed in the largest and best hospitals in Europe.
Dr. R. G. Werner succeeds to Dr. Corbett’s practice during the latter’s absence.
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The Hotel was constructed from hemlock lumber
supplied by J.J. Kennedy in order to graphically
show that a multi-story building could be constructed
of hemlock and to overcome the then deep prejudice
against hemlock lumber. See prior articles.

The [W.A.] Osburn Lumber Co. bought out J.J.
Kennedy and his lumber company in September,
1900.
The Rib Lake Herald, a weekly newspaper published

It is reported that Mr. Begley will succeed E. C. Getchel as superintendent of the [Rib Lake]
tannery.

in Rib Lake, issued its first edition in December,
1897. Unfortunately, no copies of The Rib Lake
Herald prior to 1902 are known to exist.

J. Allard and E. C. Getchel have for some time been partners in the mercantile business, but the
former has sold his interest to Mr. Getchel who is now sole proprietor.
P. [Peter] Clendenning had three ribs broken in a fall from a tramway a short time since.
The [W.A.] Osburn Lumber Company is pushing the work on the enlargement of the milling
plant. They expect to have it completed by the time log hauling begins.
12/1/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

JOHN J. KENNEDY KNOWN TO ALL AS “J.J. Kennedy.” -- J.J. Kennedy was in Medford
Saturday.

Despite J.J. Kennedy sale to W. A. Osburn, Kennedy
and his wife resided in Rib Lake until 1907.
Kennedy even briefly went to work for Osburn.
Consult “Kennedys-Movers and Shakers: Cast of
Characters to Early Rib Lake History” for an
extensive biography of J. J. It is online at
www.riblakehistory.com.

12/1/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

MANAGEMENT OF TAYLOR CO. STAR & NEWS CHANGES -- Owing to the
unsatisfactory condition of my health, I have been compelled to relinquish the active
management of the STAR AND NEWS, for a time at least, and have made arrangements with
Mr. S. W. Ingham to assume the cares and responsibilities incident to the publication of the
paper… /s/ Peter Danielson

The first editor of the TC Star & News was Edgar T.
Wheelock, who covered Rib Lake extensively.

12/1/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

INJUNCTIONS REVERSED -- Schweppe & Urquhart Win Their Suit Against John Weeks
Lumber Co.

The land at issue was near the Rib River near
Goodrich. The mayor of Marshfield and its chief
industrialist, Upham, was the principal owner of
Marshfield Land and Lumber. It extended the
railroad northward from Athens to permit shipping
the logs from the land to Marshfield.

The 20th day of February last, Schweppe & Urquhart [Medford attorneys] commenced suit in
the Circuit Court for Taylor County in behalf of the Marshfield Land and Lumber Co., plaintiff,
versus John Weeks Lumber Co., defendant.
The point at issue was the right of way across a certain tract of land, the defendant claiming
right of use, the plaintiff denying defendant’s right. T. G. Jeffers, court commissioner, issued an
injunction restraining defendants from crossing the land in question.
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John Weeks Lumber Co. owned stumpage rights, the
rights to cut timber on adjacent lands and needed to
cross Marshfield’s land to reach the Rib River where
Week’s logs would begin their water drive to Stevens

Appeal was taken to Judge Parish [the Circuit Court judge], who dissolved the injunction and
enjoined the Marshfield Land and Lumber Co. from interfering with the defendant’s use of the
road in dispute. Schweppe and Urquhart took appeal to the [Wisconsin] Supreme Court which
has just passed on the case, reversing both orders by Judge Parish.
This leaves the injunction issued by commissioner Jeffers in full force. Cate, Sanborn,
Lamoreaux and Park, of Stevens Point, were attorneys for the defense. It was a hard fought case
and we congratulate court commissioner Jeffers and the Medford attorneys on the final result.
12/22/1900

TC STAR &
NEWS

DEER HUNTING - In 1899, 1,900 deer were killed in [Wisconsin] during the twenty day
hunting season. This year there were fewer licenses issued than in 1899, but the number killed
was 2,800, being 900 or nearly one third more than a year ago.

Point where Weeks had its sawmill.
While Weeks lost this lawsuit, it actively harvested
trees in the Rib River Valley for many years. It was
the last concern to drive logs on the Wisconsin River;
in the 1920’s Weeks drove timber down the Rib
River to the Wisconsin River and thence to Stevens
Point.
Deer were a rarity in the virgin forest since there was
no food for them. The cutting of forests produced
young trees and the creation of farms brought crops,
in recent times hunters routinely take 100.000 plus
white tails.

1901
1/26/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

KIGER SAWMILL OPENS IN TOWN OF GREENWOOD -- The average inhabitant of Taylor
County who has travelled along the public highway between sections 26 and 35, T 32 N, R2E,
during the past months, has never suspected that a half mile south of the eastern end of said line,
set in the woods just out of sight of the main road, and at the southern end of the little branch
road which there appears, is to be found a full-fledged saw mill. It occupies a neatly built
respectable frame building 24 by 60 feet, with a gable roof of corrugated iron. It is running full
blast, turning out good work, and operated entirely by members of a single family, the
proprietor, Marion Kiger and his sons.
Such is, however, the fact. The Kiger family came here last spring and before another autumn
rolls around his mill, in addition to its present work of cutting good lumber, will be running a
planer and cutting shingles.
Special machinery is all ready ordered for the planer and will be on hand as soon as needed. Mr.
Kiger has land and timber of his own, but wants all the custom [work] that by honest dealing
may artificially flow his way. He solicits the sawing and patronage of all who can reach his mill.
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The Kiger mill stood ½ mill south of modern CTH M
and 1 and ½ miles west of CTH C.
Kiger sought custom sawing where landowners felled
their own tree and brought the logs to the Kiger mill;
for a fee, Kiger sawed the logs and returned the
lumber to the landowner. This was a convenient and
cheap way for a settler to proceed.

There’s enterprise for you and pluck and all the rest of it. Let all those citizens who have large
families of healthy boys with any inclination towards and talent for machinery educate and train
the boys up to the point and go do likewise. The woods are big enough to hold all of ye.
1/19/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE [From the Rib Lake Herald] -- Billy Wells was in Medford Tuesday to get a bounty
[from the County] of $18.00 for three wild cats killed by him.
Frank J. Hintz is getting 60 [sleigh] loads of logs and 800 to 1,000 ties a day [at his sawmill].
That is piling up timber at a lively rate.
A cake walk and dance is to be given at the hall in Rib Lake Saturday Jan. 26. It is to be given
by the Greenwood Quartette Orchestra.
Monday evening of last week the Catholic Foresters installed as officers: D. B. [“Long Dan’]
Kennedy, [president?]; C. R. F. Terch, treasurer; H. A. McDonald, [corresponding] secretary;
Allan McDonald, recording secretary.

2/2/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE TWENTIETH CENTURY CLUB -- Fifteen members of the Medford Woman’s
Club responded to the cordial invitation of the Twentieth Century Club of Rib Lake to attend
their meeting Saturday evening, January 26th. Part of the Club left for Rib Lake on the noon
train and were met at the station by a committee who conducted them to the house of Mrs.
[Duncan] McLennan, where a pleasant afternoon was spent.
Later, the teacher members of the Medford club joined the others coming from the teachers
meeting at Chelsea. At six o’clock all repaired to the home of the Misses Kennedy, [the
residence of Flora and John J. Kennedy], where an elaborate and most delicious buffet luncheon
was served.
The subjects for the evening meeting were Geo. W. Cable and Joel Chandler Harris,
biographical papers, and selections from these authors’ writings were read, interspersed with
enjoyable music. The visitors reluctantly took their leave at half past ten and were driven to
Chelsea for the late train. All agreed that a more delightful time could not have been spent and
those of the club who remained at home missed a rare treat. The club as a whole greatly
appreciates the kindly feeling of the Rib Lake sisters and shall not soon forget the very
enjoyable entertainment given them.
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The Hintz saw mill stood in approximately the
location of the Great Northern Cabinet Factory, 749
Kennedy Street. It was a highly successful mill
although much smaller than that of the Rib Lake
Lumber Co. It operated for well over a decade.
With his son Carl Theodore, Frank J. Hintz built and
operated a second mill dubbed “Hintztown.” It
utilized a mill pond formed by damming Wood
Creek and stood in the NW NW section 16 32 3E.

Plagued by declining membership, the Twentieth
Century Club disbanded about the year 2000.
With the possible exception of the Rib Lake
Commercial Club, no group did more for Rib Lake
than the Twentieth Century Club.
Perhaps the best way to track its achievements is to
search its name in the folder “Annotated Chronology
of the Rib Lake Herald” at www.riblakehistory.com.

2/2/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

Rib Lake - From the Rib Lake Herald -- Messrs E. C. Getchel and George Braun took pains last
week to investigate the cause of complaints of shippers of pulpwood who got short measure at
the paper mills. They report that the managers of the paper mills state that the short measure is
due to rotten pulpwood which they cannot use and cannot accept at any price. Shippers of pulp
wood will do well to call on Mr. Getchel or Mr. Braun and get a copy of pulpwood
specifications which are given out free gratis by these gentlemen.

W. A. Osburn bought the J.J. Kennedy Lumber
Company on September 14, 1900. The buyer’s
corporation is enlarging the saw mill.
Earl Earstein of Chicago owned and operated a
number of charcoal kilns at the present site of the Rib
Lake Catholic Church. Consult the “Pictorial History
of Rib Lake” to see a photo of the kilns. It is at
www.riblakehistory.com.

Edward Taylor, a jeweler from Neenah, visited one of the logging camps in this vicinity. Before
he left the camp four of his watches, valued at $85.00, were missing. Four men were arrested.
District Attorney Adams came here [to Rib Lake] to try the case, but after looking over the facts,
People in Rib Lake were being vaccinated against
dismissed it.
small pox which had broken out in Westboro.
THE W. A. OSBURN CO. IS ENLARGING ITS MILL WHICH, WHEN FINISHED, WILL
The reference to the lake filling up with logs is to the
HAVE TWICE ITS PRESENT CAPACITY. (emphasis added)
former J.J. Kennedy mill on Rib Lake. At the time,
Dr. O. E. Werner is building an addition to his residence.
most logs were sleighed to that mill in winter and
dumped on the ice of the 320 acre lake. In spring the
The charcoal kilns are smoking, the Lake is filling up with logs, the people are being vaccinated, logs would be floated to the mill for sawing.
the doctors are busy, etc. etc.
The edition of 2/9/1901 published a correction: it was
Adolf Schneider was convicted of stealing a load of hay before Justice [of the Peace] George
Herman Schneider, not Adolf, who was prosecuted
Clark. For settlement, he returned the hay and paid the costs of prosecution.
and convicted of theft.
The Modern Woodmen [of America] are discussing the erection of a Hall for their use.
2/23/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE, WESTBORO AND CHELSEA -- The City of Medford, with about 2,000
population, is the county seat. The city has a good electric light system, seven churches, and 3
large school houses employing about 20 teachers. It is noted for the amount of business of all
kinds transacted, being reported as having a larger business than any other point between
Marshfield and the lakes.
Next in size is Rib Lake with 900 population or thereabouts. This is an enterprising and full of
business place, having an extensive tannery and a large saw and planing mill with excellent
school, church and social privileges.
Westboro is another thriving village with about 600 people and is surrounded by a fine farming
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This is a portion of an article entitled “Taylor County
The Gem.” It reported that there were 28 saw mills in
operation in Taylor County. “Planing mills are
connected with Osborne (sic) company’s mill at Rib
Lake, Heidrick & Matson’s at Westboro, F. N.
Nolrtpon at Olson, O. D. Pollard and the Medford
M’fg Co’s mill. We mention also the excelsior
factory, a part of the Medford M’fg Co’s plant…”
The article then went on to discuss tanneries. “The
second largest industry [in Taylor County] is that of

district. A large lumber mill, a tannery and planing mill are among its features. It has excellent
schools and a good church.
Chelsea is in the midst of a large farming district, has a lumber and planing mill, about 300
population, good schools, two churches and does a large business.

leather making. Three large establishments, one each
at Medford, Rib Lake and Westboro are in constant
operation and afford employment to a large number
of men the year around. They also furnish a ready
market for a vast quantity of hemlock bark. Formerly
known as the Shaw tanneries, they are now operated
by the United States Leather Co.”
The last sentence confirms that U.S. Leather Co. has
also acquired the tannery at Westboro originally built
by John Duncan, although it is not clear whether the
Shaws had first acquired it from Duncan before
selling it to U. S. Leather.

2/23/1901

TC STAR & MUD LAKE SCHOOL PLANNED - Notice to Contractors -- Sealed bids will be received for
the building of a new school house in district No. 4 of Rib Lake, on section 21, near the ¼ post
NEWS
of sections 21 and 16, T 33, R 3 east, Taylor County. Bids to be all in on or before the fourth day
of March, 1901. Plans and specifications can be seen at the office of George Braun of Rib Lake.
The committee reserves all rights to reject any or all bids. Committee by J. M. Smithers, Peter
Lamberts [should read Lamberty] and David Ross

3/2/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE - From the Rib Lake Herald -- J. J. Kennedy and Donald Kennedy were in
Milwaukee a few days since for the purpose of making arrangements with the Osborn (sic)
Lumber Company. It is rumored that Mr. J.J. Kennedy will be the superintendent of the Osborn
(sic) Co.’s establishment.
The Drs. Werner, have bought the building occupied by F. Kline’s saloon. It will be converted
into a drug store.

A classical one room elementary school house was
built on the site known to all as the Mud Lake
School. After World War II it was razed and in 2012
grass and trees growing there give no hint of its
pedagogical past.
W. A. Osburn had bought out Kennedy in September,
1900. Donald Kennedy was J.J.’s son and for a long
time was his father’s right hand man in the mill
office. Osburn hired both J. J. and Donald; J. J. was
the new “walking boss,” or woods superintendent;
Donald continued in his old job at the mill office in
Rib Lake.

Several millwrights from Tomahawk and two boiler makers from Marshfield are helping to
hurry up the work on the [Osburn] Co.’s mill.
About 100 head of sheep will be shipped to Rib Lake in May by the Chicago Livestock Co. The
animals are said to average over $8.00 apiece in value.
3/30/1901
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TC STAR &

NANCY HANKS REPAIRED -- Campell & Anschutz, [a Medford Foundry] are overhauling
the Nancy Hanks, the locomotive formerly used on the Rib Lake [rail] road. It was brought

Nancy Hanks was the mother of President Abraham
Lincoln. The name was later given to a race horse

NEWS

down the main line [of the Wisconsin Central Railroad] and a temporary spur track was laid to
the machine shop, in front of which the old engine now stands while undergoing repairs.

and still later to a locomotive owned by the Georgia
Central Railway.
In Wisconsin the name was given to a locomotive
owned by the Wisconsin Central Railroad which used
it for many years on its spur between Chelsea and
Rib Lake.
The Wisconsin Central had extensive locomotive
repair and maintenance facilities. I surmise the
Wisconsin Central had sold or leased the old
locomotive to W. A. Osburn Lumber Co. now
running the former Kennedy mill complex at Rib
Lake; that would explain why the Nancy Hanks was
being repaired in Medford.
The W. A. Osburn locomotive #3 with a string of
logging cars at the Rib Lake hot pond is shown at
page 9 of the “Pictorial History of Rib Lake.” The
locomotive pictured is a Heisler, its pistons mounted
in a semi-upright position for greater power; it was
not the Nancy Hanks.

4/6/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

The New Catholic Church at Medford -- Dimensions to be 63 x 136 feet, basement full size
of building 10 feet high, main tower 125 feet. The building will cost according to the latest
estimate by the architect not more than $10,000.

This beautiful brown brick edifice was replaced by a
new building c. 1978. I saved a classic Gothic arched
2x4 foot stained glass window and installed it in my
home at N8643 CTH C, Rib Lake. RPR

4/6/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

E.C. GETCHEL OPERATES GENERAL STORE AT RIB LAKE -- While at Rib Lake the
other day, we called at the general store of E. C. Getchel. Our genial friend Elliot was “at home”
and conducted us through the entire establishment, which we found to be one of the best stocked
general stores in the county. The building covers about 40x140 feet, and every available inch of
room is occupied. It is plan to be seen that Mr. Getchel has prospered immensely, and we expect
he will continue to do so.

E. (Elliot) C. Getchel came to Rib Lake about 1886
and taught school. He than ran successfully for the
position of Taylor County Superintendent of
Education and served one term. Fayette Delos Shaw
hired E. C. as a white collar worker at the new Rib
Lake tannery in 1892 and he quickly became the
general manager there.
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When the U. S. Leather Co. bought the Rib Lake
tannery in September, 1900, the Star & news
reported that E. C. would continue there as general
manager. This versatile and prosperous businessman
is shown here operating a general store located, in all
probability, on McComb Avenue.
Getchel’s former palatial residence was converted by
Elmer Taylor into a funeral home. In 2012 the
imposing building at 933 West Street is being
beautifully restored by its new owner, Jeff Hemer of
Medford, d/b/a Hemer Funeral Service.
4/13/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

ST. PETER LUTHERAN CHURCH IN GREENWOOD TO BE BUILT -- Attention!
Carpenters and Stone Masons! The Lutheran Congregation in the Town of Greenwood intends
to build a new church this summer. The dimensions are as follows: 32x50 feet, with a tower of
about 80 feet in height, (dimensions and details are the same as in the new Lutheran Church
[Trinity] at Whittlesey). All carpenters and masons are kindly requested to put in their bids.
Plans and specifications can be seen at the office of the county clerk… The Building Committee

4/13/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE GETS A BAKERY -- Fritz Brede [of Medford] has gone up to Rib Lake to put a
bakery in that burg. We can vouch for Mr. Brede’s ability to make good bread, and other
‘goodies” in that line, from personal experience.

For about ninety years Rib Lakers enjoyed the treat
of freshly baked goods. Brede was followed by John
McRae who with his wife and family operated a
bakery and restaurant for decades; their two story
building still stands on McComb Avenue in 2012
with “Bakery” printed on its cornice.
The McRae’s’ sold to Louis “Louie” Hiegelmeier
who baked and did business in the old McRae
building until c. 1985.
In 2012 the wonderful tradition of small local
bakeries has all but disappeared in north Wisconsin,
although I was delighted to enjoy one in Antigo on
June 30, 2012; my grandchildren and I joyfully
ordered one or more cookies from trays behind old
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fashioned glass show cases.
4/13/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

TOWN ELECTION RESULTS -- The following were elected in April balloting:
Town of Rib Lake: J. P. Seibel, chairman; Peter Christiansen and Theodore Lummerding, side
board; Henry Stelling clerk; Frank J. Hintz treasurer; James McDonald assessor; J. H.
McManue, J. J. Voemastek and Hugh A. McDonald, justices of the peace; Archie McClellan,
Duncan McDonald and Gus Kempf, constables.

It was a virtual sign of the changed times; there were
no Kennedys anywhere. And to boot, Frank J. Hintz,
the owner and operator of a competing sawmill, was
treasurer for the Town of Rib Lake. The Kennedy era
had ended.

Town of Westboro: Ed Evans, chairman; A. Pierce and C. Nelson, sideboard; C. H. Fitze clerk;
A. Fournier treasurer; K. Frehland assessor; Theodore Berger, Paujl McKent and J. Hayes,
justices of the peace; John Frett and J. F. Kibby, constables.
Town of Greenwood: Thomas Brehm chairman; Fritz Peche and Robert Klemm sideboard;
William F. Weinkauf clerk; Franz Rudolf treasurer; Henry Voss assessor; Gustav Pfaff, justice
of the peace; Anton Wudi, Jr., Ed Klein and J. McClusky, constables.
4/20/1901
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RAILROAD WILL BE EXTENDED EASTWARD FROM RIB LAKE -- We see from the Rib
Lake Herald that the Rib Lake spur railroad is to be extended in a north easterly direction this
spring to give the Osburn Lumber Co., [the successor to J.J. Kennedy], transportation for
logging purposes. Work is to be commenced at once, a force of 100 men to be engaged. The
Wisconsin Central, it is said, has the matter in charge, and is building with a view to ultimately
make connection with another [rail] road on the north.

The Wisconsin Central Railroad’s mainline ran
north-south through Taylor County. In 1883 a 5 mile
spur was constructed eastward from Chelsea to serve
the Kennedy saw mill.
For over a decade there had been talk, proposals and
predictions that the Rib Lake spur would be built
eastward. In 1902 the Wisconsin Central acquired
easements from farmers and other landowners east of
Rib Lake allowing them to build. In 1902 the
railroad was constructed eastward for 2 ½ miles
where it turned to the northeast and into Price
County, running along the north bank of the Spirit
River. Two miles southwest of Spirit Falls in Lincoln
County, this new Wisconsin Central Line joined the
Tomahawk, Marinette & Western Railroad, owned
by William H. Bradley, the founder and dominant
lumberman of Tomahawk.

4/27/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

BREDE BAKERY AND LUNCH COUNTER OPENS IN RIB LAKE -- We see by the Rib
Lake Herald that our former townsman, Fritz Brede, has his new bakery in Rib Lake in
successful operation and is giving good satisfaction to his patrons. He has also fitted up a room
in which he gives lunches at all hours of the day.

The former Kennedy saw mill, now owned by the W.
A. Osburn Lumber Co., frequently ran two shifts per
day creating demand for meals at all hours.

4/27/1901

TC STAR &
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WESTBORO HOLOCAUST. The United States Leather Co.’s Tannery in Ashes -- A
LOSS OF FULLY $75,000.00 -- About midnight, Tuesday, the citizens of Westboro was
aroused by an alarm of fire in the large tannery at that place. Every available man in the village
joined in the effort to extinguish the flames, but in spite of all endeavors, the tannery, its
contents, the company boarding house and office, and a private dwelling went to ashes.

The tannery had originally been constructed by John
Duncan. It stood ½ mile southeast of the center of the
village on the banks of Silver Creek.

By hard work the bark yard containing about 2,500 cords of bark was saved. There was a
quantity of finished leather stored in the building awaiting transportation, which was all
consumed, together with the contents of the dry loft and all unworked hides in stock. What
damage was done to the contents of the vats cannot yet be determined, if may amount to a very
considerable sum.

The same edition of the Star & News reported; “The
U.S. Leather Co. had invested about $10,000 in
additions and improvements to the Westboro tannery
and contemplated still further investments this spring
and summer.

In conversation with Mr. Thaxter Shaw, he expressed the opinion that $75,000 would be a very
conservative estimate of the loss, and that it might be more than that figure rather than less.
Whether the establishment will be rebuilt is doubtful, with the probabilities against it from latest
accounts. The property was fairly well insured.
6/15/1901

TC STAR &
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FRANK J. HINTZ MILL BURNS AT RIB LAKE -- The Frank J. Hintz saw mill at Rib Lake
was entirely consumed by fire about 2 o’clock Wednesday morning. The loss was $5,000 with
no insurance. Mr. Hintz proposed to rebuild at once.

The mill was rebuilt on the same site on then west
side of Rib Lake; in 2012 the location is occupied by
Great Northern Cabinetry at 749 Kennedy Street.

6/15/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

BUSINESS BOOM ACCORDING TO J. J. VOEMASTEK -- The Star & News office was
favored by a very pleasant call this week by Editor [John J.] Voemastek of The Rib Lake
Herald. He reports lots of work in his office, activity in town, and a boom in business interests.

Voemastek began publishing the weekly Rib Lake
Herald in December, 1897. Unfortunately, his file
copies of the paper up to 1902 were burned. To date
there are no known copies of The Rib Lake Herald
until 1902.

6/15/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

LAND CLEARING PER F. N. NORTON -- Knowing that Mr. F. N. Norton had large
experience in clearing land we interviewed him: “I cut off the brush and timber, burning what I
do not want to use. Then I tackle the stumps with ropes and pulleys, pulling out those that are
not too large for the team [of horses].

Clearing the of tree stumps was a much harder job
for a settler than cutting down the tree. By using
ropes and pulleys attached to other stumps, the
clearer gained mechanical advantage.
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All stumps that are too large for the team to pull out I blow out with dynamite. I do not wait for
the roots to rot, because that takes too much time and leaves too many roots in the ground.
Dynamite will loosen any stump so that it can be pulled out by the roots [with horses].

Some settlers employed stump pulling machines. A
variety of them were manufactured. They were slow
to move and work.

I put enough dynamite under the larger stumps to split them up, then the team can take out the
sections readily. If the stump does not split, I bore a two inch hole in the center, put in dynamite,
a cartridge and a fuse. That never fails me.

Many new immigrant farmers could not afford stump
pulling machines or dynamite; many began without
owing a horse. They were forced to plant what they
could in between the stumps. They would cut hay
from around the stumps by use of a scythe.

I now have six men with a team at work and they are stumping five acres a week. I vote for
dynamite every time. I pile the stumps and burn them.

The virgin white pine on my land, S ½ NE ¼ 13, 32
2E, was cut in the 1880s. Many of those stumps in
2012 are still sound at the ground level and beneath.
If I wish to remove them, I will need the power of a
large bull dozer. RPR
6/22/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

89 TELEPHONES IN MEDFORD -- Frank Perkins [holder of the telephone franchise in the
City of Medford] invaded our sanctum Wednesday and ruthlessly tore down our telephone card
[a predecessor to a telephone book]. He put a new one in its place. On that card we found a list
of 89 phones ready for action, and we are informed that several more are spoken for. A short
time ago we regarded the telephone as a luxury, now it ranks among the necessities.

The first telephone in Rib Lake was J.J. Kennedy’s
office and permitted him to talk to Medford. It is
unclear to what extent there were phones in Rib Lake
in 1901. The Rib Lake depot, like all others on the
Wisconsin Central Railroad, had the telegraph. It was
used regularly by the station agent for railroad
business. As the people had need and money, such
telegraph could be used for the general public.

6/22/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

HORSE STABLES FOR TAYLOR COUNTY COURTHOUSE -- NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS -- Sealed bids will be received at the office of the county clerk up to June 27,
at 10 o’clock a.m. for the building of horse stables for Taylor county, with stone basement, 30 x
26 feet and an addition 12 x 30 feet. Specifications can be seen at the office of the county clerk.
Contract will be let to the lowest bidder, but the right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
Building Committee

The June 22 edition of the Star & News also
reported: “A crew is at work setting telephone poles.
They have them set about a mile south of
[Westboro]; the [telephone] line will run from
Phillips to Medford and will later have a connection
to Mellen.”
The need for these stables was akin to the modern
need for a parking lot. Jurors and others who have
business at the courthouse needed a place to shelter
their hoses. When the State Bank of Medford built its
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new building in downtown Medford c. 1975, it
installed hitching rails to accommodate Amish
patrons.
6/22/1901

TC STAR &
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SAENGERFEST -- We write this note on Friday, a [railroad] passenger car stands on the switch
[track]; the car was sent here for the purpose of conveying about forty of Medford’s musicians
to the great feast of melody, the Saengerfest [German for singing festival] to be given in
Marshfield.
About two weeks ago the director came and met our singers and was so well pleased with their
work that he urged their attendance and in making up the program he assigned two numbers to
be rendered by the Medford singers exclusively. The grand chorus [a mass chorus made up of all
choirs attending] will comprise about 300 voices, coming from nearly 30 different cities, and
the occasion will furnish a rare treat in harmony for all lovers of music, but, especially so for all
understanding the German language. This editor does not understand the German tongue, but he
does delight in harmony made by our German friends.

6/22/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

ANOTHER CASE OF SMALL POX AT WESTBORO -- Another case of small pox was
reported by Dr. McClure last Friday in the south east part of the town. Health officer C. A.
Lawrence placed the premises under quarantine and has taken every precaution to prevent the
spread of the disease.

German speaking countries have an especially rich
choral music tradition. For years Medford had its
own Maennerchor, men’s’ chorus. It regularly
performed at Germania Hall. This public auditorium
stood for half a century at the southeast corner of
South Second and Ogden Streets.
Note that the Wisconsin Central Railroad furnished a
passenger car exclusively for the Medford contingent
going to and from the Saengerfest.

The Star & News has reported several small pox
cases at Westboro and elsewhere including a group
of Indians who had returned from Kansas and were
living in the Town of Cleveland; twelve deaths were
reported there.
The 6/18 edition also reported: “ASHLAND’S
SMALLPOX. There were over 100 cases of
smallpox treated at the Ashland pest house during the
winter at a cost of $5,000.”

6/29/1901

TC STAR &
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BEER TRAIN -- On July 3rd we saw three [railroad] cars pull out of Medford profusely
decorated on sides, top and ends, with big flags, little flags and medium size bunting. They were
[railroad] car loads of beer from Voshmik’s Val Blatz beer depot and were bound for Chelsea,
Rib Lake and Westboro. There’s no reason for any one having a dry celebration in those regions.

Voshmik had a beer depot on the southwest corner of
Main and Division Streets in Medford. He stored
their bottles and kegs of Blatz beer brought into
Medford by train. He profusely decorated three
railroad cars of beer sent to Chelsea, Rib Lake and
Westboro to quench the thirst of their Fourth of July
celebrations.
Drinking and over-drinking continues to be a hot
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button issue. In Rib Lake in 2011, a Rib Lake tavern
created problems in Rib Lake during the weekend Ice
Age Days festival. According to Village President
Wayne Tlusty, “Tlusty said as far as he was
concerned, the situation at The Frosted Mug created a
lot of problems last year. “The party’s going-out-ofbusiness or whatever they put on the door--$10 or
$20 for all you can drink.” Tlusty said.” Taylor Co.
Star News, July 5, 2012.
7/6/1901

TC STAR &
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RIB LAKE BASEBALL TEAM PLAYS MEDFORD -- Two [railroad] car loads of people
came down from the north [to Medford] last Sunday to see the Rib Lake boys “mop the ground”
with the Medford ball players. The moping was pretty well done, a score of 28 to 14 proves that,
but it was the Medford’s team who took the high figures.
True, the grounds were in bad condition, but it was no worse for one side than the other. For a
while at the start the Medford’s felt about the color of an indigo pot because of the reckless way
Rib Lake piled up runs against them, but they soon had bluing to spare and gave the other boys
plenty of it. While the game was slow because of the mud, it was well contested and Medford,
of course, is satisfied with the results.

7/27/1901
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WESTBORO SAW MILL OWNER DIES -- Levi Heidrick who secured the organization of the
Heidrick & Matson Lumber Company of Westboro and was one of the principal stockholders
was expected here this week and a telegram was received Saturday announcing the day he
would arrive. Before it was delivered, another came announcing the fact of his death and both
dispatches were delivered at the same time. He died at his home in Brookville, Pennsylvania. He
had been in poor health for some time but was not thought seriously ill. No farther particulars
have reached us.

His saw mill stood on the west bank of Silver Creek
¼ mile north of the current CTH D bridge across
Silver Creek.
The edition of 8/3/1901 reported that Levi Matson
accidentally caused a loaded shot gun he kept in a
closet to discharge into his stomach causing his
death. “Mr. Heidrick was a native of Germany, age
56 and had large interests in the lumber business in
Pennsylvania as well as in Wisconsin and West
Virginia. He was also manager of large woolen mills
in the town in which he resided. He leaves his wife
and four sons and five daughters to sorrow. F.
Heidrick, manager of the Westboro mill, is one of the
surviving sons.”

8/10/1901

TC STAR &
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LARGE CHIPPEWA FALLS SAW MILL CLOSES -- Kapp, Stout & Co. whose mills were at
Chippewa Falls, after fifty-five years of uninterrupted lumber making, will saw its last log next
week and the affairs of the company will be wound up, the corporation going out of existence.
This firm has had at times 3,000 men on its payroll, has never had a strike or trouble of any kind
with its men. Chippewa Falls owes its existence to the building of the Knapp, Stout & Co.’s
mills

8/10/1901

TC STAR &
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This was principally a pine operation receiving the
bulk of its logs from the Chippewa River on which
the huge saw mill was located. A lot of Westboro
area white pine was floated there via Silver Creek to
the Jump and Chippewa Rivers.

RESPONSE TO PRO LYNCHING SPEECH -- The spectacle of a United States Senator whose
province it is to help make laws and provide for their enforcement, standing before a intelligent
audience of Wisconsin men and women defending lynch law and shot gun methods at the polls
is humiliating, and the disgrace of it is without palliation. Yet, that is what Senator Tillman did
at Marinette.

This well written, insightful article appeared on the
first page as a single paragraph in the midst of other
articles.

The “Official” Paper -- Some three or four weeks ago the Rib Lake Herald announced that it
had been created the official organ of Taylor County by “the honorable printing committee,” and
notified the officials at the court house that it had a few nuts to crack in the near future. The
cause of this unverified announcement and implied threat was the fact that the officials failed to
grasp the Herald’s importance under its new title. John [Voemastek, owner and editor of the Rib
Lake Herald] expected to receive at least from fifty to one hundred dollars worth of county

Taylor County, like all Wisconsin counties, had to
designate a newspaper the official organ in which it
would publish notices, proceedings and other
announcements and news. This was a major source
of revenue for the paper chosen. For years the Taylor
County Star & News had been the “official paper.”

On the opposite side of the first page appeared this
paragraph: “At the Chautauqua Assembly at
That the audience should have listened to him without protest would have been sufficiently
Marinette, Senator Tillman, a U.S. senator
humiliating, but when it broke into applause in endorsement of his most un-American
representing South Carolina, made an address in
utterances, it placed each hand clapper in the faggot kindling, illegal hanging and shotgun class. which he defended South Carolina for disfranchising
(sic) the colored population. He declared that, if
We do not believe that giving universal suffrage to the colored people was a wise measure, and
necessary, the people would use shot guns to keep
have never so believed. BUT OBEDIENCE TO LAW IS MORE IMPORTANCE IN A
colored men from voting, and he approved of their
REPUBLIC THAN ANY OTHER ONE THING. When Tillman’s doctrine becomes established determination. He was frequently applauded.”
as the generally accepted view, we will have, first, anarchy, then strong handed despotism to
restore order, but the republic will be dead. (emphasis added)
The Star & News response to Senator Tillman was
not labeled an editorial although it did from time to
It will never come to that, however, the South will yet give the franchise to every intelligent
time run “EDITORIAL NOTES” on its front page.
law-abiding citizen; the North will yet take voting rights away from men who applaud such
incendiary utterances as those of Tillman. Better endure even a bad law than to uncage the
hyenas of anarchy. Bad laws can be changed to good ones; but if the lynchers once gain
ascendency, good laws will not be asked for.
8/24/1901
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printing a week by this act on the part of the honorable printing committee, and simply because
the work failed to materialize he hands out a little bluff. We have waited now four weeks for a
glimpse of the nuts, but none have been presented. We have concluded that they will not terrify
any one if they are presented, and we respectfully request him to bring on his nut, or
acknowledge that he has none.
9/7/1901

TC STAR &
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GAD GETS SAW MILL - Supt. John Lytle informs us that the new saw mill being erected by
the Hollister Bros. for Frank Schlais at Gad is nearing completion. It will be in operation about
the 20th of September. The mill will be equipped with a 60 horse power [steam] engine and a
stone foundation laid in cement and with new machinery throughout. Link chain transfers have
been installed for carrying lumber and slabs. The edger and trimmer were built at the Medford
Machine shop and are well constructed. They have between seven and eight hundred thousand
feet of logs on skids which will be sawed before snow flies.

9/28/1901
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Machinery Breaks Down -- The Langenberg brick machine at the local yards was broken down
in some peculiar and inexplicable manner Monday afternoon. It was so badly damaged that Mr.
Langenberg stated today that he was undecided whether or not to have it repaired for further use
this season. About 1,000,000 brick, or two kilns full, have been turned out already this season
and will probably be sufficient to supply all demands until spring. Mr. Langenberg went to
Whittlesey Tuesday to look after his [brick] yards there. Both yards have had good runs this
season and several good contracts are still in prospect.

The headquarters and main brick yard for the
Langenberg Brick Manufacturing Co. was in Stevens
Point. It successful Taylor County yard was at
Whittlesey located where in 2012 the Lions Park
stands. Remains of the kilns can still be seen there.
Its red-orange brick were each stamped with the
initials “L. B. M.”

10/12/1901
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KIGER MILL SHIPPING VIA WHITTLESEY -- Peter Johnson has contracted with Mr.
Sullivan to haul the season’s cut of lumber from the [Marion] Kiger mill in Greenwood to the
side track in Whittlesey. The mill has acquired a fine, new planner.

The Whittlesey side track was a short second railroad
track parallel to the Wisconsin Central mainline; it
allowed the lumber to be loaded into boxcars, and
when ready, to be shipped. This means the Marion
Kiger mill has transitioned from a mill merely for
local needs to one playing on the commercial market.

10/19/1901
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WESTBORO COMPANY BUYING POTATOES FOR SHIPMENT -- The Westboro
Mercantile Company will pay highest market price for several thousand bushels of potatoes.
Call or write them.

At the time, potatoes were a major crop in Taylor
County. Prior to World War I, a potato warehouse
stood on Ella Street in Rib Lake between Landaal
and Fayette Ave; it annually shipped local “spuds”
via the Wisconsin Central Railroad.

10/19/1901

TC STAR &

RIB LAKE SHORTS - From The Rib Lake Herald -- The construction gang on the logging
railroad is out about six miles [east of town].

The extension of the railroad track eastward from Rib
Lake is under construction. Measured by the actual
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Mrs. Oscar Lange returned from the Battle Creek Sanitarium Thursday morning, much
improved in health.
Dr. William started for Rib Lake and was taken sick on the road with hemorrhage of the
stomach. Although it is quite bad we have hopes he will be with us soon.
N.G. Norton of Butternut, Wisconsin, will run the charcoal kilns at [Rib Lake]. If he finds
everything satisfactory, he will move his family here. He is an expert charcoal manufacturer and
a good citizen.
10/19/1901
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HOMESTEAD HALF MILE EAST OF LITTLE SPIRIT LAKE -- DEPARTMENT OF THE
INTERIOR, Land office at Wausau, Wis. -- Notice is hereby given that the following named
settler has filed notice of his intention to make final proof in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the Clerk of Circuit Court at Medford, Wisconsin, on October 28,
1901, viz: Henry Wagner, who made H. E. [Homestead Entry] No 7174, for the W ½ SW ¼,
Section 4, Town 33 N, Range 3 East.

route of the right-of-way, the construction gang was
near Mud Lake.
While the primary use of the extension was for
logging, the easements for the line were in the name
of the Wisconsin Central Railroad, which in 1902
was taken over by the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault
Ste. Marie Railroad. The latter known as the “Soo”
Line.
Rib Lake area lands were still being acquired from
the federal government by way of the Homestead
Act.
The 80 acre parcel claimed by Wagner is just ½ mile
east of the Little Spirit public boat landing.

He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said
land, viz: Otto Olson, S.M. Swanson, Pat J. Cullen and Anton Lundquist, all of Rib Lake. /s/
John W. Miller, Register
10/26/1901
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RIB LAKE SHORTS - From the Rib Lake Herald -- Frank J. Hintz is building a telephone line
from his store to his saw mill.
William Hess and his men have to hustle to supply the demand for ground bark, and this means
that the tannery is running almost to its full capacity.
Rib Lake is to have another store, which will be located in Voss’s building. The owner, Mr.
Christianson, is from Marshfield.

11/2/1901
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The first step in extracting tannic acid from tan bark
was to run it through a grinder. Its capacity
determined the upper limit of tannery production.
The Voss building stood where Barry Anderson’s
Body Shop exists in 2012: 840 McComb Ave.

Dr. R.G. Werner has returned from his trip East and established himself in his office on Third
Street. He tells us he has worked hard the past few months.

Rib Lake’s Third Street is exactly one block long
running between Railroad and Church Street; J.J.
Kennedy created it in 1895 in the Original Plat of the
“Village of Rib Lake.”

McKinley’s Assassin Electrocuted. Was Quietly Disposed of Tuesday Morning, and the
Remains Cremated in Quick Lime and Acid -- Auburn, New York, Oct. 29: at 7:12:30
o’clock this morning Leon Czolgosz, murderer of President William McKinley, paid the

Czolgosz had been convicted of the assassination
which resulted in vice president Teddy Roosevelt
becoming president.

extreme penalty enacted by law for his crime. He was shocked to death by 1,700 volts of
electricity…

11/2/1901

11/15/1901
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The article quoted Czolgosz talking to witnesses as
he was strapped in the chair: “I killed the President
because he was an enemy of the people, of the good
working people. I am not sorry for my crime.”

ANOTHER SAW MILL FOR THE TOWN OF GREENWOOD -- Mr. C. C. McNamar,
accompanied by his eldest son, arrived here last week from Richland County, and they are now
engaged in preparing a home for their families and erecting a saw mill in the Town of
Greenwood. They are located on section 34, 32, 2 East-not far from the Urquhart Post Office.
They appear to be industrious, intelligent, and the kind of people that make good citizens, and
we bespeak a hearty welcome for them.

The site is just a mile west of the Marion Kiger mill
opened in January, 1901.

MARSHFIELD COMPANY LOGGING SOUTH OF GOODRICH -- E. Finney of Marshfield,
representing the Upham Lumber Company of that city, stopped over in Medford on his way to
the four [logging] camps of his company on the logging [rail] road running north of Athens. He
reports satisfactory progress.

The Upham Lumber Co. wanted the railroad line
extended north of Athens to tap its rich timberlands.
The extension eventually reached Goodrich and for a
while the Soo Line offered passenger service to and
from Goodrich.

The same edition reports: “John Frey is building a
mill. The Steen boys and Johnny Lemke are sawing
firewood with their machine.” I surmise the machine
was a gas or kerosene engine which was then very
popular.

In 1906 the Rib Lake Lumber Co. built a spur off this
Athens-Goodrich railroad to serve its Camp 1.
11/15/1901

TC STAR &
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TAYLOR COUNTY STAR & NEWS CHANGES HANDS -- On Saturday last, November 9th,
my connection with the STAR & NEWS as editor and proprietor ceased, having sold the
property on that day to Mr. J. H. Waggoner…
/s/ Peter Danielson

12/6/1901
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In time, the Townships of McKinley and Jump River
MOVE TO CREATE A NEW TOWN -- Petition Filed with County Clerk Asking for a
Division of the Town of Westboro -- A petition signed by a number of residents of the Town
were created from land taken from the Town of
of Westboro asking for the creation of a new town to be formed by setting apart two townships
Westboro.
from the western end of Westboro was filed with County Clerk Martin on Monday. It is
proposed to make the line between ranges 2 and 3, west, town 33, the dividing line, thus forming
a new town of township 33 ranges 3 and 4…
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Wagoner consolidated the Star & News with two
other Medford papers, the Medford Sentinel and
Republican.

12/6/1901
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Amateur Play at Westboro -- “Under the Laurels” will be played by the Westboro Amateur
Dramatic Society Saturday evening at W. O. W. hall. The proceeds will be used to buy a new
organ for the Westboro High School.

W.O.W. stood for Woodmen of the World; it was a
lodge headquartered in Omaha, Nebraska; there were
other chapters of this lodge in Medford, Rib Lake
and most Wisconsin lumber towns. It performed a
major social function and sold life insurance.
The same edition of the Star & News published a list
of Medford’s “civic societies” including “Medford
Camp, No. 1378, M. W. A.” The initials stood for
Modern Woodmen of America. Its officers were: V.
C., Peter Danielson; W. A., Chris Ziemer; Clerk,
Elias L Urquhart; and banker, William A. Warren.

12/13/1901
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PINE AND HEMLOCK - Rising Price for One and Threatened Corner of the Other -- The
price list committee of the Mississippi Valley Lumbermen’s Association at Minneapolis, the
other day, agreed to advance the price of lumber from 50 cents to $3 a thousand [board feet],
according to grade. The committee says the immense demand is responsible for this action.
Altoona, Penn., correspondents say that interests closely identified with those of John A.
Dubois, the Pennsylvania lumber king, are backing of a project having for its aim the cornering
of the hemlock market. Twenty million dollars are said to be at the disposal of the combination.
Mr. Dubois has sent representatives to half a dozen states and their work has been done so
quietly that its nature and intent were not revealed until the “corner” had been practically
affected. Hemlock is $14 to $15 [per 1,000 board feet], but it is thought the scramble for it that
will now ensue will bring the price up to $19 or $20. The latter figure is the one fixed by the
combination for letting go of their vast accumulations.
A Milwaukee lumberman interested in hemlock, says the [Milwaukee] Sentinel, scouts the
report that a corner had been formed in that lumber. He says: “if Pennsylvania men have really
tried to perfect such a corner, they have [not] reckoned with their host. Wisconsin has a
practically unlimited amount of hemlock, which is in so many hands that to combine the
producers would be impracticable.”
“The Pennsylvania hemlock supply is annually less, and it is only a question of time when
Wisconsin and other Northwestern states will be called upon to furnish a large part of the
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The State of Pennsylvania had large hemlock forests;
in fact, its official state tree is the hemlock.
The existence of a “price list committee” reminds me
of the days the Wisconsin State Bar had its “Uniform
Fee Schedule.” When I was admitted to the
Wisconsin Bar in 1972, the admittees were furnished
a copy of the Schedule; it prescribed the
“recommended” minimum charge for common tasks
a general practitioner would likely encounter.

Easterners’ supply. At present, much [hemlock] cut in Wisconsin is going East, and Wisconsin
can break the corner, if such a plan is really being considered.”
12/13/1901
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Alice Kennedy and Arthur W. Pollatz to WED -- County clerk William Martin issued a
marriage license to Arthur W. Pollatz and Alice Kennedy of Rib Lake on Wednesday.

12/13/1901
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WELLS DRILLED AT RIB LAKE -- Sweet & Schafer have completed operations at Rib Lake
and vicinity; where they have drilled about 25 wells. Their outfit has been moved to Chelsea
where they also expect to put down a number of wells.

At the time, the majority of wells initially used by
settlers were hand dug. Some where simply holes in
the ground, others were lined with wood and still
others with rock. You can see a hand dug well built
at the McGillis pine camp at SE NW 13 33 2E; it’s
along the Nordic ski and snowshoe trail.
Sweet & Schafer had a well drilling machine, driving
a casing into the ground.

12/13/1901
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PUSHING ITS CLAIM - Taylor County Seeks to Recover Cost of Small Pox Cases -- Good
progress is reported by District Attorney G. W. Adams in securing testimony which will enable
Taylor County to recover the money expended for the care of Indians during the smallpox
epidemic last winter. Before acting on the claim, exact and detailed statements were required by
the government showing the number of cases of smallpox, the cost to the respective towns, as
well as the facts in reference to the residence of the Indians in those towns.
A report fully covering the desired information has been received by Mr. Adams from Chairman
W. H. Hanley of the Town of Cleveland. Form this it appears that the Indians living in that town
are members of the Pottawatomie and Chippewa tribes. There were 60 cases of smallpox among
them last winter, resulting in 9 deaths, while the expense to the town was $1,850. A similar
report will be received in a short time from the chairman of the Town of Westboro, and these
documents will be forwarded to Indian Agent S. W. Adams at Ashland.
The matter involves between $2,500 and $3,000, that amount having been repaid to the Towns
of Cleveland and Westboro by Taylor County. There are about 200 and 300 Indians living in the
county, principally in the two towns mentioned. They are members of tribes owning lands from
which revenue is derived, but have taken up their residence in the unsettled part of Taylor
County. Last winter smallpox broke out among them and for the protection of white residents
the towns were obliged to care for the Indians at a considerable expense. The present movement
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The only known physical evidence of Indian
residence in Taylor County is “the Indian Farm”
within the Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest in
the Town of Westboro. A grassed dancing circle is
still to be seen where an Indian “village” existed for
several years in the nineteenth century. Authorities
no longer give its precise location in an effort to
protect the site. Ironically, personnel of the National
Forest substantially degraded the site by machine
planting red pine on much of it.

is not only to recover from the federal government the amount thus expended BUT ALSO TO
COMPEL THE REMOVAL OF THE INDIANS TO THEIR RESERVATIONS. THEY ARE
UNDESIRABLE NEIGHBORS and the fact that many of them are living in a locality makes it
impossible to sell lands in that vicinity to actual settlers. (emphasis added)
District Attorney Adams has taken hold of the matter and is pushing it with his characteristic
vigor.
12/13/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

LOCOMOTIVE TO RIB LAKE -- The Heidrick & Matson [Lumber Company’s] engine
[railroad locomotive] has gone to Rib Lake to haul logs for the Osburn Lumber Company this
winter.

Heidrick and Matson did not have a logging railroad
stretching into the woods. They had a variety of spur
tracks in and about their saw and planning mills and
usually needed their own locomotive to do switching
there. Here they leased their locomotive to the W. A.
Osburn Lumber Co of Rib Lake which had use for
the engine both in its yard and on the 6 miles of
newly constructed railroad exploiting the rich
timberlands east of Rib Lake.
[The Star & News continues to mistakenly refer to
the W. A. Osburn Lumber Co. as Osborn; I will
continue my practice of using the correct spelling,
notwithstanding what the Star & News prints. RPR]

12/13/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

LUMBER COMPANY’S STORE AT RIB LAKE BURNS -- The Rib Lake Mercantile
Company’s store was burned Thursday night of last week, the total loss being $20,000, partly
covered by insurance. In addition to the company’s store, the building was occupied by the post
office, W. A. Osburn Lumber Company’s Office, [and offices or meeting rooms for] Attorney
William Pringle, the Odd Fellow’s, Modern Woodmen, Royal Neighbors and Good Templers
societies. The lodges lost their outfits [for their members]. No mail was lost and the post office
fixtures were saved. The fire started in the attic and is supposed to have been caused by a
[kerosene] lamp exploding.

Like most mid-size or larger lumber companies
operating in Wisconsin at that time, the W. A.
Osburn Lumber Co. owned and operated a general
store. At many locations—but not at Rib Lake—the
company store provided a convenient way to use
“script” issued by the lumber company in lieu of U.S.
currency which was often in short supply.

12/13/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

ANGUS KENNEDY RETURNS FROM VISITING MOTHER -- Mr. Angus and Mrs. Sara
Kennedy and children returned home [to Rib Lake] last Saturday from a visit of seven weeks
with relatives in New York and Canada. Mrs. Kennedy’s mother is 93 years. Her home is in
Canada. Mrs. Kennedy’s people live in central New York [state].

Angus Kennedy was a brother to John J. and was a
member of the party who on August 8, 1881, camped
on the shores of Rib Lake and built the very first
homes, buildings and saw mill. He was for decades
closely associated with J. J. in the lumbering business
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at Rib Lake serving as general manager of his
brother’s concern.
12/20/1901

TC STAR &
NEWS

More Testimony Received -- Chairman Edward Evans of the Town of Westboro has forwarded
to District Attorney Adams a report covering the facts relative to the smallpox epidemic among
the Indians in that Town last winter. There were 26 cases of the disease and five deaths. The
Indians were Pottawattamie (sic) and Chippewas, whose homes are in Jackson County, Kansas
[following their removal from their probable birthplace of northern Wisconsin].
They do not wish to return there [Kansas] because there is no hunting in that region. Chairman
Evans reports that their removal from [the Town of Westboro] is desirable because their
presence obstructs the settlement of the Town, people being afraid of them, and because they
kill game out of season. All the testimony in the matter has been forwarded to [the United States
Indian Agent at] Ashland by District Attorney Adams, but it will probably be several months
before action is taken by the [federal] government.

This testimony was “evidence” supplementing the
claim of Taylor County to be reimbursed for money
it paid the Towns of Cleveland and Westboro in
caring for Indians during the recent smallpox
epidemic. In addition, the County wanted the federal
government to remove the Indians from Taylor
County.
See the edition of 12/13/1901 for a related, prior
article.

1902
1/3/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

New Sawmill Machinery -- A three saw edger was recently shipped to the Holliday Lumber
Company at Curtis by Campbell and Anschutz, proprietors of the Medford Machine Shop &
Foundry. This company is also making a single-block hand (band?) shingle machine for Frank
J. Hintz of Rib Lake and a new gang slasher which is to be put into the sawmill of the Medford
Manufacturing Company of Medford.

It’s easy to overlook the ubiquity of cedar shingle
making. Some concerns had shingles as their end-all
and be-all. Others like Frank J. Hintz, added shingle
making to lumber production. The virgin wetlands of
Taylor County were many and were often covered by
thick stands of northern White cedar. Naturally rot
resistant, cedar was easily split or sawed into shingles
which roofed nearly every local building of the time.
In addition to roofing, shingles could be the
permanent siding of a building.

1/3/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

W. A. OSBURN DIES -- W. A. Osburn of Dubois, Pennsylvania, vice-president of the W. A.
Osburn Lumber Co. of Rib Lake, died at his home on Christmas day. He was 39 years old and is
survived by his wife and six children and other relatives.

On September 14, 1900, W. A. Osburn and others
for $525,000 bought out the J.J. Kennedy Lumber
Co. Incorporated; see document #13,888. On May 6,
1902, the W. A. Osburn Lumber Co. formally
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changed its name to the Rib Lake Lumber Co.,
Incorporated.
W. A. Osburn died December 25, 1901, without a
will. This fact and his vice-presidency caused J.J.
Kennedy to sue his heirs to have a court authoritively
determine who got what.
1/10/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

BIG SALE OF REAL ESTATE -- Northwestern Lumber Company of Eau Claire Buys 42,000
Acres in Taylor Co. The Purchase Price is $ 210,000. Property Formerly Belonged to Chippewa
Lumber and Boom Company and is Timbered Land.

The legendary Frederick Weyerhaeuser was long
associated with the seller which had already cut all
the pine from the tract.

One of the biggest real estate deals ever made in Taylor County was completed during the past
week. Forty-two thousand acres were transferred in the Towns of Molitor and Cleveland in
Towns 32 and 33, Ranges 1, 2 and 3 west. The property was sold by the Chippewa Lumber and
Boom company to the Northwestern Lumber Company of Eau Claire and includes practically all
the holding of the former company in this county.

The buyer’s railroad, the Stanley. Merrill & Phillips,
would transport the remaining timber to the buyers
huge saw mill at Stanley.

The price paid for the tract is about $210,000. It is timbered land, being covered with hemlock
and hardwood forest, and is also good farming land. The intention of the purchase is to cut the
timber as fast as practicable and then dispose of the land to settlers. Logs cut on the tract will be
sawed at Stanley, where the Northwestern Lumber Co. has a sawmill.
6/10/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

FIRE AT RIB LAKE -- Business Places and Dwelling Burned with Loss of $8,000 -- Fire
broke out at 1:45 o’clock Friday morning in Buxton & Co.’s drug store and destroyed it together
with Dr. O.E. Werner’s home, office, barn and adjoining buildings occupied by the Rib Lake
Mercantile Co. Dr. Werner and Buxton & Co. carried insurance to the amount of $3,000. The
Rib Lake Mercantile Co. had no insurance, but saved some goods.

Note that Dr. Werner’s residential buildings inside of
the village included a barn. He owned at least one
horse to power his sleigh or wagon when making
house calls.

This is the second disastrous fire at Rib Lake within a few days.
6/10/1902
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REDUCTION IN LAND FORFEITED DUE TO NON PAYMENT OF TAXES -- The tax deed
notice by the Taylor County clerks during the same period corroborates the details of the
delinquent lists and confirms the conclusions deduced there from. In 1896 the notice contained
2234 [land] descriptions, and in 1901, only 1121---only 8 more than one-half the former
number.

Such misplaced optimism.

And the manifest greater activity in sales of lands, the more rapid settlement of the county, and
the increasing value and permanence of its development, certainly promised during the five
years next to come, indicated constantly increasing reductions in these lists, as shown by the
experience of older counties in the state, until in the very near future, NEARLY EVERY ACRE
OF LAND IN TAYLOR COUNTY WILL BE OCCUPIED AND TILLED BY ITS OWNER,
who will pay his taxes to the town or city treasurer before return-day to the county treasurer.
(emphasis added)
1/3/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

NEW ‘HOT POND” AT MEDFORD -- The Medford Manufacturing Co. has placed a pile
driver on the ice over the Black River for the purpose of driving piles for a “hot pond” to enable
them to thaw logs for sawing.

The water within a wooden walled pond next to the
saw mill would be kept from freezing; this was done
by circulating steam through a system of pipes laid
on the river bed within the “hot pond.” Normally
leaving a frozen log in the heated water overnight
was sufficient to thaw it; once thawed, the log was
taken into the saw mill via a “bull chain” for sawing.
The Rib Lake Lumber Co. through out its existence
used a hot pond. It was located within a small portion
of Rib Lake; in 2012 its location is marked by an
official Wisconsin State Historical Marker.

1/10/ 1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

The Wisconsin CENTRAL Railway -- The Wisconsin Central Railway maintains a daily train
service between Chicago, Milwaukee, Manitowoc, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Ashland and Duluth,
reaching Eau Claire, Chippewa Falls, Marshfield, Hurley, Ironwood and Bessemer as well as the
principal points of Wisconsin en route. Connections with roads [other railroad companies]
running south, east, west and north are made at terminal points.
Pullman sleepers are attached to all night trains and meals are served a la carte. Any agent of the
Wisconsin Central Ry. will be pleased to give you further information, furnish tickets and
reserve sleeping car accommodations.

The Wisconsin Central Railway used the term
“railway” at this time to distinguish itself from its
prior corporation which used the term “railroad.” The
name change was part of managing the company’s
financial woes which forced it into prolonged
bankruptcy proceedings.
I normally use the term Wisconsin Central Railroad
for the sake of simplicity even where the term
“railway” should technically be used. RPR

/s/ James C. Pound, General Passenger Agent, Milwaukee, Wis.
1/17/1902
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NEWS

PARTY OF INDIANS PASS THROUGH MEDFORD TO JOIN SETTLEMENT IN
TAYLOR COUNTY -- A party of 20 or 25 Indians passed through Medford Wednesday on
their way to Perkinstown, it being their intention to join the settlement of Indians on the Yellow
River in the northern part of Taylor County. They came from Kansas and among them were a

There are in Newspaper Notes two prior articles on
this topic printed in 1901.
It is hard to imagine a worst place to resettle the

number of Indians who went to that state from here several months ago. The party came on the
early morning passenger train and hired teams to take them to Perkinstown from here.
An effort is now being made to have all the Indians living in the northern part of the County
returned to their reservation, which is in Kansas. There they have no hunting and they come
back here because they can hunt. They are mostly Pottawatomie and their home was originally
in Wisconsin.
1/24/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

HOTEL WINCHESTER SOLD -- H. McMullen of Marshfield has purchased the Hotel
Winchester from F. H. Ward. The deal for the transfer of the property was closed the fore part of
the week, it being stated that the purchase price is $18,000.
Mr. McMullen will take charge of the property February 15. He is an old and experienced hotel
man, having been engaged in that business at Marshfield. The Winchester is one of the finest
hotels in this part of the state and has always been well patronized.

1/31/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

AUGUST STEINER OF WHITTLESEY DIES -- August Steiner of Whittlesey, age 66 years,
died on Thursday of last week from paralysis of the heart. The funeral was held on Saturday,
interment being in the cemetery at Whittlesey. Mr. Steiner was an old resident of Taylor
County.
The German language obituary for August Steiner published in der Waldbote reads in its
English translation:
AUGUST STEINER

In 2012, the Pottawatomie have a small reservation in
Forest County, Wisconsin, east of the City of
Crandon.
This Medford Hotel was the idea of John J. Kennedy
and others intent on demonstrating that hemlock
lumber could be successfully used to build a stable,
multi-storied building and, hence, to sell more
hemlock lumber.
The edition of 1/31/1902 reported that the deal for
the sale of the hotel was off.
August Steiner in 1884 emigrated from the small
farming village of Schoenwalde, Silesia—a province
within the Kingdom of Prussia and part of the
German Empire. He settled with his family on an 80
acre parcel of land ½ mile from the Whittlesey train
station, the W ½ SE ¼ 26 32 1E. When he left
Schoenwalde, friends staying there gave him a plate
on which rose blossoms were painted and the
following poem written in German:

Again we have received the sad assignment to inform the readers of the Waldbote of the passing
of a man who had no fault, dishonesty or wrong about him. He was possessed of good character.
How we wish that everyone were like that man. He was not an average man but made of utterly
reliable and steadfast material. Yet, he walked before his fellow men as a humble person. He
cared for his fellow men in a down-to-earth fashion.

Rosen wilken, Marmor bricht, Aber unsre
Freundshaft nicht.
Roses wilt, Marble breaks, But not our friendship.

He had an excellent education. He was a clear thinker. He made insightful decisions of those
questions which came before him. In all of his dealings he was noble and righteous.

August Steiner was a devout Roman Catholic. The
first mass in Whittlesey was celebrated his home. He
donated part of his farm for the construction of Our
Lady of Perpetual Help Church; it originally stood on

Mr. August Steiner was born on July 4, 1836 in Schoenwalde, Silesia. He was married in the
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Pottawatomie than Kansas, which was a natural,
treeless prairie. Contrast that to the cool natural
unbroken forests which the Pottawatomie historically
called home.

1864. In 1888 he came to America and immediately came to Taylor County, accompanied by his
wife, children and brother Joseph.
Soon the Steiner family gained the respect of everyone who came to know them. For the last six
years before his death he was the postmaster of Whittlesey.
About a year ago this highly regarded man had a stroke. He never fully recovered. We received
the first news of the sad tidings of our dear friend on Thursday. His funeral is today, Saturday, at
the Catholic Cemetery of Whittlesey. The Rev. Birkner from Dorchester has been there since
Wednesday.
For the deceased, to whom we wish eternal peace, mourn a wife [Paulina nee Meissner, also
born in Schoenwalde], a son Albert Steiner, who is married to Anna Erl, three daughters, Mrs.
Anna Gallagher in Whittlesey, Mrs. Bertha Gebauer in Colorado, Louisa in Colby, Wisconsin,
as well as a brother Josef Steiner. Two sons preceded their father in death.

the north side of Whittlesey Avenue next to the
existing Catholic cemetery. He donated the land for
the Catholic cemetery in which he was later buried.
For many years Whittlesey did not have a resident
priest; in those years, when no priest could be found
to celebrate mass, Steiner conducted a prayer service
as well as teaching first communion classes.
I am deeply grateful to name August Steiner as my
maternal great grandfather. RPR

The Waldbote wishes the deeply grieving family its sincere sympathy
`2/7/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO LUMBER COMPANY TO BE FORMED -- J. J. Lingle and Joseph Kaye of
Emporium, Pennsylvania, were in Medford latter part of last week in connection with a deal by
which these gentlemen expect to secure the property owned in Taylor County by the Heidrick &
Matson Lumber Co. of Westboro, the Rousseau & Shepard Company of Chelsea and F. A.
Norton of Chelsea. The deal as made will include the sawmills, real estate and timber owned by
these parties and will involve about $500,000.

Lingle and Kaye were successful in buying out the
Heidrick & Matson Lumber Co of Westboro; their
successor corporation was called the Westboro
Lumber Company which operated the Westboro saw
mill as well as an extensive logging railroad until
1922.

2/7/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

JOHN J., “J. J.,” KENNEDY SERVES AS MANAGER -- Manager J.J. Kennedy of the Osburn
Lumber Company of Rib Lake was in Medford Thursday. Mr. Kennedy states that the present
season is one of the most favorable for logging operations ever experienced in this part of the
state.

On 9-10-1900 John J. Kennedy contracted to sell his
corporation, the J.J. Kennedy Lumber Co., to W. A.
Osburn and associates, who promptly hired J. J. to
work for them.

2/7/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

TO INCORPORATE RIB LAKE. Action Necessary Before that Place can become a FullFledged Village -- Attorney J. B. Hagarty has been retained by the people of Rib Lake to look
after the legal proceedings necessary for the incorporation of that place as a village. First, a
survey is made of the territory to be included within the proposed limits. Second, a census
showing the exact population of this territory is made, after which application is made to the
circuit court judge for permission to organize the village.

The Village of Rib Lake came into existence in May,
1902 after the over-whelming majority of the voters
residing within the proposed village voted yes.

If no sufficient objection is made, this application is granted and an election is then held in the
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The formal Village of Rib Lake was and still is an
island with the Town of Rib Lake. The Village has a
president and village board while the Town has a
board chair [man] and two side board members.

proposed village to decide whether or not it shall be incorporated. If the vote is favorable,
village officers are elected and the village is then fully organized. Some time is required to take
all the preliminary steps and it will probably be nearly two months before the incorporation is
completed. County surveyor Logan has already made a survey of the [proposed] village.

2/7/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

RIB LAKE---Fred Yordi Killed by Logging Locomotive -- Fred Yordi, age 27, was killed
by the logging engine of the W. A. Osburn Lumber Company on Monday afternoon of last
week. He was riding on the front of the engine when the accident happened. His home was near
Neillsville.

FOR WEEKLY, DETAILED NEWS ABOUT THE
INCORPORATION AS WELL AS NEWS ABOUT
WESTBORO, CHELSEA, GREENWOOD,
WHITTLESEY AND PRICE COUNTY
TOWNSHIPS OF HILL AND SPIRIT, see the
Annotated Chronology of The Rib Lake Herald at
www.riblakehistory.com.
This terse, incomplete article is a mere shadow of the
long article devoted to this fatal accident by the Rib
Lake Herald and available at
www.riblakehistory.com. In addition, The Rib Lake
Herald correctly identified W. A. Osburn Lumber
Co.
Given the superior coverage of Rib Lake events in
The Rib Lake Herald, I will cease covering them in
Newspaper Notes except where there is a gap in
coverage in the Annotated Chronology. From here
on, Newspaper Notes will focus on events in
Westboro, Chelsea, Town of Green and Price County
townships of Spirit and Hill as they were reported in
the Taylor County Star & News.

2/14/1902
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Donald Angus Kennedy, born October 30, 1876 in
Spencer, Wisconsin, was the oldest of J.J. Kennedy’s
children; as soon as he came of age, he worked at his
father’s lumber company office and served as an
executive secretary when his father sold out to W. A.
The following officers of the Association were elected: President, J. T. Barber, Eau Claire; Vice- Osburn in September, 1900.
president, W. A. Holt, Oconto; treasurer, A. K. Week, Stevens Point; secretary, F. W. Shepard,
Chelsea, (Taylor County).
The W. A. Osburn Lumber Co., which stationery
advertised “Hemlock & Hardwood Lumber,”
A Milwaukee paper says that members of the Association say that the advance in the price is not promptly hired Donald A. Kennedy to continue at
due to the greater cost of manufacture, but to the fact that hemlock is becoming scarcer and the
the office as both a corresponding and executive
ADVANCE IN Hemlock - Important Meeting OF NORTHWESTERN HEMLOCK
Manufacturers’ AssociatioN -- The prices of hemlock lumber were advanced by the
Northwestern Hemlock Manufacturers’ Association at its meeting in Milwaukee last week. The
advance is from 50 cents to $1 a thousand feet, according to the grade.

fact that the prices of pine lumber have advanced and the hemlock stuff (sic) always follows. An
incomplete roll call developed that the members had on hand 70,000,000 feet and that they will
make in the neighborhood of 145,000,000 feet the coming season
Mr. F. W. Shepard was also appointed chairman of the committee on the grading of the product,
and Donald Kennedy [a son of J.J. Kennedy] of Rib Lake was appointed a member of the same
committee. B. W. Davis of Phillips was appointed a member of the committee on prices.
2/28/1902

T C STAR & RIB LAKE---HOMESTEAD HALF MILE EAST OF TOWN HALL -- [United states] Land
Office at Wausau, Wis., Feb 12, 1902.
NEWS

secretary; e.g. 4/27/1902 Donald drafts
correspondence and signs on behalf of W. A. Osburn
Lumber Company; image #10667. Donald signs the
paperwork changing the corporate name to Rib Lake
Lumber Company on 5/6/1902.

This 40 acre parcel lay on the south side of present
STH 102 just ½ mile east of the Rib Lake Town Hall.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his intention to make
final proof in support of his claim, and that said proof will be made before the Clerk of Circuit
Court at Medford, Wisconsin, on April 2, 1902, viz: Herman Schneider who made [Homestead
Entry] No. 8498 for the NE ¼ of NW ¼ OF Section 30, T. 33 N., R 3 East.
He names the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence jupon and cultivation of
said land, viz: Adolph Schneider, Carl Freiboth, Heinrich True, and William Tetzlaff, all of Rib
Lake, Wisconsin. John W. Miller, Register
3/14/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO -- Heidrick & Matson Lumber Co. Sell to Pennsylvania People -- The
Heidrick & Matson Lumber Company of Westboro have sold their property in this county to
Joseph Kaye, J. W. Kaye and B. W. Green of Emporium, Pa. The deal was concluded this week
and the new owners take possession April 1. The transfer includes the sawmill and store at
Westboro and about 15,000 acres of land, the amount involved being nearly $200,000.

3/21/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

INDIAN TAKES OUT FIRST PAPERS -- Jockey George, an Indian living near Perkinstown,
appeared before [Taylor County] Clerk of Court Cleveland one day this week and took out his
first papers, absolving himself from allegiance to the chief of his tribe and declaring his
intention to become a citizen of the United States. George intends to take up a homestead and
will become a citizen for that purpose. It is believed that this is the first Indian living in Taylor
County who has taken this step.

3/28/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

MEDFORD SAWMILL REBUILT AFTER FIRE -- Work commenced Monday at clearing
away rubbish, from the site of the Medford Manufacturing Company’s sawmill preparatory to
beginning the erection of a larger and better mill to replace the plant recently destroyed by fire.
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The buyers would incorporate the Westboro Lumber
Co and operate the sawmill on the west bank of
Silver Creek ¼ mile north of current CTH D for 20
years.

This mill stood on the east bank of the Black River
next to the dam on the river about 100 feet north of
Broadway—modern STH 64.

3/28/1902

4/4/1902

TC START
& NEWS

TC STAR &
NEWS

The new building is to be 36 x 125 feet in size, a little larger than the old one, and will be
planned differently. It will be located on the west side of the engine and boiler house and will
extend north and south, the old building extending east and west at the north end of the engine
house. Logs will be taken in [from the Black River millpond] at the north end of the mill and the
lumber will come out at the other end on the west side. It is to be a rotary mill with a modern
equipment of saws and appliances and is to have a capacity of 50,000 feet a day, which is larger
than that of the old mill…

This Medford saw mill, related buildings and dry
yard were a fraction of the size, capacity and
complexity of J.J. Kennedy’s operations at Rib Lake.

RIB LAKE---SCHOOL EXPANSION -- An excellent index of the rapid growth of the village of
Rib Alake is the equally rapid growth and progress of its schools. From a two department school
in 1895, it has grown to an overcrowded six department school. Anticipating the need, two
rooms were added last summer but even these fail to fully accommodate comfortably all the
pupils attending. The school now ranks as a state graded school of the first class and the
[school] board is looking forward to the establishment of a high school. Max Goeres is principal
and is ably assisted by the follow teachers, Misses Carter, Davis, Calvert, Hance and Hewill.
Edited by Taylor County Superintendent of Education Arthur J. Latton

I take department to mean a classroom with its own
teacher. There were listed six teachers, all unmarried
women, and one male principal.

TANNERY SUITS ARE SETTLED - CASES STARTED TWO YEARS AGO -- Damage
suits aggregating $72,000 brought against Thaxter Shaw, et. Al., by farmers in Taylor County
were settled out of court this week for $1,500, each of the parties to the actions pay their own
costs.

The defendants were Thaxter Shaw and his brother
Fayette M. Shaw and his son, Fayette Delos Shaw.

The plaintiffs in these actions, which are usually called the “tannery cases,” were John
Berngruber, Nick Schafer, Simon Erickson, Carl Herman, Michael Zenner, Joseph Kranig, Carl
Zimmerman, Conrad Blumenstein and Maury Erickson, all of whom owned farms along the
Little Black River south [of Medford]. The defendants in the cases were the owners of the local
tannery before its sale to the United States Leather Company. About 3 years ago an epidemic of
anthrax killed a number of the cattle and horses owned by these farms and it was claimed that
the germs of the disease came from the tannery, polluting the water in the river.
By the river water overflowing the land belonging to the plaintiffs it was alleged that the
disease germs were planted on their farms and it was sought to recover both for the actual loss of
stock and for damage to the property.
The suits were commenced March 12, 1900, by Bouck & Hilton of Oshkosh, and after various
delays, were set for trial at Stevens Point…. A settlement was made before the trial was begun,
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Later in 1902 the impressive two and a half story red
brick Rib Lake High School was erected south of
Fayette Avenue and east of the “Flats.” It was razed
in c. 1985.

and the actions dismissed. Schweppe & Urquhart of [Medford] represented the defendants.
4/4/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

WESTBORO LUMBER CO. MAKES APPEARANCE -- The Westboro Lumber Company,
which succeeds the Heidrick & Matson Lumber Company, is planning to operate on an
extensive scale. Eight to ten miles of railroad [track] will be built this season and 20,000,000
feet of logs will be put in within the next year. The company has purchased all the real estate
owned by Fred Norton.

Using railroad tracked leased from the Wisconsin
Central Railroad, the Westboro Lumber Company
ran its track beneath the Wisconsin Central’s bridge
over Silver Creek and proceeded westward; over the
years the line developed various spurs and stopped
west of the Mondeaux River.
The same edition of the Star & News reported; “Mr.
[Joseph] Kaye having charge of the [Westboro
Lumber Company’s] extensive operations.”

4/25/1902

TC STAR &
NEWS

THE “WESTERN FEVER.” -- About this time of the year nearly every community of the
middle West is afflicted with an epidemic of “western fever” and the desire to sell out and go
west breaks out with more prominence than smallpox. Some meet with success out west, others
go broke, wander about and finally get back to their starting points satisfied to let well enough
alone, with from five to ten years absolutely wasted -- Merrill Star

4/25/1902
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SUNDAY CLOSING OF SALOONS -- Westboro is to be made a “dry” town Sundays,
citizens of that place having made up their minds to close the saloons on that day in accordance
with the state law.

I take it that the State law prohibiting saloons to be
open on Sunday was not being enforced until citizens
insisted.

As a result of the movement, four saloon keepers of the town, Joseph Trepanier, John Schill, A.
R. Castagner and J. [Jake] Lundeen, were arrested this week and charged with selling liquor last
Sunday. The cases will be heard on Saturday of this week and the prosecution will be conducted
by District Attorney Adams.

When the cases came up for trail, one pled guilty and
was fined $20. The other three cases were dismissed
without prejudice; “defects in the papers issued
caused the dismissal of the 3 suits.”
“At least one of the saloonkeepers has expressed an
intention of fighting the movement to close the
saloons in [Westboro] during Sundays.”

5/2/1902
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RIB LAKE---FIRE HYDRANTS FOR McCOMB AVENUE -- A six inch water main will be
laid on McComb Avenue with hydrants at convenient intervals for the purpose of providing fire
protection. Water will be forced through this main by pumps at the sawmill and the tannery.
This was decided upon at a meeting of the town board and citizens’ committee held recently.

This was in response to the cancellation of fire
insurance suffered by some merchants. With water
pumps on both ends of the line, much greater fire
protection was afforded the tannery and sawmill; if
one pump failed—which was very likely in case of a

fire, the other would take up the slack.
5/9/1902
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WISCONSIN CENTRAL [RAILROAD] ABSORBED -- Chicago, May 7 -- The great
Canadian Pacific [railroad] system is said to have acquired control of the Wisconsin Central
Railway and will use it as entrance to Chicago. The Wisconsin Central will give the Canadian
line an entrance into Chicago and St. Paul. The Canadian Pacific owns the “Soo Line” and also
the Duluth and South Shore Railroad.
The Canadian Pacific is one of the best railroad properties in the country and operates 7,563
miles of railroad from Montreal to Vancouver; the “Soo Line” owns 1,409 miles and the Duluth,
South Shore & Atlantic 568 miles—all belonging to the Canadian Pacific—but operated
separately.

The Wisconsin Central was leased to the Soo Line
and remained so until 1962. Its locomotives and
rolling stock were repainted to read “Soo Line”. In
the eye of the public, the Wisconsin Central had
disappeared and was replaced by the “Soo Line,” a
popular nick-name for the Minneapolis, St Paul &
Sault Sts. Marie Railroad.

THE WISCONSIN CENTRAL OPERATES 1,043 MILES OF ROAD AND HAS PASSED
THROUGH RECEIVERSHIP [BANKRUPTCY], but of late has been doing a good business,
showing a surplus on the right side during the last three years. Wisconsin Central stock has
advanced from $25 to $29 a share in the last 24 hours on the report of its absorption by the
Canadian Pacific. (emphasis added)
5/9/1902
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IMPROVEMENTS AT MEDFORD TANNERY -- Extensive alterations and improvements are
to be made at the local tannery of the United States Leather Co. during the present season. A
new leach house and bark mill will be erected, these taking the place of old buildings, which are
about worn out.
Two bark machines will be put in place of the one now used. The leach house will be made
much larger than the present building and will hold double the number of leaches. The capacity
of the plant will not be increased by these changes, as a new system of production is to be used
which make it necessary to have more room in order to turn out the same quantity of leather.
The estimated cost of these improvements is $10,000…The product of the Medford plant is of
as good quality as that of any of the company’s tanneries handling the same grade of hides and
the fact that these improvements are being made indicates there is no thought of discontinuing
the operation of the [Medford] plant for many years to come.
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When U. S. Leather bought the Rib Lake, Medford,
Perkinstown and other tanneries in September, 1901,
it permanently closed Perkinstown.

5/16/1902
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“RIB LAKE LUMBER COMPANY” FORMALLY CREATED -- At the annual meeting of
the stockholders of the W. A. Osburn Lumber Company the name of that corporation was
changed to Rib Lake Lumber Company. Officers were elected as follows: E. H. Walker,
president and manager; F. C. Chadbourn, vice-president; Donald Kennedy, secretary and
treasurer; J.J. Kennedy, Donald Kennedy, E. H. Walker, A. H. Whitney and James Radicker,
directors.

Donald Angus Kennedy was the eldest son of J.J.
Kennedy.
The Rib Lake Lumber Company came into existence
5/9/1902.

8/8/1902
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FIRST HUNTING LICENSES -- George Kelnhofer, chairman of the Town of Rib Lake, was the
first Taylor County resident to take out a hunting license for 1092. The document was issued to
Mr. Kelnhofer by County Clerk William Martin… The licenses are printed in more durable form
this year, being on heavy manila paper. The coupons for attaching atop the dead deer have brass
eyelets so they are not liable to become detached through handling, as has sometimes happened.

George Kelnhofer general store was the first
commercial building constructed on McComb
Avenue; the building still stands in 2012 on the
northwest corner of McComb and Landaal owned by
Edward Zondlo, d/b/a Ed’s IGA. By coincidence, I
had the pleasure today, July 19, 2012 to talk history
with his great granddaughter, Mrs. Faye Amo, nee
Kelnhofer.

8/29/1902
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WESTBORO RED-LETTER DAY - Laying of Cornerstone for Episcopal Church Edifice
-- Tuesday was a red-letter day for Westboro. A large number of out-of-town people united with
residents in celebrating the laying of the cornerstone for St. Phillip’s church by Bishop Grafton,
assisted by the Rev. Fathers Rodgers and Hitchcock—the latter rector of the new church . A
class of 35 persons was confirmed at an evening service in the A. O. U. W. Hall.

The new Episcopal Church was built where in 2012
the Westboro baseball diamond stands just south of
CTH D.

9/5/1902
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RAILROAD CONDEMNS LAND FOR NEW LINE -- STATE OF WISCONSIN, CIRCUIT
COURT, TAYLOR COUNTY -- In the matter of the petition of the Eau Claire, Chippewa Falls
and Northeastern Railway Company, for the appointment of commissioners to ascertain and
determine the compensation to be made to the owners of and all persons interests in the lands
required by said Railway Company, in the County of Taylor, State of Wisconsin, for the
construction and operation of its main line of railroad in said County of Taylor.

For years frequent rumors and articles sought and
predicted an east-west railroad through Taylor
County, e.g., earlier in 1902 Medford parties met
with officials of the Chicago and Northwestern
Railway to court them to construct a branch line
from Stratford.

To John B. Fleming, Fred N. Norton, Northwestern Lumber Co, Ramsay Land Co., et al.,
…You and each of you are hereby notified that on the 4th day of September, 1902, the petition
of the Eau Claire, Chippewa Falls and Northeastern Railway Company in the above entitled
action was filed in the office of the Clerk of Circuit Court…praying that it be adjudged and
determined that said Railway Company is entitled to take the whole of the lands described in
said petition…and that three disinterested and competent freeholders be appointed …to appraise
the compensation to be made to the owners…. That the object of said petition was to acquire,
condemn and take the lands [described] for the purpose of constructing, maintaining and

The E.C., C. F. & Northeastern was built—in part. Its
constructed line ran directly east in Taylor County
from Donald through Hannibal and stopped 2 miles
east on the banks of the Yellow River where it built
and operated a log loading works; logs floated down
the river were loaded onto flatcars for rail transport to
sawmills. This spot was named “Hughey.”
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operating thereon the line of the railroad …to be built [from Chippewa Falls] to Little Falls
[n/k/a Holcombe] …through counties of Chippewa and Taylor, a distance of 40 miles, to an
intersection with the Wisconsin Central Railway Company in the NW SW 3 31 1E….
…It is the intention of the Petitioner to construct the railroad…and it has surveyed its road over
the lands sought to be acquired for its main line and has actually staked out the center line of its
proposed road over and across the lands desired for such main line…
/s/ W. A. Scott, President, Eau Claire, Chippewa Falls and Northeastern Railway Co.

Note the planned junction with the Wisconsin Central
in the NW SW 3 31 1E. That parcel is 1 mile west of
STH 13 just south of Mulberry Lane. But, the nearest
legal description of land mentioned in the petition
was 2 ½ miles west, the NW SE 6 31 1E. I believe
the railroad was hedging its bets, hoping to get cash
for building into Medford.
While the Ear Claire, Chippewa Falls and
Northeastern never finished its line east of the
Yellow River, the Slachetka family reports that earth
was moved for the right-of-way by a railroad crew
but the right-of-way was never finished. This old
railroad right of way ran east to west across their
land, NW SE 4 31 1E; that is ½ mile directly west of
the “intersection” with the Wisconsin Central
described in the petition. At least one railroad map of
the State of Wisconsin erroneously showed the
railroad constructed between the “intersection” and
Hughey.
The edition of 10/3/1992 reported: “As the result of a
dispatch yesterday, all work was suspended on the
new line of railroad of the Eau Claire, Chippewa
Falls and Northeastern just north of Medford. The
orders stop all work east of the Yellow River. What
significance the new order has is not known.”

9/2/1902
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BUILDING BOOM AT RIB LAKE -- Taylor county’s second city is having a building boom.
Tailor Moseth will build a shop on McComb Avenue; Frank J. Hintz has built a house for his
[fire] engine and hose; Hugh McMillan has his new house well advanced towards completion;
the [Rib Lake Lumber Co.] mill company is erecting a dwelling house on Church Street and has
its new office about ready for occupancy, and is repairing other buildings and extending its
logging [rail] road four miles; and the [United States] Leather company is making extensive
changes and improvements.

The Railroad logging operations of the Rib Lake
Lumber Co. were highly successful and long lived. In
1902 the center of its operations were in the extreme
northeast corner of Taylor County in what is today
the Taylor County Forest, nearly all of which was
created from cutover lands from that company.
The Bonneville Opera House ended up built in the
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The Rev. Fr. Joseph Hoeger, who has recently returned from a visit to Europe, has been located
here in charge of the Catholic Church. He is making his home with Jerry Kennedy for the
present. A parsonage will soon be put up.

Work is being pushed on the Bonneville opera house.

wrong spot. Its first location was on the northwest
corner of McComb Avenue and Railroad Street.
Shortly after the large building was finished, the Rib
Lake Lumber Co. wanted the site to expand its yard
for air drying lumber. It bought the lot from
Bonneville who moved the building 200 feet south to
the southwest corner of Second and Church Street.
The building housed a popular tavern and was
remodeled into the National Hotel and remained in
use until its destruction by fire c. 1975.

Taylor County Schools - Edited by County Superintendent LattoN -- The Following list of
teachers engaged for part of the schools of the county, with post office address:

Arthur J. Latton held the elected position of Taylor
County Superintendent of Education.

CHELSEA District 1, George Knower, Urquhart; No. 2, Henry Polloey, Chelsea; No. 3, Otto
Driebusch, Medford; No. 4, Grace Brown, Medford.
GREENWOOD District 1, G. Pfaff, Sams; No. 2 Gertrude Jentzsch, Sams; No. 3, Emma
Claviter, Urquhart; No. 5, Mrs. George Knower, Interwald.

Note that several teachers working in the Town of
Greenwood had a post office address of “Sams.”
This post office was located in the William Martin
farm home on the east side of current CTH C just
south of the Rib River.

RIB LAKE District 1, Mr. Gunderson, Miss Scott, Cora Hance, Vinnie Hewitt, Clara Calvert,
Miss Hart, Mattie Warren, [Village of] Rib Lake; No. 2, P. F. Heffernan, Rib Lake; No. 3,
Agnes Johnson, Rib Lake; No. 4, Mary Peterson, Rib Lake.

Two Town of Westboro teachers had a post office
address of “Broederville,” the then name for Jump
River.

WESTBORO District 1, W. H. Allen, Miss Convey, Emma Walty, Westboro; No. 2, Anna
Hultin’, Westboro; No. 3, Minnie Mundt, Fannie McKenzie, Ada Welch, Anna DuChaine,
Westboro; No. 5, Annis Boynton, Dora Supar, Broederville.

Rib Lake had four school districts; No. 1 was the
Village of Rib Lake with 6 women teachers and 1
male principal. The remaining three districts were in
the Town of Rib Lake each having a one room
school.

ABBOTTSFORD - Cottages for Railroad Men -- The contract for the erection of twelve onestory, six room cottages for the Wisconsin Central Railway Company at Abbotsford, has been
let to W. H. Allen of Stevens Point. They will be frame structures over stone basements and will
be located on high ground near the station and will cost $1,000 each. They will be leased under
contract to the employees of the road at $12 a month. At the end of 8 years the men who have
kept up the rent will receive warranty deeds to the property. The work will be commenced at

Many companies of that time built homes for their
employees and their families. Fayette Delos Shaw
platted residential lots around his Rib Lake tannery
and constructed “company houses.” They were
rented to his tannery employees. Five of these
originally identical one and ½ story wood frame

Donald Kennedy and [Attorney] William Pringle put the Iona, a launch they bought at Oshkosh
into the waters of Rib Lake last week. Notwithstanding some difficulties encountered in making
the [engine] start, owing chiefly to machinery, the first outing was a success. The Iona has a
speed of 19 miles an hour.

9/5/1902

10/3/1902
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once.

buildings stand in 2012 on the north side of Fayette
Avenue running in a row eastward from West Street.
J.J. Kennedy erected many similar 1 ½ story homes
for his employees. All were built south of Railroad
Street and west of Third Street. Dozens of them still
stand and are in use in 2012.

10/3/1902
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WHITTLESEY -- Louis Meyer has bought his father’s farm, the Anton Meyer place. His
parents have removed to Medford. Mr. Oestreich is stumping and breaking land-about 16 acres.
Albert Steiner is plastering.

Each edition of the Star & News at this time had such
news shorts from Rib Lake, Westboro, Chelsea,
Whittlesey, etc.
Albert Steiner’s plastering consisted of mixing and
applying wet plaster to lath wood strips in the interior
of houses—a job that has all but disappeared with the
advent of sheetrock wall board.

10/10/1902
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WESTBORO LUMBER CO. OPERATES CHELSEA SAWMILL -- F.W. Shepard of Chelsea,
recently of the Rousseau & Shephard Lumber Co., has gone to Minneapolis to accept a position
as manager of a lumber company. Mr. Rousseau will manage the business at Chelsea for the
new proprietors, the Westboro Lumber Co.

10/21/1902
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WESTBORO - KAYE - GRITTNER WEDDING -- The social event of the week was the
marriage of Mr. Charles E. Kaye, son of President Joseph Kaye of the Westboro Lumber Co., to
Miss Lizzie Grittner, of the firm of Grittner & Ruprich, which was solemnized in St. Phillips
Church at 10 o’clock by Arch Deacon Jenner of Stevens Point. This was the first service held in
the new Episcopal church….

11/7/1902
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CREAMERY FOR CHELSEA -- It is now certain that Chelsea will have a creamery. Mr.
Quinn, agent for the Chicago Building Manufacturing Co. of Chicago, has succeeded in
organizing a Farmers’ Cooperative Creamery Co. and will build a $4,500 creamery. The first
meeting of the company was held at the town hall last Saturday afternoon. A committee of five
men, Anton Peterson, George Meyer, Joseph Elliot, C. H. Kickbusch and Albert Popp—were
elected to choose and buy a site for the erection of the creamery. After a meeting Monday, they
bought an acre of land of A. Mountour, just west of the school house.
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The 11/27/1902 edition reported that L. A. Rousseau
“has entered upon his duties as manager of the Rib
Lake Lumber Co. He was one of the members of the
firm of Rousseau & Shephard…” Louis Rousseau
and his family moved to Rib Lake.

The Chelsea creamery, a plant for making butter, was
built and operated on a site next to the Black River,
¼ mile west of “downtown” Chelsea.

The committee will commence work on the building next week. It is a fact that our citizens are
public spirited and show their desire for home improvements by freely subscribing to this
enterprise. Chelsea will make a success of this and no doubt it will be an inducement for other
and larger industries. Nothing succeeds like success, and it is to be hoped that all the farmers
and citizens interested will do all in their power to get all the farmers in the county to keep more
and better cows. Let “MILK! MILK!! MILK!!!” be the watch word now. Everybody talk milk.
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